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Abstract

This thesis explores the role of cognition in shaping human behavior. Based on

a dissatisfaction with the overly simplistic assumptions about human cognition

prevalent in many contemporary sociological theories, this research seeks to con-

tribute to the development and assessment of more sophisticated theories of action

that more accurately capture the realities of the human mind. The argument pre-

sented in this thesis is that a more nuanced understanding of human cognition is

not merely an intellectual exercise, but an indispensable prerequisite for achieving

more precise and profound sociological explanations, while at the same time pro-

viding new and socially relevant predictions. For practical sociological research,

however, it is crucial to ensure that such enriched theories remain applicable with-

out becoming mired in unnecessary complexity. To address these objectives, this

thesis presents six peer-reviewed contributions, linked by a framing introduction,

that cover the following three distinct areas of inquiry:

First, the thesis commences with a critique of Rational Choice Theory (RCT),

which is chosen as the starting point for this investigation because it serves as

a typical example of action theories that rely on simplifying assumptions about

the human mind. It then presents two laboratory experiments designed to gather

more data about human cognition that may help refine existing or develop new

theories of action. These experiments focus on the cognitive ability to engage in

iterated reasoning, which is a critical prerequisite for many solution concepts used

by RCT to predict behavior. The studies show that the human capacity for iter-

ated reasoning is very limited and that there is little variation among individuals,

providing a sharp contrast to the assumptions of RCT, which typically posit un-
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limited capacities in this regard. As a consequence, the observed behavior does

not match the predictions of RCT, underscoring the importance of accounting for

cognitive limitations. Furthermore, the data suggest that in addition to cognitive

ability, the individual reasoning style, i.e., how one utilizes one’s cognitive abili-

ties, has a significant impact on decision making that appears to be even stronger

than that of cognitive ability.

Second, expanding upon the preceding insights, this thesis then places more em-

phasis on the study of reasoning styles. In this context, two existing theoretical

approaches that address the distinction between cognitive reasoning styles are

examined: The Dual Process Perspective (DPP) and the Status Characteristics

Theory (SCT). The DPP is a general theoretical framework that distinguishes

between intuitive and deliberative reasoning, outlining their combined effects on

behavior. In contrast, SCT can be viewed as a specialized application of the DPP,

focusing on how status cues intuitively influence behavior in the absence of de-

liberate intervention. Following the theoretical explication of both approaches,

specific hypotheses are derived. For the DPP, these hypotheses focus on the con-

ditions under which either intuitive or deliberative reasoning might exert greater

influence and the possible consequences of such influence. SCT is used to predict

which status cues are likely to influence behavior and which cues are not. To vali-

date these hypotheses, two additional laboratory experiments are conducted. The

results generally corroborate the main tenets of both DPP and SCT, underscoring

the value of incorporating cognitive facets into sociological models of action.

Third, the thesis examines whether the DPP can be applied to sociological research

outside the laboratory. To this end, the thesis presents empirical evidence from a

non-reactive field experiment and an online survey. The field experiment serves as

a litmus test for the external validity of the DPP by applying its principles in a real-

world context without participants being aware of their involvement in a study.

The online survey evaluates the applicability of the core concepts of the DPP

within the framework of standard sociological survey techniques. Both studies

confirm the usefulness of the DPP in real-world scenarios and its compatibility

with common online survey formats.
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Sammendrag

Denne avhandlingen utforsker kognisjonens rolle i utformingen av menneskelig at-

ferd. Med utgangspunkt i en misnøye med de altfor forenklede antakelsene om

menneskelig kognisjon som finnes i mange av dagens sosiologiske teorier, søker

denne forskningen å bidra til utviklingen og vurderingen av mer sofistikerte hand-

lingsteorier som bedre fanger opp realitetene i menneskesinnet. Argumentet i denne

avhandlingen er at en mer nyansert forst̊aelse av menneskelig kognisjon ikke bare

er en intellektuell øvelse, men en uunnværlig forutsetning for å oppn̊a mer presise

og dyptg̊aende sosiologiske forklaringer, samtidig som den gir nye og samfunnsrele-

vante prediksjoner. For praktisk sosiologisk forskning er det imidlertid avgjørende

å sikre at slike berikede teorier forblir h̊andterbare og ikke drukner i unødvendig

kompleksitet. For å n̊a disse målene presenterer denne avhandlingen seks fagfel-

levurderte bidrag, knyttet sammen av en innrammende introduksjon, som dekker

følgende tre distinkte forskningsomr̊ader:

For det første begynner avhandlingen med en kritikk av Rational Choice Theory

(RCT), som er valgt som utgangspunkt for denne undersøkelsen fordi den er et

typisk eksempel p̊a handlingsteorier som bygger p̊a forenklende antakelser om men-

neskesinnet. Deretter presenteres to laboratorieeksperimenter som er utformet for å

samle inn mer data om menneskelig kognisjon og kan bidra til å forbedre n̊aværende

eller utvikle nye handlingsteorier. Disse eksperimentene fokuserer p̊a menneskets

kognitive evne til å resonnere iterativt, noe som er en kritisk forutsetning for man-

ge av løsningskonseptene som RCT bruker for å forutsi atferd. Studiene viser at

menneskets evne til iterativ resonnement er svært begrenset og at det er liten va-

riasjon mellom individer, noe som st̊ar i skarp kontrast til RCTs antakelser, som
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vanligvis forutsetter ubegrenset kapasitet p̊a dette omr̊adet. Som en konsekvens av

dette stemmer ikke den observerte atferden overens med forutsigelsene i RCT, noe

som understreker viktigheten av å ta hensyn til kognitive begrensninger. Videre

indikerer dataene at, i tillegg til kognitive evner, spiller individuell resonneringsstil

– det vil si hvordan man benytter sine kognitive ferdigheter – en betydelig rolle i

beslutningstakingen. Denne faktoren ser ut til å ha en enda større p̊avirkning enn

selve kognitive evner.

For det andre og som en utvidelse af de foreg̊aende innsiktene legger denne avhand-

lingen økt vekt p̊a studiet av resonneringsstiler. I denne sammenhengen undersøkes

to eksisterende teoretiske tilnærminger som tar for seg skillet mellom kognitive re-

sonneringsstiler: Dual Process Perspective (DPP) og Status Characteristics Theory

(SCT). DPP er et generelt teoretisk rammeverk som skiller mellom intuitiv og vel-

overveid resonnering, og som beskriver deres kombinerte effekt p̊a atferd. SCT

kan derimot betraktes som en spesialisert anvendelse av DPP, med fokus p̊a hvor-

dan statusindikatorer intuitivt p̊avirker atferd i fravær av bevisst inngripen. Etter

den teoretiske redegjørelsen for begge tilnærmingene avledes spesifikke hypoteser.

Ang̊aende DPP fokuserer disse hypotesene p̊a betingelsene for at enten intuitiv

eller bevisst resonnering kan ha større innflytelse p̊a atferd, og de mulige konse-

kvensene av en slik innflytelse. SCT brukes til å forutsi hvilke status-signaler som

sannsynligvis vil p̊avirke atferden, og hvilke som ikke vil gjøre det. For å validere

disse hypotesene ble det gjennomført ytterligere to laboratorieeksperimenter. Re-

sultatene bekrefter generelt de viktigste prinsippene i b̊ade DPP og SCT, noe som

understreker verdien av å integrere kognitive aspekter i sosiologiske handlingsmo-

deller.

For det tredje undersøker avhandlingen om DPP kan brukes i sosiologisk forskning

utenfor laboratoriet. Til dette formålet presenterer avhandlingen empiriske bevis

fra et ikke-reaktivt felteksperiment og en nettbasert spørreundersøkelse. Feltekspe-

rimentet fungerer som en lakmustest for DPPs eksterne validitet ved at prinsippene

anvendes i en reell kontekst uten at deltakerne er klar over at de deltar i en stu-

die. Den nettbaserte undersøkelsenevaluerer anvendeligheten av kjernekonseptene

i DPP innenfor rammen av standard sosiologiske undersøkelsesteknikker. Begge
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vanligvisforutsetterubegrensetkapasitetp̊adetteomr̊adet.Somenkonsekvensav

dettestemmerikkedenobserverteatferdenoverensmedforutsigelseneiRCT,noe

somunderstrekerviktighetenavåtahensyntilkognitivebegrensninger.Videre

indikererdataeneat,itilleggtilkognitiveevner,spillerindividuellresonneringsstil

–detvilsihvordanmanbenyttersinekognitiveferdigheter–enbetydeligrollei

beslutningstakingen.Dennefaktorenseruttil̊ahaenendastørrep̊avirkningenn

selvekognitiveevner.

Fordetandreogsomenutvidelseafdeforeg̊aendeinnsikteneleggerdenneavhand-

lingenøktvektp̊astudietavresonneringsstiler.Idennesammenhengenundersøkes

toeksisterendeteoretisketilnærmingersomtarforsegskilletmellomkognitivere-

sonneringsstiler:DualProcessPerspective(DPP)ogStatusCharacteristicsTheory

(SCT).DPPeretgenereltteoretiskrammeverksomskillermellomintuitivogvel-

overveidresonnering,ogsombeskriverdereskombinerteeffektp̊aatferd.SCT

kanderimotbetraktessomenspesialisertanvendelseavDPP,medfokusp̊ahvor-

danstatusindikatorerintuitivtp̊avirkeratferdifraværavbevisstinngripen.Etter

denteoretiskeredegjørelsenforbeggetilnærmingeneavledesspesifikkehypoteser.

Ang̊aendeDPPfokusererdissehypotesenep̊abetingelseneforatentenintuitiv

ellerbevisstresonneringkanhastørreinnflytelsep̊aatferd,ogdemuligekonse-

kvenseneavenslikinnflytelse.SCTbrukestil̊aforutsihvilkestatus-signalersom

sannsynligvisvilp̊avirkeatferden,oghvilkesomikkevilgjøredet.For̊avalidere

dissehypotesenebledetgjennomførtytterligeretolaboratorieeksperimenter.Re-

sultatenebekreftergenereltdeviktigsteprinsippeneib̊adeDPPogSCT,noesom

understrekerverdienavåintegrerekognitiveaspekterisosiologiskehandlingsmo-

deller.

FordettredjeundersøkeravhandlingenomDPPkanbrukesisosiologiskforskning

utenforlaboratoriet.Tildetteformåletpresentereravhandlingenempiriskebevis

fraetikke-reaktivtfelteksperimentogennettbasertspørreundersøkelse.Feltekspe-

rimentetfungerersomenlakmustestforDPPseksternevaliditetvedatprinsippene

anvendesienreellkontekstutenatdeltakerneerklaroveratdedeltarienstu-

die.Dennettbaserteundersøkelsenevaluereranvendelighetenavkjernekonseptene

iDPPinnenforrammenavstandardsosiologiskeundersøkelsesteknikker.Begge
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1 Introduction

Human society is intricate and complex, shaped by the actions of countless in-

dividual actors, each with their own unique motivations, backgrounds, abilities,

and perceptions of the world. These actions intertwine and converge to form com-

plex patterns, manifesting as social phenomena. In their pursuit to understand

and explain these patterns, sociologists employ various theories to uncover the un-

derlying principles that govern these social entities. While some of these theories

delve into the micro level, scrutinizing the intricate details of individual interac-

tions, others ascend to the macro level, capturing the broad expanse of societal

structures and patterns. Yet despite their different vantage points, nearly all so-

ciological theories share a common foundational element: The integral role of a

theory of human agency. This is evident in individualistic traditions such as Be-

haviorism (Homans 1974) or Rational Choice Theory (Abraham and Voss 2000).

It is also discernible, albeit in a more rudimentary form, in approaches such as

network theory (Granovetter 1985). Similarly, even macro-sociological paradigms

tend to acknowledge the role of individual action. In Parsons’ (1937) structural

functionalism, for example, the focus is on systems and subsystems and their re-

spective requirements for survival. However, these (sub)systems also provide the

normative framework for Parsons’ voluntaristic theory of action, in which the be-

havior of actors is guided by the values and norms of these systems. This serves

as a reminder that even within macro-sociological paradigms, individual actions,

albeit interpreted through a different lens, are still of profound significance.

Given this pervasive role of action theory, it becomes clear that a comprehen-

sive understanding of social patterns and phenomena, which is the focal point of

sociological inquiry (Lindenberg 1992; Wippler and Lindenberg 1987), requires a

profound understanding of human action. Consequently, disentangling the nu-

ances inherent in human action is not a secondary task, but a central concern of
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sociology. However, the pursuit of understanding human action extends beyond

the confines of sociology, permeating numerous neighboring scientific disciplines,

such as economics, psychology, or even biology. All of these disciplines share a

growing focus in recent years on the cognitive underpinnings of human decision

making (e.g., Kahneman 2011; Kenrick and Griskevicius 2013; Rubinstein 2007).

Given this interdisciplinary shift, it seems reasonable to use the insights of these

disciplines in the pursuit of a more comprehensive and nuanced theory of action.

Consequently, this thesis explores the potential of incorporating insights from cog-

nitive research into sociological theories of action with a particular focus on de-

cision making. In doing so, this thesis embarks on a journey that begins with a

concern for the cognitive abilities of human decision makers and gradually shifts

its focus to an emerging paradigm in research that distinguishes between intuitive

and deliberative decision-making behavior.

Yet, the notion of incorporating aspects of human cognition into sociology is not

new. Classical sociological theorists have already acknowledged, either explicitly

or implicitly, the importance of cognitive aspects in shaping individual perception,

judgment, and behavior. Max Weber (1922), for instance, emphasized that people

act on the basis of their interpretations of the world around them, thus highlight-

ing the importance of subjective meaning in individual actions and the role of

perception in shaping them. Similarly, the Thomas theorem, a seminal concept

in sociology, asserts that the subjective interpretations that individuals make of a

situation, regardless of their objective accuracy, lead to tangible consequences for

the actors involved (Thomas and Thomas 1928, 572).

In a similar vein, Alfred Schütz (1990) sought to understand how individuals’ past

experiences influence their subsequent behavior. Building on his phenomenological

perspective, Schütz (1990, 207ff) posited that individuals construct their reality

based on their past experiences and the meanings they attach to them. He further

theorized that these past experiences form a repository of knowledge that indi-

viduals draw upon when interpreting their current situations and deciding how to

act. In his view, therefore, social action is not simply driven by external forces or

societal structures, but is also a product of an individual’s subjective interpreta-
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tion of the world, which in turn is shaped by his or her knowledge gained from

past experiences.

Connecting to this, Pierre Bourdieu’s (1990) practice theory sheds light on the im-

pact of different types of knowledge on human behavior, highlighting in particular

the distinction between mere knowledge and embodied knowledge, as exemplified

by the habitus. Bourdieu asserts that internalized cultural knowledge shapes in-

dividuals’ perceptions as well as interpretations of social situations and guides

their decision making. For instance, a working-class individual may be informed

about the rules of etiquette of high society, but may lack the practical (embodied)

knowledge necessary to implement them in a given social situation due to a lack

of socialization.

This account of sociological ideas about the cognitive underpinnings of human

behavior is far from complete. There are a plethora of other theories and perspec-

tives in sociology that have implicitly or explicitly acknowledged the significance

of cognitive processes in understanding human behavior and social phenomena.

Rather than extend this exploration further, it is essential to note that while early

sociological work is rich in insights into the potential interplay between cognitive

aspects and human decision making, it often falls short in coherently integrating

these notions into a comprehensive theory of action. The formulations of these

theories sometimes suffer from a lack of clarity and formal rigor, which in turn

renders their empirical predictions somewhat ambiguous. This underscores the

need for a more systematic and methodical approach to incorporating cognitive

aspects into sociological theories of action.

In comparison, Rational Choice Theory (RCT) stands out as a prominent approach

within the social sciences, offering a highly developed paradigm for action theory

in terms of formal representation (Hedström and Swedberg 1996). At the core of

RCT is the decision-making procedure, which we will refer to as rational decision

making : According to it, individuals have the ability to rank all potential decision

alternatives on the basis of a single characteristic, personal preference, and sub-

sequently choose the available alternative that is most preferred (Rubinstein and

Osborne 2020). Thereby, RCT rests on a set of axioms that facilitate the precise
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renders their empirical predictions somewhat ambiguous. This underscores the
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In comparison, Rational Choice Theory (RCT) stands out as a prominent approach

within the social sciences, offering a highly developed paradigm for action theory

in terms of formal representation (Hedström and Swedberg 1996). At the core of

RCT is the decision-making procedure, which we will refer to as rational decision

making : According to it, individuals have the ability to rank all potential decision
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sequently choose the available alternative that is most preferred (Rubinstein and
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formulation and rigorous analysis of human actions and decisions. The successful

application of RCT in both theoretical (e.g., Breen and Goldthorpe 1997; Cole-

man 1990; Diekmann 1985) and empirical (cf. Abraham and Voss 2000; Friedman

and Hechter 1988) research impressively demonstrates the usefulness of this ap-

proach for advancing sociological knowledge. In this regard, RCT is not limited to

a specific area of sociological inquiry, but can be applied to a variety of domains,

such as the family (Coleman 1993; Hoem 1991), crime and deviance (Becker 1968;

Cornish and Clarke 2014), stratification and mobility (Logan 1996; Walder 1992),

or religion (Iannaccone 1991).

At the same time, however, a number of critical contributions to RCT have ap-

peared (e.g., Simon 1957; Smelser 1992). One of the main concerns raised by the

critics is the lack of realism in the assumptions underlying the rational decision-

making procedure. While these assumptions facilitate the development of elegant

and tractable models, they often oversimplify the complexity of human cognition

and decision-making behavior. This lack of realism may inadvertently limit the

applicability of RCT to understanding real-world social phenomena, thus necessi-

tating a more comprehensive approach that takes into account the intricate nature

of human decision making.

In particular, RCT is often criticized for being too individualistic and not tak-

ing into account the social context (Granovetter 1985), as well as for assuming

that human actors are primarily concerned with their personal material well-being

(Münch 2007). Furthermore, it is often argued that RCT assumes that individu-

als have unrealistically high cognitive abilities (Simon 1955). However, many of

these criticisms can be readily dismissed due to misconceptions surrounding the

RCT framework. For example, the assumption that human actors are inherently

individualistic and materialistically selfish may be common in economics, but it is

by no means an inherent requirement of RCT. Instead, the framework can easily

accommodate actors who care about the well-being of others (Fehr and Schmidt

1999), immaterial values (Frank 1988), or social context (Buskens and Raub 2013).

With respect to the assumptions of RCT about cognition, however, the critics raise

some legitimate concerns. For instance, to make behavioral predictions, RCT em-
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ploys intricate mathematical models, some of which require considerable computa-

tional effort on the part of the researchers. At the same time, however, these same

researchers maintain the (at least implicit) assumption that human actors consis-

tently possess the necessary cognitive capacity to solve even the most challenging

tasks flawlessly, optimally, and instantaneously (see also Simon 1957).1 This and

similar assumptions are particularly troubling because empirical evidence shows

that human actors not merely require more time to make decisions and occasion-

ally make mistakes, but that the inherent cognitive limitations of actors require

them to apply entirely different decision-making rules (e.g., Simon 1955). As a con-

sequence, empirical observations of human behavior systematically deviate from

the predictions of classical RCT (e.g., Camerer 2003; Thaler 1980).

In response to these criticisms, the Bounded Rationality approach has emerged,

positioning itself as a theoretical framework that draws upon the foundational

principles of RCT while acknowledging the cognitive limitations inherent in hu-

man decision makers (Simon 1990). In particular, the axiomatic branch of this ap-

proach (cf. Rubinstein 1998) strives to maintain the advantages of RCT, such as

its formal rigor, while providing a more accurate representation of human decision-

making processes. Rather than providing a single, universally accepted model, this

perspective offers a general framework for developing alternative decision-making

procedures that explicitly take into account the cognitive limitations of real hu-

man actors (Rubinstein 1998). The Bounded Rationality approach thus provides

an appropriate starting point for integrating cognitive insights into a theory of

action.

However, it is important that these alternative models do not emerge from an arm-

chair perspective that does not relate to reality. Instead, theory building must be

based on empirical evidence (Hedström and Swedberg 1996). Consequently, em-

pirical research and experiments are required to gather the necessary data. The

1Even the staunchest supporters of RCT acknowledge that these assumptions do not accu-
rately reflect reality. Nevertheless, proponents of RCT who adhere to an instrumentalist perspec-
tive, such as Friedman (1953), defend these simplifying assumptions. From their perspective, the
primary concern is whether a theory can produce compelling and empirically accurate predic-
tions; the degree of realism in the assumptions is considered secondary or even inconsequential.
See sections 1.3 and 2.1.1 for a more detailed discussion of this point.
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typical approach to gather such data uses RCT to generate predictions for an ex-

perimental design derived from the most critical assumptions of RCT, which are

then tested for validity (Thaler 1980). When discrepancies are identified, they

can serve two purposes: Either to lay the groundwork for formulating alterna-

tive assumptions and models (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversky 1972), or

to facilitate comparison with pre-existing alternative explanatory models (Bosch-

Domènech et al. 2002; Crawford and Iriberri 2007). The first contributions of this

thesis follow this principle and focus on the measurement and evaluation of specific

cognitive limitations of human actors via laboratory experiments.

Following the initial stage of research for this thesis, however, it became apparent

that focusing solely on cognitive constraints provides only a partial understanding

of how cognitive factors influence decision making. Both RCT and the Bounded

Rationality approach assume that actors always employ (bounded) rational deci-

sion making in any given situation. Yet, in our experiments, we observed that

while some participants made efforts to obtain sufficient information and took the

time for thorough deliberation, others tended to use more intuitive decision-making

methods, foregoing critical information or reflection, which resulted in suboptimal

outcomes. Thus, it was inferred that besides cognitive capabilities, the style in

which actors use their cognitive resources during the decision-making procedure is

also of vital significance.

This insight led to a shift in the focus of this research, from the integration of

cognitive abilities to the incorporation of reasoning style into a theory of action.

Interestingly, similar to considerations of cognition, many ideas about the manifes-

tations of different reasoning styles and their role in everyday human experience

can already be found in the seminal works of the social sciences. For example,

Vilfredo Pareto (1917) and Max Weber (1922) recognize rational decision making

as only one of many types of decision making. Thus, Pareto (1917) distinguishes

between logical, non-logical and illogical conduct. Likewise, in Weber’s (1922,

24ff) conceptualization, rational decision making, equated with Zweckrationalität,

constitutes merely one of four ideal types of decision making.
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Giddens (1984) not only makes a similar argument, but also qualifies it by positing

that discursive consciousness, a concept analogous to the rational decision mak-

ing proposed by RCT, comprises only a minor aspect of human action. Instead,

he asserts that the majority of human behavior is based on practical conscious-

ness, which involves routinized, quasi-automatic sequences of actions adapted to

everyday life. This assertion aligns with Bourdieu (1990), who posits that habitual

actions, which are rooted in embodied dispositions and deeply ingrained cultural

norms and thus occur unquestioned and quasi-automatically, constitute the bulk

of everyday actions.

While numerous renowned theorists have expressed similar ideas in the past, it

can be consternated that these ideas usually do not constitute genuine theories of

action. In contrast, more recent sociological literature begun to formulate theo-

ries of action that explicitly or implicitly incorporate reasoning styles into their

frameworks. For example, the model of frame selection proposed by Esser (1996)

and further developed by Kroneberg (2014; see also Esser and Kroneberg 2015)

offers an explicit approach, suggesting that human actors employ either an impul-

sive or a reflective reasoning style when making decisions. This model aligns with

the Dual Process Perspective, a broader paradigm rooted in cognitive and social

psychology (Chaiken and Trope 1999; Evans 2010; Stanovich 2011) that has grad-

ually gained traction in economics (Alós-Ferrer and Garagnani 2020; Brocas and

Carrillo 2014) and sociology (e.g., Lizardo et al. 2016; Miles et al. 2019; Vaisey

2009) in recent years. By emphasizing the interplay between intuitive and deliber-

ative processes as core components of human reasoning, this perspective provides

a comprehensive framework for integrating and interpreting the findings of the

research presented in this thesis. An approach in which the distinction between

intuitive and deliberative reasoning styles is more implicit can be found in Sta-

tus Characteristics Theory (see Berger et al. 1977). This theory, which can be

seen as a specific application of the Dual Process Perspective (Miles et al. 2019),

posits that intuitively perceived status characteristics guide actors’ behavior un-

less a deliberative process intervenes (Simpson and Walker 2002; Simpson et al.

2012).
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In light of our empirical findings, the subsequent contributions move away from an

exclusive reliance on RCT and Bounded Rationality to incorporate the insights of

the more specialized Status Characteristics Theory (SCT) and the comprehensive

framework offered by the Dual Process Perspective (DPP). The primary objective

of these later contributions is to evaluate the potential of these approaches to

generate sociologically relevant hypotheses and subsequently to test their empirical

validity. As we will see in the remainder of this framing introduction, the DPP in

particular emerges as a promising approach for providing the basis for a meaningful

sociological theory of action that incorporates cognitive elements.

The central argument put forth in this framing introduction and throughout the

thesis is that contemporary sociological theories of action can benefit from sys-

tematically incorporating key insights about the cognitive foundations of social

action, drawing on both classical sociological action theory and modern cognitive

science. To support this claim, the thesis presents six peer-reviewed contributions.

The first three contributions focus on addressing the theoretical and empirical

limitations of classical RCT, particularly its assumptions about human cognition.

Subsequently, the general DPP framework and the specialized SCT are presented

and their empirical validity is evaluated through laboratory experiments. The fi-

nal two contributions build upon the results of the laboratory experiments on the

DPP, aiming both to verify the external validity of the laboratory findings and to

explore the broader implications and applicability of the DPP approach to survey

research.

The subsequent framing introduction to this thesis is structured as follows: First,

the remainder of this section provides a conceptual outline of sociological expla-

nations and articulates the necessity of incorporating a theory of action within

such explanations. Then, the concept of action theory is explained in more detail

and criteria for evaluating its quality are established. In the second section, which

constitutes the core of this framing introduction, the individual peer-reviewed

contributions of this thesis are summarized and contextualized within the broader

framework. In addition, complementary theoretical explanations and empirical
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findings are provided. Finally, the last section discusses the findings of this thesis

and assesses their implications.

1.1 Sociological Explanations

Sociology is the science that studies how social conditions give rise to social con-

sequences (Lindenberg 1992). Two aspects of this statement are of particular

importance: First, the emphasis on how signifies that the central focus of socio-

logical analysis should be devoted to uncovering the underlying mechanisms behind

social phenomena. This perspective coincides with the principles of explanatory

sociology (also called rigorous sociology, cf. Raub et al. 2022), according to which

the primary objective of sociological research is to provide causal explanations for

social phenomena (cf. Manzo 2021).2

Second, the focus on social conditions and social consequences implies that the an-

alytical primacy of sociology should typically be on social entities and the macro

regularities that govern them (cf. Wippler and Lindenberg 1987). This does not

mean, however, that sociology is limited to macro processes to explain these macro

regularities, since micro processes, especially individual action, are also taken into

account (at least implicitly) in many sociological theories. This is because, despite

the colloquial tendency to attribute actions to social entities such as groups, or-

ganizations, or societies, it is the individuals comprising these entities who act as

agents of these entities at the micro level (cf. Zahle 2014).

The debate about the relevance of macro- and micro-level processes is closely re-

lated to the ongoing discussion about methodological individualism and method-

2In addition, explanatory sociology rests on the notion of a logical equivalence between ex-
planation and prediction. This means that it is crucial that phenomena are not only explained
retrospectively, i.e., after the fact, but that they can also be explained prospectively, i.e., pre-
dicted. This aspect underscores the empirical orientation of explanatory sociology, in which
explanations, or more generally the theories on which these explanations are based, must be
tested against empirical reality (Hedström and Swedberg 1996). Theoretical constructs that are
capable of providing explanations but fail to make predictions cannot be tested for validity and,
therefore, do not qualify as theories in the sense of explanatory sociology.
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ological holism. Methodological individualism stresses the importance of individ-

ual processes, while methodological holism emphasizes the role of the macro level.

However, it would be an oversimplification to assert that these approaches are di-

ametrically opposed, seeking to explain phenomena exclusively at either the micro

or macro level (cf. Udehn 2002; Zahle and Collin 2014).3 In particular, most pro-

ponents of methodological holism do not deny the role of micro-level processes in

explaining social phenomena (Zahle and Collin 2014, 7). In other words, regardless

of the approach taken, micro-processes must be taken into account in sociologi-

cal explanations. In light of this understanding, it seems appropriate to focus

exclusively on micro-level explanatory processes in the subsequent discussion.

Sociological explanations via the micro level are perhaps best illustrated by a

schema popularized by James Coleman (1987; 1990) and shown in Figure 1.1. The

schema, also known as the micro-macro link (Raub et al. 2011), depicts the logical

sequence of explaining (or predicting) a social phenomenon. The upper part of

the schema represents the macro level of the social entity being analyzed: On the

right, the social consequences to be explained or predicted, and on the left, the

preceding social conditions on which the explanation or prediction is based.

According to methodological individualism, these macro consequences cannot be

directly explained by macro conditions because social entities do not have agency

and cannot causally influence social facts. Therefore, any observed macro regular-

ities (4) are only spurious correlations.4 Instead, the explanation must result from

the logical connection between the micro and macro levels through the causal pro-

cesses (1) to (3). These processes have been labeled in the literature with various

terms, such as logics (e.g., Esser 1993), assumptions and rules (e.g., Wippler and

Lindenberg 1987), or mechanisms (Hedström and Ylikoski 2010). Although these

3While there exist theories that focus exclusively on either the micro or macro level to explain
social phenomena, such approaches are uncommon and represent outliers in the discipline (cf.
Udehn 2002; Zahle and Collin 2014). One such example is Thomas Hobbes’ (1651) theory of
the social contract, which posits that social order is generated by atomistic actors without any
consideration of the macro level. Conversely, an example that pays no attention to the individual
actions of actors is Peter M. Blau’s (1977) theory of organization.

4Advocates of methodological holism (Zahle and Collin 2014) would disagree with the previous
statement and emphasize the importance and necessity of this pathway for a comprehensive
explanation.
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explaining social phenomena (Zahle and Collin 2014, 7). In other words, regardless

of the approach taken, micro-processes must be taken into account in sociologi-

cal explanations. In light of this understanding, it seems appropriate to focus

exclusively on micro-level explanatory processes in the subsequent discussion.

Sociological explanations via the micro level are perhaps best illustrated by a

schema popularized by James Coleman (1987; 1990) and shown in Figure 1.1. The

schema, also known as the micro-macro link (Raub et al. 2011), depicts the logical

sequence of explaining (or predicting) a social phenomenon. The upper part of

the schema represents the macro level of the social entity being analyzed: On the

right, the social consequences to be explained or predicted, and on the left, the

preceding social conditions on which the explanation or prediction is based.

According to methodological individualism, these macro consequences cannot be

directly explained by macro conditions because social entities do not have agency

and cannot causally influence social facts. Therefore, any observed macro regular-

ities (4) are only spurious correlations.
4
Instead, the explanation must result from

the logical connection between the micro and macro levels through the causal pro-

cesses (1) to (3). These processes have been labeled in the literature with various

terms, such as logics (e.g., Esser 1993), assumptions and rules (e.g., Wippler and

Lindenberg 1987), or mechanisms (Hedström and Ylikoski 2010). Although these
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While there exist theories that focus exclusively on either the micro or macro level to explain

social phenomena, such approaches are uncommon and represent outliers in the discipline (cf.
Udehn 2002; Zahle and Collin 2014). One such example is Thomas Hobbes’ (1651) theory of
the social contract, which posits that social order is generated by atomistic actors without any
consideration of the macro level. Conversely, an example that pays no attention to the individual
actions of actors is Peter M. Blau’s (1977) theory of organization.
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Advocates of methodological holism (Zahle and Collin 2014) would disagree with the previous

statement and emphasize the importance and necessity of this pathway for a comprehensive
explanation.
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labels may denote different interpretations of the explanatory processes, for the

sake of this analysis we will refer to them as causal processes. In essence, each of

the three causal processes must be explained by an appropriate theory.

In the first step of the micro-macro link, the micro conditions for individual actors

within a social entity are derived from the macro conditions of the entity. This

process requires a theory of situation that enables the identification of features

of the individual situation from the broader social condition. In the second step

of the micro-macro link, the behavior of actors is to be explained (or, logically

equivalent, predicted) on the basis of their individual situations. This requires a

theory of action, which will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

Finally, in the third step, an aggregation theory must be applied to explain or

predict the macro-level consequences based on the behavior of the individuals.

Often, aggregation rules are straightforward and require little explanation, for

example, when the collective effect is equal to the sum of independent individual

actions, such as the crime rate (Diekmann and Voss 2004). However, aggregation

can also be complex due to cascading effects and feedback loops that can arise and

affect the macro-level outcome (Coleman 1986; Ylikoski 2021). Various approaches

have been proposed to address these challenges (Abell et al. 2008; Manzo 2007; Opp
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2011). Although aggregation theory is a crucial component in explaining macro-

level outcomes, the framing introduction does not directly address this aspect, as

it primarily examines the micro and meso levels.5 Note, that this is not meant to

downplay the importance of the aggregation process. Rather, it underscores the

need to establish a solid foundation in action theory before delving deeper into the

complexities of aggregation theory.

Having presented this conceptual outline of the three causal processes involved in

sociological explanations through the micro-macro link, we now proceed to explore

the second step of this process in more detail.

1.2 Theories of Action

This section explains the concept of action theories in more detail. First, however,

we will clarify what we mean by the word behavior and other related terms such as

decision, choice, and action. While these terms are often used interchangeably in

everyday language, they have different meanings in the social sciences. Behavior

is the broadest term and encompasses any human conduct that originates from the

actor himself and is not caused by external forces (cf. Elster 2007, 163f). Thus,

climbing a tree is just as much a behavior as is driving a car, but being pulled

down by gravity and being moved by the car is not. Note that not every behavior

must result in an overt reaction that is visible to an observer. This may be the

case if the behavior is aimed at maintaining the status quo, i.e., doing nothing or

not changing the current behavior. For example, not coming to the aid of a person

in distress is a behavior, even if an observer cannot perceive any external activity.

The term decision refers to the process of selecting a specific option from a set of

possible behavioral choices, known as the decision-making procedure. The option

that is ultimately chosen is referred to as a decision or, synonymously, a choice.

5Moreover, certain theories of action are inherently equipped to deal with the aggregation
problem (e.g., the Nash equilibrium in game theory, see section 2.1).
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Finally, the term action in the literature (e.g., Anscombe 1957) usually refers to a

subset of behavior that includes only intentional and goal-directed behavior. El-

ster (2007, 163f), for example, emphasizes the importance of explicitly evaluating

different alternatives on the basis of one’s own (intentional) goals. Non-intentional

or automatic behavior, such as a reflex, is thus dismissed as a phenomenon with-

out scientific relevance for sociology. However, in this framing introduction, which

focuses specifically on intuitive behavior, non-intentional behavior is also consid-

ered a socially relevant phenomenon. Therefore, we use the terms behavior and

action interchangeably.6

Having defined the most important terms, we now turn to the theory of action.

Figure 1.2 depicts a conceptual framework for a general theory of action that

bridges the individual situation and the individual behavior previously discussed

in the micro-macro link. While both the situation and the actor’s behavior can

be directly observed by researchers, the processes that occur within the actor

during decision making are not directly observable.7 Nevertheless, it is possible to

gain insight into these internal processes through the use of mental models, i.e.,

theories of action. Starting from the individual situation, such models describe

the cognitive processes that actors use to perceive the situation (or parts of it),

make a choice, and ultimately exhibit a particular behavior.

At the center of the theory of action is what we call the decision-making proce-

dure. It describes how external states (perceived situational conditions) and inter-

nal states (dispositional factors) lead to a decision (the choice). In many theories

6Moreover, there are several reasons to question the strict dichotomy between behavior and
action. First, the threshold for distinguishing between automatic, reflexive behavior from volun-
tary, unconscious action is not clearly defined (Selten 2002; Sumner and Husain 2008). Second,
even proponents of the distinction between intentional and non-intentional behavior do not con-
sistently maintain it, as seen in the interpretation of mixed strategies in game theory as popu-
lation shares of actors who engage in a particular action without deliberation (e.g., Rosenthal
1979). Finally, from a sociological perspective, the actual consequences of behavior may be more
important than the decision-making procedure itself. If automatic behavior plays a significant
role in everyday life, as some argue (e.g., Bourdieu 1990), then sociological research should not
ignore this type of behavior.

7The issue of whether situations and behaviors can be fully and objectively observed is beyond
the scope of this framing introduction (for an overview, see Little 1993). Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to assume that these external phenomena are easier to observe than the internal
processes that occur within individuals.
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or automatic behavior, such as a reflex, is thus dismissed as a phenomenon with-

out scientific relevance for sociology. However, in this framing introduction, which
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ered a socially relevant phenomenon. Therefore, we use the terms behavior and
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Figure 1.2 depicts a conceptual framework for a general theory of action that

bridges the individual situation and the individual behavior previously discussed

in the micro-macro link. While both the situation and the actor’s behavior can

be directly observed by researchers, the processes that occur within the actor

during decision making are not directly observable.
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Nevertheless, it is possible to

gain insight into these internal processes through the use of mental models, i.e.,

theories of action. Starting from the individual situation, such models describe

the cognitive processes that actors use to perceive the situation (or parts of it),

make a choice, and ultimately exhibit a particular behavior.

At the center of the theory of action is what we call the decision-making proce-

dure. It describes how external states (perceived situational conditions) and inter-

nal states (dispositional factors) lead to a decision (the choice). In many theories
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of action, the decision-making procedure is characterized by a sequence of opera-

tions that follow law-like rules to derive an action from the internal and external

conditions. Individual dispositions, such as preferences, knowledge, and cognitive

abilities, tend to be rather dynamic, i.e., they can vary considerably from actor to

actor. Nevertheless, action theory can impose certain regularities or constraints

on these dispositions.

To help understand this abstract framework, we illustrate it using Rational Choice

Theory (RCT). In its simplest form, RCT posits that preferences are the only dis-

position that holds significance for actors (Rubinstein and Osborne 2020). While

actors are relatively free to choose their preferences (Stigler and Becker 1977), RCT

imposes certain constraints on their consistency, disallowing some combinations of

preferences, such as intransitive preferences. Regarding situational conditions, ac-

tors are assumed to fully perceive a situation and derive a set of feasible courses of

action from it.8 The decision-making procedure is then defined as follows: Actors

always choose an action from the feasible set that leads to their most preferred

outcome.

8In addition to situational conditions, the set of feasible options may also be constrained by
dispositional factors, such as the knowledge to perform a particular action.
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ofaction,thedecision-makingprocedureischaracterizedbyasequenceofopera-

tionsthatfollowlaw-likerulestoderiveanactionfromtheinternalandexternal

conditions.Individualdispositions,suchaspreferences,knowledge,andcognitive

abilities,tendtoberatherdynamic,i.e.,theycanvaryconsiderablyfromactorto

actor.Nevertheless,actiontheorycanimposecertainregularitiesorconstraints

onthesedispositions.

Tohelpunderstandthisabstractframework,weillustrateitusingRationalChoice

Theory(RCT).Initssimplestform,RCTpositsthatpreferencesaretheonlydis-

positionthatholdssignificanceforactors(RubinsteinandOsborne2020).While

actorsarerelativelyfreetochoosetheirpreferences(StiglerandBecker1977),RCT

imposescertainconstraintsontheirconsistency,disallowingsomecombinationsof

preferences,suchasintransitivepreferences.Regardingsituationalconditions,ac-

torsareassumedtofullyperceiveasituationandderiveasetoffeasiblecoursesof

actionfromit.8Thedecision-makingprocedureisthendefinedasfollows:Actors

alwayschooseanactionfromthefeasiblesetthatleadstotheirmostpreferred

outcome.

8Inadditiontosituationalconditions,thesetoffeasibleoptionsmayalsobeconstrainedby
dispositionalfactors,suchastheknowledgetoperformaparticularaction.
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1.2 Theories of Action 15

Let us briefly consider the processes that are also part of the theory of action,

namely, the process of perception and the process of choice implementation. Re-

garding perception, the simplest way to conceptualize it is to assume complete and

perfect information, i.e., that actors possess all relevant information. Other con-

ceptualizations may be more realistic, but come at the cost of being more complex

and requiring further assumptions.9 With regard to the implementation of choice,

it should be noted that although we assume a perfect correlation between choice

and behavior for the sake of simplicity, this is not necessarily the case in reality.

Random factors or hidden motivations may complicate or prevent the inference of

choice from the observed behavior.10

Finally, Figure 1.2 shows a dotted arrow from the observed behavior back to the

action theory. This arrow illustrates the idea that an action theory (or any the-

ory in general) must also include a rudimentary theory of measurement in order to

have empirical value (Adcock and Collier 2001; Bandalos 2018). A measurement

theory allows inferences to be made from the observed behavior of the actor (i.e.,

the measurement) to all aspects of the model in order to validate them empirically.

Measurement theory serves two purposes: First, it defines how the observed behav-

ior can enrich and modify existing knowledge about actors’ dispositional factors.

For example, new or changed preferences can be inferred from observed behavior.

Second, it establishes criteria for determining whether or not an observed behavior

is consistent with the theory. This is particularly important because a measure-

ment theory sets the limits of empirical falsifiability and ultimately determines the

empirical value of the theory.

Now that we have illustrated the concept of action theory, we can turn to the

question of why it is such an important component of sociological explanation.

Most obviously, the micro-level transition from individual situation to individual

behavior cannot be made without a theory of action. Moreover, the theory of

action is also relevant to steps (1) and (3) of the micro-macro link.

9We will present an alternative conceptualization in section 2.2.1.
10Duggan and Levitt (2002) use the case of corruption in sumo wrestling to show that it is

indeed very problematic to distinguish the choice “try to win” from “try to lose while trying to
look like you want to win” on the basis of directly observable behavior alone.
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1.3 Quality Criteria 16

In particular, the action theory and its decision-making procedure specify which

situationally relevant factors may or may not influence the behavior. This, in

turn, affects the requirements of a theory of situation in step (1), since it only

has to provide information about those aspects that are ultimately taken into

account by the theory of action. Thus, if a particular aspect is disregarded by

the theory of action, the theory of the situation does not have to consider it. In

this sense, action theory preselects the relevant situational aspects. Regarding

step (3), some theories of action are already designed to solve the aggregation

problem by themselves. For instance, the notion of Nash equilibrium in game

theory predicts not only the individual behavior of actors but also states what the

collective outcome will be.

Taken together, these points demonstrate the essential role of a theory of action in

linking the micro and macro levels of analysis, and thus ultimately in explaining

sociological phenomena.

1.3 Quality Criteria

So far, we have outlined the explanatory micro-macro link and emphasized the

significance of a theory of action within it. However, the mere recognition of the

need for a theory of action does not entail clarity about its essential features or

formulation. In this regard, fundamental requirements have been identified that

a theory of action must fulfill in order to be considered a theory in the sense of

explanatory sociology (cf. Braun 2008). These include, for example, the ability to

propose at least one testable hypothesis and the absence of contradictions (Bunge

1996; Popper 1935). Nonetheless, given the boundless possibilities for constructing

a theory of action, these rudimentary requirements are insufficient. Therefore, it is

imperative to establish objective criteria that can facilitate the scientific selection

of feasible models and thus also the scientific progress. In this vein, several criteria

for assessing the scientific merit of a theory can be found in the literature that go

beyond these basic requirements. In the following we discuss a selection of these
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criteria that are particularly important for this framing introduction (for a more

comprehensive account: Otte et al. 2023).

The first criterion for evaluating a theory that we will discuss is its information

content. The information content of a theory is determined by both its applicability

and the precision of the predictions it makes. Applicability refers to the extent

to which a theory can be applied across different contexts and situations, which

is generally considered desirable because it increases the generalizability of the

theory. Specificity of predictions, on the other hand, refers to the degree to which

a theory makes precise and narrow predictions rather than vague ones. Narrow

predictions are generally preferred in scientific research because they are easier

to test and falsify, which is crucial for the advancement of scientific knowledge

(Popper 1994).

Related to information content, but not a quality criterion per se, is the degree

of formalization of a theory. This involves expressing the ideas of the theory in

mathematical or procedural terms (such as agent-based models, cf. Manzo 2022).

The use of formal models provides a clear and precise language for expressing the

concepts, relationships, and predictions of a theory (Olinick 2014), which allows for

a more rigorous and systematic analysis of the theory’s implications compared to

theories that rely solely on verbal arguments.11 In addition, these formal analyses

can also facilitate a deeper understanding of the workings of social processes by

revealing unforeseen interactions and insights (Aumann 1985).

Another important criterion is empirical accuracy, which is a measure of the degree

of correspondence between a theory’s predictions and empirical reality. This cor-

respondence is often characterized by a continuum that ranges from less to more

11The analysis of the volunteer dilemma illustrates the merits of mathematical models. Regard-
ing the direction of a single effect, e.g., the number of participants on the individual probability
of volunteering, verbal theories can provide insight, for example, by using the concept of respon-
sibility diffusion (Darley and Latané 1968) to argue that this effect should be negative. However,
when considering the aggregate effect of additional participants on the likelihood of at least one
individual volunteering, verbal theories fail to provide direction because it is unclear whether
the presence of an additional potential volunteer counteracts the reduced individual probability.
In contrast, mathematical analyses (Diekmann 1985; Tutić 2014) can be used to derive precise
predictions.
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Theanalysisofthevolunteerdilemmaillustratesthemeritsofmathematicalmodels.Regard-

ingthedirectionofasingleeffect,e.g.,thenumberofparticipantsontheindividualprobability
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sibilitydiffusion(DarleyandLatané1968)toarguethatthiseffectshouldbenegative.However,
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accurate, rather than by a strict dichotomy of right or wrong. A higher degree of

accuracy is clearly preferable, since a theory that is consistently contradicted by

empirical evidence is not scientifically tenable. Notably, accuracy and precision are

interrelated, as less precision cannot lead to less accuracy, and may even lead to

more accuracy.12 Therefore, in scientific research, it is important to strive for both

high precision and high accuracy, because both are crucial to the advancement of

scientific knowledge.

Let us now focus on two additional scientific criteria, namely parsimony and real-

ism. The parsimony or simplicity of a theory is defined as the extent to which a

theory contains observable and unobservable constructs (Braun 2008). The smaller

the number of such constructs in a theory, the more parsimonious it is. A more

parsimonious theory is generally considered preferable to a more complex one, ce-

teris paribus, for a number of reasons. A theory that includes fewer constructs

has less restrictive scope conditions, which leads to increased applicability. In con-

trast, a theory that explicitly assumes the influence of a particular construct may

have little or no application to situations in which that construct does not play a

role. Moreover, unintroduced constructs do not require measurement, which may

be particularly advantageous in situations where it is difficult or impractical to

measure such constructs (Lindenberg 1992).

Realism, on the other hand, refers to the degree to which the assumptions, con-

cepts, and relationships formulated in the theory correspond to empirical reality.

For example, a theory of action that assumes complete information, i.e., that all

actors involved are informed about every relevant detail of the decision situation,

is less realistic than a theory that models each actor’s individual knowledge.13 In

addition, realism implies the requirement of causal mechanisms (Hedström 2005;

Hedström and Bearman 2009), according to which the processes formulated in the

theory should correspond to real-world processes.

12To see this, compare the following two statements: "This person behaves prosocially if and
only if it is an odd day of the week" and "This person behaves either prosocial or not”. While
the first statement is quite precise but unlikely to be accurate, the second statement is very
imprecise but highly accurate (to the point of tautology).

13Note that the assumptions of a theory are often implicit, e.g., a theory that does not consider
the concept of social norms implicitly assumes that norms are not relevant.
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Scientists generally agree that both parsimony and realism are important scien-

tific criteria for a theory. However, these criteria can be challenging to reconcile

because they are often at odds with each other. While parsimony favors sim-

ple and concise explanations, realism aims to capture the complexity and nuances

of social phenomena. As a result, sociological theories that aspire to be realis-

tic and comprehensive often tend to be more complex in their formulation and

presentation, which can undermine their parsimony. Therefore, determining the

appropriate weighting of these criteria remains a matter of debate within the social

sciences, with instrumentalists and realists at the two opposing ends of the spec-

trum. Specifically, instrumentalists prioritize parsimony, while realists emphasize

realism.

The instrumentalist perspective is supported by the well-known as-if argument put

forth by Milton Friedman (1953). In a simplified sense, the as-if argument asserts

that it may be reasonable to use an unrealistic theory rather than a more realistic

one if the unrealistic theory provides the researcher with a more useful tool for

deriving predictions. This argument is based on the notion that the assumptions of

a model are ultimately always simplifying and thus empirically incorrect, and that

realism is therefore not a useful criterion for evaluating a theory. Since the question

of when a theory is realistic enough cannot be answered conclusively, theories

should be evaluated primarily according to how many hypotheses (predictions) can

be derived from them and the extent to which these hypotheses are empirically

validated (cf. Harsanyi 1977). In short, the instrumentalist view holds that the

descriptive accuracy of a theory’s premises is not crucial, as long as the theory’s

conclusions accurately predict or match empirical results.

Friedman’s (1953) as-if argument has been widely criticized (e.g., Musgrave 1981).

Some scholars, such as Hedström and Swedberg (1996), argue that Friedman’s ar-

gument fails to distinguish between descriptively incomplete statements and those

that are descriptively false. While acknowledging that theories will always be in-

complete, they contend that theories should strive for descriptive accuracy and not

build on descriptively false ideas. In addition, Hedström and Ylikoski (2014, 63)

argue that the “primary epistemic goal [of a theory] is to represent the causal pro-
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cesses that generate the observable phenomena”.14 According to this perspective,

it is crucial to consider the entire logical chain of an explanation when evaluat-

ing a theory. An example of a non-causal explanation is the use of birth control

pills to explain why a male person cannot get pregnant. This illustrates the im-

portance of considering the validity of an explanation when evaluating a theory,

rather than focusing solely on its ability to make accurate predictions.

In general, the relative importance of the criteria of parsimony and realism, and

how to balance them, is not only debated between instrumentalists and realists,

but also varies across scientific disciplines and specific applications. For exam-

ple, psychology, which is primarily concerned with the study of individuals, may

prioritize a detailed and realistic theory of human behavior. On the other hand,

sociology, which seeks to understand the actions of multiple individuals and their

collective consequences, may place a different emphasis on these criteria. With re-

spect to sociological theories of action, Lindenberg (1996) notes that such theories

should be designed in such a way that they can be applied to sociological inquiry

without requiring the collection of extensive individual-level data. Consequently, a

more applicable approach that sacrifices some degree of realism may be preferable

in sociology.

In conclusion, the previous elaborations have emphasized the importance of a the-

ory of action in sociological explanation. The criteria for evaluating such theories,

including parsimony and realism, have been presented and will guide our assess-

ment of sociological explanations in the following sections.

14In a similar way, Max Weber (1978, 7) has already pointed out the importance of causal
processes: “Sociology [is a] science whose object is to interpret the meaning of social action and
thereby give a causal explanation of the way in which the action proceeds and the effects which
it produces.”
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2 The Role of Cognition in Sociological

Models of Action

This section provides a comprehensive overview of the six peer-reviewed contribu-

tions that are part of the thesis. Each contribution is briefly introduced and its key

aspects are discussed in order to contextualize it within the broader scope of the

thesis. In addition, this section provides supplementary arguments and materials

that further support the narrative presented in this framing introduction.

The overarching theme of this thesis is to explore the potential of incorporating

cognitive aspects into a sociological theory of action and the benefits of such an

action theory for sociological research. The material presented can be broadly

categorized into three interrelated themes that reflect the evolution of this thesis

over time. Each of these themes is discussed in a separate section.

Section 2.1 focuses on a critical assessment of Rational Choice Theory, a prominent

theory of action in the social sciences. Following an initial introduction to the

fundamental principles of the theory, the section delves into an analysis of the

limitations of Rational Choice Theory, particularly emphasizing the constraints

arising from its simplifying assumptions concerning cognitive processes inherent

in human decision-making. Furthermore, two empirical studies are presented that

aim to gain a more detailed understanding of the cognitive abilities of real human

actors, which may help to identify avenues for the future development of a more

comprehensive theory of action.

Based on the findings of these studies, the thesis shifts its focus in section 2.2 from

the influence of cognitive abilities to reasoning style, a concept that character-

izes whether actors are more inclined to reason intuitively or deliberatively. This
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shift in focus also entails a move away from the previous theoretical framework to

theories that have incorporated the aspect of this reasoning style either explicitly

or implicitly. To this end, the Dual Process Perspective is presented as a versa-

tile approach alongside the more specialized Status Characteristics Theory. These

approaches are briefly introduced and general propositions are derived. Subse-

quently, their empirical validity is then assessed through two separate laboratory

experiments.

Finally, in section 2.3 attention shifts to the broader implications and applicabil-

ity of the Dual Process Perspective, evaluating its relevance beyond the controlled

setting of laboratory experiments. In support of this exploration, two studies are

presented. First, a non-reactive field experiment was conducted to establish the

external validity of the laboratory findings. This is complemented by an online

survey designed to ascertain whether the Dual Process Perspective can be effec-

tively integrated into conventional sociological survey research methods, namely a

survey.

2.1 The Rational Model of Action and Its Limi-

tations

The primary objective of the first three contributions of this thesis (Grehl 2020;

Grehl and Tutić 2015; Tutić and Grehl 2017) is to provide a critical assessment

of the limitations and shortcomings inherent in Rational Choice Theory, a widely

used theory of action in the social sciences. Moreover, the aim is to provide insights

that can be used in future work to develop an alternative theory of action that

can effectively address these limitations.

Before turning to the first contribution, a succinct summary of Rational Choice

Theory (RCT) is provided.15 With respect to RCT, we distinguish between para-

metric decision theory and strategic decision theory, which is referred to as game

15A verbal overview will suffice for this summary. For a more formal account, see Rubinstein
and Osborne (2020).
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2.1 The Rational Model of Action and Its Limitations 23

theory. In its most basic form, decision theory posits that actors consider only

their constraints (what they can do) and their preferences (what they want to

do) when making decisions. The term constraint includes, for example, available

knowledge, time, or money. All these constraints are captured by a single concept,

the actor’s action space A, which refers to the set of available actions from which

an actor can choose. For example, in the context of renting a new apartment, an

actor’s possibilities are limited not only by situational factors, such as the avail-

ability of rental offers, but also by personal restrictions such as her knowledge of

where to find such offers, her time to evaluate them, and her financial resources.

Regarding the preferences of actors, it is assumed that actors have a preference

relation ≿ over their set of actions A.16 This preference relation ≿ must satisfy

certain consistency criteria, which are expressed in the form of axioms. For ex-

ample, to ensure that the preferences (and thus the theory) are not contradictory,

the preference relation must satisfy the axioms of completeness and transitivity

(in which case it is not possible to strictly prefer x over y and at the same time

y over x). If the preference relation ≿ satisfies these two axioms and the action

space A is non-empty and finite, the preference relation can be represented by a

so-called utility function u, a numerical representation of an actor’s preferences in

which actions are valued higher the more they are preferred.17 Put simply, this

means that actors are able to rank all their actions along a dimension from better

to worse.

To behave rationally in a decision situation, as defined by RCT, is to always

choose the highest ranked (i.e., the optimal) available action while adhering to

the stated consistency criteria for the preference relation. RCT also provides a

theory of measurement in the form of criteria that observed behavior must satisfy

in order to be explainable by RCT.18 The purpose of these criteria, as explained

16A more accurate assumption would be that actors have preferences over the outcomes or
consequences of their actions rather than the actions themselves. In decision theory, however,
it is often assumed that an action is directly linked to a particular consequence, and thus the
intermediate step of preferences over outcomes is often skipped for the sake of simplicity.

17If the action space A is not finite, ≿ must also be continuous (Rubinstein 2006, 16f) in order
to guarantee the representation.

18The weak axiom of revealed preferences (WARP) is an example of such criteria for the most
basic form of decision theory.
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earlier in section 1.3, is twofold: First, by observing behavior, new insights (e.g.,

about preferences) can be gained that can be used to refine predictions. Second,

these criteria provide a means of determining whether the observed behavior is

rationalizable, i.e., compatible with RCT. Thus, these criteria specify exactly what

kinds of empirical observations might falsify RCT.

Note that the two axioms of completeness and transitivity are sufficient to specify

an RCT model that can be used to make predictions. However, the information

content (see section 1.3) of the model would be very low, since one would not be

able to make any predictions other than that people do not make contradictory

choices. To increase the information content of the model, additional axioms can

be added regarding the preference relation that deal with specific properties of the

consequences of actions, such as probabilities or time delays (cf. Kreps and Porteus

1978). The inclusion of such additional axioms not only increases the information

content of the model, but also facilitates mathematical operations to be performed

on the resulting utility function. This increased mathematical accessibility allows

for further analysis and application of the theory.19

While decision theory (or RCT in general) specifies consistency conditions for pref-

erences, contrary to popular belief, it makes no assumptions about what actors

prefer (e.g., Stigler and Becker 1977). Thus, only if actors reveal their prefer-

ences through their behavior can certain future actions be ruled out by the model.

However, such an agnostic view of actors’ preferences is not helpful, especially

for sociological analysis (Lindenberg 1996), since one would not be able to make

any predictions without first having intensively measured each actor’s preferences.

Therefore, it is useful to make certain assumptions about the typical preferences

of actors, such as the more-is-better assumption (Becker 1971) or the assumption

of diminishing marginal utility (Gossen 1854). While the former simply states

19For example, it does not follow from completeness and transitivity alone that an actor
who prefers x over y should also prefer the lottery of getting x with any positive probability
and y with the counter-probability over getting y. However, if this is taken as a generally
reasonable property of rational behavior, the axioms of expected utility theory (von Neumann
and Morgenstern 1944) would lead to such predictions. Moreover, these axioms would allow the
ordinal preference relation ≿ to be transformed into an interval-scaled expected utility function
u, which in turn would open up additional mathematical possibilities.
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that additional quantities of a particular good (in the sense of entities that satisfy

human wants and provide utility, such as money, food, or love) are always pre-

ferred, the latter states that the increase in utility (i.e., how much it is preferred)

decreases as more of the particular good is obtained.20

Game theory is an extension of decision theory that focuses on situations in which

the actions of multiple individuals are interdependent and the final outcome is de-

termined by the interactions among them (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944).

Instead of a decision situation, game theory is used to analyze a social situation

(called a game) in which a number of actors interact with each other. Each actor i

of the set of actors N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is characterized, similarly to decision theory,

by its own set of constraints Ai and its own utility function ui for the possible con-

sequences of the game. However, in contrast to decision theory, the consequences

of a game are not determined by the actions of one actor alone, but by the actions

of all actors involved in the game. Therefore, the preference relation (or utility

function) is defined over all possible combinations of actions A =
∏

i∈N Ai in this

game. A particular consequence (or strategy profile) of a game is then defined by

a = (a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . , an), where ai stands for a particular action chosen by actor

i from Ai.

In order to make predictions about the behavior of actors in a game, it is typi-

cally insufficient to simply consider the optimal behavior of each actor in isolation,

since the optimality of a given action depends on the actions of the other actors

involved in the game. To address this problem, game theory uses mathematical so-

lution concepts such as the Nash equilibrium (Nash 1950). This solution concept is

based on the notion that each actor wants to give a best response. An actor i’s best

response a∗i is an action that is optimal given the actor’s preferences and expec-

tations about the behavior of others. In a Nash equilibrium a∗ = (a∗1, a
∗
2, . . . , a

∗
n)

each actor’s action is a best response to the actions of all other actors. If this holds

true, no actor has an incentive to deviate unilaterally from their chosen action, re-

20From a methodological point of view, RCT also requires that preferences exhibit a certain
stability, i.e., that they do not change from one moment to the next. Otherwise, any behavioral
change could easily be rationalized by (alleged) changes in preferences, which in turn would
impair the explanatory power of RCT (cf. Stigler and Becker 1977).
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Game theory is an extension of decision theory that focuses on situations in which

the actions of multiple individuals are interdependent and the final outcome is de-

termined by the interactions among them (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944).

Instead of a decision situation, game theory is used to analyze a social situation

(called a game) in which a number of actors interact with each other. Each actor i

of the set of actors N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is characterized, similarly to decision theory,

by its own set of constraints Ai and its own utility function ui for the possible con-

sequences of the game. However, in contrast to decision theory, the consequences

of a game are not determined by the actions of one actor alone, but by the actions

of all actors involved in the game. Therefore, the preference relation (or utility

function) is defined over all possible combinations of actions A = ∏i∈N Ai in this

game. A particular consequence (or strategy profile) of a game is then defined by

a = (a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . , an), where ai stands for a particular action chosen by actor

i from Ai.

In order to make predictions about the behavior of actors in a game, it is typi-

cally insufficient to simply consider the optimal behavior of each actor in isolation,

since the optimality of a given action depends on the actions of the other actors

involved in the game. To address this problem, game theory uses mathematical so-

lution concepts such as the Nash equilibrium (Nash 1950). This solution concept is

based on the notion that each actor wants to give a best response. An actor i’s best

response a∗
i is an action that is optimal given the actor’s preferences and expec-

tations about the behavior of others. In a Nash equilibrium a∗ = (a∗
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2, . . . , a∗
n)

each actor’s action is a best response to the actions of all other actors. If this holds

true, no actor has an incentive to deviate unilaterally from their chosen action, re-
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From a methodological point of view, RCT also requires that preferences exhibit a certain

stability, i.e., that they do not change from one moment to the next. Otherwise, any behavioral
change could easily be rationalized by (alleged) changes in preferences, which in turn would
impair the explanatory power of RCT (cf. Stigler and Becker 1977).
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sulting in a stable equilibrium. Note that the Nash equilibrium not only predicts

the behavior of individual actors, but also states the collective outcome, serving

as both action as well as aggregation theory.

In application, the equilibria of game theory are used as predictions for the in-

dividual behavior of actors in a given situation. There are several justifications

for using equilibria as predictions. For instance, equilibria are considered more

likely to be observed because once actors have reached such a state, they have no

incentive to change their actions. Therefore, this behavior is expected to be ob-

servable over a longer period of time. In addition, evolutionary dynamics provides

reasons for the emergence of equilibria (Maynard Smith 1982). That is, if a strat-

egy profile does not correspond to an equilibrium, it means that there are actors

whose actions do not represent a best response. Therefore, they have an incentive

to change their actions toward a best response. If all actors follow this reasoning,

their actions will eventually converge to a Nash equilibrium, given a sufficient time

horizon.

While classical game theory specifies equilibrium states in which each actor’s ac-

tions represent the best response to the chosen actions of others, the theory does

not provide an (explicit) explanation of the process by which actors arrive at this

equilibrium state. One possibility is to assume that the actors perform mental

simulations of these evolutionary arguments in their minds, and thus all arrive at

a choice of action that is part of a Nash equilibrium. However, for the Nash equi-

librium to be applicable, especially if we assume that actors perform these mental

simulations, several additional assumptions about actors’ knowledge and cognitive

capabilities are required. These assumptions will be relevant in the next section,

where we discuss the limitations of RCT.

2.1.1 Behavioral Economics and Bounded Rationality

The first contribution of this thesis (Grehl 2020) addresses the limitations of Ra-

tional Choice Theory (RCT) by identifying several empirical inconsistencies that

challenge its basic assumptions. In addition, the contribution reviews a number
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of Behavioral Economic models and Bounded Rationality models that attempt to

address these inconsistencies. For the purposes of this introductory framework,

however, we will focus mainly on the analysis of the shortcomings of RCT sup-

plemented with complementary arguments and a brief introduction to the main

ideas of the Bounded Rationality approach. The review of the particular Behav-

ioral Economics and Bounded Rationality models presented in the contribution is

omitted, as it is not relevant for the following framing introduction.

In the social sciences, RCT is regarded as a valuable tool because of its ability to

formulate precise and empirically testable hypotheses (e.g., Breen and Goldthorpe

1997). While its parsimony allows it to be applied in a wide range of settings (e.g.,

Becker 1968; Elster 1999; Robinson 1997), its high degree of formalization allows

complex relationships and dependencies to be expressed in a concise and precise

manner (e.g., Diekmann 1985). On the empirical level, RCT has proven to be

extremely fruitful, as evidenced by numerous scientific publications (cf. Abraham

and Voss 2000; Binmore 2007) and practical applications of this theory such as

auction theory (Milgrom 2004).

Nevertheless, since the emergence of RCT, the theory and its assumptions have

been subject to criticism in the social sciences (Simon 1955; Smelser 1992). The

criticism includes both direct challenges to the empirical validity of explicitly stated

RCT assumptions, such as the transitivity axiom (Tversky 1969) or the axioms

of expected utility theory (Allais 1979), as well as challenges to implicitly formu-

lated assumptions. For instance, that actors possess unlimited cognitive abilities

that enable them to make decisions without delay, error, or cost (Simon 1976,

1990). Furthermore, it is often implicitly assumed that actors have complete in-

formation in a given situation, i.e., they are assumed to possess full knowledge of

the set of actions and preferences of all actors involved, as well as knowledge of

all possible outcomes resulting from the combination of these actions. Moreover,

this knowledge is assumed to be common knowledge (Aumann 1995; Aumann and

Brandenburger 1995) among the actors, i.e., not only does each actor know it, but

also everyone knows that everyone knows it, and everyone knows that everyone

knows that everyone knows it, and so on ad infinitum.
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That the criticism of these assumptions is not merely theoretical is shown by the

large number of empirical studies in which a considerable proportion of human ac-

tors violate these assumptions (Huber et al. 1982; Loomes et al. 1991; May 1954;

Tversky and Kahneman 1981), resulting in a wide range of anomalies (Thaler

1980). Although even RCT proponents know that these assumptions do not cor-

respond to reality, they defend them as well as the resulting anomalies against

criticism by arguing, for example, that errors should statistically cancel each other

out (Hernes 1992) or that deviations should disappear provided the decision situa-

tions are sufficiently simple, the actors sufficiently experienced, and the incentives

sufficiently high to motivate RCT-consistent behavior (Binmore 1999). In short,

they argue that while the assumptions of RCT may be descriptively inaccurate,

they are still close enough to reality to yield coherent explanations and reliable

predictions

Indeed, these objections should be taken into account when evaluating anoma-

lies, as there are a number of cases where discrepancies between prediction and

observation can disappear under the conditions just mentioned (Goeree and Holt

2001; List 2011). However, not all anomalies can be reconciled in this manner.

Evidence exists that a significant portion, and occasionally even a majority, of

participants exhibit RCT-deviating behavior that cannot be corrected by experi-

ence (Capra et al. 1999; Nagel and Tang 1998), high incentives (Diekmann 2004;

Rapoport et al. 2003), or the simplicity of the decision situation (Chou et al. 2009;

Costa-Gomes and Crawford 2006). Some deviations are particularly problematic
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that the demand for an ever more realistic theory of action would make the theory

increasingly complex and thus completely useless. This highlights an important

objection, but one that can be seen as misguided in the sense that the majority

of proponents of an alternative theory of action do not call for more realism for

the sake of realism alone. Rather, they argue that the descriptive content of

the assumptions should not be seen as an end in itself, but as an indispensable

precondition for an improved prognostic and explanatory content of the theory (cf.

Opp 1999; Rabin 1998).

In summary, although a parsimonious theory, such as RCT, offers advantages such

as increased applicability, it should not be considered sacrosanct because of its

simplicity. When empirical evidence supports the validity of a theory in certain

domains, but consistently and systematically refutes it in others (see Grehl 2020),

it is necessary to critically examine the theory and identify any crucial aspects

that have been ignored so far. As a result, it may be necessary to supplement

or replace the original theory with a more comprehensive theory that can better

explain the observed phenomena and in which RCT is a special case of a more

general theory of action. To achieve this, it is essential to identify the aspects that

have not been adequately addressed by RCT.

In addition, contribution 1 examines two lines of research that have emerged to

overcome the limitations of RCT, namely Behavioral Economics (Camerer 2003)

and Bounded Rationality (Rubinstein 1998; Simon 1990). Although the particular

models presented in this contribution are not directly relevant to this thesis, a

brief examination of the Bounded Rationality approach is warranted, given its

significance to the overarching research objectives.

The Bounded Rationality approach strives to preserve the formal rigor of RCT,

such as axiomatization, while incorporating other aspects of human decision mak-

the literature to justify RCT assumption. It is based on the assumption that rational optimizers
will achieve the best long-term outcomes in any given situation. However, this assumption
may not always be valid. While there is some theoretical and empirical evidence to support
this rationale in certain contexts (Binmore 2007), there are also instances in which "irrational"
behavior, i.e., behavior that does not conform to the axioms of RCT, can be more adaptive (e.g.,
Bear and Rand 2016; Diekmann 2009; Rand and Nowak 2012).
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ing that have been neglected by traditional RCT. In particular, the Bounded Ra-

tionality approach attempts to integrate insights from cognitive psychology and

related fields to develop models that more accurately reflect the actual decision-

making procedure of individuals. In this context, the approach has been concerned

with cognitive limitations such as limited perception (Rubinstein 1988), limited

memory (Aumann and Sorin 1989), and faulty information processing (Geanako-

plos 1992, 2021), which are taken into account in the development of formal mod-

els.22

As such, it provides a promising starting point for the development of more accu-

rate models of decision-making behavior. However, the mere positing of theoretical

speculations without empirical support is insufficient. It is crucial to establish the-

oretical frameworks that are anchored in empirical evidence. In accordance with

this perspective, Hedström and Swedberg (1996, 127) assert that “one should al-

ways strive to establish a symbiotic relationship between theory and empirical

research, where each contributes to the development of the other.” Accordingly,

the next two contributions will focus on assessing the cognitive abilities of real hu-

man actors in order to contribute to the collective effort to develop more accurate

theories of action that better account for the complexity of human cognition and

decision making.

2.1.2 Experimental Evidence on Iterated Reasoning in

Games

The previous contribution identified limitations in the use of Rational Choice The-

ory (RCT) as a framework for understanding human behavior and decision making.

It argued that a more realistic picture of human reasoning processes may not only

be a desirable goal in itself but may also improve the predictive power of a future

theory of action that incorporates these insights. Building on this, contribution 2

(Grehl and Tutić 2015) aims to provide a more accurate depiction of human ac-

22However, some authors such as Reinhard Selten (2002) or Herbert Simon (in Rubinstein
1998, 187ff) do not agree with this interpretation of “Bounded Rationality”.
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tors and their decision-making procedure by specifically examining their cognitive

capacities.

One such cognitive capacity is the ability to engage in iterated reasoning (IR). This

ability can manifest itself in a variety of forms, but typically involves actors being

able to plan multiple steps in advance and to anticipate the potential actions of

others. To do this, the actor must be able to take into account the constraints,

preferences, and knowledge of others, and to consider their own actions from the

perspective of those others. The ability to engage in IR is often measured by the

number of steps involved in the planning or reasoning process. For example, in

chess, a player who considers only her immediate advantage is said to be planning

one step, while a player who anticipates her opponent’s potential countermove and

plans a response to that countermove is said to be planning two steps. In principle,

this form of IR can go on indefinitely.

The ability to engage in IR is essential for RCT because many game-theoretic

solution concepts, such as iterated dominance or backward induction, explicitly

require participants to perform at least a certain number of IR steps (Aumann

1995; Binmore 1996). In addition, the Nash equilibrium often implicitly requires IR

in the form of common knowledge about various aspects of the game, as emphasized

by epistemic game theory (Binmore and Brandenburger 1990; Brandenburger and

Dekel 1993; Weber 2001).

The concept of common knowledge is a particularly extreme case, as it requires

an unlimited capacity for IR on the part of the actors involved (Aumann 1976).

Rubinstein (1989) demonstrates the significant impact on equilibrium predictions

that can result when only almost common knowledge, rather than common knowl-

edge, is established. In particular, he shows that even if the process of generating

common knowledge is interrupted at a finite but arbitrarily large number of steps

due to communication failure, common knowledge cannot be established. Simi-

larly, this argument can also be applied to the ability of IR, where replacing an

unlimited ability of IR with an almost unlimited (i.e., finite, but arbitrarily high)

capability renders common knowledge impossible, at least in theory. According to

RCT, actors in both cases should behave as if common knowledge was not estab-
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torsandtheirdecision-makingprocedurebyspecificallyexaminingtheircognitive

capacities.

Onesuchcognitivecapacityistheabilitytoengageiniteratedreasoning(IR).This

abilitycanmanifestitselfinavarietyofforms,buttypicallyinvolvesactorsbeing

abletoplanmultiplestepsinadvanceandtoanticipatethepotentialactionsof

others.Todothis,theactormustbeabletotakeintoaccounttheconstraints,

preferences,andknowledgeofothers,andtoconsidertheirownactionsfromthe

perspectiveofthoseothers.TheabilitytoengageinIRisoftenmeasuredbythe

numberofstepsinvolvedintheplanningorreasoningprocess.Forexample,in

chess,aplayerwhoconsidersonlyherimmediateadvantageissaidtobeplanning

onestep,whileaplayerwhoanticipatesheropponent’spotentialcountermoveand

plansaresponsetothatcountermoveissaidtobeplanningtwosteps.Inprinciple,

thisformofIRcangoonindefinitely.

TheabilitytoengageinIRisessentialforRCTbecausemanygame-theoretic

solutionconcepts,suchasiterateddominanceorbackwardinduction,explicitly

requireparticipantstoperformatleastacertainnumberofIRsteps(Aumann

1995;Binmore1996).Inaddition,theNashequilibriumoftenimplicitlyrequiresIR

intheformofcommonknowledgeaboutvariousaspectsofthegame,asemphasized

byepistemicgametheory(BinmoreandBrandenburger1990;Brandenburgerand

Dekel1993;Weber2001).

Theconceptofcommonknowledgeisaparticularlyextremecase,asitrequires

anunlimitedcapacityforIRonthepartoftheactorsinvolved(Aumann1976).

Rubinstein(1989)demonstratesthesignificantimpactonequilibriumpredictions

thatcanresultwhenonlyalmostcommonknowledge,ratherthancommonknowl-

edge,isestablished.Inparticular,heshowsthateveniftheprocessofgenerating

commonknowledgeisinterruptedatafinitebutarbitrarilylargenumberofsteps

duetocommunicationfailure,commonknowledgecannotbeestablished.Simi-

larly,thisargumentcanalsobeappliedtotheabilityofIR,wherereplacingan

unlimitedabilityofIRwithanalmostunlimited(i.e.,finite,butarbitrarilyhigh)

capabilityrenderscommonknowledgeimpossible,atleastintheory.Accordingto

RCT,actorsinbothcasesshouldbehaveasifcommonknowledgewasnotestab-
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lished, which in turn can decisively influence the predicted behavior (e.g., Aumann

1998; Diekmann 2009). Thus, obtaining a realistic understanding of the human ca-

pacity for IR can not only aid in the development of alternative theories of action

but can also help explain deviations from predictions based on unlimited capacities

for IR.

Although previous studies have also measured different forms of IR abilities, they

have typically assessed only one of these forms at a time (Arad and Rubinstein

2012; Nagel 1995). As a result, they are unable to make statements about potential

relationships between different IR abilities. Moreover, some of these studies have

not controlled for or even actively encouraged the possibility of learning (e.g.,

Dufwenberg et al. 2010; Gneezy et al. 2010; Weber 2001), making it difficult to

reliably measure the general ability to engage in IR. To address these limitations,

in contribution 2 a study was planned that measured the ability to engage in two

forms of IR, namely the ability to use backward induction as well as the ability

to infer interactive knowledge, while minimizing the possibility of learning. This

allowed us to estimate these abilities more accurately and to determine whether

or not they are based on a common generalized ability.

In addition, previous studies (e.g., Bosch-Domènech et al. 2002; Brañas-Garza

et al. 2012; Ho et al. 1998) that have assessed IR ability have used methods that

do not allow for determining whether an individual is exhibiting a particular be-

havior due to actual limitations in cognitive abilities or due to the belief that their

co-actors have reached their cognitive limits and therefore consider it detrimental

to allocate further cognitive resources to this type of reasoning. To this end, the

measurement protocols were specifically devised to eliminate the influence of vary-

ing beliefs about the cognitive abilities of co-actors. This was achieved by using of

a fully rational algorithm that served as a substitute for human co-actors in cer-

tain parts of the study. Because the participants were informed of this procedure,

the cognitive limitations of others could not factor into the measurement of their

abilities in these parts of the study.23

23Moreover, the public use of rational algorithms as co-players offers several additional advan-
tages: First, all participants can start the interaction under identical conditions, which improves
the comparability of the results. Second, other-regarding preferences (e.g., Andreoni 1995b; Fehr
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lished, which in turn can decisively influence the predicted behavior (e.g., Aumann

1998; Diekmann 2009). Thus, obtaining a realistic understanding of the human ca-

pacity for IR can not only aid in the development of alternative theories of action

but can also help explain deviations from predictions based on unlimited capacities

for IR.

Although previous studies have also measured different forms of IR abilities, they

have typically assessed only one of these forms at a time (Arad and Rubinstein

2012; Nagel 1995). As a result, they are unable to make statements about potential

relationships between different IR abilities. Moreover, some of these studies have

not controlled for or even actively encouraged the possibility of learning (e.g.,

Dufwenberg et al. 2010; Gneezy et al. 2010; Weber 2001), making it difficult to

reliably measure the general ability to engage in IR. To address these limitations,

in contribution 2 a study was planned that measured the ability to engage in two

forms of IR, namely the ability to use backward induction as well as the ability

to infer interactive knowledge, while minimizing the possibility of learning. This

allowed us to estimate these abilities more accurately and to determine whether

or not they are based on a common generalized ability.

In addition, previous studies (e.g., Bosch-Domènech et al. 2002; Brañas-Garza

et al. 2012; Ho et al. 1998) that have assessed IR ability have used methods that

do not allow for determining whether an individual is exhibiting a particular be-

havior due to actual limitations in cognitive abilities or due to the belief that their

co-actors have reached their cognitive limits and therefore consider it detrimental

to allocate further cognitive resources to this type of reasoning. To this end, the

measurement protocols were specifically devised to eliminate the influence of vary-

ing beliefs about the cognitive abilities of co-actors. This was achieved by using of

a fully rational algorithm that served as a substitute for human co-actors in cer-

tain parts of the study. Because the participants were informed of this procedure,

the cognitive limitations of others could not factor into the measurement of their

abilities in these parts of the study.
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In the laboratory, we measured two forms of IR abilities using two different tasks:

For the ability to engage in backward induction the so-called hit game was used

(Carpenter et al. 2013; Dufwenberg et al. 2010; Gneezy et al. 2010). In this two-

player game, the first player can secure a victory by employing a sufficient number

of backward induction steps to derive an optimal strategy. Since participants

were always the first player to compete against a rational algorithm, victory was

always possible as long as participants adhered to the optimal strategy. Each

participant played seven hit games of varying complexity, measured by the number

of iterative reasoning steps necessary to derive the optimal strategy. As optimal

behavior in the game does not depend on any expectations regarding the co-

player, it provides an ideal tool for measuring the participants’ ability to engage

in backward induction.

To measure participants’ ability to infer interactive knowledge we used the dirty-

faces game (Bayer and Chan Bayer and Chan; Weber 2001). In this game, the

participants must infer an initially unknown piece of information based on some

initial pieces of information and the behavior of the other participants. Similar to

the hit game, this requires participants to engage in multiple steps of IR to infer

the information and to solve the game by announcing the correct information.

Unlike the hit game, the dirty-faces game requires participants to take into account

the cognitive abilities of others when inferring interactive knowledge. In addition to

announcing the inferred information, participants in this game have the option of

not solving the game. This option is particularly reasonable when there is suspicion

or evidence of inadequate IR ability in others (hereafter disbelief), resulting in the

necessary information either not being deducible at all or being too uncertain.

Since participants are rewarded for getting the information right, but punished for

getting it wrong, it is better for them not to try to solve the game by guessing.

To investigate the impact of disbelief in others on participants’ ability to solve the

dirty-faces game, two versions of the game were administered to each participant:

One with human co-players and one with an algorithm serving as co-players. In

and Schmidt 1999) toward a human co-player (e.g., allowing the other person to win) become
irrelevant in such a scenario.
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the latter case, participants could be confident in the correctness of the algorithm’s

logical conclusions, so that any failure to solve the game could be attributed solely

to a lack of their IR abilities. In the case of human co-players, however, disbelief

in others may cause participants to refrain from attempting to solve the game. It

is thus expected that a greater number of participants will be unable or unwilling

to solve the dirty-faces game in the human version than in the algorithmic ver-

sion. In each version, participants had to solve seven dirty-faces games of varying

complexity.

In addition, we employed the so-called Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT, Frederick

2005), a widely used instrument for assessing individual differences in reasoning

styles along an intuitive-deliberative dimension (Kahneman and Frederick 2007).

In its original form, the CRT consists of three questions, each of which is designed

to elicit an easily accessible and superficially appropriate but incorrect response

(see Table 2.1).24 The test requires individuals to engage in some deliberation

and critical evaluation of their initial “intuitive” response in order to perform

well. Performance on this test is generally interpreted as follows (Rand et al.

2012; Toplak et al. 2011): The higher the CRT score, i.e., the number of correct

responses on the CRT, the higher the general tendency to engage in deliberative

reasoning. Conversely, a lower the CRT score indicates a higher tendency to use

intuitive reasoning.

The results of the study can be summarized as follows: First, we found that in-

dividual abilities to engage in IR did not vary much across participants and were

more conservative than those found in previous literature (e.g., Levitt et al. 2011;

Weber 2001). Specifically, we observed that while most participants were able to

reliably engage in one or two steps of IR, only a small minority of 6% of partici-

pants could also reliably engage in three steps. Second, participants who performed

well on backward induction tasks showed higher performance on problems involv-

ing interactive knowledge, suggesting the possibility of a generalized ability for

IR. Third, the results indicate that beliefs about co-actors’ IR abilities were not

relevant in the used dirty-faces game, as the comparison of behavior between the

24In this study, we used the original CRT with three questions. For subsequent studies, we
used a modified version with one additional question.
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Question Correct

Answer

CRT1 A bat and a ball cost EUR 1.10 in total. The bat costs

EUR 1.00 more than the ball. How much does the ball

cost?

5 Cents

CRT2 If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how

long would it take 100 machines to make 100 widgets?

5 Minutes

CRT3 In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the

patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for the patch to

cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the

patch to cover half of the lake?

47 Days

CRT4 You are participating in a race. You overtake the second

person. What position are you in now?

2nd Position

Table 2.1: The original three questions and correct answers of the Cognitive Reflec-
tion Test and the fourth question that we added for contribution 3 and subsequent
studies.

algorithmic and human versions showed no significant effect. Overall, these results

suggest that participants’ behavior does not align with traditional RCT and its

assumption of unlimited cognitive abilities.

In terms of the influence of reasoning style, we found that participants who scored

higher on the CRT, and thus were more likely to engage in deliberative reason-

ing, performed significantly better in both the hit game and the dirty-faces game.

Moreover, individuals with a high CRT score took significantly longer to make

the first decision in the hit game. These findings are in line with previous re-

search (Carpenter et al. 2013; Toplak et al. 2011), providing further evidence that

reasoning styles play a critical role in the decision-making procedure and thus in-

fluence the behavior of the actors. Notably, in the multivariate regression (see

contribution 2, Table 10), the CRT score appeared to be more influential for the

performance in the dirty-faces game that the IR ability shown in the hit game

(i.e., the number of solved hit games). Together with the high variance observed

in this measure (see Figure 1a), this result provides initial evidence that the rea-

soning style of human actors may be at least as important, if not more important,
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As for the null effect of beliefs about the rationality of co-actors, this was somewhat

unexpected. Thus, already in this contribution, we hypothesized that the dirty-

faces game “is far too complex to allow more or less inexperienced participants

to engage in reasoning about the rationality of their co-players” (Grehl and Tutić

2015, 17f). Therefore, we designed a follow-up laboratory experiment to investigate

the effect of beliefs in a simpler game.

2.1.3 A Note on Disbelief in Others Regarding Backward

Induction

In contribution 3 (Tutić and Grehl 2017), we aim to expand upon the findings from

contribution 2 by conducting a more in-depth examination of the influence of be-

liefs on the iterative reasoning (IR) process. The previous study showed that doubt

about the IR capabilities of others (disbelief ) appeared to have a limited impact

on the behavior of our participants. However, it remained unclear whether this re-

sult was specific to the game used in that study (the dirty faces game) or whether

it was valid in general. Since the existing literature also provides conflicting evi-

dence regarding the extend to which disbelief might affect decision making (e.g.,

Agranov et al. 2015; Georganas et al. 2015; Levitt et al. 2010; Palacios-Huerta and

Volij 2009), another laboratory experiment was planned that focused primarily on

the influence of disbelief.

To do this, we modified the hit game we used in contribution 2 to measure the

influence of disbelief in the domain of backward induction ability (in contribution

3, this game is called race game). As in the previous study, the participants first

played several rounds against a rational algorithm. These rounds were designed

in such a way that, in principle, all participants could win each game for sure,

provided that they could perform a sufficient number of IR steps to figure out the

winning strategy. These initial series of games were used to measure the individual

IR abilities.
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To assess how certain participants were of winning a given game, they had to

choose between two payoff options before each game. Option A guaranteed a fixed

prize if the game was won, but also guaranteed nothing if the game was lost. With

option B, on the other hand, the participants received the prize with a probability

of 70% in case of a win and with a probability of 30% in case of a loss. Thus,

option 1 was the better choice as long as the participant believed that winning

was more likely than losing.

To examine the influence of the beliefs, the participants then played another series

of similar games. Participants were divided into three treatments: In the single

treatment participants again played alone against an algorithm. In the team treat-

ment participants were paired into teams, and both team members had to beat

the algorithm separately to achieve a win. This means that if either player failed

to win against the algorithm, it counted as a loss for both. Lastly, the team-info

treatment was similar to the team treatment, but participants were also given the

opportunity to inform themselves about the IR ability of their team member.25

Since this procedure was known to all, participants in the team and team-info

treatments had to consider not only their own IR ability but also that of their

human team member when choosing their payoff option. If, for example, a par-

ticipant was confident that she would beat the algorithm but her team member

would lose, payoff option B was more beneficial.

By examining the differences in the chosen payoff options across the treatments,

it is possible to infer the relative importance of disbelief in this game. If disbelief

in others has a genuine impact on an individual’s behavior, then we expect the

following consequences for the second series of hit games: First, in both the team

and team-information treatments, option B should be chosen more often than in

the individual treatment. Second, in the team-info treatment, observing a low IR

ability of the team member should increase the likelihood of choosing option B

relative to a high IR ability.

25The information presented was the games won by the team member in the first series. To test
whether participants cared about this information, it was initially hidden until they manually
revealed it.
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In line with contribution 2, our results show that participants exhibited very lim-

ited IR abilities, and that these abilities did not differ greatly between participants.

This again, refuted the standard RCT assumption of unlimited cognitive abilities.

Moreover, we found strong evidence for disbelief in others, i.e., participants in the

team and the team-info treatments were significantly more likely to choose option

B than participants in the single treatment. This effect was more pronounced in

the team-info treatment than in the team treatment. Regarding the influence of

information, participants who received information adjusted their behavior accord-

ingly. More specifically, the lower the team member’s ability to think iteratively,

the more likely participants were to choose option B. Interestingly, the study also

found that the participants generally overestimated their team member’s ability,

i.e., participants who had no information about their team member’s ability be-

haved identically to participants who knew they were teamed up with a relatively

skilled team member. In addition, we found that the more complex the hit game,

the smaller the effect of disbelief. This observation is reasonable: As the complex-

ity of the game increases, participants’ confidence in their ability to win against

the algorithm decreases, thereby reducing the importance of their disbelief about

their team member’s competence.

These results indicate that participants consider the cognitive abilities of others

when engaging in problems requiring backward induction. As such, this study

adds to the ongoing discourse on the influence of disbelief in others on out-of-

equilibrium behavior, emphasizing the need to consider such factors into account

when predicting or explaining human behavior in strategic contexts. In light of the

existing literature, the study offers two potential explanations for the contradictory

findings on the impact of disbelief in others: First, our results show that the effect

of disbelief diminishes as problem complexity increases, which could account for

varying findings across studies using problems of differing complexity.26 Second,

it is possible that the observed overestimation of others’ abilities also plays a role

and may vary depending on study designs, although more research is needed to

explore this possibility further.

26This supports the idea that the dirty-faces game used in contribution 2 was too complex for
disbelief in others to matter.
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whenpredictingorexplaininghumanbehaviorinstrategiccontexts.Inlightofthe

existingliterature,thestudyofferstwopotentialexplanationsforthecontradictory

findingsontheimpactofdisbeliefinothers:First,ourresultsshowthattheeffect

ofdisbeliefdiminishesasproblemcomplexityincreases,whichcouldaccountfor

varyingfindingsacrossstudiesusingproblemsofdifferingcomplexity.26Second,

itispossiblethattheobservedoverestimationofothers’abilitiesalsoplaysarole

andmayvarydependingonstudydesigns,althoughmoreresearchisneededto

explorethispossibilityfurther.

26Thissupportstheideathatthedirty-facesgameusedincontribution2wastoocomplexfor
disbeliefinotherstomatter.
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In line with contribution 2, our results show that participants exhibited very lim-

ited IR abilities, and that these abilities did not differ greatly between participants.

This again, refuted the standard RCT assumption of unlimited cognitive abilities.

Moreover, we found strong evidence for disbelief in others, i.e., participants in the

team and the team-info treatments were significantly more likely to choose option

B than participants in the single treatment. This effect was more pronounced in

the team-info treatment than in the team treatment. Regarding the influence of

information, participants who received information adjusted their behavior accord-

ingly. More specifically, the lower the team member’s ability to think iteratively,

the more likely participants were to choose option B. Interestingly, the study also

found that the participants generally overestimated their team member’s ability,

i.e., participants who had no information about their team member’s ability be-

haved identically to participants who knew they were teamed up with a relatively

skilled team member. In addition, we found that the more complex the hit game,

the smaller the effect of disbelief. This observation is reasonable: As the complex-

ity of the game increases, participants’ confidence in their ability to win against

the algorithm decreases, thereby reducing the importance of their disbelief about

their team member’s competence.

These results indicate that participants consider the cognitive abilities of others

when engaging in problems requiring backward induction. As such, this study

adds to the ongoing discourse on the influence of disbelief in others on out-of-

equilibrium behavior, emphasizing the need to consider such factors into account

when predicting or explaining human behavior in strategic contexts. In light of the

existing literature, the study offers two potential explanations for the contradictory

findings on the impact of disbelief in others: First, our results show that the effect

of disbelief diminishes as problem complexity increases, which could account for

varying findings across studies using problems of differing complexity.
26

Second,

it is possible that the observed overestimation of others’ abilities also plays a role

and may vary depending on study designs, although more research is needed to

explore this possibility further.

26
This supports the idea that the dirty-faces game used in contribution 2 was too complex for

disbelief in others to matter.
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Model
Number of solved hit games (1) (2) (3) (4)
CRT score 0.661∗∗∗ 0.560∗∗∗

(0.111) (0.113)
Digit span test result 0.193+ 0.070

(0.100) (0.097)
Mini-q test result 0.049∗∗ 0.028

(0.019) (0.019)
R2 0.159 0.019 0.035 0.175
Notes: N = 188, OLS coefficients, standard errors in parentheses
+p < 0.1,∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001

Table 2.2: Relationship of cognitive measures and the number of solved hit games
in contribution 2 (Tutić and Grehl 2017).

Similar to contribution 2, but not reported in the publication, we also employed

the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) to assess participants’ reasoning style (intu-

itive vs. deliberative). Furthermore, we measured two additional cognitive abil-

ities, namely short-term memory capacity using a digit span test (Devetag and

Warglien 2003) and speeded reasoning ability via the mini-q test (Baddeley 1968;

Baudson and Preckel 2016). Table 2.2 presents three bivariate and one multivari-

ate regressions analyzing the effect of reasoning style and ability on performance

in the hit game (number of games solved could range from 0 to 14). Consistent

with previous studies, the bivariate analyses reveal a positive influence of delib-

erative cognitive style and cognitive ability on IR performance (Carpenter et al.

2013; Devetag and Warglien 2003; Toplak et al. 2014). However, in the multivari-

ate model, only reasoning style remains a significant factor. Further analyses of

reasoning style revealed a significant correlation between CRT score and response

time before the first move. Participants with a maximum CRT score took on aver-

age 43 longer than those with a minimum score. These findings again suggest that

an individual’s willingness to engage in deliberative reasoning may have a more

significant impact on their performance than their cognitive ability alone.
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2.1.4 Discussion

In this section, we have provided a short introduction to Rational Choice Theory

(RCT) and presented three peer-reviewed contributions. The first contributions

emphasized that traditional RCT, in its desire for parsimony, relies on oversimpli-

fied assumptions about the cognitive abilities and processes of real human actors.

While we agreed with the proponents of RCT that the pursuit of a more precise

theory of action should not be an end in itself, especially if the predictions are

consistent with empirical evidence except for occasional random errors, we also

emphasized that advocates of a more realistic theory of action seek it primarily

because RCT manifests systematic (rather than merely random) deviations that

imply an essential lack of critical components in the theory of action. One such

component, namely the cognitive abilities of actors, was identified as a worthwhile

area for further investigation.

The issue of limited iterated reasoning abilities illustrates the influence of cognitive

abilities on human behavior, as demonstrated by the two experimental contribu-

tions 2 and 3. In both articles, a laboratory experiment was conducted to obtain

a realistic picture of the cognitive abilities of human actors, specifically with re-

spect to iterative reasoning. The results showed that actors could reliably perform

only a very limited number of iterated reasoning steps and that there was little

variation in the ability of the participants. These findings may explain why equi-

librium predictions that rely on high or unlimited abilities to engage in iterative

reasoning, such as backward induction, have fared poorly in experimental studies

(cf. Fey et al. 1996; McKelvey and Palfrey 1992).

In terms of individual differences in behavior, the findings suggest that cognitive

abilities for iterated reasoning may have little explanatory power when all actors

have similarly limited abilities. In other words, the extent to which individuals

differ in their iterated reasoning abilities may not be significant enough to account

for differences in behavior. This result could have implications for the development

of action models and the design of experimental studies. While it may be useful
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to include a general level of iterative reasoning ability in an action theory, it may

not be necessary to incorporate individual differences in this ability.

In contrast, our research also showed that the way individuals choose to employ

their cognitive abilities is at least as important as the abilities themselves. That

is, the two experimental contributions identified a notable relationship between an

individual’s tendency toward either an intuitive or a deliberative reasoning style

and their behavioral tendencies. Specifically, our results indicated that participants

with a high score on the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT), indicating a deliberative

reasoning style, had longer response times on average and demonstrated a greater

ability to engage in iterative reasoning. Moreover, our research showed that the

CRT score had a greater influence on rational decision making in our tasks than

did cognitive ability. This suggests that the way in which participants chose to

employ their limited cognitive abilities had a greater impact than the abilities

themselves.27

These observations served as a starting point for further investigations into the nu-

anced mechanisms underlying intuitive and deliberative decision-making processes,

which are explored in more detail in the next section.

2.2 Alternative Models of Behavior

The previous contributions have shown that human actors display limited cognitive

abilities when it comes to iterative reasoning, and that these abilities exhibit only

little variance. While these observations provide fundamental insights for the

development of an alternative theory of action that is based on more realistic

assumptions about human cognition, they also suggest that individual differences

27However, it should be clarified that the emphasis on reasoning style does not diminish the
importance of cognitive abilities in general. First, cognitive abilities are a necessary prerequisite
for performing well in our experiments. Yet, they are not a sufficient condition on their own,
as actors must also demonstrate a willingness to use these abilities, i.e., to apply a deliberative
reasoning style. Second, the scope of our experiments is limited to a particular set of cognitive
abilities, specifically the ability to reason iteratively.
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toincludeagenerallevelofiterativereasoningabilityinanactiontheory,itmay

notbenecessarytoincorporateindividualdifferencesinthisability.

Incontrast,ourresearchalsoshowedthatthewayindividualschoosetoemploy

theircognitiveabilitiesisatleastasimportantastheabilitiesthemselves.That

is,thetwoexperimentalcontributionsidentifiedanotablerelationshipbetweenan

individual’stendencytowardeitheranintuitiveoradeliberativereasoningstyle

andtheirbehavioraltendencies.Specifically,ourresultsindicatedthatparticipants

withahighscoreontheCognitiveReflectionTest(CRT),indicatingadeliberative

reasoningstyle,hadlongerresponsetimesonaverageanddemonstratedagreater

abilitytoengageiniterativereasoning.Moreover,ourresearchshowedthatthe

CRTscorehadagreaterinfluenceonrationaldecisionmakinginourtasksthan

didcognitiveability.Thissuggeststhatthewayinwhichparticipantschoseto

employtheirlimitedcognitiveabilitieshadagreaterimpactthantheabilities

themselves.27

Theseobservationsservedasastartingpointforfurtherinvestigationsintothenu-

ancedmechanismsunderlyingintuitiveanddeliberativedecision-makingprocesses,

whichareexploredinmoredetailinthenextsection.
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abilitieswhenitcomestoiterativereasoning,andthattheseabilitiesexhibitonly

littlevariance.Whiletheseobservationsprovidefundamentalinsightsforthe

developmentofanalternativetheoryofactionthatisbasedonmorerealistic

assumptionsabouthumancognition,theyalsosuggestthatindividualdifferences

27However,itshouldbeclarifiedthattheemphasisonreasoningstyledoesnotdiminishthe
importanceofcognitiveabilitiesingeneral.First,cognitiveabilitiesareanecessaryprerequisite
forperformingwellinourexperiments.Yet,theyarenotasufficientconditionontheirown,
asactorsmustalsodemonstrateawillingnesstousetheseabilities,i.e.,toapplyadeliberative
reasoningstyle.Second,thescopeofourexperimentsislimitedtoaparticularsetofcognitive
abilities,specificallytheabilitytoreasoniteratively.
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in iterated reasoning abilities may not be that important in terms of individual

behavioral differences. In contrast, the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT), used to

measure participants’ tendency toward intuitive or deliberative reasoning, showed

more variance and was more important for the successful completion of iterated

reasoning tasks than participants’ cognitive abilities themselves. Consequently,

these findings prompted a subsequent shift in the focus of this thesis from cognitive

ability to reasoning style.

Although the Bounded Rationality approach attempts to account for cognitive lim-

itations through the extension of Rational Choice Theory (cf. Rubinstein 1998), it

lacks a similar tradition when it comes to reasoning styles.28 Therefore, in this sec-

tion, we explore alternative theoretical approaches that either implicitly or explic-

itly incorporate intuitive and deliberative choices in decision making. Specifically,

we examine the general framework of the Dual Process Perspective (e.g., Chaiken

and Trope 1999; Evans and Frankish 2009; Smith and DeCoster 2000) and the

more specific Status Characteristics Theory (cf. Berger et al. 1977; Simpson et al.

2012).

Both approaches are used to investigate prosocial behavior in small groups. Proso-

cial behavior is a multifaceted concept that has been studied across various sci-

entific fields, including sociology, psychology, economics, and biology (cf. Padilla-

Walker and Carlo 2014). As a result, conflicting definitions and perspectives on the

concept exist in the literature (e.g., Batson and Powell 2003; Bierhoff 2008; Levine

2012). In the context of this framing introduction, prosocial behavior is concep-

tualized as an behavior that meets two necessary conditions: First, the behavior

must provide a benefit to another individual or group. Second, the actor must

forgo an immediate material or immaterial gain that could have been obtained

by choosing a different behavior. The second condition is important because it

prevents purely selfish behavior that happen to benefit other people from being

considered prosocial.

28Despite some attempts by authors such as Tutić (2015a) to address this issue, the field is
still nascent and requires further development.
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In order to assess the empirical validity of the two theoretical frameworks, and

to evaluate their potential to enhance our sociological understanding, a separate

laboratory experiment was conducted for each approach. The central aim was to

investigate the potential of these frameworks to offer supplemental explanatory

insight into prosocial behavior. Subsequently, a succinct introduction to each

approach is provided, accompanied by a presentation of the respective laboratory

experiment.

2.2.1 Dual Process Perspective

In this section, we discuss the Dual Process Perspective (DPP), a theoretical frame-

work that describes the human mind as governed by two distinct types of cognitive

processes. We prefer the term “perspective” over “theory” to acknowledge that

no single version of this approach can claim sole authority within the literature

(cf. Chaiken and Trope 1999; Lizardo et al. 2016). The origins of the DPP can be

traced back to cognitive and social psychology (Chaiken and Trope 1999; Evans

2010; Stanovich 2011), but the DPP has recently also gained traction in sociol-

ogy (e.g., Murray et al. 2011), particularly in the field of culture (e.g., DiMaggio

1997; Lizardo et al. 2016; Vaisey 2009), and in other scientific fields (e.g., Brocas

and Carrillo 2014; Grayot 2020). The fundamental premise of the DPP is that the

human mind operates using two distinct types of cognitive processes, which are

distinguished by their unique characteristics and functions. Following Evans and

Stanovich (2013), we refer to them as Type 1 and Type 2 processes.29

Type 1 processes are typically characterized by being fast, automatic, or effortless,

whereas Type 2 processes are slow, controlled, or effortful (e.g., Kahneman 2003,

2011). As these characterizations are not without controversy (cf. Keren and Schul

2009; Kruglanski and Gigerenzer 2011; Osman 2004), Evans and Frankish (2009)

29Other labels for these two types of processes are System 1 and System 2 (Kahneman 2011;
Stanovich and West 2000), automatic-spontaneous vs. reflecting-calculating (Esser 1996, 2010;
Kroneberg 2005, 2011), or instinctive vs. contemplative processes (Rubinstein 2007, 2013, 2016).
Moreover, it is important to note that we intentionally use processes in the plural, as we agree
with authors such as Evans and Stanovich (2013), who suggest that human reasoning is the
product of an intricate interplay of a variety of cognitive processes.
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suggest that these descriptions should be considered as typical correlates rather

than invariant properties of these types of processes (see also Evans and Stanovich

2013). Nevertheless, according to Evans and Stanovich (2013), there are crucial

defining features that distinguish Type 1 from Type 2 processes. According to

them, Type 1 processes run autonomously without the individual being able to

inhibit them and without the need to use working memory. In contrast, Type 2

processes must be used intentionally and require the use of working memory.30

The dichotomy between Type 1 and Type 2 processes can be applied to various

cognitive domains, including learning, remembering, reasoning, and decision mak-

ing (cf. Lizardo et al. 2016). For example, the human long-term memory systems,

which are critical for all of the aforementioned domains, can be distinguished into

declarative (explicit) and nondeclarative (implicit) memory (Squire 2004; Squire

and Wixted 2011). Declarative memory stores knowledge that requires conscious

and controlled retrieval, such as facts and the temporal order of events. In contrast,

nondeclarative memory is acquired and used unconsciously and stores knowledge

such as skills, habits, or dispositions. It is more accessible to Type 1 processes

than to Type 2 processes (Lizardo et al. 2016), or as Vila-Henninger (2015, 244)

formulates it, “expressed through action rather than conscious recollection”. Both

types of memory play an distinct role in the model of action that we will elaborate

in the following.

In the context of decision making, DPP posits that decision making involves both

deliberative Type 2 processes as well as more intuitive Type 1 processes. The

literature, however, one can find divergent views on how these two types of pro-

cesses affect decision making in the human mind (e.g., Gilbert 1999; Smith and

DeCoster 2000). In this framing introduction, we use a model that is based on the

well-established default-interventionist model of cognition (Evans and Stanovich

2013) to illustrate how cognitive processes interact. The model (see Figure 2.1)

asserts that the decision-making procedure always commences with Type 1 pro-

30To see the difference between correlates and defining features, consider the task of calculating
73 × 37. While most people will perform this task relatively slowly, some can do it quickly due
to practice and appropriate techniques. In both cases, however, Type 2 processes requiring
conscious activation are necessary to complete the task.
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cesses that automatically evaluate the situation and intuitively suggest a course of

action, referred to as the default. Whether this default is ultimately implemented,

however, depends on whether Type 2 processes intervene and, if so, whether they

maintain, modify, or override the proposed default. In order to describe this model

accurately, three specifications are necessary: First, which defaults are typically

selected by Type 1 processes; second, the consequences when Type 2 processes

intervene; and third, the conditions under which these processes intervene.

As noted above, Type 1 processes are characterized by their automaticity and

rapid processing speed, which in turn affect their operation, particularly with re-

spect to situational perception or memory access. In terms of perception, Type

1 processes, due to their speed, usually do not allow for a complete perception

of all relevant aspects of a situation, but must focus on the most salient aspects

(Strack and Deutsch 2004). However, the degree of salience of different aspects de-

pends on both situational as well as dispositional factors (Fazio 1990). Situational

factors, such as framing (see Goffman 1974) and priming (see Bargh 2006), influ-

ence the salience of certain aspects of the situation and thus affect behavior (e.g.,

Liberman et al. 2004; Schwerter and Zimmermann 2020). Dispositional factors,

such as optimistic attitudes, may increase the salience of potential benefits of an

action, whereas pessimistic attitudes may increase the salience of potential losses.

Regarding memory, Type 1 processes are thought to rely more on nondeclarative

memory than on declarative memory (Smith and DeCoster 2000) because, as noted

above, the latter is not readily accessible without available working memory (cf.

Evans 2009). Thus, knowledge stored in the nondeclarative memory (hereafter,

nondeclarative knowledge) should influence Type 1 processes more strongly than

knowledge stored in the declarative memory.

Type 2 processes, on the other hand, are characterized by a conscious mode of

decision making. Unlike Type 1 processes, which are automatic, Type 2 processes

can be extended for as long as necessary, allowing for a more thorough assessment

of a situation, beyond its most salient aspects. Consequently, Type 2 processes

should be less susceptible to the effects of framing and priming, which influence

the salience of certain aspects. Furthermore, Type 2 processes are capable of
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Figure 2.1: A dual process model of action based on Evans’s (2011) default-
interventionist model.

integrating knowledge from the declarative memory (Evans 2009), reducing the

importance of nondeclarative memories in contrast to the default, and allowing for

the evaluation of conflicting information and the potential consequences of one’s

actions.

With respect to the potential intervention of Type 2 processes, the DPP argues that

deliberative Type 2 processes are costly in terms of cognitive effort and time, which

makes people generally inclined to use them as infrequently as possible.31 However,

the DPP also acknowledges that Type 2 processes can intervene under specific

circumstances, such as in novel situations or when the stakes are high. Factors

such as personality type, cognitive capacity, and available time may also influence

the likelihood of Type 2 interventions (Evans 2011). Empirical research shows

that Type 2 processes are less likely to intervene when an individual’s cognitive

resources are depleted (Greene et al. 2008), otherwise engaged (De Neys 2006), or

when individuals do not have sufficient time for reflection (Rand et al. 2012).

31This consideration also plays a significant role in providing a rationale for the evolutionary
advantage of human actors developing two distinct types of processes, rather than solely relying
on deliberative processes. Given the assumption that deliberative decision making, in contrast
to intuitive approaches, entails higher costs in terms of time, energy, etc., it can be hypothesized
that the presence of dual decision mechanisms that are used based on situational conditions may
constitute an evolutionarily stable strategy (cf. Bear and Rand 2016).
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integratingknowledgefromthedeclarativememory(Evans2009),reducingthe

importanceofnondeclarativememoriesincontrasttothedefault,andallowingfor

theevaluationofconflictinginformationandthepotentialconsequencesofone’s

actions.

WithrespecttothepotentialinterventionofType2processes,theDPParguesthat

deliberativeType2processesarecostlyintermsofcognitiveeffortandtime,which

makespeoplegenerallyinclinedtousethemasinfrequentlyaspossible.31However,

theDPPalsoacknowledgesthatType2processescaninterveneunderspecific

circumstances,suchasinnovelsituationsorwhenthestakesarehigh.Factors

suchaspersonalitytype,cognitivecapacity,andavailabletimemayalsoinfluence

thelikelihoodofType2interventions(Evans2011).Empiricalresearchshows

thatType2processesarelesslikelytointervenewhenanindividual’scognitive

resourcesaredepleted(Greeneetal.2008),otherwiseengaged(DeNeys2006),or

whenindividualsdonothavesufficienttimeforreflection(Randetal.2012).

31Thisconsiderationalsoplaysasignificantroleinprovidingarationalefortheevolutionary
advantageofhumanactorsdevelopingtwodistincttypesofprocesses,ratherthansolelyrelying
ondeliberativeprocesses.Giventheassumptionthatdeliberativedecisionmaking,incontrast
tointuitiveapproaches,entailshighercostsintermsoftime,energy,etc.,itcanbehypothesized
thatthepresenceofdualdecisionmechanismsthatareusedbasedonsituationalconditionsmay
constituteanevolutionarilystablestrategy(cf.BearandRand2016).
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As a result, the decision-making procedure (and the resulting action) can be char-

acterized as either: a) purely intuitive, meaning that only Type 1 processes are

involved without interference from Type 2 processes; b) purely deliberative, with

Type 2 processes completely overriding the Type 1 default; or c) mixed, meaning

that the default suggested by Type 1 processes is modified by Type 2 processes

without being completely overridden.32 Note, that this characterization is clearly

an idealized abstraction. Evans and Stanovich (2013), for example, emphasize

that both types of processes are always involved. For the purposes of hypothesis

generation, however, this simplified representation serves as a valuable heuristic.

Based on these elaborations, the following proposition can be derived (see also

Tutić 2022):33

Principle of Catalyzation Situationally salient aspects as well as nondeclara-

tive knowledge have a greater influence on behavior when decision making

is purely intuitive than when it is purely deliberative or mixed.

This principle thus provides the basis for the relationship between the multiple in-

fluences that shape human behavior, emphasizing the interplay between situational

elements, knowledge, and decision-making processes. It identifies the conditions

that lead to increased reliance on salient aspects of the situation and nondeclara-

tive knowledge. At the same time, it suggests that a shift to more deliberative or

mixed decision making patterns reduces the weight of these factors.

Prior to proceeding to an empirical validation of the DPP in the next section, it is

worth showing how some canonical ideas in the sociological literature are reflected

in the theoretical framework of the DPP. Scholars such as Lizardo (2004) and

Vaisey (2009) identify a broad alignment between the DPP and Pierre Bourdieu’s

32An example of a mixed decision is the so-called anchoring phenomenon, where an action is
influenced by previously presented but unrelated information (Furnham and Boo 2011). Englich
et al. (2006), for instance, report in the context of judicial decisions that experts’ sentencing deci-
sions are influenced by irrelevant sentencing demands, even when they are apparently randomly
determined, as in the case of dice thrown by the experts.

33Note that this proposition cannot necessarily be derived from every DPP model, but only
from those that are compatible with the default interventionist model (e.g., Esser 1996; Fazio
1990; Kroneberg 2005).
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(1984) practice theory, such as the dispositional nature of perception and action.

Thus, Type 1 decision making based on nondeclarative knowledge can be linked to

Bourdieu’s (1984) notion of habitus, as the habitus represents fast and automatic

cognitive processes arising from embodied knowledge (cf. Vaisey and Lizardo 2010).

Similarly, Giddens’ (1984) idea of practical consciousness or Schütz’s (1944) idea

of behavioral recipes that are based on the thinking as usual can be seen as a

variant of Type 1 decision making.

As noted earlier, Erving Goffman’s (1974) concept of framing can be linked to

the notion of how salient aspects of a given situation impact Type 1 processing.

Moreover, the postulate that nondeclarative knowledge formed through cumula-

tive past experience can influence perception, judgment, and ultimately behavior

via Type 1 processes, shares notable similarities with the tenets of phenomeno-

logical sociology and symbolic interactionism. In particular, Alfred Schütz (1990)

detailed how an individuals’ stock of knowledge, amassed through past experiences,

serves as the foundation for interpreting and engaging with the present social real-

ity. Similarly, symbolic interactionism, as propounded by Herbert Blumer (1986;

see also Mead 1934), emphasizes the pivotal role of past experiences and social in-

teractions in shaping individuals’ subjective understanding of the world and their

actions within it.

With regard to Type 2 processes, two main lines of interpretation can be identi-

fied. First, some scholars (cf. Vaisey 2009) draw parallels between Type 2 processes

and Ann Swidler’s (1986) concept known as the tool-kit approach. According to

this view, Type 2 processes serve a post-hoc rationalization function rather than

actual decision making. Essentially, they are seen as mechanisms through which

individuals rationalize and legitimize the choices and actions that have already

been selected through intuitive Type 1 processes. This echoes the idea of discur-

sive consciousness which is also found in Anthony Giddens’ work (1984). Here,

Type 2 processes (discursive consciousness) are not necessarily seen as the drivers

of decision-making but rather as the means through which people construct nar-

ratives and justifications for decisions made at a more subconscious level by Type

1 processes (practical consciousness).
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The second interpretation of Type 2 processes, on the other hand, assumes a de-

liberative and evaluative decision-making process as described in Rational Choice

Theory (RCT). In this view, Type 2 decision making involves individuals engaging

in a thorough evaluation of possible actions and carefully weighing their potential

outcomes before making a choice, which closely mirrors the core tenets of RCT.

In fact, some scholars, such as Esser and Kroneberg (2015), view RCT as a spe-

cial case of pure Type 2 decision making. Our understanding and modeling of the

DPP are more consistent with this interpretation.

It is noteworthy that the DPP can not only incorporate these different sociological

ideas associated with Type 1 and Type 2 processes into a single framework, but

also specify the conditions (such as environmental influences or individual char-

acteristics) under which either intuitive Type 1 or deliberative Type 2 decision

making is more likely to occur. In this way, it is a rather universal approach that

has the potential to reconcile these two distinct facets of human decision mak-

ing in an analytical framework, amenable to rigorous mathematical scrutiny (e.g.,

Esser and Kroneberg 2015).

Having discussed the theoretical underpinnings of the DPP and its potential for

integrating various ideas from different fields of sociology, it is now important to

test the validity of the framework empirically. In the following section, we will

derive hypotheses based on the principle of catalyzation and test them by means

of a laboratory experiment, in order to gain a better understanding of the extent to

which the DPP can explain social behavior and decision making, and its potential

implications for the field of sociology.

2.2.2 Dual Process and Prosocial Behavior: Experimental

Evidence

In this section, we present a laboratory experiment designed to test the principle

of catalyzation in the context of prosocial behavior. According to this principle,

situational focal aspects as well as nondeclarative knowledge should have a greater
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impact on behavior when decision making occurs via Type 1 rather than Type

2 processes. As this study is not included in the attached contributions, we will

provide a brief description of the experiment by focusing only on those aspects

that are relevant to this framing introduction.34

To measure prosocial behavior, we used a one-shot public goods game (PGG, An-

dreoni 1995a; Olson 1965). This game involves the formation of randomly assigned

groups of n individuals, who anonymously, simultaneously, and independently de-

cide how much of their initial monetary endowment to allocate to a public fund.

The sum of the allocated money to the public fund is then multiplied by a factor

k (with 1 < k < n) and distributed equally among all group members, regard-

less of their individual contributions. As a result, each participant receives k
n
units

of money for each monetary unit allocated to the public fund. Thus, if all group

members contribute their entire endowment to the public fund, everyone will re-

ceive k times their initial endowment. This situation is clearly better for everyone

than the situation in which no one contributes and therefore everyone receives

only the initial endowment. However, since k
n
is less than 1, there is a cost asso-

ciated with contributing. Hence, all group members are individually better off if

they contribute nothing.35 Therefore, the size of the share of the initial endow-

ment contributed to the public fund can be interpreted as a measure of prosocial

behavior.

To experimentally vary the dominant type of cognitive processes involved in deci-

sion making, we instructed participants either to choose their allocation as quickly

as possible (pressure condition) or to think thoroughly before deciding (leisure

condition). As a point of reference, we told participants in the pressure condition

to decide within 10 seconds whereas participants in the leisure condition should

contemplate for at least 10 seconds before deciding, following the procedure used

by Rand et al. (2012). The primary objective of this manipulation was to facili-

34This manuscript is currently being prepared for publication.
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tate intuitive Type 1 processes in the pressure condition and deliberative Type 2

processes in the leisure condition.

According to the principle of catalyzation, both nondeclarative knowledge as well

as salient situational aspects are expected to exert a stronger influence on behavior

in the pressure condition than in the leisure condition. With respect to nondeclar-

ative knowledge, our focus was on a particular cultural orientation stored in the

nondeclarative memory, namely prosocial attitudes. Attitudes are typically de-

fined as positive or negative evaluations of an object or category of objects (Eagly

and Chaiken 1993; Fazio 1995). In sociology, attitudes toward social categories

such as gender and ethnicity or toward social concepts such as prosocial behav-

ior or racism are of particular interest. In this study, we measured participants’

attitudes toward prosocial behavior via a 13-item version of the prosocial person-

ality battery (Penner et al. 1995).36 We then calculated a Prosocial Attitude Score

(PSA score) for each participant, which could range from 0 (minimally prosocial)

to 1 (maximally prosocial).

Regarding situationally salient aspects, we simultaneously varied the priming of

participants prior to the PGG as well as the framing of the PGG itself. In the neu-

tral condition, both the priming stimulus and the framing of the PGG instruction

were designed to be as neutral as possible. In contrast, in the cooperative condi-

tion, the priming and the framing were designed to make prosocial behavior more

salient.

Participants were primed with the scrambled sentences task (SST) immediately

prior to playing the PGG. The SST is a commonly used priming technique (cf.

Shariff and Norenzayan 2007; Srull and Wyer 1979) designed to subconsciously

make participants more receptive to certain aspects and thus influence their re-

sponse in a subsequent task – in our case the PGG. Participants were presented

with five words in a scrambled order and were asked to form a grammatically

36See S3 Table in contribution 5 for more details. To control for potential order effects, we
measured the attitudes of approximately half of the participants via an online questionnaire
at least four days before the laboratory experiment, while the other half had their attitudes
measured immediately after the experiment. We found no evidence of differential effects based
on measurement timing.
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correct four-word sentence with these words. In the neutral condition, the SST

consisted of 15 sentences that were as general as possible and therefore unlikely

to influence participants’ decisions in the PGG in any coherent way. In the co-

operative condition, ten of these sentences were replaced with sentences such as

“together everything is easier” or “honesty lasts the longest”, which primed a

prosocial sentiment and thus made a prosocial response in the PGG more salient

(e.g., Abbate et al. 2013).

In our study, we manipulated the framing of the PGG by altering the instructions

given to participants, following the approach of Liberman et al. (2004). Specifically,

we made three key changes across framing conditions: First, the name of the game

was either “investment game” or “team game”; second, the group of three was

either referred to as “set of players” or “team”; and finally, contributing to the

public fund was either referred to as “investing” or “contributing to a team project”

in the neutral and the cooperative conditions, respectively.

In addition, we also varied the incentives in the PGG by fixing k at 1.2 (low incen-

tive condition) or 2.1 (high incentive condition). Since these incentive conditions

are not of particular interest for this framing introduction, we use them only as

control variables.

At the end of the experiment, participants completed a questionnaire that included

an extended version of the Cognitive Reflection Test (Frederick 2005) to assess their

general disposition toward intuitive versus deliberative decision making. This test

included the original three questions plus on additional question (see Table 2.1).

Although this measure did not play a role in the current experiment, the fact that

we measured it in this experiment will be relevant to contribution 5.37

Having described the experimental setup and design, we now establish a connection

between the experiment’s features and the DPP and formulate testable hypotheses.

We will begin with a set of basic hypotheses, which are not specific to the DPP

but are commonplace in action theories in behavioral sciences:

37The use of the general disposition for intuitive decision making is of limited relevance in the
context of this experiment because the pressure and leisure conditions are explicitly designed to
override this disposition.
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anextendedversionoftheCognitiveReflectionTest(Frederick2005)toassesstheir

generaldispositiontowardintuitiveversusdeliberativedecisionmaking.Thistest

includedtheoriginalthreequestionsplusonadditionalquestion(seeTable2.1).
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which states that the interpretation of a situation determines the actions taken in

response to that situation. However, a similar effect could also be derived from our

DPP model, since in the cooperative condition the positive aspects of cooperation

should be more focal and thus influence behavior in this direction.

The second hypothesis is rooted in the assumption that people have other-

regarding preferences and behave accordingly (e.g., Andreoni 1995a; Fehr and

Schmidt 1999). Again, this hypothesis can also be derived from the DPP model.

In addition to the fact that the DPP allows for the rational evaluation of prefer-

ences through Type 2 processes, similar to the explanation just given, there is a

second, DPP-specific mechanism: According to the DPP, more pronounced proso-

cial attitudes lead to an increased salience of those aspects that are consistent with

these attitudes, such as the potential gains for other group members.

The DPP can also help to qualify both hypotheses: The principle of catalyza-

tion suggests that the influence of priming and framing on behavior is expected to

be stronger when the behavior is performed automatically and without conscious

deliberation. Similarly, prosocial attitudes are expected to exert the greatest influ-

ence on behavior when they are processed automatically. Based on these theoret-

ical considerations, the following two interaction hypotheses can be formulated:

Framing Interaction Hypothesis The effect of the priming and framing con-

dition on contributions is greater in the pressure condition than in the

leisure condition.

Prosociality Interaction Hypothesis The effect of the PSA score on contribu-

tions is greater in the pressure condition than in the leisure condition.
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After formulating the experimental design and deriving the corresponding hypothe-

ses, we turn to the empirical results of this study. Between 2017 and 2018, a total

of 782 participants successfully participated in 64 sessions at the Leipziger Exper-

imentallabor (LEx). Most participants were university students (87%) or former

university students (6%), the average age was 26 years, and women were slightly

overrepresented (66%). Participants earned an average of EUR 15.60 for the one-

hour sessions.

Prior to examining the effects of time constraints on decision making, it is im-

portant to determine the extent to which participants adhered to our experimen-

tal protocol. Our results indicate a significant difference in mean response times

between the two experimental conditions (pressure: M = 8.3 seconds, leisure:

M = 30.1 seconds, p < .001, t-test), suggesting that our experimental intervention

led to a greater occurrence of Type 1 reasoning among subjects in the pressure

condition compared to those in the leisure condition.

Concerning the contributions to the PGG, nearly half of the participants chose

to contribute either nothing, exactly half, or all of their endowment. On average,

participants contributed 59.3% of their endowment. Regarding the PSA score,

we observe a rather prosocial pool (see Figure 2(a) of contribution 5), with more

than 93% of the participants having a PSA score higher than .5 resulting in an

average PSA score of .676. Since we expected the strength of the effects of a Type

1 decision to differ depending on the PSA score, we assigned each participant to

one of two categories: Participants have a high PSA score if their score is equal

to or above the median (= .659), and they have an intermediate PSA score if it is

below the median.

With regards to our two basic hypotheses on priming and framing as well as on

prosocial attitudes, we find statistical support for both (see Figure 2.2).38 Specifi-

cally, we observe that the contribution rate is significantly higher in the cooperative

condition than in the neutral condition (∆ = .053, p = .014). Furthermore, par-

ticipants with a high PSA contribute on average 20 more than participants with

38Unless otherwise specified, all further tests are Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. The stars in the
graphs indicate the significance level of these tests: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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Figure 2.2: Bivariate effects on contribution in the PGG of (a) the priming and
framing condition and (b) prosocial attitude score.

an intermediate PSA score (∆ = .105, p < .001). The latter finding also holds

when we treat the PSA score as quasi-metric and calculate the linear regression

coefficient (r = .515, p < .001, OLS).

Let us now turn to the interaction effects of the pressure condition with either the

PSA score or the priming and framing condition. In the context of the PSA score,

we observe three results in Figure 2.3: First, in accordance with the prosocial-

ity hypothesis a high PSA score generally leads to a higher contribution; second,

pressure does not significantly alter the decisions of participants with an interme-

diate PSA score (∆ = .021, p = .455); and third, pressure significantly increases

the contribution in the PSA high group (∆ = .069, p < .024). This effect is even

more pronounced when we exclude those participants who violated the time con-

straints of their respective time condition (remaining N = 694, PSA intermediate

∆ = .001, p < .0910, PSA high: ∆ = .079, p < .012). Overall, we find support for

the prosociality interaction hypothesis.

With respect to the framing interaction hypotheses, we expect a similar pattern

when substituting the PSA score with the priming and framing condition. How-

ever, in neither the neutral (∆ = .035, p < .336) nor the cooperative (∆ = .005,

p < .816) condition does the time constraint have a significant effect on contribu-

tion, thereby refuting the prosociality interaction hypothesis.
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anintermediatePSAscore(∆=.105,p<.001).Thelatterfindingalsoholds

whenwetreatthePSAscoreasquasi-metricandcalculatethelinearregression

coefficient(r=.515,p<.001,OLS).

Letusnowturntotheinteractioneffectsofthepressureconditionwitheitherthe

PSAscoreortheprimingandframingcondition.InthecontextofthePSAscore,

weobservethreeresultsinFigure2.3:First,inaccordancewiththeprosocial-

ityhypothesisahighPSAscoregenerallyleadstoahighercontribution;second,

pressuredoesnotsignificantlyalterthedecisionsofparticipantswithaninterme-

diatePSAscore(∆=.021,p=.455);andthird,pressuresignificantlyincreases

thecontributioninthePSAhighgroup(∆=.069,p<.024).Thiseffectiseven

morepronouncedwhenweexcludethoseparticipantswhoviolatedthetimecon-

straintsoftheirrespectivetimecondition(remainingN=694,PSAintermediate

∆=.001,p<.0910,PSAhigh:∆=.079,p<.012).Overall,wefindsupportfor

theprosocialityinteractionhypothesis.

Withrespecttotheframinginteractionhypotheses,weexpectasimilarpattern

whensubstitutingthePSAscorewiththeprimingandframingcondition.How-

ever,inneithertheneutral(∆=.035,p<.336)northecooperative(∆=.005,

p<.816)conditiondoesthetimeconstrainthaveasignificanteffectoncontribu-

tion,therebyrefutingtheprosocialityinteractionhypothesis.
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an intermediate PSA score (∆ = .105, p < .001). The latter finding also holds

when we treat the PSA score as quasi-metric and calculate the linear regression

coefficient (r = .515, p < .001, OLS).

Let us now turn to the interaction effects of the pressure condition with either the

PSA score or the priming and framing condition. In the context of the PSA score,

we observe three results in Figure 2.3: First, in accordance with the prosocial-

ity hypothesis a high PSA score generally leads to a higher contribution; second,

pressure does not significantly alter the decisions of participants with an interme-

diate PSA score (∆ = .021, p = .455); and third, pressure significantly increases

the contribution in the PSA high group (∆ = .069, p < .024). This effect is even

more pronounced when we exclude those participants who violated the time con-

straints of their respective time condition (remaining N = 694, PSA intermediate

∆ = .001, p < .0910, PSA high: ∆ = .079, p < .012). Overall, we find support for

the prosociality interaction hypothesis.

With respect to the framing interaction hypotheses, we expect a similar pattern

when substituting the PSA score with the priming and framing condition. How-

ever, in neither the neutral (∆ = .035, p < .336) nor the cooperative (∆ = .005,

p < .816) condition does the time constraint have a significant effect on contribu-

tion, thereby refuting the prosociality interaction hypothesis.
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when we treat the PSA score as quasi-metric and calculate the linear regression

coefficient (r = .515, p < .001, OLS).

Let us now turn to the interaction effects of the pressure condition with either the

PSA score or the priming and framing condition. In the context of the PSA score,

we observe three results in Figure 2.3: First, in accordance with the prosocial-

ity hypothesis a high PSA score generally leads to a higher contribution; second,

pressure does not significantly alter the decisions of participants with an interme-

diate PSA score (∆ = .021, p = .455); and third, pressure significantly increases

the contribution in the PSA high group (∆ = .069, p < .024). This effect is even
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ever, in neither the neutral (∆ = .035, p < .336) nor the cooperative (∆ = .005,

p < .816) condition does the time constraint have a significant effect on contribu-
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anintermediatePSAscore(∆=.105,p<.001).Thelatterfindingalsoholds

whenwetreatthePSAscoreasquasi-metricandcalculatethelinearregression

coefficient(r=.515,p<.001,OLS).

Letusnowturntotheinteractioneffectsofthepressureconditionwitheitherthe

PSAscoreortheprimingandframingcondition.InthecontextofthePSAscore,

weobservethreeresultsinFigure2.3:First,inaccordancewiththeprosocial-

ityhypothesisahighPSAscoregenerallyleadstoahighercontribution;second,

pressuredoesnotsignificantlyalterthedecisionsofparticipantswithaninterme-

diatePSAscore(∆=.021,p=.455);andthird,pressuresignificantlyincreases

thecontributioninthePSAhighgroup(∆=.069,p<.024).Thiseffectiseven

morepronouncedwhenweexcludethoseparticipantswhoviolatedthetimecon-

straintsoftheirrespectivetimecondition(remainingN=694,PSAintermediate

∆=.001,p<.0910,PSAhigh:∆=.079,p<.012).Overall,wefindsupportfor

theprosocialityinteractionhypothesis.

Withrespecttotheframinginteractionhypotheses,weexpectasimilarpattern

whensubstitutingthePSAscorewiththeprimingandframingcondition.How-

ever,inneithertheneutral(∆=.035,p<.336)northecooperative(∆=.005,

p<.816)conditiondoesthetimeconstrainthaveasignificanteffectoncontribu-

tion,therebyrefutingtheprosocialityinteractionhypothesis.
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Figure 2.3: Interaction effects on contribution in the PGG between time constraints
condition and (a) the prosocial attitude score as well as (b) the priming and framing
condition.

Finally, we corroborate our previous findings through three multivariate linear

regression models (see Table 2.3), with the participants’ contribution in the PGG as

the dependent variable. The first model tests our two basic hypotheses. The results

indicate that both the cooperative condition (p = .024), as well as a high PSA

score (p < .001), have a statistically significant positive impact on the contribution

rate in the multivariate model.

The second model tests the more intricate prosociality interaction hypothesis.

Compared to the first model, it also includes the pressure condition (as dummy

variable) along with the interaction between a high PSA and the pressure condi-

tion. Just as in the previous model, we observe that the cooperative condition

(p = .028) and a high PSA score (p = .050) have a positive and significant effect

on contributions. Furthermore, and in accordance with the prosociality interac-

tion hypothesis, we observe that pressure significantly affects the contribution of

participants in the PSA high group (p = .040).
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Finally,wecorroborateourpreviousfindingsthroughthreemultivariatelinear

regressionmodels(seeTable2.3),withtheparticipants’contributioninthePGGas

thedependentvariable.Thefirstmodeltestsourtwobasichypotheses.Theresults

indicatethatboththecooperativecondition(p=.024),aswellasahighPSA

score(p<.001),haveastatisticallysignificantpositiveimpactonthecontribution

rateinthemultivariatemodel.

Thesecondmodelteststhemoreintricateprosocialityinteractionhypothesis.

Comparedtothefirstmodel,italsoincludesthepressurecondition(asdummy

variable)alongwiththeinteractionbetweenahighPSAandthepressurecondi-

tion.Justasinthepreviousmodel,weobservethatthecooperativecondition

(p=.028)andahighPSAscore(p=.050)haveapositiveandsignificanteffect
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participantsinthePSAhighgroup(p=.040).
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Contribution Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

Cooperative condition .049* .048* .063*
(.022) (.022) (.031)

High PSA score .103*** .060* .104***
(.022) (.030) (.022)

Pressure condition −.023 .038
(.031) (.031)

Pressure × high PSA score .089*
(.043)

Pressure × coop. condition −.031
(.044)

Constant .516*** .528*** .498***
(.019) (.024) (.024)

R2 .035 .042 .037
Notes: N = 782, all variables are dummy variables with no = 0 and yes = 1.

OLS coefficients, standard errors in parentheses, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

Table 2.3: Multivariate linear regression models of contribution in the PGG.

In the third model, we test the framing interaction hypothesis. This model is

similar to the second, except that it uses a different interaction, namely that

between the pressure condition and the framing condition. The general effects of

the cooperative condition and a high PSA score are mostly comparable to those

in the first model (p = .039 and p < .001, respectively). Regarding the interaction

effects, we do not observe a significant change in contributions when participants

in the cooperative condition are put under time pressure (p = .483).39

Let us briefly assess our findings, beginning with the impact of the priming and

framing condition. While we observed a statistically significant difference between

the neutral and the cooperative conditions with respect to prosocial behavior, the

effect size was smaller not only compared to the difference between participants

39As a robustness check, the following control variables were included in all three models: Sex
(m/f), age, age squared, previous lab experience (no/yes), incentive condition (k low/k high), and
time of PSA measurement (before/after the experiment). The effects not only remained robust
in the presence of these control variables, but became even more pronounced. In addition, Model
2 and Model 3 were combined to test both interaction hypotheses simultaneously. In this case,
the results are very similar to those of the individual models.
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Notes:N=782,allvariablesaredummyvariableswithno=0andyes=1.

OLScoefficients,standarderrorsinparentheses,*p<.05,**p<.01,***p<.001.

Table2.3:MultivariatelinearregressionmodelsofcontributioninthePGG.

Inthethirdmodel,wetesttheframinginteractionhypothesis.Thismodelis

similartothesecond,exceptthatitusesadifferentinteraction,namelythat

betweenthepressureconditionandtheframingcondition.Thegeneraleffectsof

thecooperativeconditionandahighPSAscorearemostlycomparabletothose

inthefirstmodel(p=.039andp<.001,respectively).Regardingtheinteraction

effects,wedonotobserveasignificantchangeincontributionswhenparticipants

inthecooperativeconditionareputundertimepressure(p=.483).39

Letusbrieflyassessourfindings,beginningwiththeimpactoftheprimingand

framingcondition.Whileweobservedastatisticallysignificantdifferencebetween

theneutralandthecooperativeconditionswithrespecttoprosocialbehavior,the

effectsizewassmallernotonlycomparedtothedifferencebetweenparticipants

39Asarobustnesscheck,thefollowingcontrolvariableswereincludedinallthreemodels:Sex
(m/f),age,agesquared,previouslabexperience(no/yes),incentivecondition(klow/khigh),and
timeofPSAmeasurement(before/aftertheexperiment).Theeffectsnotonlyremainedrobust
inthepresenceofthesecontrolvariables,butbecameevenmorepronounced.Inaddition,Model
2andModel3werecombinedtotestbothinteractionhypothesessimultaneously.Inthiscase,
theresultsareverysimilartothoseoftheindividualmodels.
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with intermediate and high levels of prosociality, but also smaller than the effects

of framing reported in previous literature (e.g., Liberman et al. 2004). One po-

tential explanation for the relatively modest effect observed in our study could be

attributed to the possibility that the typical participants in such studies, predom-

inantly students, already possess a cooperative mindset (framing) upon entering

the laboratory experiment (cf. Bear and Rand 2016; Rand et al. 2012). As a con-

sequence, the neutral condition would have led participants to maintain the coop-

erative framing they had brought with them, as they were not actively framed by

us. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether a more competitive

framing would produce stronger direct as well as interaction effects.

In relation to the interaction between the pressure and cooperation conditions,

our study found no significant effect, thus providing no empirical support for the

framing interaction hypothesis. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily contradict

the catalyzation principle, as the absence of a significant interaction effect may be

attributed to the comparatively weak priming and framing effect. Indeed, various

studies have corroborated that human actors tend to be more influenced by framing

when they are required to make decisions more intuitively, either due to time

constraints (Guo et al. 2017) or cognitive overload (Whitney et al. 2008). However,

given the speculative nature of this explanation, further research is needed.

With respect to the effect of prosocial attitudes, our study provides empirical sup-

port for the principle of catalyzation in relation to cultural orientation stored in the

nondeclarative memory. More precisely, our research suggests that time pressure

serves as a moderating variable in the relationship between individuals’ prosocial

attitudes and their actual prosocial behavior. Specifically, our analysis revealed

that participants with highly prosocial attitudes were more likely to engage in

prosocial behavior. In addition, we observed that individuals with highly proso-

cial attitudes were more likely to engage in prosocial behavior under time pressure,

whereas individuals with intermediate prosocial attitudes did not show a similar

increase in prosocial behavior.
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withintermediateandhighlevelsofprosociality,butalsosmallerthantheeffects

offramingreportedinpreviousliterature(e.g.,Libermanetal.2004).Onepo-

tentialexplanationfortherelativelymodesteffectobservedinourstudycouldbe

attributedtothepossibilitythatthetypicalparticipantsinsuchstudies,predom-

inantlystudents,alreadypossessacooperativemindset(framing)uponentering

thelaboratoryexperiment(cf.BearandRand2016;Randetal.2012).Asacon-

sequence,theneutralconditionwouldhaveledparticipantstomaintainthecoop-

erativeframingtheyhadbroughtwiththem,astheywerenotactivelyframedby

us.Therefore,itwouldbeinterestingtoinvestigatewhetheramorecompetitive

framingwouldproducestrongerdirectaswellasinteractioneffects.

Inrelationtotheinteractionbetweenthepressureandcooperationconditions,

ourstudyfoundnosignificanteffect,thusprovidingnoempiricalsupportforthe

framinginteractionhypothesis.Nevertheless,thisdoesnotnecessarilycontradict

thecatalyzationprinciple,astheabsenceofasignificantinteractioneffectmaybe

attributedtothecomparativelyweakprimingandframingeffect.Indeed,various

studieshavecorroboratedthathumanactorstendtobemoreinfluencedbyframing

whentheyarerequiredtomakedecisionsmoreintuitively,eitherduetotime

constraints(Guoetal.2017)orcognitiveoverload(Whitneyetal.2008).However,

giventhespeculativenatureofthisexplanation,furtherresearchisneeded.

Withrespecttotheeffectofprosocialattitudes,ourstudyprovidesempiricalsup-

portfortheprincipleofcatalyzationinrelationtoculturalorientationstoredinthe

nondeclarativememory.Moreprecisely,ourresearchsuggeststhattimepressure

servesasamoderatingvariableintherelationshipbetweenindividuals’prosocial

attitudesandtheiractualprosocialbehavior.Specifically,ouranalysisrevealed

thatparticipantswithhighlyprosocialattitudesweremorelikelytoengagein

prosocialbehavior.Inaddition,weobservedthatindividualswithhighlyproso-

cialattitudesweremorelikelytoengageinprosocialbehaviorundertimepressure,

whereasindividualswithintermediateprosocialattitudesdidnotshowasimilar

increaseinprosocialbehavior.
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2.2.3 Status Characteristics Theory

The second approach under consideration is Status Characteristics Theory (SCT),

which was originally proposed by Joseph Berger Berger and colleagues in the early

1970s to explain the emergence of hierarchies in small groups (Berger et al. 1972;

Berger and Fisek 1970). Since then, SCT has undergone a steady process of empir-

ical testing and theoretical development (e.g., Berger et al. 1977, 1985; Correll and

Ridgeway 2003; Ridgeway and Kricheli-Katz 2013; Simpson et al. 2012). Although

SCT stems from a different line of theoretical inquiry than the Dual Process Per-

spective (DPP), the ideas of SCT are in many ways compatible with the DPP (cf.

Miles et al. 2019). In the following, we first provide a brief synopsis of SCT before

highlighting its connections to the DPP.40

SCT focuses on explaining the differential performance of group members at group

tasks. For the theory to be applicable, the group task must meet two scope con-

ditions: First, the group must be oriented toward accomplishing a specific group

task; and second, the task must foster a collective orientation in which there is a

general expectation that all group members are both able and willing to contribute

to the group task (Webster and Driskell 1978, 222).

Given these scope conditions, SCT posits that observable status characteristics

of actors influence behavior in group tasks by affecting performance expectations.

The theory distinguishes between two types of status characteristics: diffuse and

specific. While diffuse status characteristics, such as gender or ethnicity, affect

performance expectations across a wide range of tasks, the influence of specific

status characteristics, such as education, literacy, or knowledge in a particular

domain, is restricted to a limited and well-defined range of settings (Correll and

Ridgeway 2003). In a group task, these observable status characteristics become

effective (or, in the language of SCT, salient) unless they are explicitly dissociated

from the task (the so-called burden of proof assumption, Berger et al. 1972, 246).

In a group task, salient status characteristics influence expectations about the be-

havior of each group member, which are referred to as performance expectations

40As more detailed discussion of SCT can be found in contribution 4 (Tutić and Grehl 2018).
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tion may evoke a different expectation when compared to a primary education

than when compared to a tertiary education (Correll and Ridgeway 2003, 33).41

According to SCT, these expectations influence behavior via the following mech-

anisms: Actors compare their relative performance expectations with all others

in the group. Actors who hold higher expectations of themselves relative to oth-

ers are more likely to occupy a higher position in the power and prestige order of

the group. Such an advantage in the power and prestige order, in turn, leads to

greater opportunities to act as well as to an increased likelihood of accepting such

opportunities. For example, if a particular status characteristic is associated with

expectations of competence and usefulness of contributions to the group task, then

individuals bearing this characteristic will occupy a higher position in the power

and prestige order and, consequently, will be expected to contribute more to the

group task.42

Let us now briefly highlight the connections between SCT and the DPP, highlight-

ing why SCT can be viewed as a narrow application of the general ideas of the

41Given that actors are typically judged by multiple status characteristics, such as gender,
age, or education, these characteristics can elicit congruent or incongruent expectations. SCT
contains a number of assumptions that deal with the combined effects of such combinations (e.g.,
Berger and Fisek 1970; Knottnerus and Greenstein 1981; Zelditch et al. 1980).

42Note that several authors (Berger et al. 1972; Correll and Ridgeway 2003; Ridgeway and
Kricheli-Katz 2013) emphasize that performance expectations are not always based solely on the
fact that status characteristics are associated with actual competence in the group task. Instead,
certain cascading effects may occur. For instance, suppose we observe actors in a group task,
each actor having either the status characteristic X or Y. Now, if one of the two groups shows on
average a better performance in the group task, even if only by mere chance, this observation may
lead to the formation of status expectations for these characteristics. Over time, i.e., through
multiple interactions, this effect may be further reinforced to the extent that group members
are guided by expectations about these status characteristics. Thus, performance expectations
function like self-fulfilling prophecies, with group members behaving in ways that confirm the
expectations they hold for themselves and others (cf. Correll and Ridgeway 2003, 31).
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DPP (cf. Miles et al. 2019). SCT concerns itself with cognition and its influences

on actors’ expectations and behavior. In doing so, it implicitly draws on the idea

of automatic (intuitive) Type 1 reasoning, as actors recognize cues about the sta-

tus of others and involuntarily derive expectations from them without conscious

thought (Ridgeway and Kricheli-Katz 2013). At the same time, however, these

intuitions can be overridden by the process of dissociation, where actors ques-

tion whether a particular characteristic is relevant in the current situation. Thus,

dissociation can be viewed as an intervening Type 2 process.

Despite this, SCT does not systematically address the distinction between intu-

ition and deliberation. While there is some evidence in the literature suggest-

ing that the processing of diffuse status characteristics operates exclusively via

Type 1 reasoning, as these characteristics are universally and uncontestedly trans-

formed into general expectations (Berger et al. 1977, 108f), the categorization of

specific status characteristics is less clear. In contrast to diffuse status character-

istics, specific status characteristics “carry cultural expectations for competence

at limited, well-defined range of tasks and, consequently, only impact the forma-

tion of performance expectations in this limited range of settings” (Ridgeway and

Kricheli-Katz 2013, 32). This assessment of relevance suggests that Type 2 pro-

cesses are involved, at least in part, in the processing of specific state features,

and thus that specific status characteristics require more deliberation than diffuse

status characteristics.43

Let us now turn to an empirical test of the validity of SCT. For this purpose, an

experimental study is presented in the following section.

43To the best of our knowledge, no one has done a systematic comparison or integration of the
ideas presented in DPP and SCT. Thus, other authors may come to a different conclusion.
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2.2.4 Status Characteristics and the Provision of Public

Goods: Experimental Evidence

Against the background of this theoretical framework, this section presents an

experimental study (outlaid in contribution 4; Tutić and Grehl 2018) which tests

the validity of the SCT with respect to the influence of social status on prosocial

behavior in a group task.

To this end, we conducted a laboratory experiment in which participants inter-

acted in a modified version of the Volunteer’s Timing Dilemma (VTD, Otsubo and

Rapoport 2008; Weesie 1993). The VTD is a social dilemma in which a certain

number of actors (i.e., the threshold) must volunteer and incur individual costs in

order to produce a common good. The term timing refers to the experimental set-

ting that the faster a group manages to do reach this threshold, the greater the

common good produced. It is a dilemma because it creates tension among partic-

ipants, for while there is an inherent incentive for each participant to contribute

to the creation of the common good, there is also a simultaneous incentive to hold

back if it appears that enough others are volunteering. Therefore, in situations

where collusion is infeasible, the participants in a VTD find themselves without

a dominant strategy (Diekmann 1985), which means that there is no single best

course of action that an actor can take.

The VTD was used to examine the influence of high- and low-status character-

istics on volunteering behavior. Prior to the VTD, participants were assigned to

either the high-status group (designated as “stars”) or the low-status group (des-

ignated as “nonstars”). To emphasize this assignment, a small ceremony was held

in which the stars received preferential treatment in the form of better seating

arrangements, as well as beverages and chocolate. Status assignment was based

on three experimental treatments: In the random treatment, which serves as the

control group, participants were assigned to their respective groups purely by

chance. In the diffuse treatment, participants were assigned on the basis of their

self-reported subjective social status (Adler et al. 2000). Finally, in the specific

treatment, the assignment was again purely random, but participants were told
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that their assignment was based on their performance on a previously adminis-

tered quiz.44

The VTD was performed in groups of four, consisting of two stars and two nonstars,

with at least two participants required to bear a private cost of C = 40 to produce

a public good of B = 100. The potential size of the public good decreased by 1

unit per second, and if the group did not reach the threshold within 60 seconds, the

public good was not produced. Participants played 15 rounds, and all matching

was random and anonymous.

According to traditional game theory, the stable symmetric mixed Nash-equilibrium

predicts that each participant has a probability of about 46% of choosing to volun-

teer and a probability of 54% of choosing not to volunteer.45 However, traditional

game theory does not provide any insight into how ascribed status may affect these

probabilities. In contrast, SCT makes several predictions in this regard. The scope

conditions of SCT are apparently met in the VTD, making it applicable to gen-

erate predictions. Simpson et al. (2012) derive several propositions from SCT for

a collective action problem like the VTD. In contribution 4 we use these proposi-

tions to formulate specific hypotheses for this laboratory experiment, the two most

important being:

Individual Initiative Hypothesis: Given that the status characteristic is not

dissociated, high-status actors will contribute faster to the collective action

than low-status actors.

Individual Contribution Hypothesis: Given that the status characteristic is

not dissociated, high-status actors will contribute more resources to the col-

lective action than low-status actors.

44This quiz was said to be very relevant to the study to emphasize the importance of the skills
demonstrated in it.

45There is also a second symmetric mixed Nash-equilibrium with a positive probability of
roughly 23%. However, this equilibrium is neither payoff-dominant nor stable (cf. Offerman
et al. 2001), therefore, it is less likely that participants will coordinate on this equilibrium. Both
predictions are obtained by solving the following equation: u(volunteer) = B(1− (1−p)3)−C =
B(p3 + 3 ∗ (1 − p) ∗ p2) = u(not volunteer). Finally, there is a third stable but also not payoff-
dominant symmetric mixed Nash-equilibrium with p = 0.
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In this study, status characteristics should be dissociated in the random treatment

because the assignment was based on chance alone. On the contrary, according to

SCT, status characteristics are not dissociated in either the diffuse or the specific

treatment. Consequently, we hypothesized that in the diffuse and specific treat-

ments, stars would both be more likely to contribute and do so more quickly than

nonstars. In contrast, for the random treatment, we anticipated that there would

be no discernible differences in the likelihood or timing of contributions between

the groups.

The results of our laboratory experiment align with these predictions. In the

control group, we observed no effect on either the likelihood or the speed with

which stars volunteered for the VTD. However, in the experimental groups that

received either diffuse or specific treatments, stars were both more likely and faster

to volunteer than nonstars. These findings are robust with respect to multivariate

models that include various control variables (Tutić and Grehl 2018, Table 1).

In addition, we tested several other hypotheses based on the specific version of

SCT proposed by Simpson et al. (2012) regarding the collective effect of status

differentials. Specifically, Simpson et al. (2012) argue that groups with salient

status characteristics that are not dissociated should be more effective and efficient.

We thus hypothesized that groups in the experimental treatments should produce

the collective good more often and with less loss than in the control treatment.

Both hypotheses received at least weak statistical support.

In this contribution, we demonstrated that SCT can offer predictions that clas-

sical Rational Choice Theory cannot account for and that these predictions are

supported by empirical data. Perhaps the most important aspect to consider is

the comparison between the random and specific treatments. In both cases, the as-

signment of star status was randomized, but in the specific treatment, participants

were made to believe that this assignment was based on specific knowledge. As a

result, the variations in individual and group performance that we observed in this

study cannot be attributed to differences in group composition. Rather, this find-

ing illustrates the potential impact of status characteristics and the corresponding

expectations they create.
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becausetheassignmentwasbasedonchancealone.Onthecontrary,accordingto
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benodiscernibledifferencesinthelikelihoodortimingofcontributionsbetween

thegroups.

Theresultsofourlaboratoryexperimentalignwiththesepredictions.Inthe

controlgroup,weobservednoeffectoneitherthelikelihoodorthespeedwith

whichstarsvolunteeredfortheVTD.However,intheexperimentalgroupsthat

receivedeitherdiffuseorspecifictreatments,starswerebothmorelikelyandfaster

tovolunteerthannonstars.Thesefindingsarerobustwithrespecttomultivariate

modelsthatincludevariouscontrolvariables(TutícandGrehl2018,Table1).

Inaddition,wetestedseveralotherhypothesesbasedonthespecificversionof

SCTproposedbySimpsonetal.(2012)regardingthecollectiveeffectofstatus

differentials.Specifically,Simpsonetal.(2012)arguethatgroupswithsalient

statuscharacteristicsthatarenotdissociatedshouldbemoreeffectiveandefficient.

Wethushypothesizedthatgroupsintheexperimentaltreatmentsshouldproduce

thecollectivegoodmoreoftenandwithlesslossthaninthecontroltreatment.

Bothhypothesesreceivedatleastweakstatisticalsupport.

Inthiscontribution,wedemonstratedthatSCTcanofferpredictionsthatclas-

sicalRationalChoiceTheorycannotaccountforandthatthesepredictionsare

supportedbyempiricaldata.Perhapsthemostimportantaspecttoconsideris

thecomparisonbetweentherandomandspecifictreatments.Inbothcases,theas-

signmentofstarstatuswasrandomized,butinthespecifictreatment,participants

weremadetobelievethatthisassignmentwasbasedonspecificknowledge.Asa

result,thevariationsinindividualandgroupperformancethatweobservedinthis

studycannotbeattributedtodifferencesingroupcomposition.Rather,thisfind-

ingillustratesthepotentialimpactofstatuscharacteristicsandthecorresponding

expectationstheycreate.
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The fact that these expectations are not always consciously formed or even per-

ceived by the actors themselves can also be seen in the following finding: At the

end of the experiment, participants completed a follow-up questionnaire. Among

other things, they were asked whether the status assigned to them had signifi-

cantly influenced their decisions in the VTD task (not reported in contribution

4). Surprisingly, even in the experimental treatments, not even 10% of the respon-

dents agreed "somewhat" or "strongly" with this statement. Since this percentage

is insufficient to account for the observed differences between treatments, it may

indicate that the effects of status characteristics operated primarily at a subcon-

scious and automatic level for a considerable portion of respondents.

2.2.5 Discussion

This section examined two alternative theoretical approaches, namely the Dual

Process Perspective (DPP) and Status Characteristics Theory (SCT). For each

approach, a laboratory experiment was conducted to ascertain its empirical valid-

ity. The research showed that both approaches can be used to derive sociologically

relevant hypotheses about prosocial behavior. Our results, thus, demonstrate the

theoretical and practical value of these approaches, highlighting their potential for

further application and extension in future research.

A major disadvantage of SCT, however, is that it is limited in its application along

two dimensions. First, the theory can only be meaningfully applied to situations

for which the scope conditions are met, i.e., collective group tasks. Second, SCT

focuses on a particular aspect of social relations, namely status characteristics. As

a result, its applicability tends to be limited to situations in which status charac-

teristics are not relevant, for example, because actors have no way of evaluating

these characteristics. In contrast, DPP is capable of explaining a wider range of

phenomena across various domains.

In addition, as already mentioned, SCT can be seen as a particular application of

the DPP (cf. Miles et al. 2019). To appreciate this, one must consider that SCT

proposes that individuals use automatic and unconscious social cognition to form
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expectations about the competence and potential contributions of others in group

tasks, which are based on observable status characteristics such as gender, race,

and education. However, SCT recognizes that reliance on automatic processes

is not absolute, as deliberative cognitive processes can intervene in expectation

formation by explicitly dissociating a salient status characteristic from the group

task. SCT thus illustrates the interaction between intuitive Type 1 processes,

which are based on salient cues about status characteristics, and deliberative Type

2 processes, which can override some of the implications drawn by these intuitive

processes.46

2.3 External Validity and Further Applications

Given the limitations of the Status Characteristics Theory and the fact that it

can also be understood as a specialized version of the Dual Process Perspective

(DPP), we decided to focus our further research exclusively on the DPP. Building

on the results of the laboratory experiments, we sought to determine the extent

to which these results hold outside of controlled laboratory settings. The final

two contributions of this thesis therefore address two important aspects that are

relevant to sociological research. First, the question of external validity is exam-

ined, i.e., whether the results of the laboratory experiment can be generalized to

real-world situations. Second, the integration of the concepts and insights of the

DPP into traditional sociological research methods, such as surveys, is explored.

To address these questions, a field experiment and an online survey are presented

in the subsequent sections.

46Although it is not entirely clear from the literature on SCT which processes are intuitive
and which are deliberative. Nevertheless, this provides a promising avenue for further research,
such as examining whether and how SCT can be integrated into DPP.
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2.3.1 Dual Process and Prosocial Behavior in the Field

Based on the findings of the laboratory experiment discussed in section 2.2.2,

contribution 5 (Grehl and Tutić 2022) investigates the external validity of these

results. For this purpose, a non-reactive field experiment was conducted in which

participants were unaware that they were part of a study. The use of such an

experimental design has several advantages, including the elimination of the artifi-

ciality of a laboratory setting and the reduction of potential behavioral alterations

of participants due to observation awareness (Baldassarri and Abascal 2017).

The field experiment used a variation of the lost letter technique (cf. Farrington

and Knight 1979), in which participants receive a message that is obviously not

intended for them. Specifically, six months after the initial laboratory experiment,

the former participants were contacted via email through the official account of

the experimental laboratory. The email was designed in a way that created a

cover story to prevent the participants from being aware of the true purpose of

the email. In order to make it obvious to the participants that the email was

actually intended for another recipient, the first line of the content of the email

was addressed to a person whose first and last name did not appear among the

participants. The email thanked them for their participation in a study that had

supposedly taken place the day before, even though they had not participated in

a study for six months. Each participant was sent an unique payout code, which

they could use to anonymously receive the money they had supposedly earned.47

As a result, the participants had three possible courses of action: First, to report

the alleged error (act prosocially); second, to claim the money for themselves (act

proselfishly); or third, to simply do nothing (act neutrally). After two weeks, we

ended the observation phase, disclosed our study to all participants, and invited

them to participate in a follow-up survey.

By combining data from the field experiment, the follow-up survey, and the pre-

vious laboratory experiment, we aimed to examine whether the prosocial attitude

47We also experimentally varied several details of the email text (see Grehl and Tutić 2022),
but these are not relevant to the framing introduction.
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previously measured in the laboratory experiment (the PSA score, see section

2.2.2) is relevant in a natural setting and whether the strength of this effect varies

depending on the intuitiveness of the decision-making procedure. While the intu-

itiveness of the participants was manipulated experimentally in the lab, this was

not feasible in the field. Instead, two measures of intuitiveness were employed.

First, general intuitiveness, which reflects an individual’s basic tendency to rely

on intuition when making decisions, was assessed in the previous laboratory exper-

iment using an extended version of the Cognitive Reflection Test (cf. Table 2.1).

Second, the intuitiveness of the specific decision was measured in the follow-up

survey through self-assessment (situational intuitiveness). Noteworthy, the two

measures of intuitiveness were not significantly correlated.

These two measures were used to test whether they would act as a moderat-

ing factor in the association between prosocial attitudes and prosocial behavior.

Specifically, similar to the laboratory experiment in section 2.2.2, we expected that

the higher participants’ prosocial attitudes scores, the more likely they would be

to engage in prosocial behavior. Furthermore, and in accordance with the princi-

ple of catalyzation, we anticipated a positive interaction effect between prosocial

attitudes and intuitiveness on prosocial behavior.

Our results suggest that the prosocial attitudes observed in the laboratory exper-

iment can be generalized to a natural setting. That is, we found that participants

who exhibited stronger prosocial attitudes were more likely to engage in help-

ful behavior and less likely to act selfishly. Moreover, and more importantly, we

observed that the impact of prosocial attitudes on behavior was stronger among

participants who relied more on intuition in their decision making, regardless of

whether general or situational intuitiveness was taken into account.

In addition, we explored the question of whether increased intuitiveness in deci-

sion making alone leads to more prosocial behavior. This idea, which has come to

be known as the intuitive prosociality hypothesis, has been raised in the context

of the DPP in several studies (e.g., Rand et al. 2012; Zaki and Mitchell 2013). In

this contribution, we argue that this hypothesis does not follow directly from the

DPP, as an increase in intuition would only suggest a greater reliance on Type
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previously measured in the laboratory experiment (the PSA score, see section
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itiveness of the participants was manipulated experimentally in the lab, this was

not feasible in the field. Instead, two measures of intuitiveness were employed.

First, general intuitiveness, which reflects an individual’s basic tendency to rely

on intuition when making decisions, was assessed in the previous laboratory exper-

iment using an extended version of the Cognitive Reflection Test (cf. Table 2.1).

Second, the intuitiveness of the specific decision was measured in the follow-up

survey through self-assessment (situational intuitiveness). Noteworthy, the two

measures of intuitiveness were not significantly correlated.

These two measures were used to test whether they would act as a moderat-

ing factor in the association between prosocial attitudes and prosocial behavior.

Specifically, similar to the laboratory experiment in section 2.2.2, we expected that

the higher participants’ prosocial attitudes scores, the more likely they would be

to engage in prosocial behavior. Furthermore, and in accordance with the princi-

ple of catalyzation, we anticipated a positive interaction effect between prosocial

attitudes and intuitiveness on prosocial behavior.

Our results suggest that the prosocial attitudes observed in the laboratory exper-

iment can be generalized to a natural setting. That is, we found that participants

who exhibited stronger prosocial attitudes were more likely to engage in help-

ful behavior and less likely to act selfishly. Moreover, and more importantly, we

observed that the impact of prosocial attitudes on behavior was stronger among

participants who relied more on intuition in their decision making, regardless of

whether general or situational intuitiveness was taken into account.

In addition, we explored the question of whether increased intuitiveness in deci-

sion making alone leads to more prosocial behavior. This idea, which has come to

be known as the intuitive prosociality hypothesis, has been raised in the context

of the DPP in several studies (e.g., Rand et al. 2012; Zaki and Mitchell 2013). In

this contribution, we argue that this hypothesis does not follow directly from the

DPP, as an increase in intuition would only suggest a greater reliance on Type
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1 processes, without implying any specific behavior. However, we note that the

proposed effect of the intuitive prosociality hypothesis may still be observable in

practice. This can happen when the study population is characterized by high lev-

els of prosocial attitudes. In such a situation, the highly prosocial actors would be

the driving force behind this effect, since, according to the catalyzation principle,

they should behave more prosocially when they decide intuitively. Conversely, this

means that we would not expect a pure effect of intuitiveness when we control for

attitudes. This aligns precisely with the evidence gleaned from this study.

Overall, the results of this study are consistent with the theoretical tenets of the

DPP and provide further empirical support for the principle of catalyzation. Fur-

thermore, the demonstrated applicability of the DPP to real-world situations tes-

tifies to the practical value of this theoretical model. In sociological research,

however, laboratory and field experiments are not the most common methods of

analysis. As such, our subsequent focus will explore the feasibility of integrat-

ing the concepts of the DPP and principles within a frequently used and highly

regarded technique of sociological data acquisition, namely surveys.

2.3.2 Dual Process and Voting Intentions

Finally, contribution 6 (Tutić and Grehl 2021) presents a novel application of the

Dual Process Perspective (DPP) in the context of voting intentions. The study

focuses on the influence of explicitly and implicitly measured attitudes on inten-

tions to vote for a right-wing party. Specifically, the study investigates how these

attitudes are interrelated and how intuitiveness, in conjunction with these atti-

tudes, influences voting intentions. This exemplifies how the DPP can be applied

to sociological research and highlights the benefits of distinguishing between the

different cognitive processes that underlie behavior.

While we have already used the concept of attitudes in sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.1, in

this contribution we further differentiate in this contribution between implicit and

explicit attitudes. Implicit attitudes are evaluations that are deeply ingrained (to

the point that the holder of these attitudes may not even be aware of them) but are
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automatically and involuntarily activated by the attitude object (e.g., Fazio and

Olson 2003; Wilson et al. 2000). This characterization suggests a close link between

implicit attitudes and Type 1 processes. Indeed, the DPP postulates that implicit

attitudes are cultural orientations that are stored in the nondeclarative memory

system (Smith and DeCoster 2000, see also section 2.2.1). As such, they can

be accessed by pure Type 1 processes in a relatively unbiased manner. Measuring

implicit attitudes requires techniques that rely predominantly on Type 1 processes,

such as the Implicit Association Test (IAT, Greenwald et al. 1998, 2003).

Explicit attitudes, on the other hand, are conscious, deliberate evaluations that are

obtained through direct questioning of the respondents. For example, a common

method is to ask respondents to indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree

with a series of statements about an attitude object (e.g., Liebe and Beyer 2021).

According to DPP, responses to such questions are based on implicit attitudes

but may be biased by Type 2 processes based on motivational and situational

considerations. For instance, individuals who implicitly reject refugees may change

their explicit response based on personal convictions (“Rejecting refugees is bad”)

or social desirability (“Others expect me not to reject refugees”). In this respect,

explicit attitudes can be seen as distorted versions of “true” implicit attitudes.

As a result, implicit and explicit attitudes may diverge significantly under certain

conditions, and therefore, explicit attitudes may not be reliable proxies for implicit

attitudes.48

Contribution 6 investigates the association between implicit and explicit attitudes

and their influence on voting intentions for the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD),

the largest right-wing party in Germany. Previous studies have shown that oppo-

sition to refugees and support for populist ideas significantly increase the likeli-

hood of supporting the AfD (cf. Hambauer and Mays 2018; Lengfeld 2017; Rippl

and Seipel 2018). However, these studies only consider the explicit attitudes

of the respondents. To address this shortcoming, we conducted a population-

representative online survey to collect both implicit and explicit attitudes toward

refugees (racism) and populist ideas (populism). In addition, the tendency of

48In this respect, the DPP also draws on the literature on socially desirable responses (e.g.,
Paulhus 1984).
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actors to rely on Type 1 reasoning was measured in order to explore potential in-

teraction effects as proposed by the DPP and the principle of catalyzation (section

2.2.1).

Based on the preliminary discussion, we proposed the following hypotheses: First,

the degree of respondents’ tendency toward Type 1 intuitive reasoning is positively

correlated with the strength of the association between their implicit and explicit

attitudes. Second, explicit attitudes toward populism and racism have a positive

impact on one’s affinity toward the AfD. Third, and in accordance with the prin-

ciple of catalyzation, individuals with a greater propensity for intuitive Type 1

reasoning are expected to demonstrate a stronger association between their im-

plicit attitudes toward populism and racism and their affinity toward the AfD, as

compared to their more reflective counterparts.

The empirical results show that implicit and explicit attitudes correlate only

weakly (racism) or not at all (populism) when we do not control for the propensity

toward reasoning type. This is in line with expectations, as Type 2 processes may

introduce bias into explicit attitudes, especially if the questions used to measure

these attitudes are considered sensitive. In terms of the functional relationship

between implicit and explicit attitudes, a higher level of implicit attitudes toward

racism or populism results in a significantly higher level of explicit attitudes toward

the same issue. In addition, implicit attitudes have a stronger positive influence

on explicit attitudes when actors tend to rely on Type 1 reasoning, although this

finding is significant only for racist attitudes.

Regarding the voting intention for the AfD, which was measured by a classical vot-

ing intention question, we estimated a multivariate linear regression model that

included all four types of attitudes as well as the tendency toward Type 1 reasoning

and the interactions between this tendency and the two implicit attitudes.49 Our

results indicate that explicit attitudes toward racism and populism have a signifi-

cant and positive impact on the inclination toward the AfD, which is in line with

49In addition, the following control variables were included: age, gender, migration background,
city/state, east/west Germany, education, class, employment status, occupational prestige, left-
right self-assessment, and religiosity.
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our expectations. In addition, we observe that implicit populism and a tendency

toward Type 1 reasoning significantly increase the likelihood of declaring a vot-

ing intention for the AfD. Finally, we observe a positive interaction effect between

Type 1 reasoning and both types of implicit attitudes, confirming the principle

of catalyzation for both forms of attitudes. Notably, while explicit racism was

the strongest attitudinal predictor of AfD voting intention in our model, the sec-

ond most important attitudinal factor was implicit populism. Moreover, for intu-

itive respondents, a one standard deviation increase in implicit populism was even

more important than other common indicators such as left-right self-placement or

whether the respondent was from eastern Germany.50

In summary, contribution 6 introduces an innovative application of the DPP,

specifically focusing on the area of voting intentions. Specifically, the study ex-

amines the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes and their impact

on the voting intentions for the AfD. The results indicate that, beyond explicit

attitudes, implicit attitudes toward racism and populism positively influence incli-

nation toward the AfD, and that this effect is mediated by an individual’s tendency

to engage in intuitive Type 1 reasoning. These findings highlight the usefulness

of employing DPP concepts in sociological research, and the potential benefits of

further exploring this approach to better understand the complexities of attitudes

and voting behavior. Moreover, the study demonstrates that DPP concepts can

be integrated into standard surveys commonly used in sociology.

2.3.3 Discussion

In this section, we presented a non-reactive field experiment and an online survey

to assess the potential of the Dual Process Perspective (DPP) for sociological

research beyond the controlled setting of laboratory experiments. Our goal was to

test whether meaningful hypotheses could be derived from the concepts and ideas

of the DPP and whether they would be confirmed empirically.

50The AfD is particularly strong in eastern Germany, where its share of the vote in elections
is three to four times higher than in other parts of Germany.
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ourexpectations.Inaddition,weobservethatimplicitpopulismandatendency
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ingintentionfortheAfD.Finally,weobserveapositiveinteractioneffectbetween

Type1reasoningandbothtypesofimplicitattitudes,confirmingtheprinciple

ofcatalyzationforbothformsofattitudes.Notably,whileexplicitracismwas

thestrongestattitudinalpredictorofAfDvotingintentioninourmodel,thesec-

ondmostimportantattitudinalfactorwasimplicitpopulism.Moreover,forintu-

itiverespondents,aonestandarddeviationincreaseinimplicitpopulismwaseven

moreimportantthanothercommonindicatorssuchasleft-rightself-placementor

whethertherespondentwasfromeasternGermany.50

Insummary,contribution6introducesaninnovativeapplicationoftheDPP,

specificallyfocusingontheareaofvotingintentions.Specifically,thestudyex-

aminestherelationshipbetweenimplicitandexplicitattitudesandtheirimpact

onthevotingintentionsfortheAfD.Theresultsindicatethat,beyondexplicit

attitudes,implicitattitudestowardracismandpopulismpositivelyinfluenceincli-

nationtowardtheAfD,andthatthiseffectismediatedbyanindividual’stendency

toengageinintuitiveType1reasoning.Thesefindingshighlighttheusefulness

ofemployingDPPconceptsinsociologicalresearch,andthepotentialbenefitsof

furtherexploringthisapproachtobetterunderstandthecomplexitiesofattitudes

andvotingbehavior.Moreover,thestudydemonstratesthatDPPconceptscan

beintegratedintostandardsurveyscommonlyusedinsociology.
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of the DPP and whether they would be confirmed empirically.
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ingintentionfortheAfD.Finally,weobserveapositiveinteractioneffectbetween
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itiverespondents,aonestandarddeviationincreaseinimplicitpopulismwaseven
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ofemployingDPPconceptsinsociologicalresearch,andthepotentialbenefitsof

furtherexploringthisapproachtobetterunderstandthecomplexitiesofattitudes

andvotingbehavior.Moreover,thestudydemonstratesthatDPPconceptscan

beintegratedintostandardsurveyscommonlyusedinsociology.

2.3.3Discussion
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Specifically, in the field experiment, we observed that both a general tendency

to rely on intuitive reasoning, as measured by the Cognitive Reflection Test, and

situational intuitiveness, as measured by self-report, acted as moderators of the

relationship between prosocial attitudes and prosocial behavior, as proclaimed by

the catalyzation principle. Interestingly, we found that the two measures were not

significantly correlated, suggesting that they are not mere substitutes and that

each plays a unique role in shaping behavior. However, the exact nature of the

functional relationship between these measures remains uncertain and requires

further empirical investigation to better understand the mechanisms underlying

their impact on behavior.

In the online survey, we found that incorporating implicit attitudes may provide

a potential advantage over the sole use of explicitly measured attitudes. Our

results suggest that implicit attitudes may play an important role in shaping voting

intentions, especially for individuals who rely more on intuition. Of particular note

is the fact that implicit attitudes toward populism had a stronger effect on voting

for the right-wing AfD party than explicit attitudes toward populism. And that

for intuitive individuals, implicit populism was even more important than other

common indicators of AfD inclination.

Overall, our results suggest that the DPP can make sociologically relevant contri-

butions beyond the laboratory setting. By using the DPP, we were able to derive

meaningful hypotheses about real-world behavior or intentions toward such behav-

ior, and these hypotheses were empirically supported in both our field experiment

and online survey. This underscores the value of the DPP in providing meaningful

insights into human behavior in real-world contexts.
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thecatalyzationprinciple.Interestingly,wefoundthatthetwomeasureswerenot

significantlycorrelated,suggestingthattheyarenotmeresubstitutesandthat

eachplaysauniqueroleinshapingbehavior.However,theexactnatureofthe

functionalrelationshipbetweenthesemeasuresremainsuncertainandrequires

furtherempiricalinvestigationtobetterunderstandthemechanismsunderlying

theirimpactonbehavior.

Intheonlinesurvey,wefoundthatincorporatingimplicitattitudesmayprovide

apotentialadvantageoverthesoleuseofexplicitlymeasuredattitudes.Our

resultssuggestthatimplicitattitudesmayplayanimportantroleinshapingvoting

intentions,especiallyforindividualswhorelymoreonintuition.Ofparticularnote

isthefactthatimplicitattitudestowardpopulismhadastrongereffectonvoting

fortheright-wingAfDpartythanexplicitattitudestowardpopulism.Andthat

forintuitiveindividuals,implicitpopulismwasevenmoreimportantthanother

commonindicatorsofAfDinclination.

Overall,ourresultssuggestthattheDPPcanmakesociologicallyrelevantcontri-

butionsbeyondthelaboratorysetting.ByusingtheDPP,wewereabletoderive

meaningfulhypothesesaboutreal-worldbehaviororintentionstowardsuchbehav-

ior,andthesehypotheseswereempiricallysupportedinbothourfieldexperiment

andonlinesurvey.ThisunderscoresthevalueoftheDPPinprovidingmeaningful

insightsintohumanbehaviorinreal-worldcontexts.
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3 Conclusion

This thesis represents a scientific journey aimed at investigating the role of cogni-

tion in human action. Central to this investigation is an effort to unravel the cog-

nitive mechanisms that drive decision making and the resulting actions. Grounded

in dissatisfaction with traditional Rational Choice Theory (RCT), which is based

on oversimplifying assumptions, especially with respect to the cognition of actors

(cf. contribution 1), the objective of this thesis is to provide methodological guid-

ance for the development of an alternative theory of action that more accurately

reflects the actual decision-making processes of human decision makers.

As part of this ambitious endeavor, the first step was to gain a more granular

understanding of actors’ cognitive abilities, particularly with respect to iterated

reasoning. Findings from contributions 2 and 3 reveal that human actors display

significant constraints in their iterative reasoning abilities, and that they are well

aware of these limitations in others and tend to adapt their behavior accordingly,

provided that the problems at hand are not overly complex. At the same time,

these contributions shed light on the fact that reasoning style, i.e., the tendency

of actors to make decisions more intuitively or deliberatively, exerts a substantial

influence on their performance. Remarkably, there was even evidence suggesting

that the variance in reasoning style might be more important than the typical

variance in cognitive ability. This finding triggered a pivotal shift in the focus of

this research from cognitive ability to reasoning style.

As a result of this shift, this thesis also turned to theoretical approaches that either

explicitly or implicitly address the distinction between intuitive and deliberative

decision making. Specifically, the Dual Process Perspective (DPP) and Status

Characteristics Theory (SCT ) were examined. Drawing upon these theoretical

frameworks, we derived hypotheses in the context of prosocial behavior and tested
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them in two separate laboratory experiments. The main tenets of both approaches

were by and large empirically confirmed in the laboratory.

In light of the promising results from the laboratory experiments, the final part

of this thesis ventured to examine the DPP beyond the controlled environment

of the laboratory. This research effort focused exclusively on the DPP due to

its broader theoretical scope in contrast to the SCT. The subsequent empirical

research demonstrated the effectiveness of the DPP in the real-life context of a field

experiment, as well as its compatibility with a common research methodology in

the social sciences, namely surveys. The successful application of the DPP under

more realistic conditions and its potential for integration with traditional research

methods further underscores its versatility as a powerful tool for understanding

and predicting social action.

Even though the DPP has proven to be a useful tool, it is important to recognize

and discuss some of its potential limitations, particularly with regard to the quality

criteria of a theory of action discussed earlier in section 1.3. The first criticism that

may be encountered relates to the binary representation of human cognition in the

DPP, which may not be an accurate representation of reality (e.g., Leschziner and

Brett 2019; van Bavel et al. 2012). Some scholars argue that there may be more

than two types of processes (cf. Evans 2009), while others suggest that there may

be only one (e.g., Erb et al. 2003). In response to this objection, it is vital to

remember that while the question of the “true” structure of the human mind is of

course an important one, it is one that should be answered by cognitive scientists

rather than sociologists. As such, sociologists should be open to the insights of

this field of research and seek to develop models that do justice to both cognitive

reality and the genuinely sociological demands of a sociological theory of action.

In essence, the two-process conception in the DPP should be seen as a heuristic

tool: As long as it can be used to derive interesting predictions that are empirically

confirmed, it can be utilized until a more accurate theory replaces it.

Another objection to the DPP is that it is less parsimonious than RCT because

it relies on a greater number of concepts, such as the reasoning style of actors.

Therefore, in order to exploit the full potential of the DPP, more detailed measures
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are required. However, even without such information, the DPP is still applicable

to most settings, providing a significant information content. For example, it is

still possible to formulate behavioral predictions based on the assumption that

everyone decides purely intuitively or purely deliberatively. If the theory is to

be validated, then the observed behavior must lie between these two extremes.

Moreover, as demonstrated in the laboratory experiment on DPP (section 2.2.2),

one can experimentally manipulate the situational reasoning style of actors, thus

reducing the need to measure it. Nevertheless, future research should focus on

identifying proxies as indicators of implicit attitudes and the tendency to use either

intuitive or deliberative reasoning styles. This could lead to a new line of research

exploring whether certain social groups are more likely to engage in intuitive or

deliberative reasoning, potentially shedding light on new forms of social inequality

(cf. Brett and Miles 2021).51 In addition, the application of novel techniques such

as computer-assisted natural language processing can facilitate the use of process-

generated textual data, for instance, to measure implicit attitudes by analyzing

newspaper articles or social media posts (Bhatia and Walasek 2023).

An additional point of criticism could be that the DPP lacks the same level of

axiomatic foundation or formalization as the classical RCT. Although this may

undermine its precision in comparison to RCT, this point is qualified by the fact

that, apart from RCT and its derivatives, most sociological theories of action also

lack such an axiomatic foundation. However, there have been efforts to develop an

axiomatic characterization for some of the ideas of the DPP (e.g., Tutić 2015b),

indicating a continuous pursuit of theoretical rigor and refinement within this area

of study.

To outline the direction of future research, it should be noted that although this

work has demonstrated the potential of the DPP for sociological research, there

are several empirical and theoretical challenges associated with the framework that

remain to be resolved. For example, while the mechanisms such as the conditions

51A similar discourse is already underway about the unequal distribution of self control in
society (e.g., Kroneberg and Schulz 2018) and the implications for life chances (e.g., Daly et al.
2015; Nakhaie et al. 2000). Self control can thus be seen as a deliberative process that overrides
impulsive defaults.
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for the intervention of Type 2 processes have been roughly outlined, further refine-

ment is needed. To this end, future research should focus on a careful examination

of both the theoretical intricacies and the empirical dimensions of the DPP. This

should include further investigation of the specific factors that trigger Type 2 pro-

cesses, the interplay between Type 1 and Type 2 processes, or how social and

situational factors affect these cognitive processes.

Another promising area for future research is the transition from an individual-

focused theory of action to a full-fledged sociological theory capable of explaining

complex macro-phenomena. Predicting societal outcomes at the macro level re-

quires a theory of aggregation, as indicated by the micro-macro link (see section

1.2). Despite the valuable insights provided by the DPP at the individual level, its

potential for application at the macro level remains largely unexplored. Using the

model presented in this thesis, it is only viable to aggregate behavior under the

assumption that each actor’s behavior is independent of others. However, many

macro-level social phenomena require more complex aggregation rules, such as in

cases where actors are influenced by past behavior or by their expectations of the

behavior of others (cf. Ylikoski 2021). Once the DPP model has been given a

solid theoretical as well as empirical foundation, and the ongoing debates about

the specific interplay between the different types of processes have been settled,

its integration into such more complex aggregation rules would be the next logi-

cal step. With this in mind, we propose two possible trajectories for the further

development of the DPP in this context.

The first potential avenue is closely related to classical game theory. By integrating

the fundamental principles of DPP into game-theoretic models, new equilibrium

concepts could be formulated. Two interesting approaches presented in contribu-

tion 1, namely the procedural rational equilibrium (Osborne and Rubinstein 1998)

and the level-k model (Bosch-Domènech et al. 2002; Costa-Gomes and Crawford

2006; Diekmann 2009), could be seen as representatives of such an endeavor. For

example, the level-k model acknowledges the diversity of different reasoning styles

among actors, suggesting that some individuals may employ an intuitive level-0

strategy, while others may resort to a more deliberative strategy. Notably, this
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approach goes beyond merely identifying equilibria and can also be used to pre-

dict the possible evolutionary paths to equilibrium states from non-equilibrium

starting points (cf. Diekmann 2009).

A second conceivable route for development is to incorporate the principles of DPP

into models of social dynamics. These models, as put forward by analytical soci-

ology (cf. Hedström and Bearman 2009; Manzo 2021), seek to explain collective

outcomes by explicitly modeling the interactions of the actors involved. Using

techniques such as agent-based models (Manzo 2022), they can easily accommo-

date alternative formulations of the cognitive underpinnings of the actors involved

and thus arrive at new and interesting predictions (e.g., Bear and Rand 2016).

To consider a concrete application, one can think of Social Learning Theory. Re-

searchers in this field have identified several stylized facts about social learning

biases, such as the status bias or the confirmation bias, that influence the extent

to which individuals adopt an opinion in a social setting (Mesoudi 2011). However,

the consistent empirical recognition of these biases is contrasts with an apparent

lack of theoretical frameworks that provide clarity on their formation as well as

function at a deeper level. Here, the DPP could not only provide a theoretical un-

derpinning for these biases by rooting them in cognitive processes, but also pave

the way for novel hypotheses regarding their manifestation and impact.

In summary, this thesis underscores the pivotal role that cognition can play in

shaping decision making and, consequently, action. While this thesis does not

claim that cognitive factors are universally indispensable to all sociological anal-

yses, it does suggest that their inclusion can enhance theoretical insights and im-

prove predictions. One of the key insights of this research is the importance of

the distinction between intuitive and deliberative reasoning styles and the role of

their interaction as crucial components of a more comprehensive theory of action.

In this context, the DPP represents a particularly promising theoretical approach

that provides tangible concepts of human cognition without resorting to intricate

measurement techniques. At the same time, the DPP facilitates the formulation of

novel explanatory mechanisms and the derivation of intriguing hypotheses. This

balance of applicability and theoretical depth makes it a valuable tool for ad-
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Abstract
We present experimental evidence on two forms of iterated reasoning in games, i.e. back-

ward induction and interactive knowledge. Besides reliable estimates of the cognitive skills

of the subjects, our design allows us to disentangle two possible explanations for the

observed limits in performed iterated reasoning: Restrictions in subjects’ cognitive abilities

and their beliefs concerning the rationality of co-players. In comparison to previous litera-

ture, our estimates regarding subjects’ skills in iterated reasoning are quite pessimistic.

Also, we find that beliefs concerning the rationality of co-players are completely irrelevant in

explaining the observed limited amount of iterated reasoning in the dirty faces game. In

addition, it is demonstrated that skills in backward induction are a solid predictor for skills in

iterated knowledge, which points to some generalized ability of the subjects in iterated

reasoning.

1 Introduction
Recently the question of how humans actually reason in game-theoretical problems has
received some attention in the literature [1–3]. Experimental evidence as well as casual intro-
spection suggest that orthodox decision and game theory needs fundamental modifications to
bolster its explanative and predictive potential regarding human behavior. In recent years
scholars have worked on both providing new models of (interactive) decision making [4–6] as
well as identifying the main properties of standard theory which undermine its explanative
power [7–9].

Our paper contributes to the second, empirical branch of this literature. Our research
focuses on subjects’ ability to perform iterated reasoning, their belief about how well others
might do this, and how the subjects are influenced by this belief. We concentrate on iterated
reasoning, because many game-theoretical solution concepts such as iterated dominance or
backward induction explicitly require that subjects perform at least several steps of iterated rea-
soning. That is, iteration is directly involved in the definitions of these solution concepts. In
addition, even seemingly innocuous solution concepts, such as the Nash equilibrium, in fact
involve iterated reasoning in the form of ‘common knowledge’ regarding various aspects of the
game, as revealed by epistemic game theory [10]. Hence, iterated reasoning plays a major role
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1Introduction
Recentlythequestionofhowhumansactuallyreasoningame-theoreticalproblemshas
receivedsomeattentionintheliterature[1–3].Experimentalevidenceaswellascasualintro-
spectionsuggestthatorthodoxdecisionandgametheoryneedsfundamentalmodificationsto
bolsteritsexplanativeandpredictivepotentialregardinghumanbehavior.Inrecentyears
scholarshaveworkedonbothprovidingnewmodelsof(interactive)decisionmaking[4–6]as
wellasidentifyingthemainpropertiesofstandardtheorywhichundermineitsexplanative
power[7–9].

Ourpapercontributestothesecond,empiricalbranchofthisliterature.Ourresearch
focusesonsubjects’abilitytoperformiteratedreasoning,theirbeliefabouthowwellothers
mightdothis,andhowthesubjectsareinfluencedbythisbelief.Weconcentrateoniterated
reasoning,becausemanygame-theoreticalsolutionconceptssuchasiterateddominanceor
backwardinductionexplicitlyrequirethatsubjectsperformatleastseveralstepsofiteratedrea-
soning.Thatis,iterationisdirectlyinvolvedinthedefinitionsofthesesolutionconcepts.In
addition,evenseeminglyinnocuoussolutionconcepts,suchastheNashequilibrium,infact
involveiteratedreasoningintheformof‘commonknowledge’regardingvariousaspectsofthe
game,asrevealedbyepistemicgametheory[10].Hence,iteratedreasoningplaysamajorrole
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Abstract
Wepresentexperimentalevidenceontwoformsofiteratedreasoningingames,i.e.back-

wardinductionandinteractiveknowledge.Besidesreliableestimatesofthecognitiveskills

ofthesubjects,ourdesignallowsustodisentangletwopossibleexplanationsforthe

observedlimitsinperformediteratedreasoning:Restrictionsinsubjects’cognitiveabilities

andtheirbeliefsconcerningtherationalityofco-players.Incomparisontopreviouslitera-

ture,ourestimatesregardingsubjects’skillsiniteratedreasoningarequitepessimistic.

Also,wefindthatbeliefsconcerningtherationalityofco-playersarecompletelyirrelevantin

explainingtheobservedlimitedamountofiteratedreasoninginthedirtyfacesgame.In

addition,itisdemonstratedthatskillsinbackwardinductionareasolidpredictorforskillsin

iteratedknowledge,whichpointstosomegeneralizedabilityofthesubjectsiniterated

reasoning.

1Introduction
Recentlythequestionofhowhumansactuallyreasoningame-theoreticalproblemshas
receivedsomeattentionintheliterature[1–3].Experimentalevidenceaswellascasualintro-
spectionsuggestthatorthodoxdecisionandgametheoryneedsfundamentalmodificationsto
bolsteritsexplanativeandpredictivepotentialregardinghumanbehavior.Inrecentyears
scholarshaveworkedonbothprovidingnewmodelsof(interactive)decisionmaking[4–6]as
wellasidentifyingthemainpropertiesofstandardtheorywhichundermineitsexplanative
power[7–9].

Ourpapercontributestothesecond,empiricalbranchofthisliterature.Ourresearch
focusesonsubjects’abilitytoperformiteratedreasoning,theirbeliefabouthowwellothers
mightdothis,andhowthesubjectsareinfluencedbythisbelief.Weconcentrateoniterated
reasoning,becausemanygame-theoreticalsolutionconceptssuchasiterateddominanceor
backwardinductionexplicitlyrequirethatsubjectsperformatleastseveralstepsofiteratedrea-
soning.Thatis,iterationisdirectlyinvolvedinthedefinitionsofthesesolutionconcepts.In
addition,evenseeminglyinnocuoussolutionconcepts,suchastheNashequilibrium,infact
involveiteratedreasoningintheformof‘commonknowledge’regardingvariousaspectsofthe
game,asrevealedbyepistemicgametheory[10].Hence,iteratedreasoningplaysamajorrole
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in noncooperative game theory, and the assessment of whether humans are actually capable of
engaging in iterated reasoning is of great interest.

We are of course not the first to study iterated reasoning in games (see next section). How-
ever, our experimental study improves upon the existing literature in the following key aspects.
First, previous studies often suffer from the problem that the ability to engage in iterated rea-
soning and the belief in the ability of one’s co-players cannot be separated properly. That is, if
some particular subject shows a limited amount of iterated reasoning, then it is impossible to
tell whether this limitedness is due to a bounded ability of the subject or her beliefs regarding
the behavior of her co-players. Second, we measure two different forms of iterated reasoning,
i.e. backward induction and interactive knowledge, and hence explore whether there is an
underlying propensity of subjects to engage in iterated reasoning or if its practice is more spe-
cific to concrete decision problems. Third, for each form of iterated reasoning under consider-
ation we obtain multiple observations from each subject while for the most part excluding
learning effects. Hence, our measure of the depth of iterated reasoning is in a sense more reli-
able than typically found in the literature.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a small review of the existing
experimental literature on iterated reasoning. Section 3 provides the details on our experimen-
tal design. In section 4 we present our results, the fifth section concludes.

2 Related literature
Stahl and Wilson [11, 12] as well as Nagel [13] pioneered the systematic study of varying
degrees of rationality via experiments. They formulated the so-called level-kmodel which rests
upon the idea that players have varying depths of iterated reasoning. In this model, each subject
is characterized by a certain level k 2 N, which denotes how many steps of iterated best
responses the subjects apply to their belief of what a level-0 player would do. A level-0 type
(L0) is defined as non-strategic, which means that she has no particular belief about the strate-
gies of others and therefore follows a salient decision rule. A level-1 type (L1) believes that all
other players are L0 types and hence best-responds to this L0 strategy. In general a level-k type
(Lk), for any k� 1, best-responds to the belief that all others are at maximum level-(k − 1)
types. Depending on assumptions with respect to the player’s expectations regarding the distri-
bution of her co-players’ types [14, 15] and specification of the L0 strategy [16, 17], data on
observed behavior in games can be utilized to assign subjects to types (i.e. levels). Generally
speaking, in experimental studies using the level-k approach levels greater than 3 are rarely
observed [18]. Clearly, the level k-approach involves iterated reasoning, because higher-level
players need to ‘calculate’ all the choices of lower-level players to determine their own choice.

We now turn to the experimental literature that more explicitly refers to iterated reasoning.
Two main threads can be identified here. The first one focuses on how many steps of iterated
reasoning are performed in general by humans, while the second one pays attention to the pro-
cess in which subjects can learn to engage in iterated reasoning [19]. Put briefly, it is–as shown
by the level-k literature–observed that subjects seldom use more than 3 steps of iterated reason-
ing. With respect to learning, these studies find that both repetition [2, 20] as well as time for
reflection [21] considerably improve subjects’ performance on iterated reasoning. Recently, in
both strands the influence of general cognitive skills, such as short-term memory capacity or
IQ, has also moved increasingly into focus. It turns out that higher cognitive skills positively
affect the iterated reasoning performance [1, 22, 23], whereas shocking these skills decreases
the performance [23].

Finally, we mention a number other contributions to the literature which relate to our
experiment but do not necessarily belong to some identifiable strand. Grosskopf and Nagel [8],
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innoncooperativegametheory,andtheassessmentofwhetherhumansareactuallycapableof
engaginginiteratedreasoningisofgreatinterest.

Weareofcoursenotthefirsttostudyiteratedreasoningingames(seenextsection).How-
ever,ourexperimentalstudyimprovesupontheexistingliteratureinthefollowingkeyaspects.
First,previousstudiesoftensufferfromtheproblemthattheabilitytoengageiniteratedrea-
soningandthebeliefintheabilityofone’sco-playerscannotbeseparatedproperly.Thatis,if
someparticularsubjectshowsalimitedamountofiteratedreasoning,thenitisimpossibleto
tellwhetherthislimitednessisduetoaboundedabilityofthesubjectorherbeliefsregarding
thebehaviorofherco-players.Second,wemeasuretwodifferentformsofiteratedreasoning,
i.e.backwardinductionandinteractiveknowledge,andhenceexplorewhetherthereisan
underlyingpropensityofsubjectstoengageiniteratedreasoningorifitspracticeismorespe-
cifictoconcretedecisionproblems.Third,foreachformofiteratedreasoningunderconsider-
ationweobtainmultipleobservationsfromeachsubjectwhileforthemostpartexcluding
learningeffects.Hence,ourmeasureofthedepthofiteratedreasoningisinasensemorereli-
ablethantypicallyfoundintheliterature.

Therestofthepaperisorganizedasfollows.Section2providesasmallreviewoftheexisting
experimentalliteratureoniteratedreasoning.Section3providesthedetailsonourexperimen-
taldesign.Insection4wepresentourresults,thefifthsectionconcludes.

2Relatedliterature
StahlandWilson[11,12]aswellasNagel[13]pioneeredthesystematicstudyofvarying
degreesofrationalityviaexperiments.Theyformulatedtheso-calledlevel-kmodelwhichrests
upontheideathatplayershavevaryingdepthsofiteratedreasoning.Inthismodel,eachsubject
ischaracterizedbyacertainlevelk2N,whichdenoteshowmanystepsofiteratedbest
responsesthesubjectsapplytotheirbeliefofwhatalevel-0playerwoulddo.Alevel-0type
(L0)isdefinedasnon-strategic,whichmeansthatshehasnoparticularbeliefaboutthestrate-
giesofothersandthereforefollowsasalientdecisionrule.Alevel-1type(L1)believesthatall
otherplayersareL0typesandhencebest-respondstothisL0strategy.Ingeneralalevel-ktype
(Lk),foranyk�1,best-respondstothebeliefthatallothersareatmaximumlevel-(k−1)
types.Dependingonassumptionswithrespecttotheplayer’sexpectationsregardingthedistri-
butionofherco-players’types[14,15]andspecificationoftheL0strategy[16,17],dataon
observedbehavioringamescanbeutilizedtoassignsubjectstotypes(i.e.levels).Generally
speaking,inexperimentalstudiesusingthelevel-kapproachlevelsgreaterthan3arerarely
observed[18].Clearly,thelevelk-approachinvolvesiteratedreasoning,becausehigher-level
playersneedto‘calculate’allthechoicesoflower-levelplayerstodeterminetheirownchoice.

Wenowturntotheexperimentalliteraturethatmoreexplicitlyreferstoiteratedreasoning.
Twomainthreadscanbeidentifiedhere.Thefirstonefocusesonhowmanystepsofiterated
reasoningareperformedingeneralbyhumans,whilethesecondonepaysattentiontothepro-
cessinwhichsubjectscanlearntoengageiniteratedreasoning[19].Putbriefly,itis–asshown
bythelevel-kliterature–observedthatsubjectsseldomusemorethan3stepsofiteratedreason-
ing.Withrespecttolearning,thesestudiesfindthatbothrepetition[2,20]aswellastimefor
reflection[21]considerablyimprovesubjects’performanceoniteratedreasoning.Recently,in
bothstrandstheinfluenceofgeneralcognitiveskills,suchasshort-termmemorycapacityor
IQ,hasalsomovedincreasinglyintofocus.Itturnsoutthathighercognitiveskillspositively
affecttheiteratedreasoningperformance[1,22,23],whereasshockingtheseskillsdecreases
theperformance[23].

Finally,wementionanumberothercontributionstotheliteraturewhichrelatetoour
experimentbutdonotnecessarilybelongtosomeidentifiablestrand.GrosskopfandNagel[8],
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underlying propensity of subjects to engage in iterated reasoning or if its practice is more spe-
cific to concrete decision problems. Third, for each form of iterated reasoning under consider-
ation we obtain multiple observations from each subject while for the most part excluding
learning effects. Hence, our measure of the depth of iterated reasoning is in a sense more reli-
able than typically found in the literature.
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experimental literature on iterated reasoning. Section 3 provides the details on our experimen-
tal design. In section 4 we present our results, the fifth section concludes.

2 Related literature
Stahl and Wilson [11, 12] as well as Nagel [13] pioneered the systematic study of varying
degrees of rationality via experiments. They formulated the so-called level-kmodel which rests
upon the idea that players have varying depths of iterated reasoning. In this model, each subject
is characterized by a certain level k 2 N, which denotes how many steps of iterated best
responses the subjects apply to their belief of what a level-0 player would do. A level-0 type
(L0) is defined as non-strategic, which means that she has no particular belief about the strate-
gies of others and therefore follows a salient decision rule. A level-1 type (L1) believes that all
other players are L0 types and hence best-responds to this L0 strategy. In general a level-k type
(Lk), for any k� 1, best-responds to the belief that all others are at maximum level-(k − 1)
types. Depending on assumptions with respect to the player’s expectations regarding the distri-
bution of her co-players’ types [14, 15] and specification of the L0 strategy [16, 17], data on
observed behavior in games can be utilized to assign subjects to types (i.e. levels). Generally
speaking, in experimental studies using the level-k approach levels greater than 3 are rarely
observed [18]. Clearly, the level k-approach involves iterated reasoning, because higher-level
players need to ‘calculate’ all the choices of lower-level players to determine their own choice.

We now turn to the experimental literature that more explicitly refers to iterated reasoning.
Two main threads can be identified here. The first one focuses on how many steps of iterated
reasoning are performed in general by humans, while the second one pays attention to the pro-
cess in which subjects can learn to engage in iterated reasoning [19]. Put briefly, it is–as shown
by the level-k literature–observed that subjects seldom use more than 3 steps of iterated reason-
ing. With respect to learning, these studies find that both repetition [2, 20] as well as time for
reflection [21] considerably improve subjects’ performance on iterated reasoning. Recently, in
both strands the influence of general cognitive skills, such as short-term memory capacity or
IQ, has also moved increasingly into focus. It turns out that higher cognitive skills positively
affect the iterated reasoning performance [1, 22, 23], whereas shocking these skills decreases
the performance [23].

Finally, we mention a number other contributions to the literature which relate to our
experiment but do not necessarily belong to some identifiable strand. Grosskopf and Nagel [8],
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innoncooperativegametheory,andtheassessmentofwhetherhumansareactuallycapableof
engaginginiteratedreasoningisofgreatinterest.

Weareofcoursenotthefirsttostudyiteratedreasoningingames(seenextsection).How-
ever,ourexperimentalstudyimprovesupontheexistingliteratureinthefollowingkeyaspects.
First,previousstudiesoftensufferfromtheproblemthattheabilitytoengageiniteratedrea-
soningandthebeliefintheabilityofone’sco-playerscannotbeseparatedproperly.Thatis,if
someparticularsubjectshowsalimitedamountofiteratedreasoning,thenitisimpossibleto
tellwhetherthislimitednessisduetoaboundedabilityofthesubjectorherbeliefsregarding
thebehaviorofherco-players.Second,wemeasuretwodifferentformsofiteratedreasoning,
i.e.backwardinductionandinteractiveknowledge,andhenceexplorewhetherthereisan
underlyingpropensityofsubjectstoengageiniteratedreasoningorifitspracticeismorespe-
cifictoconcretedecisionproblems.Third,foreachformofiteratedreasoningunderconsider-
ationweobtainmultipleobservationsfromeachsubjectwhileforthemostpartexcluding
learningeffects.Hence,ourmeasureofthedepthofiteratedreasoningisinasensemorereli-
ablethantypicallyfoundintheliterature.

Therestofthepaperisorganizedasfollows.Section2providesasmallreviewoftheexisting
experimentalliteratureoniteratedreasoning.Section3providesthedetailsonourexperimen-
taldesign.Insection4wepresentourresults,thefifthsectionconcludes.

2Relatedliterature
StahlandWilson[11,12]aswellasNagel[13]pioneeredthesystematicstudyofvarying
degreesofrationalityviaexperiments.Theyformulatedtheso-calledlevel-kmodelwhichrests
upontheideathatplayershavevaryingdepthsofiteratedreasoning.Inthismodel,eachsubject
ischaracterizedbyacertainlevelk2N,whichdenoteshowmanystepsofiteratedbest
responsesthesubjectsapplytotheirbeliefofwhatalevel-0playerwoulddo.Alevel-0type
(L0)isdefinedasnon-strategic,whichmeansthatshehasnoparticularbeliefaboutthestrate-
giesofothersandthereforefollowsasalientdecisionrule.Alevel-1type(L1)believesthatall
otherplayersareL0typesandhencebest-respondstothisL0strategy.Ingeneralalevel-ktype
(Lk),foranyk�1,best-respondstothebeliefthatallothersareatmaximumlevel-(k−1)
types.Dependingonassumptionswithrespecttotheplayer’sexpectationsregardingthedistri-
butionofherco-players’types[14,15]andspecificationoftheL0strategy[16,17],dataon
observedbehavioringamescanbeutilizedtoassignsubjectstotypes(i.e.levels).Generally
speaking,inexperimentalstudiesusingthelevel-kapproachlevelsgreaterthan3arerarely
observed[18].Clearly,thelevelk-approachinvolvesiteratedreasoning,becausehigher-level
playersneedto‘calculate’allthechoicesoflower-levelplayerstodeterminetheirownchoice.

Wenowturntotheexperimentalliteraturethatmoreexplicitlyreferstoiteratedreasoning.
Twomainthreadscanbeidentifiedhere.Thefirstonefocusesonhowmanystepsofiterated
reasoningareperformedingeneralbyhumans,whilethesecondonepaysattentiontothepro-
cessinwhichsubjectscanlearntoengageiniteratedreasoning[19].Putbriefly,itis–asshown
bythelevel-kliterature–observedthatsubjectsseldomusemorethan3stepsofiteratedreason-
ing.Withrespecttolearning,thesestudiesfindthatbothrepetition[2,20]aswellastimefor
reflection[21]considerablyimprovesubjects’performanceoniteratedreasoning.Recently,in
bothstrandstheinfluenceofgeneralcognitiveskills,suchasshort-termmemorycapacityor
IQ,hasalsomovedincreasinglyintofocus.Itturnsoutthathighercognitiveskillspositively
affecttheiteratedreasoningperformance[1,22,23],whereasshockingtheseskillsdecreases
theperformance[23].

Finally,wementionanumberothercontributionstotheliteraturewhichrelatetoour
experimentbutdonotnecessarilybelongtosomeidentifiablestrand.GrosskopfandNagel[8],
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Agranov et al. [24], and Carpenter et al. [23] study the question of whether subjects are actually
able to find best responses in situations in which the beliefs are either irrelevant (i.e. a weakly
dominant strategy exists), exogenously imposed, or measured ex post. Somewhat depressingly,
it turns out that many subjects fail to give best responses, even in not-too-demanding decision
situations (e.g. two-person beauty contests). Rubinstein [25, 26] advocates the study of
response times; he shows over a wide variety of games and decision situations that patterns in
response times might plausibly be related to different types of decision procedures and
heuristics.

3 Experimental design andmethods
This section contains all information on the methodological aspects of our study. First, we
motivate our experiment against the background of the reviewed literature. Second, we
describe our measurement instruments, i.e. the cognitive reflection test, the hit game, and the
dirty faces game. Third, we provide our experimental design and outline the course of a
session.

3.1 Motivation
A common problem in the level-k approach as well as in the literature on iterated reasoning is
the fact that experimental designs do not allow any differentiation between two possible expla-
nations for the observed limited amount of iterated reasoning [27]. That is, limits in the per-
formed depth of iterated reasoning can be explained by limited cognitive abilities or by beliefs
regarding the amount of iterated reasoning performed by the co-players. Note that the level-k
approach does not necessarily commit itself with respect to the question of whether the types
refer to cognitive abilities regarding the depths of iterated reasoning or to the beliefs regarding
the behavior of the co-players. An observed level-k player might actually be capable of deter-
mining many higher levels of best responses, but abstains from doing so because she believes
that her co-players are rather unsophisticated. With respect to the literature on iterated reason-
ing, a similar problem arises because out-of-equilibrium behavior can always be justified by a
lack of rationality or by a lack of belief in the rationality of the co-players, as long as no weakly
dominant strategies are involved. Hence, the disentanglement of cognitive ability to and belief
in iterated reasoning is a natural next step in the empirical study of human behavior in strategic
situations.

Surprisingly, the literature on iterated reasoning has made only little effort to assess whether
humans have some kind of general capacity to engage in iterated reasoning or the performance
crucially depends on the specific cognitive task. Generally, studies focus on one form of iterated
reasoning, i.e. either on iterated dominance (beauty contest), backward induction (centipede
game and hit game), or interactive knowledge (dirty faces game). This way it was clearly dem-
onstrated that there is a considerable amount of heterogeneity in the displayed depth of iterated
reasoning between subjects. However, the question of whether there is heterogeneity within
subjects, i.e. whether a subject’s performance in iterated reasoning depends on the form of rea-
soning, has not been pursued. Many studies only measure one form of iterated reasoning. Even
if several forms of iterated reasoning are involved [1, 23], scholars have not pursued the ques-
tion of the relationship between them.

Finally, in most studies that are not interested in learning effects, only a very small amount
of observations are used to assess the performance of individual subjects in interactive reason-
ing. However, this practice is prone to produce unreliable measures, since subjects can perform
well simply due to chance. Hence, it is important to collect multiple measurements and control
for learning effects at the same time.
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Agranovetal.[24],andCarpenteretal.[23]studythequestionofwhethersubjectsareactually
abletofindbestresponsesinsituationsinwhichthebeliefsareeitherirrelevant(i.e.aweakly
dominantstrategyexists),exogenouslyimposed,ormeasuredexpost.Somewhatdepressingly,
itturnsoutthatmanysubjectsfailtogivebestresponses,eveninnot-too-demandingdecision
situations(e.g.two-personbeautycontests).Rubinstein[25,26]advocatesthestudyof
responsetimes;heshowsoverawidevarietyofgamesanddecisionsituationsthatpatternsin
responsetimesmightplausiblyberelatedtodifferenttypesofdecisionproceduresand
heuristics.

3Experimentaldesignandmethods
Thissectioncontainsallinformationonthemethodologicalaspectsofourstudy.First,we
motivateourexperimentagainstthebackgroundofthereviewedliterature.Second,we
describeourmeasurementinstruments,i.e.thecognitivereflectiontest,thehitgame,andthe
dirtyfacesgame.Third,weprovideourexperimentaldesignandoutlinethecourseofa
session.

3.1Motivation
Acommonprobleminthelevel-kapproachaswellasintheliteratureoniteratedreasoningis
thefactthatexperimentaldesignsdonotallowanydifferentiationbetweentwopossibleexpla-
nationsfortheobservedlimitedamountofiteratedreasoning[27].Thatis,limitsintheper-
formeddepthofiteratedreasoningcanbeexplainedbylimitedcognitiveabilitiesorbybeliefs
regardingtheamountofiteratedreasoningperformedbytheco-players.Notethatthelevel-k
approachdoesnotnecessarilycommititselfwithrespecttothequestionofwhetherthetypes
refertocognitiveabilitiesregardingthedepthsofiteratedreasoningortothebeliefsregarding
thebehavioroftheco-players.Anobservedlevel-kplayermightactuallybecapableofdeter-
miningmanyhigherlevelsofbestresponses,butabstainsfromdoingsobecauseshebelieves
thatherco-playersareratherunsophisticated.Withrespecttotheliteratureoniteratedreason-
ing,asimilarproblemarisesbecauseout-of-equilibriumbehaviorcanalwaysbejustifiedbya
lackofrationalityorbyalackofbeliefintherationalityoftheco-players,aslongasnoweakly
dominantstrategiesareinvolved.Hence,thedisentanglementofcognitiveabilitytoandbelief
initeratedreasoningisanaturalnextstepintheempiricalstudyofhumanbehaviorinstrategic
situations.

Surprisingly,theliteratureoniteratedreasoninghasmadeonlylittleefforttoassesswhether
humanshavesomekindofgeneralcapacitytoengageiniteratedreasoningortheperformance
cruciallydependsonthespecificcognitivetask.Generally,studiesfocusononeformofiterated
reasoning,i.e.eitheroniterateddominance(beautycontest),backwardinduction(centipede
gameandhitgame),orinteractiveknowledge(dirtyfacesgame).Thiswayitwasclearlydem-
onstratedthatthereisaconsiderableamountofheterogeneityinthedisplayeddepthofiterated
reasoningbetweensubjects.However,thequestionofwhetherthereisheterogeneitywithin
subjects,i.e.whetherasubject’sperformanceiniteratedreasoningdependsontheformofrea-
soning,hasnotbeenpursued.Manystudiesonlymeasureoneformofiteratedreasoning.Even
ifseveralformsofiteratedreasoningareinvolved[1,23],scholarshavenotpursuedtheques-
tionoftherelationshipbetweenthem.

Finally,inmoststudiesthatarenotinterestedinlearningeffects,onlyaverysmallamount
ofobservationsareusedtoassesstheperformanceofindividualsubjectsininteractivereason-
ing.However,thispracticeispronetoproduceunreliablemeasures,sincesubjectscanperform
wellsimplyduetochance.Hence,itisimportanttocollectmultiplemeasurementsandcontrol
forlearningeffectsatthesametime.
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Agranov et al. [24], and Carpenter et al. [23] study the question of whether subjects are actually
able to find best responses in situations in which the beliefs are either irrelevant (i.e. a weakly
dominant strategy exists), exogenously imposed, or measured ex post. Somewhat depressingly,
it turns out that many subjects fail to give best responses, even in not-too-demanding decision
situations (e.g. two-person beauty contests). Rubinstein [25, 26] advocates the study of
response times; he shows over a wide variety of games and decision situations that patterns in
response times might plausibly be related to different types of decision procedures and
heuristics.

3 Experimental design andmethods
This section contains all information on the methodological aspects of our study. First, we
motivate our experiment against the background of the reviewed literature. Second, we
describe our measurement instruments, i.e. the cognitive reflection test, the hit game, and the
dirty faces game. Third, we provide our experimental design and outline the course of a
session.

3.1 Motivation
A common problem in the level-k approach as well as in the literature on iterated reasoning is
the fact that experimental designs do not allow any differentiation between two possible expla-
nations for the observed limited amount of iterated reasoning [27]. That is, limits in the per-
formed depth of iterated reasoning can be explained by limited cognitive abilities or by beliefs
regarding the amount of iterated reasoning performed by the co-players. Note that the level-k
approach does not necessarily commit itself with respect to the question of whether the types
refer to cognitive abilities regarding the depths of iterated reasoning or to the beliefs regarding
the behavior of the co-players. An observed level-k player might actually be capable of deter-
mining many higher levels of best responses, but abstains from doing so because she believes
that her co-players are rather unsophisticated. With respect to the literature on iterated reason-
ing, a similar problem arises because out-of-equilibrium behavior can always be justified by a
lack of rationality or by a lack of belief in the rationality of the co-players, as long as no weakly
dominant strategies are involved. Hence, the disentanglement of cognitive ability to and belief
in iterated reasoning is a natural next step in the empirical study of human behavior in strategic
situations.

Surprisingly, the literature on iterated reasoning has made only little effort to assess whether
humans have some kind of general capacity to engage in iterated reasoning or the performance
crucially depends on the specific cognitive task. Generally, studies focus on one form of iterated
reasoning, i.e. either on iterated dominance (beauty contest), backward induction (centipede
game and hit game), or interactive knowledge (dirty faces game). This way it was clearly dem-
onstrated that there is a considerable amount of heterogeneity in the displayed depth of iterated
reasoning between subjects. However, the question of whether there is heterogeneity within
subjects, i.e. whether a subject’s performance in iterated reasoning depends on the form of rea-
soning, has not been pursued. Many studies only measure one form of iterated reasoning. Even
if several forms of iterated reasoning are involved [1, 23], scholars have not pursued the ques-
tion of the relationship between them.

Finally, in most studies that are not interested in learning effects, only a very small amount
of observations are used to assess the performance of individual subjects in interactive reason-
ing. However, this practice is prone to produce unreliable measures, since subjects can perform
well simply due to chance. Hence, it is important to collect multiple measurements and control
for learning effects at the same time.
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Agranovetal.[24],andCarpenteretal.[23]studythequestionofwhethersubjectsareactually
abletofindbestresponsesinsituationsinwhichthebeliefsareeitherirrelevant(i.e.aweakly
dominantstrategyexists),exogenouslyimposed,ormeasuredexpost.Somewhatdepressingly,
itturnsoutthatmanysubjectsfailtogivebestresponses,eveninnot-too-demandingdecision
situations(e.g.two-personbeautycontests).Rubinstein[25,26]advocatesthestudyof
responsetimes;heshowsoverawidevarietyofgamesanddecisionsituationsthatpatternsin
responsetimesmightplausiblyberelatedtodifferenttypesofdecisionproceduresand
heuristics.

3Experimentaldesignandmethods
Thissectioncontainsallinformationonthemethodologicalaspectsofourstudy.First,we
motivateourexperimentagainstthebackgroundofthereviewedliterature.Second,we
describeourmeasurementinstruments,i.e.thecognitivereflectiontest,thehitgame,andthe
dirtyfacesgame.Third,weprovideourexperimentaldesignandoutlinethecourseofa
session.

3.1Motivation
Acommonprobleminthelevel-kapproachaswellasintheliteratureoniteratedreasoningis
thefactthatexperimentaldesignsdonotallowanydifferentiationbetweentwopossibleexpla-
nationsfortheobservedlimitedamountofiteratedreasoning[27].Thatis,limitsintheper-
formeddepthofiteratedreasoningcanbeexplainedbylimitedcognitiveabilitiesorbybeliefs
regardingtheamountofiteratedreasoningperformedbytheco-players.Notethatthelevel-k
approachdoesnotnecessarilycommititselfwithrespecttothequestionofwhetherthetypes
refertocognitiveabilitiesregardingthedepthsofiteratedreasoningortothebeliefsregarding
thebehavioroftheco-players.Anobservedlevel-kplayermightactuallybecapableofdeter-
miningmanyhigherlevelsofbestresponses,butabstainsfromdoingsobecauseshebelieves
thatherco-playersareratherunsophisticated.Withrespecttotheliteratureoniteratedreason-
ing,asimilarproblemarisesbecauseout-of-equilibriumbehaviorcanalwaysbejustifiedbya
lackofrationalityorbyalackofbeliefintherationalityoftheco-players,aslongasnoweakly
dominantstrategiesareinvolved.Hence,thedisentanglementofcognitiveabilitytoandbelief
initeratedreasoningisanaturalnextstepintheempiricalstudyofhumanbehaviorinstrategic
situations.

Surprisingly,theliteratureoniteratedreasoninghasmadeonlylittleefforttoassesswhether
humanshavesomekindofgeneralcapacitytoengageiniteratedreasoningortheperformance
cruciallydependsonthespecificcognitivetask.Generally,studiesfocusononeformofiterated
reasoning,i.e.eitheroniterateddominance(beautycontest),backwardinduction(centipede
gameandhitgame),orinteractiveknowledge(dirtyfacesgame).Thiswayitwasclearlydem-
onstratedthatthereisaconsiderableamountofheterogeneityinthedisplayeddepthofiterated
reasoningbetweensubjects.However,thequestionofwhetherthereisheterogeneitywithin
subjects,i.e.whetherasubject’sperformanceiniteratedreasoningdependsontheformofrea-
soning,hasnotbeenpursued.Manystudiesonlymeasureoneformofiteratedreasoning.Even
ifseveralformsofiteratedreasoningareinvolved[1,23],scholarshavenotpursuedtheques-
tionoftherelationshipbetweenthem.

Finally,inmoststudiesthatarenotinterestedinlearningeffects,onlyaverysmallamount
ofobservationsareusedtoassesstheperformanceofindividualsubjectsininteractivereason-
ing.However,thispracticeispronetoproduceunreliablemeasures,sincesubjectscanperform
wellsimplyduetochance.Hence,itisimportanttocollectmultiplemeasurementsandcontrol
forlearningeffectsatthesametime.
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In our study, we want to deal with all of these concerns. That is, we control for the beliefs of
the subjects by either using games in which beliefs do not matter or providing the subjects with
an exogenous belief. The latter is achieved by substituting the co-players with an algorithm
programmed to play perfectly rationally and communicating this to the subjects. Further, we
measure subjects’ performance on two forms of iterated reasoning, i.e. backward induction and
interactive knowledge. For this purpose, we use the hit game and the dirty faces game (see sec-
tion 3.2). Lastly, for the sake of more reliable measurement, subjects had to play these games
several times. In contrast to learning studies, we try to handicap learning as much as possible
by employing a number of countermeasures (see section 3.3).

3.2 Measurement instruments
As is common in the literature on iterated reasoning [1, 22], we tried to elicit some cognitive
capabilities of our subjects in addition to their behavior in games. For this purpose we picked
the cognitive reflection test (CRT) introduced by Frederick [28]. The CRT consists of three
questions (see Table 1), which “are ‘easy’ in the sense that their solution is easily understood
when explained, yet reaching the correct answer often requires the suppression of an erroneous
answer that springs ‘impulsively’ to mind” [28]. We chose the CRT because it seems to be
related to the idea of Kahneman [29] and many other researchers [30] that humans have two
systems of thought for solving problems, i.e. a spontaneous and hence barely conscious one as
well as a slow but more reflective one, which we find intriguing.

To measure iterated reasoning in the form of backward induction, we use the hit game [2,
20, 23]. The hit game is defined by a numberm 2 N and an interval [a, b] with 0< a< b and
a, b 2 N. Two players alternately pick an integer from [a, b]. These numbers are added up. The
player who reachesm or surpasses it wins the game. Since the hit game is a sequential game
with complete and perfect information backward induction can be applied to determine the
subgame perfect equilibrium: Depending on the game parameters either the first or the second
player can ensure a win by consistently forcing the other player into so-called losing positions
while the other player is incapable of influencing this outcome (For more details on the solu-
tion, see appendix). The hit game provides a straightforward and easy to interpret measure of
iterated reasoning; the depth of reasoning required to solve this game can simply be equated
with the number of picks of the winning player on the backward induction path. Interestingly,
the level-k approach somehow fails in this game. Since no specific salient strategy exist, com-
mon practice suggests identifying L0 with the uniform distribution on the players’ respective
strategy spaces [11]. However, at the start of the game one player is in a position to be able to
force a win. This player has a weakly dominant strategy, hence already L1-players need to
apply backward induction perfectly. As a consequence, concerning the player in the winning
position, the level-k approach can only discriminate between L0- and L1-types; this fails to cap-
ture the intuition that players might very well be able to solve ‘small’ hit games, but fail in hit
games of considerable complexity.

Table 1. The cognitive reflection test (CRT).

CRT1 A bat and a ball cost EUR 1.10 in total. The bat costs EUR 1.00 more than the ball. How much
does the ball cost?

CRT2 If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to make
100 widgets?

CRT3 In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for
the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake?

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t001
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In our study, we want to deal with all of these concerns. That is, we control for the beliefs of
the subjects by either using games in which beliefs do not matter or providing the subjects with
an exogenous belief. The latter is achieved by substituting the co-players with an algorithm
programmed to play perfectly rationally and communicating this to the subjects. Further, we
measure subjects’ performance on two forms of iterated reasoning, i.e. backward induction and
interactive knowledge. For this purpose, we use the hit game and the dirty faces game (see sec-
tion 3.2). Lastly, for the sake of more reliable measurement, subjects had to play these games
several times. In contrast to learning studies, we try to handicap learning as much as possible
by employing a number of countermeasures (see section 3.3).

3.2 Measurement instruments
As is common in the literature on iterated reasoning [1, 22], we tried to elicit some cognitive
capabilities of our subjects in addition to their behavior in games. For this purpose we picked
the cognitive reflection test (CRT) introduced by Frederick [28]. The CRT consists of three
questions (see Table 1), which “are ‘easy’ in the sense that their solution is easily understood
when explained, yet reaching the correct answer often requires the suppression of an erroneous
answer that springs ‘impulsively’ to mind” [28]. We chose the CRT because it seems to be
related to the idea of Kahneman [29] and many other researchers [30] that humans have two
systems of thought for solving problems, i.e. a spontaneous and hence barely conscious one as
well as a slow but more reflective one, which we find intriguing.

To measure iterated reasoning in the form of backward induction, we use the hit game [2,
20, 23]. The hit game is defined by a numberm 2 N and an interval [a, b] with 0< a< b and
a, b 2 N. Two players alternately pick an integer from [a, b]. These numbers are added up. The
player who reachesm or surpasses it wins the game. Since the hit game is a sequential game
with complete and perfect information backward induction can be applied to determine the
subgame perfect equilibrium: Depending on the game parameters either the first or the second
player can ensure a win by consistently forcing the other player into so-called losing positions
while the other player is incapable of influencing this outcome (For more details on the solu-
tion, see appendix). The hit game provides a straightforward and easy to interpret measure of
iterated reasoning; the depth of reasoning required to solve this game can simply be equated
with the number of picks of the winning player on the backward induction path. Interestingly,
the level-k approach somehow fails in this game. Since no specific salient strategy exist, com-
mon practice suggests identifying L0 with the uniform distribution on the players’ respective
strategy spaces [11]. However, at the start of the game one player is in a position to be able to
force a win. This player has a weakly dominant strategy, hence already L1-players need to
apply backward induction perfectly. As a consequence, concerning the player in the winning
position, the level-k approach can only discriminate between L0- and L1-types; this fails to cap-
ture the intuition that players might very well be able to solve ‘small’ hit games, but fail in hit
games of considerable complexity.

Table 1. The cognitive reflection test (CRT).

CRT1 A bat and a ball cost EUR 1.10 in total. The bat costs EUR 1.00 more than the ball. How much
does the ball cost?

CRT2 If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to make
100 widgets?

CRT3 In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for
the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake?

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t001
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measuresubjects’performanceontwoformsofiteratedreasoning,i.e.backwardinductionand
interactiveknowledge.Forthispurpose,weusethehitgameandthedirtyfacesgame(seesec-
tion3.2).Lastly,forthesakeofmorereliablemeasurement,subjectshadtoplaythesegames
severaltimes.Incontrasttolearningstudies,wetrytohandicaplearningasmuchaspossible
byemployinganumberofcountermeasures(seesection3.3).

3.2Measurementinstruments
Asiscommonintheliteratureoniteratedreasoning[1,22],wetriedtoelicitsomecognitive
capabilitiesofoursubjectsinadditiontotheirbehavioringames.Forthispurposewepicked
thecognitivereflectiontest(CRT)introducedbyFrederick[28].TheCRTconsistsofthree
questions(seeTable1),which“are‘easy’inthesensethattheirsolutioniseasilyunderstood
whenexplained,yetreachingthecorrectansweroftenrequiresthesuppressionofanerroneous
answerthatsprings‘impulsively’tomind”[28].WechosetheCRTbecauseitseemstobe
relatedtotheideaofKahneman[29]andmanyotherresearchers[30]thathumanshavetwo
systemsofthoughtforsolvingproblems,i.e.aspontaneousandhencebarelyconsciousoneas
wellasaslowbutmorereflectiveone,whichwefindintriguing.

Tomeasureiteratedreasoningintheformofbackwardinduction,weusethehitgame[2,
20,23].Thehitgameisdefinedbyanumberm2Nandaninterval[a,b]with0<a<band
a,b2N.Twoplayersalternatelypickanintegerfrom[a,b].Thesenumbersareaddedup.The
playerwhoreachesmorsurpassesitwinsthegame.Sincethehitgameisasequentialgame
withcompleteandperfectinformationbackwardinductioncanbeappliedtodeterminethe
subgameperfectequilibrium:Dependingonthegameparameterseitherthefirstorthesecond
playercanensureawinbyconsistentlyforcingtheotherplayerintoso-calledlosingpositions
whiletheotherplayerisincapableofinfluencingthisoutcome(Formoredetailsonthesolu-
tion,seeappendix).Thehitgameprovidesastraightforwardandeasytointerpretmeasureof
iteratedreasoning;thedepthofreasoningrequiredtosolvethisgamecansimplybeequated
withthenumberofpicksofthewinningplayeronthebackwardinductionpath.Interestingly,
thelevel-kapproachsomehowfailsinthisgame.Sincenospecificsalientstrategyexist,com-
monpracticesuggestsidentifyingL0withtheuniformdistributionontheplayers’respective
strategyspaces[11].However,atthestartofthegameoneplayerisinapositiontobeableto
forceawin.Thisplayerhasaweaklydominantstrategy,hencealreadyL1-playersneedto
applybackwardinductionperfectly.Asaconsequence,concerningtheplayerinthewinning
position,thelevel-kapproachcanonlydiscriminatebetweenL0-andL1-types;thisfailstocap-
turetheintuitionthatplayersmightverywellbeabletosolve‘small’hitgames,butfailinhit
gamesofconsiderablecomplexity.

Table1.Thecognitivereflectiontest(CRT).

CRT1AbatandaballcostEUR1.10intotal.ThebatcostsEUR1.00morethantheball.Howmuch
doestheballcost?
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100widgets?

CRT3Inalake,thereisapatchoflilypads.Everyday,thepatchdoublesinsize.Ifittakes48daysfor
thepatchtocovertheentirelake,howlongwouldittakeforthepatchtocoverhalfofthelake?
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We now turn to the dirty faces game, which is commonly used to measure iterated reason-
ing in the form of interactive knowledge [19, 31, 32]. Each subject is assigned a type, either X or
O. Each player knows the types of all others but not her own. However, it is publicly announced
that at least one player is an X-type. Then the game proceeds in turns, with subjects privately
choosing one of the three possible announcements ‘I am an X-type’ (X), ‘I am an O-type’ (O),
or ‘I don’t know my type’ (U). When everyone has chosen an announcement, these are made
public and a new turn begins. The aim of the game is to logically deduce one’s own type and to
publicly announce it as quickly as possible. Under the condition of common knowledge of
rationality, standard arguments from interactive epistemology suggest the following solution
[19]: Suppose there are k X-types. Everybody announces U in turn 1, . . ., k − 1. In turn k all X-
types announce X, while O-types continue to announce U. In turn k + 1 the O-types announce
O (For more details on the solution, see appendix). Finally, we note that the depth of reasoning
required to solve the dirty faces game differs between X- and O-types, because the O-types
deduce their type on the basis of the observed announcements of X-types. For both types we
can simply equate the depths of reasoning involved in solving the game with the number of
(subjectively) observed X-types + 1 (Adding 1 simply normalizes our measure. That is, in a
dirty faces game with exactly one X-player, our measure gives 1 for this X-player and 2 for each
of the O-players).

3.3 Subject pool, procedure, and design
The experiment was conducted in the experimental laboratory of Leipzig University from fall
2013 through summer 2014. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declara-
tion of Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the Institute of Sociology of the Leipzig
University. Participants were recruited via the internet recruitment tool hroot [33]. Informa-
tion about the duration, the payment, and the confidentiality was provided to participants
prior to signing up for the experiments. By voluntarily signing up for the experiments via our
website, participants provided written consent to participate in the study. Each participant
received a EUR 5.00 show-up-fee and could earn additional money during the course of the
experiment. In total 269 subjects attended, earning an average of EUR 14.55 in 17 sessions last-
ing about 1.5 hours.

To begin with, participants received written instructions with general information about the
experiment, the fact that communication was prohibited, payment, anonymity, and time
restrictions. We pointed out that for each question and decision there would be a guideline
time, which could be exceeded but should not be exceeded constantly. Then participants had
the opportunity to ask questions about these general rules.

After that the CRT was conducted. The whole experiment was programmed and conducted
with the software z-Tree [34]. Participants had 2 minutes for each question. Participants
received no feedback between the questions, but at the end of the test the number of correct
answers was displayed; these were rewarded with EUR 0.50 each.

Thereafter the instructions for the hit game were displayed on the screen. Participants
encountered a practice round (hit0) followed by 7 distinct rounds (see Table 2), which were
rewarded monetarily with EUR 0.50 each if won. Concerning the interval [a, b] from which the
subjects had to pick their numbers, b was fixed at 3, while a alternated between 1 and 2, so as to
reduce learning effects. Furtherm increases over time, raising the complexity of the hit games.
The complexity of a game refers to the number of correct decisions necessary to win a certain
game, i.e. the depth of iterated reasoning required to solve them. Rather than letting the partici-
pants play against each other, they played against an algorithm, which was programmed to
play the game rationally, i.e. as long as the algorithm was in the loosing position it adds the
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Wenowturntothedirtyfacesgame,whichiscommonlyusedtomeasureiteratedreason-
ingintheformofinteractiveknowledge[19,31,32].Eachsubjectisassignedatype,eitherXor
O.Eachplayerknowsthetypesofallothersbutnotherown.However,itispubliclyannounced
thatatleastoneplayerisanX-type.Thenthegameproceedsinturns,withsubjectsprivately
choosingoneofthethreepossibleannouncements‘IamanX-type’(X),‘IamanO-type’(O),
or‘Idon’tknowmytype’(U).Wheneveryonehaschosenanannouncement,thesearemade
publicandanewturnbegins.Theaimofthegameistologicallydeduceone’sowntypeandto
publiclyannounceitasquicklyaspossible.Undertheconditionofcommonknowledgeof
rationality,standardargumentsfrominteractiveepistemologysuggestthefollowingsolution
[19]:SupposetherearekX-types.EverybodyannouncesUinturn1,...,k−1.InturnkallX-
typesannounceX,whileO-typescontinuetoannounceU.Inturnk+1theO-typesannounce
O(Formoredetailsonthesolution,seeappendix).Finally,wenotethatthedepthofreasoning
requiredtosolvethedirtyfacesgamediffersbetweenX-andO-types,becausetheO-types
deducetheirtypeonthebasisoftheobservedannouncementsofX-types.Forbothtypeswe
cansimplyequatethedepthsofreasoninginvolvedinsolvingthegamewiththenumberof
(subjectively)observedX-types+1(Adding1simplynormalizesourmeasure.Thatis,ina
dirtyfacesgamewithexactlyoneX-player,ourmeasuregives1forthisX-playerand2foreach
oftheO-players).

3.3Subjectpool,procedure,anddesign
TheexperimentwasconductedintheexperimentallaboratoryofLeipzigUniversityfromfall
2013throughsummer2014.TheexperimentwasconductedinaccordancewiththeDeclara-
tionofHelsinkiandallprocedureswereapprovedbytheInstituteofSociologyoftheLeipzig
University.Participantswererecruitedviatheinternetrecruitmenttoolhroot[33].Informa-
tionabouttheduration,thepayment,andtheconfidentialitywasprovidedtoparticipants
priortosigningupfortheexperiments.Byvoluntarilysigningupfortheexperimentsviaour
website,participantsprovidedwrittenconsenttoparticipateinthestudy.Eachparticipant
receivedaEUR5.00show-up-feeandcouldearnadditionalmoneyduringthecourseofthe
experiment.Intotal269subjectsattended,earninganaverageofEUR14.55in17sessionslast-
ingabout1.5hours.

Tobeginwith,participantsreceivedwritteninstructionswithgeneralinformationaboutthe
experiment,thefactthatcommunicationwasprohibited,payment,anonymity,andtime
restrictions.Wepointedoutthatforeachquestionanddecisiontherewouldbeaguideline
time,whichcouldbeexceededbutshouldnotbeexceededconstantly.Thenparticipantshad
theopportunitytoaskquestionsaboutthesegeneralrules.

AfterthattheCRTwasconducted.Thewholeexperimentwasprogrammedandconducted
withthesoftwarez-Tree[34].Participantshad2minutesforeachquestion.Participants
receivednofeedbackbetweenthequestions,butattheendofthetestthenumberofcorrect
answerswasdisplayed;thesewererewardedwithEUR0.50each.

Thereaftertheinstructionsforthehitgameweredisplayedonthescreen.Participants
encounteredapracticeround(hit0)followedby7distinctrounds(seeTable2),whichwere
rewardedmonetarilywithEUR0.50eachifwon.Concerningtheinterval[a,b]fromwhichthe
subjectshadtopicktheirnumbers,bwasfixedat3,whileaalternatedbetween1and2,soasto
reducelearningeffects.Furthermincreasesovertime,raisingthecomplexityofthehitgames.
Thecomplexityofagamereferstothenumberofcorrectdecisionsnecessarytowinacertain
game,i.e.thedepthofiteratedreasoningrequiredtosolvethem.Ratherthanlettingthepartici-
pantsplayagainsteachother,theyplayedagainstanalgorithm,whichwasprogrammedto
playthegamerationally,i.e.aslongasthealgorithmwasintheloosingpositionitaddsthe
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We now turn to the dirty faces game, which is commonly used to measure iterated reason-
ing in the form of interactive knowledge [19, 31, 32]. Each subject is assigned a type, either X or
O. Each player knows the types of all others but not her own. However, it is publicly announced
that at least one player is an X-type. Then the game proceeds in turns, with subjects privately
choosing one of the three possible announcements ‘I am an X-type’ (X), ‘I am an O-type’ (O),
or ‘I don’t know my type’ (U). When everyone has chosen an announcement, these are made
public and a new turn begins. The aim of the game is to logically deduce one’s own type and to
publicly announce it as quickly as possible. Under the condition of common knowledge of
rationality, standard arguments from interactive epistemology suggest the following solution
[19]: Suppose there are k X-types. Everybody announces U in turn 1, . . ., k − 1. In turn k all X-
types announce X, while O-types continue to announce U. In turn k + 1 the O-types announce
O (For more details on the solution, see appendix). Finally, we note that the depth of reasoning
required to solve the dirty faces game differs between X- and O-types, because the O-types
deduce their type on the basis of the observed announcements of X-types. For both types we
can simply equate the depths of reasoning involved in solving the game with the number of
(subjectively) observed X-types + 1 (Adding 1 simply normalizes our measure. That is, in a
dirty faces game with exactly one X-player, our measure gives 1 for this X-player and 2 for each
of the O-players).

3.3 Subject pool, procedure, and design
The experiment was conducted in the experimental laboratory of Leipzig University from fall
2013 through summer 2014. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declara-
tion of Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the Institute of Sociology of the Leipzig
University. Participants were recruited via the internet recruitment tool hroot [33]. Informa-
tion about the duration, the payment, and the confidentiality was provided to participants
prior to signing up for the experiments. By voluntarily signing up for the experiments via our
website, participants provided written consent to participate in the study. Each participant
received a EUR 5.00 show-up-fee and could earn additional money during the course of the
experiment. In total 269 subjects attended, earning an average of EUR 14.55 in 17 sessions last-
ing about 1.5 hours.

To begin with, participants received written instructions with general information about the
experiment, the fact that communication was prohibited, payment, anonymity, and time
restrictions. We pointed out that for each question and decision there would be a guideline
time, which could be exceeded but should not be exceeded constantly. Then participants had
the opportunity to ask questions about these general rules.

After that the CRT was conducted. The whole experiment was programmed and conducted
with the software z-Tree [34]. Participants had 2 minutes for each question. Participants
received no feedback between the questions, but at the end of the test the number of correct
answers was displayed; these were rewarded with EUR 0.50 each.

Thereafter the instructions for the hit game were displayed on the screen. Participants
encountered a practice round (hit0) followed by 7 distinct rounds (see Table 2), which were
rewarded monetarily with EUR 0.50 each if won. Concerning the interval [a, b] from which the
subjects had to pick their numbers, b was fixed at 3, while a alternated between 1 and 2, so as to
reduce learning effects. Furtherm increases over time, raising the complexity of the hit games.
The complexity of a game refers to the number of correct decisions necessary to win a certain
game, i.e. the depth of iterated reasoning required to solve them. Rather than letting the partici-
pants play against each other, they played against an algorithm, which was programmed to
play the game rationally, i.e. as long as the algorithm was in the loosing position it adds the
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website,participantsprovidedwrittenconsenttoparticipateinthestudy.Eachparticipant
receivedaEUR5.00show-up-feeandcouldearnadditionalmoneyduringthecourseofthe
experiment.Intotal269subjectsattended,earninganaverageofEUR14.55in17sessionslast-
ingabout1.5hours.

Tobeginwith,participantsreceivedwritteninstructionswithgeneralinformationaboutthe
experiment,thefactthatcommunicationwasprohibited,payment,anonymity,andtime
restrictions.Wepointedoutthatforeachquestionanddecisiontherewouldbeaguideline
time,whichcouldbeexceededbutshouldnotbeexceededconstantly.Thenparticipantshad
theopportunitytoaskquestionsaboutthesegeneralrules.

AfterthattheCRTwasconducted.Thewholeexperimentwasprogrammedandconducted
withthesoftwarez-Tree[34].Participantshad2minutesforeachquestion.Participants
receivednofeedbackbetweenthequestions,butattheendofthetestthenumberofcorrect
answerswasdisplayed;thesewererewardedwithEUR0.50each.

Thereaftertheinstructionsforthehitgameweredisplayedonthescreen.Participants
encounteredapracticeround(hit0)followedby7distinctrounds(seeTable2),whichwere
rewardedmonetarilywithEUR0.50eachifwon.Concerningtheinterval[a,b]fromwhichthe
subjectshadtopicktheirnumbers,bwasfixedat3,whileaalternatedbetween1and2,soasto
reducelearningeffects.Furthermincreasesovertime,raisingthecomplexityofthehitgames.
Thecomplexityofagamereferstothenumberofcorrectdecisionsnecessarytowinacertain
game,i.e.thedepthofiteratedreasoningrequiredtosolvethem.Ratherthanlettingthepartici-
pantsplayagainsteachother,theyplayedagainstanalgorithm,whichwasprogrammedto
playthegamerationally,i.e.aslongasthealgorithmwasintheloosingpositionitaddsthe
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encounteredapracticeround(hit0)followedby7distinctrounds(seeTable2),whichwere
rewardedmonetarilywithEUR0.50eachifwon.Concerningtheinterval[a,b]fromwhichthe
subjectshadtopicktheirnumbers,bwasfixedat3,whileaalternatedbetween1and2,soasto
reducelearningeffects.Furthermincreasesovertime,raisingthecomplexityofthehitgames.
Thecomplexityofagamereferstothenumberofcorrectdecisionsnecessarytowinacertain
game,i.e.thedepthofiteratedreasoningrequiredtosolvethem.Ratherthanlettingthepartici-
pantsplayagainsteachother,theyplayedagainstanalgorithm,whichwasprogrammedto
playthegamerationally,i.e.aslongasthealgorithmwasintheloosingpositionitaddsthe
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smallest number, which minimizes the chance for the subject to stay on the winning path by
guessing. Once the subject made a mistake the algorithm stayed on the winning path until it
won the game.. This fact was communicated to the subjects in advance. We used algorithms
for two reasons: First, this way all subjects could start each round in the same (winning) posi-
tions, resulting in more interpretable observations, and second, we wanted to rule out possible
effects of other-regarding preferences.

When all subjects had finished the hit games, we handed out the written instructions for the
dirty faces game. Participants then had about 15 minutes to study these, to ask questions, and
to complete a quiz concerning the payoff structure and game mechanics. Irrespectively of
whether the subject answered a question right or wrong, after each question the correct answer
and an explanation were provided. If no further questions were asked, we proceeded with the
experiment.

To disentangle the influence of ability to engage in iterated reasoning and the beliefs in the
iterated reasoning of the co-players, the subjects played both with human co-players (HU ver-
sion) and with an algorithm (AI version). To control for learning effects, we implemented two
experimental treatments: In the AH treatment, the subjects first played with the algorithm and
then with fellow subjects, while the order was reversed in the HA treatment.

At the beginning of the AI version subjects were informed that they were playing with an
algorithm, which had been programmed to logically deduce its type correctly from the given
information and to assume that the subject will do the same. Since subjects were informed
about this, they could rely upon the rationality of their (algorithmic) co-players. The observed
performance in the AI version could thus be attributed directly to the ability to engage in this
kind of reasoning. To rule out subject confusion [27] we stopped a game in the AI version
whenever an illogical announcement from the subject would imply that she would observe the
algorithm announcing a type which contradicted its true type. This can happen for example
when the subject is the only X-type but irrationally announces U in the first turn. The algo-
rithm would then logically correct but de facto wrongly infer that it must be an X-type. In such
cases the game stopped after turn 2.

During each new round subjects were randomly and anonymously paired in groups. We
varied the group size in both versions across sessions from four to six, to check whether there
were any effects of group size. During a session group size was hold constant, hence 112 sub-
jects played in groups of four, 85 in groups of five, 72 in groups of six. To guarantee better com-
parability between the games of different group sizes, we restricted all games to the seven
possible situations someone in a four-person group could be confronted with. These are the
trivial situation where the player observes no X-type plus the constellations where the player
observes one to three X-types while she is either an X-type herself or not. Further we balance
the constellations for the subjects in such a way that they encounter each problem besides the
trivial one at least once in both versions of the dirty faces game. Remember that the complexity
of a certain dirty faces game is equal to the number of observed X-types + 1. In the AI version
subjects simply played all seven constellations, resulting in 269 observations per constellation.

Table 2. The hit games implemented.

hit0 hit1 hit2 hit3 hit4 hit5 hit6 hit7

Starting value (m) 6 6 11 11 13 13 18 18

Minimum (a) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Complexity (C) 2 2 3 3 4 3 5 4

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t002
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smallestnumber,whichminimizesthechanceforthesubjecttostayonthewinningpathby
guessing.Oncethesubjectmadeamistakethealgorithmstayedonthewinningpathuntilit
wonthegame..Thisfactwascommunicatedtothesubjectsinadvance.Weusedalgorithms
fortworeasons:First,thiswayallsubjectscouldstarteachroundinthesame(winning)posi-
tions,resultinginmoreinterpretableobservations,andsecond,wewantedtoruleoutpossible
effectsofother-regardingpreferences.

Whenallsubjectshadfinishedthehitgames,wehandedoutthewritteninstructionsforthe
dirtyfacesgame.Participantsthenhadabout15minutestostudythese,toaskquestions,and
tocompleteaquizconcerningthepayoffstructureandgamemechanics.Irrespectivelyof
whetherthesubjectansweredaquestionrightorwrong,aftereachquestionthecorrectanswer
andanexplanationwereprovided.Ifnofurtherquestionswereasked,weproceededwiththe
experiment.

Todisentangletheinfluenceofabilitytoengageiniteratedreasoningandthebeliefsinthe
iteratedreasoningoftheco-players,thesubjectsplayedbothwithhumanco-players(HUver-
sion)andwithanalgorithm(AIversion).Tocontrolforlearningeffects,weimplementedtwo
experimentaltreatments:IntheAHtreatment,thesubjectsfirstplayedwiththealgorithmand
thenwithfellowsubjects,whiletheorderwasreversedintheHAtreatment.

AtthebeginningoftheAIversionsubjectswereinformedthattheywereplayingwithan
algorithm,whichhadbeenprogrammedtologicallydeduceitstypecorrectlyfromthegiven
informationandtoassumethatthesubjectwilldothesame.Sincesubjectswereinformed
aboutthis,theycouldrelyupontherationalityoftheir(algorithmic)co-players.Theobserved
performanceintheAIversioncouldthusbeattributeddirectlytotheabilitytoengageinthis
kindofreasoning.Toruleoutsubjectconfusion[27]westoppedagameintheAIversion
wheneveranillogicalannouncementfromthesubjectwouldimplythatshewouldobservethe
algorithmannouncingatypewhichcontradicteditstruetype.Thiscanhappenforexample
whenthesubjectistheonlyX-typebutirrationallyannouncesUinthefirstturn.Thealgo-
rithmwouldthenlogicallycorrectbutdefactowronglyinferthatitmustbeanX-type.Insuch
casesthegamestoppedafterturn2.

Duringeachnewroundsubjectswererandomlyandanonymouslypairedingroups.We
variedthegroupsizeinbothversionsacrosssessionsfromfourtosix,tocheckwhetherthere
wereanyeffectsofgroupsize.Duringasessiongroupsizewasholdconstant,hence112sub-
jectsplayedingroupsoffour,85ingroupsoffive,72ingroupsofsix.Toguaranteebettercom-
parabilitybetweenthegamesofdifferentgroupsizes,werestrictedallgamestotheseven
possiblesituationssomeoneinafour-persongroupcouldbeconfrontedwith.Thesearethe
trivialsituationwheretheplayerobservesnoX-typeplustheconstellationswheretheplayer
observesonetothreeX-typeswhilesheiseitheranX-typeherselfornot.Furtherwebalance
theconstellationsforthesubjectsinsuchawaythattheyencountereachproblembesidesthe
trivialoneatleastonceinbothversionsofthedirtyfacesgame.Rememberthatthecomplexity
ofacertaindirtyfacesgameisequaltothenumberofobservedX-types+1.IntheAIversion
subjectssimplyplayedallsevenconstellations,resultingin269observationsperconstellation.

Table2.Thehitgamesimplemented.

hit0hit1hit2hit3hit4hit5hit6hit7

Startingvalue(m)66111113131818

Minimum(a)12121212

Complexity(C)22334354

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t002
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ofacertaindirtyfacesgameisequaltothenumberofobservedX-types+1.IntheAIversion
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smallest number, which minimizes the chance for the subject to stay on the winning path by
guessing. Once the subject made a mistake the algorithm stayed on the winning path until it
won the game.. This fact was communicated to the subjects in advance. We used algorithms
for two reasons: First, this way all subjects could start each round in the same (winning) posi-
tions, resulting in more interpretable observations, and second, we wanted to rule out possible
effects of other-regarding preferences.

When all subjects had finished the hit games, we handed out the written instructions for the
dirty faces game. Participants then had about 15 minutes to study these, to ask questions, and
to complete a quiz concerning the payoff structure and game mechanics. Irrespectively of
whether the subject answered a question right or wrong, after each question the correct answer
and an explanation were provided. If no further questions were asked, we proceeded with the
experiment.

To disentangle the influence of ability to engage in iterated reasoning and the beliefs in the
iterated reasoning of the co-players, the subjects played both with human co-players (HU ver-
sion) and with an algorithm (AI version). To control for learning effects, we implemented two
experimental treatments: In the AH treatment, the subjects first played with the algorithm and
then with fellow subjects, while the order was reversed in the HA treatment.

At the beginning of the AI version subjects were informed that they were playing with an
algorithm, which had been programmed to logically deduce its type correctly from the given
information and to assume that the subject will do the same. Since subjects were informed
about this, they could rely upon the rationality of their (algorithmic) co-players. The observed
performance in the AI version could thus be attributed directly to the ability to engage in this
kind of reasoning. To rule out subject confusion [27] we stopped a game in the AI version
whenever an illogical announcement from the subject would imply that she would observe the
algorithm announcing a type which contradicted its true type. This can happen for example
when the subject is the only X-type but irrationally announces U in the first turn. The algo-
rithm would then logically correct but de facto wrongly infer that it must be an X-type. In such
cases the game stopped after turn 2.

During each new round subjects were randomly and anonymously paired in groups. We
varied the group size in both versions across sessions from four to six, to check whether there
were any effects of group size. During a session group size was hold constant, hence 112 sub-
jects played in groups of four, 85 in groups of five, 72 in groups of six. To guarantee better com-
parability between the games of different group sizes, we restricted all games to the seven
possible situations someone in a four-person group could be confronted with. These are the
trivial situation where the player observes no X-type plus the constellations where the player
observes one to three X-types while she is either an X-type herself or not. Further we balance
the constellations for the subjects in such a way that they encounter each problem besides the
trivial one at least once in both versions of the dirty faces game. Remember that the complexity
of a certain dirty faces game is equal to the number of observed X-types + 1. In the AI version
subjects simply played all seven constellations, resulting in 269 observations per constellation.

Table 2. The hit games implemented.

hit0 hit1 hit2 hit3 hit4 hit5 hit6 hit7

Starting value (m) 6 6 11 11 13 13 18 18

Minimum (a) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Complexity (C) 2 2 3 3 4 3 5 4

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t002
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smallestnumber,whichminimizesthechanceforthesubjecttostayonthewinningpathby
guessing.Oncethesubjectmadeamistakethealgorithmstayedonthewinningpathuntilit
wonthegame..Thisfactwascommunicatedtothesubjectsinadvance.Weusedalgorithms
fortworeasons:First,thiswayallsubjectscouldstarteachroundinthesame(winning)posi-
tions,resultinginmoreinterpretableobservations,andsecond,wewantedtoruleoutpossible
effectsofother-regardingpreferences.

Whenallsubjectshadfinishedthehitgames,wehandedoutthewritteninstructionsforthe
dirtyfacesgame.Participantsthenhadabout15minutestostudythese,toaskquestions,and
tocompleteaquizconcerningthepayoffstructureandgamemechanics.Irrespectivelyof
whetherthesubjectansweredaquestionrightorwrong,aftereachquestionthecorrectanswer
andanexplanationwereprovided.Ifnofurtherquestionswereasked,weproceededwiththe
experiment.

Todisentangletheinfluenceofabilitytoengageiniteratedreasoningandthebeliefsinthe
iteratedreasoningoftheco-players,thesubjectsplayedbothwithhumanco-players(HUver-
sion)andwithanalgorithm(AIversion).Tocontrolforlearningeffects,weimplementedtwo
experimentaltreatments:IntheAHtreatment,thesubjectsfirstplayedwiththealgorithmand
thenwithfellowsubjects,whiletheorderwasreversedintheHAtreatment.

AtthebeginningoftheAIversionsubjectswereinformedthattheywereplayingwithan
algorithm,whichhadbeenprogrammedtologicallydeduceitstypecorrectlyfromthegiven
informationandtoassumethatthesubjectwilldothesame.Sincesubjectswereinformed
aboutthis,theycouldrelyupontherationalityoftheir(algorithmic)co-players.Theobserved
performanceintheAIversioncouldthusbeattributeddirectlytotheabilitytoengageinthis
kindofreasoning.Toruleoutsubjectconfusion[27]westoppedagameintheAIversion
wheneveranillogicalannouncementfromthesubjectwouldimplythatshewouldobservethe
algorithmannouncingatypewhichcontradicteditstruetype.Thiscanhappenforexample
whenthesubjectistheonlyX-typebutirrationallyannouncesUinthefirstturn.Thealgo-
rithmwouldthenlogicallycorrectbutdefactowronglyinferthatitmustbeanX-type.Insuch
casesthegamestoppedafterturn2.

Duringeachnewroundsubjectswererandomlyandanonymouslypairedingroups.We
variedthegroupsizeinbothversionsacrosssessionsfromfourtosix,tocheckwhetherthere
wereanyeffectsofgroupsize.Duringasessiongroupsizewasholdconstant,hence112sub-
jectsplayedingroupsoffour,85ingroupsoffive,72ingroupsofsix.Toguaranteebettercom-
parabilitybetweenthegamesofdifferentgroupsizes,werestrictedallgamestotheseven
possiblesituationssomeoneinafour-persongroupcouldbeconfrontedwith.Thesearethe
trivialsituationwheretheplayerobservesnoX-typeplustheconstellationswheretheplayer
observesonetothreeX-typeswhilesheiseitheranX-typeherselfornot.Furtherwebalance
theconstellationsforthesubjectsinsuchawaythattheyencountereachproblembesidesthe
trivialoneatleastonceinbothversionsofthedirtyfacesgame.Rememberthatthecomplexity
ofacertaindirtyfacesgameisequaltothenumberofobservedX-types+1.IntheAIversion
subjectssimplyplayedallsevenconstellations,resultingin269observationsperconstellation.

Table2.Thehitgamesimplemented.

hit0hit1hit2hit3hit4hit5hit6hit7

Startingvalue(m)66111113131818

Minimum(a)12121212

Complexity(C)22334354

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t002
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wonthegame..Thisfactwascommunicatedtothesubjectsinadvance.Weusedalgorithms
fortworeasons:First,thiswayallsubjectscouldstarteachroundinthesame(winning)posi-
tions,resultinginmoreinterpretableobservations,andsecond,wewantedtoruleoutpossible
effectsofother-regardingpreferences.
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tocompleteaquizconcerningthepayoffstructureandgamemechanics.Irrespectivelyof
whetherthesubjectansweredaquestionrightorwrong,aftereachquestionthecorrectanswer
andanexplanationwereprovided.Ifnofurtherquestionswereasked,weproceededwiththe
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In the HU version subjects played, depending on group size, 7 to 10 games. Here another con-
stellation could be observed if group size exceeded four, that is the situation where an O-type
observes four X-types (see Table 3).

A round ended for a subject as soon as she announced a type or, alternatively, after the sixth
turn (theoretically, 6 turns would suffice to solve any constellation of the dirty faces game used
in our study). Each player who correctly announced her type got a lottery ticket, which pro-
vided the opportunity to win EUR 0.50. If the subject announced the wrong type, she got noth-
ing. The probability that a ticket would win was 100% minus 5% for each time the receiver of
the ticket had chosen U in the respective round. This way we guaranteed that announcing
one’s type as soon as it was possible on logical grounds was an attractive strategy for maximiz-
ing monetary payoffs. To ensure, further, that guessing was an unattractive strategy, players
choosing U until the end of the round got a 60% ticket. Such a ticket was better than guessing
in the first or any subsequent turn, assuming a 50% probability of guessing correctly. We use
lottery tickets instead of direct payoffs due to the fact that in theory individual risk preferences
should be ruled out by this procedure. Further, we opted for an individual rewarding based on
the actual type (in contrast to making payment conditional on the hole group determining
their type correctly [35]) because otherwise we would loose the strategic uncertainty and hence
makes beliefs again completely irrelevant in the HU version. To reduce learning effects, no
feedback was given between the rounds.

In the last stage of the experiment, the subjects filled in a short questionnaire. They were
asked to specify their gender, age, field of study, and previous knowledge of game theory or
logic.

4 Results
The sample for the entire study was 269 subjects, leading to 1883 observations for the hit game
and the dirty faces games (henceforth, df games) in the AI version, as well as to 2233 observa-
tions for the df game in the HU version on the level of individual decision making. Nearly two
thirds (63%) of our subjects were women and almost all were students (93%). The mean age
was 24 years. We asked subjects about their field of study and if they had ever read a book
(14%) or attended a course (25%) on game theory or logic. However, besides gender none of
these variables turned out to be related to iterated reasoning in any conceivable way.

4.1 Cognitive reflection test
The numbers of correctly solved CRT questions (CRT score) are relatively evenly distributed,
ranging from 21 to 30% (see Fig 1 (a)), which results in a mean score of 1.45 correct answers.
Males score on average 0.38 points higher (p = 0.005; t-test) and this effect pervades through all
three questions. Fig 1 (b) reveals that CRT2 and CRT3 are easier for our subjects. The internal

Table 3. The df games implemented and observations in the AI/HU version.

Player’s type Complexity (C)

1 2 3 4 5

X 269/111 269/286 269/378 269/332 -/-

O -/- 269/409 269/409 269/232 -/76*

*only in HU version with group size of 5 or 6

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t003
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videdtheopportunitytowinEUR0.50.Ifthesubjectannouncedthewrongtype,shegotnoth-
ing.Theprobabilitythataticketwouldwinwas100%minus5%foreachtimethereceiverof
thetickethadchosenUintherespectiveround.Thiswayweguaranteedthatannouncing
one’stypeassoonasitwaspossibleonlogicalgroundswasanattractivestrategyformaximiz-
ingmonetarypayoffs.Toensure,further,thatguessingwasanunattractivestrategy,players
choosingUuntiltheendoftheroundgota60%ticket.Suchaticketwasbetterthanguessing
inthefirstoranysubsequentturn,assuminga50%probabilityofguessingcorrectly.Weuse
lotteryticketsinsteadofdirectpayoffsduetothefactthatintheoryindividualriskpreferences
shouldberuledoutbythisprocedure.Further,weoptedforanindividualrewardingbasedon
theactualtype(incontrasttomakingpaymentconditionalontheholegroupdetermining
theirtypecorrectly[35])becauseotherwisewewouldloosethestrategicuncertaintyandhence
makesbeliefsagaincompletelyirrelevantintheHUversion.Toreducelearningeffects,no
feedbackwasgivenbetweentherounds.

Inthelaststageoftheexperiment,thesubjectsfilledinashortquestionnaire.Theywere
askedtospecifytheirgender,age,fieldofstudy,andpreviousknowledgeofgametheoryor
logic.

4Results
Thesamplefortheentirestudywas269subjects,leadingto1883observationsforthehitgame
andthedirtyfacesgames(henceforth,dfgames)intheAIversion,aswellasto2233observa-
tionsforthedfgameintheHUversiononthelevelofindividualdecisionmaking.Nearlytwo
thirds(63%)ofoursubjectswerewomenandalmostallwerestudents(93%).Themeanage
was24years.Weaskedsubjectsabouttheirfieldofstudyandiftheyhadeverreadabook
(14%)orattendedacourse(25%)ongametheoryorlogic.However,besidesgendernoneof
thesevariablesturnedouttoberelatedtoiteratedreasoninginanyconceivableway.

4.1Cognitivereflectiontest
ThenumbersofcorrectlysolvedCRTquestions(CRTscore)arerelativelyevenlydistributed,
rangingfrom21to30%(seeFig1(a)),whichresultsinameanscoreof1.45correctanswers.
Malesscoreonaverage0.38pointshigher(p=0.005;t-test)andthiseffectpervadesthroughall
threequestions.Fig1(b)revealsthatCRT2andCRT3areeasierforoursubjects.Theinternal
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In the HU version subjects played, depending on group size, 7 to 10 games. Here another con-
stellation could be observed if group size exceeded four, that is the situation where an O-type
observes four X-types (see Table 3).

A round ended for a subject as soon as she announced a type or, alternatively, after the sixth
turn (theoretically, 6 turns would suffice to solve any constellation of the dirty faces game used
in our study). Each player who correctly announced her type got a lottery ticket, which pro-
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the actual type (in contrast to making payment conditional on the hole group determining
their type correctly [35]) because otherwise we would loose the strategic uncertainty and hence
makes beliefs again completely irrelevant in the HU version. To reduce learning effects, no
feedback was given between the rounds.

In the last stage of the experiment, the subjects filled in a short questionnaire. They were
asked to specify their gender, age, field of study, and previous knowledge of game theory or
logic.

4 Results
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these variables turned out to be related to iterated reasoning in any conceivable way.

4.1 Cognitive reflection test
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ranging from 21 to 30% (see Fig 1 (a)), which results in a mean score of 1.45 correct answers.
Males score on average 0.38 points higher (p = 0.005; t-test) and this effect pervades through all
three questions. Fig 1 (b) reveals that CRT2 and CRT3 are easier for our subjects. The internal
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IntheHUversionsubjectsplayed,dependingongroupsize,7to10games.Hereanothercon-
stellationcouldbeobservedifgroupsizeexceededfour,thatisthesituationwhereanO-type
observesfourX-types(seeTable3).

Aroundendedforasubjectassoonassheannouncedatypeor,alternatively,afterthesixth
turn(theoretically,6turnswouldsufficetosolveanyconstellationofthedirtyfacesgameused
inourstudy).Eachplayerwhocorrectlyannouncedhertypegotalotteryticket,whichpro-
videdtheopportunitytowinEUR0.50.Ifthesubjectannouncedthewrongtype,shegotnoth-
ing.Theprobabilitythataticketwouldwinwas100%minus5%foreachtimethereceiverof
thetickethadchosenUintherespectiveround.Thiswayweguaranteedthatannouncing
one’stypeassoonasitwaspossibleonlogicalgroundswasanattractivestrategyformaximiz-
ingmonetarypayoffs.Toensure,further,thatguessingwasanunattractivestrategy,players
choosingUuntiltheendoftheroundgota60%ticket.Suchaticketwasbetterthanguessing
inthefirstoranysubsequentturn,assuminga50%probabilityofguessingcorrectly.Weuse
lotteryticketsinsteadofdirectpayoffsduetothefactthatintheoryindividualriskpreferences
shouldberuledoutbythisprocedure.Further,weoptedforanindividualrewardingbasedon
theactualtype(incontrasttomakingpaymentconditionalontheholegroupdetermining
theirtypecorrectly[35])becauseotherwisewewouldloosethestrategicuncertaintyandhence
makesbeliefsagaincompletelyirrelevantintheHUversion.Toreducelearningeffects,no
feedbackwasgivenbetweentherounds.

Inthelaststageoftheexperiment,thesubjectsfilledinashortquestionnaire.Theywere
askedtospecifytheirgender,age,fieldofstudy,andpreviousknowledgeofgametheoryor
logic.

4Results
Thesamplefortheentirestudywas269subjects,leadingto1883observationsforthehitgame
andthedirtyfacesgames(henceforth,dfgames)intheAIversion,aswellasto2233observa-
tionsforthedfgameintheHUversiononthelevelofindividualdecisionmaking.Nearlytwo
thirds(63%)ofoursubjectswerewomenandalmostallwerestudents(93%).Themeanage
was24years.Weaskedsubjectsabouttheirfieldofstudyandiftheyhadeverreadabook
(14%)orattendedacourse(25%)ongametheoryorlogic.However,besidesgendernoneof
thesevariablesturnedouttoberelatedtoiteratedreasoninginanyconceivableway.

4.1Cognitivereflectiontest
ThenumbersofcorrectlysolvedCRTquestions(CRTscore)arerelativelyevenlydistributed,
rangingfrom21to30%(seeFig1(a)),whichresultsinameanscoreof1.45correctanswers.
Malesscoreonaverage0.38pointshigher(p=0.005;t-test)andthiseffectpervadesthroughall
threequestions.Fig1(b)revealsthatCRT2andCRT3areeasierforoursubjects.Theinternal
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consistency of the construct is acceptable (Cronbach’s α = 0.63). Hence, in the following we use
the CRT score as a measure for the non-impulsiveness of thinking.

4.2 Hit game
In panel (a) of Fig 2 one can see the distribution of correctly solved hit games (hit score). Over
two thirds of our subjects could solve only 2 or 3 problems, resulting in a mean of 2.58 solved
games and immediately refuting the idea of perfectly rational actors. Panel (b) provides a com-
pact overview about the observed behavior of our subjects in hit games. To interpret this graph,
we introduce the notion of ‘type of error’. An error ℓ refers to a wrong choice in a situation in
which ℓ correct choices from the subject are still required to win the game. The graph shows
the distribution of errors for each hit game under consideration. For example, consider hit7.
To win this game, the subject needs to make four consecutive choices and all of these choices
have to be correct. We see that approximately half of subjects fail in the very first decision, i.e.
they make an error 4. From the subjects who do not make an error 4, approximately one third
make an error of type 3. Then, a small minority of subjects make an error 2. Finally, errors of
type 1 are absent in hit7, such that approximately 30% of subjects win the game.

The graph reveals several important patterns in the observed behavior. First of all, error 1
occurs virtually never (only once in hit2). Since an error of type 1 refers to a trivial situation in
which the subjects were in a position to win the game directly, this shows that subjects had

Fig 1. Subjects’ performance in the cognition reflection test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.g001

Fig 2. Subjects’ performance in the hit games.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.g002
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consistencyoftheconstructisacceptable(Cronbach’sα=0.63).Hence,inthefollowingweuse
theCRTscoreasameasureforthenon-impulsivenessofthinking.

4.2Hitgame
Inpanel(a)ofFig2onecanseethedistributionofcorrectlysolvedhitgames(hitscore).Over
twothirdsofoursubjectscouldsolveonly2or3problems,resultinginameanof2.58solved
gamesandimmediatelyrefutingtheideaofperfectlyrationalactors.Panel(b)providesacom-
pactoverviewabouttheobservedbehaviorofoursubjectsinhitgames.Tointerpretthisgraph,
weintroducethenotionof‘typeoferror’.Anerrorℓreferstoawrongchoiceinasituationin
whichℓcorrectchoicesfromthesubjectarestillrequiredtowinthegame.Thegraphshows
thedistributionoferrorsforeachhitgameunderconsideration.Forexample,considerhit7.
Towinthisgame,thesubjectneedstomakefourconsecutivechoicesandallofthesechoices
havetobecorrect.Weseethatapproximatelyhalfofsubjectsfailintheveryfirstdecision,i.e.
theymakeanerror4.Fromthesubjectswhodonotmakeanerror4,approximatelyonethird
makeanerroroftype3.Then,asmallminorityofsubjectsmakeanerror2.Finally,errorsof
type1areabsentinhit7,suchthatapproximately30%ofsubjectswinthegame.

Thegraphrevealsseveralimportantpatternsintheobservedbehavior.Firstofall,error1
occursvirtuallynever(onlyonceinhit2).Sinceanerroroftype1referstoatrivialsituationin
whichthesubjectswereinapositiontowinthegamedirectly,thisshowsthatsubjectshad
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Fig2.Subjects’performanceinthehitgames.
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consistency of the construct is acceptable (Cronbach’s α = 0.63). Hence, in the following we use
the CRT score as a measure for the non-impulsiveness of thinking.

4.2 Hit game
In panel (a) of Fig 2 one can see the distribution of correctly solved hit games (hit score). Over
two thirds of our subjects could solve only 2 or 3 problems, resulting in a mean of 2.58 solved
games and immediately refuting the idea of perfectly rational actors. Panel (b) provides a com-
pact overview about the observed behavior of our subjects in hit games. To interpret this graph,
we introduce the notion of ‘type of error’. An error ℓ refers to a wrong choice in a situation in
which ℓ correct choices from the subject are still required to win the game. The graph shows
the distribution of errors for each hit game under consideration. For example, consider hit7.
To win this game, the subject needs to make four consecutive choices and all of these choices
have to be correct. We see that approximately half of subjects fail in the very first decision, i.e.
they make an error 4. From the subjects who do not make an error 4, approximately one third
make an error of type 3. Then, a small minority of subjects make an error 2. Finally, errors of
type 1 are absent in hit7, such that approximately 30% of subjects win the game.

The graph reveals several important patterns in the observed behavior. First of all, error 1
occurs virtually never (only once in hit2). Since an error of type 1 refers to a trivial situation in
which the subjects were in a position to win the game directly, this shows that subjects had
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consistencyoftheconstructisacceptable(Cronbach’sα=0.63).Hence,inthefollowingweuse
theCRTscoreasameasureforthenon-impulsivenessofthinking.
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twothirdsofoursubjectscouldsolveonly2or3problems,resultinginameanof2.58solved
gamesandimmediatelyrefutingtheideaofperfectlyrationalactors.Panel(b)providesacom-
pactoverviewabouttheobservedbehaviorofoursubjectsinhitgames.Tointerpretthisgraph,
weintroducethenotionof‘typeoferror’.Anerrorℓreferstoawrongchoiceinasituationin
whichℓcorrectchoicesfromthesubjectarestillrequiredtowinthegame.Thegraphshows
thedistributionoferrorsforeachhitgameunderconsideration.Forexample,considerhit7.
Towinthisgame,thesubjectneedstomakefourconsecutivechoicesandallofthesechoices
havetobecorrect.Weseethatapproximatelyhalfofsubjectsfailintheveryfirstdecision,i.e.
theymakeanerror4.Fromthesubjectswhodonotmakeanerror4,approximatelyonethird
makeanerroroftype3.Then,asmallminorityofsubjectsmakeanerror2.Finally,errorsof
type1areabsentinhit7,suchthatapproximately30%ofsubjectswinthegame.

Thegraphrevealsseveralimportantpatternsintheobservedbehavior.Firstofall,error1
occursvirtuallynever(onlyonceinhit2).Sinceanerroroftype1referstoatrivialsituationin
whichthesubjectswereinapositiontowinthegamedirectly,thisshowsthatsubjectshad
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understood the rules of the game and were motivated to win. More interestingly, the fact that
errors of type 2 occurred only rarely means that most subjects are reliably capable of anticipat-
ing one action of their co-player. However, the graph also shows that subjects did not substan-
tially outperform random guessing in situations involving the anticipation of two or more
actions by the co-player. Consider errors of type 3. Recall that in hit1, hit3, hit5, and hit7 the
action space contained only 2 and 3, while in the even hit games the action space contained 1,
2, and 3. Hence, random guessing implies error fractions of 50% for odd hit games and approx-
imately 33% for even hit games. We see that in hit2 and hit7 subjects make less errors of type 3
than predicted by random guessing. In all remaining games, the rate of errors of type 3 roughly
equals the rate predicted by random guessing. Hence, there seems to be a small minority of
subjects who are able to anticipate two actions of the co-player. Errors of type 4 occur more or
less exactly in the proportion predicted by guessing. Surprisingly, errors of type 5 occur more
frequently than predicted by random guessing.

A main advantage from our design is that multiple observations on the hit game allow a more
reliable measurement of the depths of iterated reasoning in the form of backward induction. To
separate success due to guessing from iterated reasoning, we construct an index in which a sub-
ject gets the index i if she was able to solve at least all games with 1, . . ., i iteration steps involved,
but fails at a game with i + 1 iteration steps. Table 4 shows the result. Almost every participant
could solve problems involving two or less steps of backward induction, but only a very small
minority of 6% were able to reliably solve problems involving three steps of iteration. Finally,
nobody among our 269 subjects was able to perform four or more steps reliably.

Note that our estimates are quite pessimistic in comparison to the literature [13, 36]. We
provide two additional sources of evidence to back up our estimates. First, we calculate the
expected frequencies of solved hit games based on the estimated distribution of the i-index and
the assumption that subjects guess randomly in situations that involve more steps of iterations
than indexed by their respective i-index. The result is shown in panel (a) of Fig 3. Surprisingly,

Table 4. The i-index for the hit games.

i-index Fraction

1 .07

2 .87

3 .06

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t004

Fig 3. Success rates and response time analysis for the hit games.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.g003
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understoodtherulesofthegameandweremotivatedtowin.Moreinterestingly,thefactthat
errorsoftype2occurredonlyrarelymeansthatmostsubjectsarereliablycapableofanticipat-
ingoneactionoftheirco-player.However,thegraphalsoshowsthatsubjectsdidnotsubstan-
tiallyoutperformrandomguessinginsituationsinvolvingtheanticipationoftwoormore
actionsbytheco-player.Considererrorsoftype3.Recallthatinhit1,hit3,hit5,andhit7the
actionspacecontainedonly2and3,whileintheevenhitgamestheactionspacecontained1,
2,and3.Hence,randomguessingimplieserrorfractionsof50%foroddhitgamesandapprox-
imately33%forevenhitgames.Weseethatinhit2andhit7subjectsmakelesserrorsoftype3
thanpredictedbyrandomguessing.Inallremaininggames,therateoferrorsoftype3roughly
equalstheratepredictedbyrandomguessing.Hence,thereseemstobeasmallminorityof
subjectswhoareabletoanticipatetwoactionsoftheco-player.Errorsoftype4occurmoreor
lessexactlyintheproportionpredictedbyguessing.Surprisingly,errorsoftype5occurmore
frequentlythanpredictedbyrandomguessing.

Amainadvantagefromourdesignisthatmultipleobservationsonthehitgameallowamore
reliablemeasurementofthedepthsofiteratedreasoningintheformofbackwardinduction.To
separatesuccessduetoguessingfromiteratedreasoning,weconstructanindexinwhichasub-
jectgetstheindexiifshewasabletosolveatleastallgameswith1,...,iiterationstepsinvolved,
butfailsatagamewithi+1iterationsteps.Table4showstheresult.Almosteveryparticipant
couldsolveproblemsinvolvingtwoorlessstepsofbackwardinduction,butonlyaverysmall
minorityof6%wereabletoreliablysolveproblemsinvolvingthreestepsofiteration.Finally,
nobodyamongour269subjectswasabletoperformfourormorestepsreliably.
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understood the rules of the game and were motivated to win. More interestingly, the fact that
errors of type 2 occurred only rarely means that most subjects are reliably capable of anticipat-
ing one action of their co-player. However, the graph also shows that subjects did not substan-
tially outperform random guessing in situations involving the anticipation of two or more
actions by the co-player. Consider errors of type 3. Recall that in hit1, hit3, hit5, and hit7 the
action space contained only 2 and 3, while in the even hit games the action space contained 1,
2, and 3. Hence, random guessing implies error fractions of 50% for odd hit games and approx-
imately 33% for even hit games. We see that in hit2 and hit7 subjects make less errors of type 3
than predicted by random guessing. In all remaining games, the rate of errors of type 3 roughly
equals the rate predicted by random guessing. Hence, there seems to be a small minority of
subjects who are able to anticipate two actions of the co-player. Errors of type 4 occur more or
less exactly in the proportion predicted by guessing. Surprisingly, errors of type 5 occur more
frequently than predicted by random guessing.

A main advantage from our design is that multiple observations on the hit game allow a more
reliable measurement of the depths of iterated reasoning in the form of backward induction. To
separate success due to guessing from iterated reasoning, we construct an index in which a sub-
ject gets the index i if she was able to solve at least all games with 1, . . ., i iteration steps involved,
but fails at a game with i + 1 iteration steps. Table 4 shows the result. Almost every participant
could solve problems involving two or less steps of backward induction, but only a very small
minority of 6% were able to reliably solve problems involving three steps of iteration. Finally,
nobody among our 269 subjects was able to perform four or more steps reliably.

Note that our estimates are quite pessimistic in comparison to the literature [13, 36]. We
provide two additional sources of evidence to back up our estimates. First, we calculate the
expected frequencies of solved hit games based on the estimated distribution of the i-index and
the assumption that subjects guess randomly in situations that involve more steps of iterations
than indexed by their respective i-index. The result is shown in panel (a) of Fig 3. Surprisingly,

Table 4. The i-index for the hit games.

i-index Fraction

1 .07

2 .87

3 .06

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t004

Fig 3. Success rates and response time analysis for the hit games.
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our estimates of the i-index combined with the assumption of random guessing in overcomplex
situations tend to overestimate the proportion of successful subjects. We conclude that our esti-
mates of the i-index do not underestimate the abilities of our subjects for iterated reasoning,
but probably overestimate these abilities.

A second source of validation of our estimates comes from an analysis of response times
(For the analysis we used pure response times. The analysis was conducted additionally with
log response times, but this did not alter the results substantially). Panel (b) in Fig 3 plots the
influence of response times on the probability of correctly solving a hit game from logistic
regressions which control for gender, CRT score, and size of action space (Fully specified mod-
els are provided in Table 5. To achieve a favorable scale the CI is truncated at.2 and -.2, respec-
tively). These regressions were run separately for each decision time grouped by category of
complexity. Because each time subjects successfully stayed on the backward induction path the
complexity of a game is reduced by one, the different decision times are labeled with a number
referring to current complexity of the problem. Note that in each category we dropped the last
decision time t1, i.e. the time when a direct win was possible, because, as mentioned earlier,
nearly every subject solved this problem, leading to a lack of variance in the dependent variable.
In addition, we had to drop t2 for games of complexity 5 for the same reason. Also, note that
the estimates of the effects of the response times of decisions are based only on those subjects
who did not fail in previous decisions in the respective game.

The graph reveals that the amount of time subjects take to think about overcomplex prob-
lems, i.e. the first decision in games with complexity 4 (t4) as well as the first two decisions in
games with complexity 5 (t5, t4), doesn’t matter with respect to the probability of solving the
games. That is, these problems are too elaborate for the subjects and hence it doesn’t matter
how much time they invest. In stark contrast, the first decision matters for games of complexity

Table 5. Logit regressions on solving a hit game.

model

hit game solved (1) (2) (3) (4)

Complexity

2 2.804** 3.004** 3.016** 3.031**

3 (reference)

4 −1.267** −0.948** −0.947** −0.957**

5 −3.469** −2.754** −2.747** −2.777**

Size of action space −0.329** −0.328* −0.328* −0.331*

Response Time

t2 (sec) 0.019 0.018 0.017

t3 (sec) 0.025** 0.024** 0.023**

t4 (sec) 0.007 0.006 0.005

t5 (sec) −0.020 −0.022 −0.022

Gender (1 = male) 0.278* 0.211

CRT score 0.198**

Constant −0.827** −1.265** −1.351** −1.601**

Observations 1883 1883 1883 1883

Pseudo R2 0.287 0.299 0.301 0.307

* p < 0.05

** p < 0.01

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t005
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our estimates of the i-index combined with the assumption of random guessing in overcomplex
situations tend to overestimate the proportion of successful subjects. We conclude that our esti-
mates of the i-index do not underestimate the abilities of our subjects for iterated reasoning,
but probably overestimate these abilities.

A second source of validation of our estimates comes from an analysis of response times
(For the analysis we used pure response times. The analysis was conducted additionally with
log response times, but this did not alter the results substantially). Panel (b) in Fig 3 plots the
influence of response times on the probability of correctly solving a hit game from logistic
regressions which control for gender, CRT score, and size of action space (Fully specified mod-
els are provided in Table 5. To achieve a favorable scale the CI is truncated at.2 and -.2, respec-
tively). These regressions were run separately for each decision time grouped by category of
complexity. Because each time subjects successfully stayed on the backward induction path the
complexity of a game is reduced by one, the different decision times are labeled with a number
referring to current complexity of the problem. Note that in each category we dropped the last
decision time t1, i.e. the time when a direct win was possible, because, as mentioned earlier,
nearly every subject solved this problem, leading to a lack of variance in the dependent variable.
In addition, we had to drop t2 for games of complexity 5 for the same reason. Also, note that
the estimates of the effects of the response times of decisions are based only on those subjects
who did not fail in previous decisions in the respective game.

The graph reveals that the amount of time subjects take to think about overcomplex prob-
lems, i.e. the first decision in games with complexity 4 (t4) as well as the first two decisions in
games with complexity 5 (t5, t4), doesn’t matter with respect to the probability of solving the
games. That is, these problems are too elaborate for the subjects and hence it doesn’t matter
how much time they invest. In stark contrast, the first decision matters for games of complexity

Table 5. Logit regressions on solving a hit game.

model

hit game solved (1) (2) (3) (4)

Complexity

2 2.804** 3.004** 3.016** 3.031**

3 (reference)

4 −1.267** −0.948** −0.947** −0.957**

5 −3.469** −2.754** −2.747** −2.777**

Size of action space −0.329** −0.328* −0.328* −0.331*

Response Time

t2 (sec) 0.019 0.018 0.017

t3 (sec) 0.025** 0.024** 0.023**

t4 (sec) 0.007 0.006 0.005

t5 (sec) −0.020 −0.022 −0.022

Gender (1 = male) 0.278* 0.211

CRT score 0.198**

Constant −0.827** −1.265** −1.351** −1.601**

Observations 1883 1883 1883 1883

Pseudo R
2

0.287 0.299 0.301 0.307

* p < 0.05

** p < 0.01

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t005
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ourestimatesofthei-indexcombinedwiththeassumptionofrandomguessinginovercomplex
situationstendtooverestimatetheproportionofsuccessfulsubjects.Weconcludethatouresti-
matesofthei-indexdonotunderestimatetheabilitiesofoursubjectsforiteratedreasoning,
butprobablyoverestimatetheseabilities.

Asecondsourceofvalidationofourestimatescomesfromananalysisofresponsetimes
(Fortheanalysisweusedpureresponsetimes.Theanalysiswasconductedadditionallywith
logresponsetimes,butthisdidnotaltertheresultssubstantially).Panel(b)inFig3plotsthe
influenceofresponsetimesontheprobabilityofcorrectlysolvingahitgamefromlogistic
regressionswhichcontrolforgender,CRTscore,andsizeofactionspace(Fullyspecifiedmod-
elsareprovidedinTable5.ToachieveafavorablescaletheCIistruncatedat.2and-.2,respec-
tively).Theseregressionswererunseparatelyforeachdecisiontimegroupedbycategoryof
complexity.Becauseeachtimesubjectssuccessfullystayedonthebackwardinductionpaththe
complexityofagameisreducedbyone,thedifferentdecisiontimesarelabeledwithanumber
referringtocurrentcomplexityoftheproblem.Notethatineachcategorywedroppedthelast
decisiontimet1,i.e.thetimewhenadirectwinwaspossible,because,asmentionedearlier,
nearlyeverysubjectsolvedthisproblem,leadingtoalackofvarianceinthedependentvariable.
Inaddition,wehadtodropt2forgamesofcomplexity5forthesamereason.Also,notethat
theestimatesoftheeffectsoftheresponsetimesofdecisionsarebasedonlyonthosesubjects
whodidnotfailinpreviousdecisionsintherespectivegame.

Thegraphrevealsthattheamountoftimesubjectstaketothinkaboutovercomplexprob-
lems,i.e.thefirstdecisioningameswithcomplexity4(t4)aswellasthefirsttwodecisionsin
gameswithcomplexity5(t5,t4),doesn’tmatterwithrespecttotheprobabilityofsolvingthe
games.Thatis,theseproblemsaretooelaborateforthesubjectsandhenceitdoesn’tmatter
howmuchtimetheyinvest.Instarkcontrast,thefirstdecisionmattersforgamesofcomplexity
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3 (t3), as does the second decision for games of complexity 4 (t3). This conforms to our afore-
mentioned finding that a considerable portion of our subjects are cognitively able to perform
the required steps of reasoning in at least some of these games. Additionally, note that decisions
in (sub-)games of complexity 2 are not affected by the amount of time invested in making the
decisions (In games of complexity 3 we even found a negative influence of response time 2
(t2)). This finding makes sense, because the application of backward induction involves deter-
mining each choice right at the start of the (sub-)game which is simple enough to be solved by
a considerable portion of the subjects, i.e. (sub-)games of complexity 3. Finally, the fact that the
response time of the third decision (t3) in the complexity 5 category does not affect the proba-
bility of solving this game, which should be expected according to our reasoning, is most likely
due to the small fraction of players who were actually lucky in their first two guesses such that
they still had a chance of winning the game (only 14 subjects).

Against this background, we feel that our assessment of our subjects’ skills in iterated rea-
soning is very solid indeed. We now turn to some other interesting aspects of the observed
behavior in hit games. First, note that the hit games used in our study are structurally related in
various ways. Some of the simpler games are ‘contained’ in more complex games, which should
facilitate the application of backward induction. For example, the reasoning involved in solving
hit3 is useful for solving hit5. That is, provided that the subject succeeded in hit3, she knows
that the co-player has a winning strategy if she picks 2 in her first choice in hit5. Hence, she
knows that it cannot be a bad idea to pick 3, the only alternative to 2 in this game. Similar rela-
tionships hold between hit1 and hit3, hit2 and hit4, hit4 and hit6, hit2 and hit6 as well as
between hit5 and hit7. We also implemented ‘traps’. Hit2 and hit3 both havem = 11, but the
minimal pick equals 1 in hit2 and 2 in hit3. Consequently, backward induction dictates picking
3 in hit2 and 2 in hit3 as the respective first decision. The pairs hit4 and hit5 as well as hit6 and
hit7 are traps too.

Indeed we find evidence for both backward induction as well as for sloppy, short-cutting
reasoning. Table 6 contains the results of χ2 based measures of association. First, note that all
of the significant associations are descriptively positive. In three instances we find strong asso-
ciations. The fact that the hit1 and hit3 are not related is not too troubling, considering that
there is almost no variance in hit1. More puzzling is the finding that solving hit2 does not facil-
itate the solutions of hit4 and hit6. We speculate that this is due to our ‘trap’, which might
somehow undermine the faith of our subject in the use of their solution of hit2 for more com-
plex hit games. In fact the first trap worked fine; we find a strong negative association between
hit2 and hit3, i.e. χ2 = 33.606, p< 0.001 and ϕ = −0.354. The other two traps did not work,
most likely because the subjects had learned their lesson.

Table 5 concludes our analysis of the hit game. It contains the results of three logistic regres-
sions which estimate the probability of solving a hit game as a function of parameters of the hit

Table 6. Pearson’s chi-squared test for independence.

hit games χ2 p φ

hit1—hit3 0.014 .907 −0.007

hit2—hit4 1.183 .277 0.066

hit2—hit6 1.396 .237 −0.072

hit3—hit5 5.606 .018 0.144

hit4—hit6 9.762 .002 0.191

hit5—hit7 18.137 .000 0.260

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t006
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3(t3),asdoestheseconddecisionforgamesofcomplexity4(t3).Thisconformstoourafore-
mentionedfindingthataconsiderableportionofoursubjectsarecognitivelyabletoperform
therequiredstepsofreasoninginatleastsomeofthesegames.Additionally,notethatdecisions
in(sub-)gamesofcomplexity2arenotaffectedbytheamountoftimeinvestedinmakingthe
decisions(Ingamesofcomplexity3weevenfoundanegativeinfluenceofresponsetime2
(t2)).Thisfindingmakessense,becausetheapplicationofbackwardinductioninvolvesdeter-
miningeachchoicerightatthestartofthe(sub-)gamewhichissimpleenoughtobesolvedby
aconsiderableportionofthesubjects,i.e.(sub-)gamesofcomplexity3.Finally,thefactthatthe
responsetimeofthethirddecision(t3)inthecomplexity5categorydoesnotaffecttheproba-
bilityofsolvingthisgame,whichshouldbeexpectedaccordingtoourreasoning,ismostlikely
duetothesmallfractionofplayerswhowereactuallyluckyintheirfirsttwoguessessuchthat
theystillhadachanceofwinningthegame(only14subjects).

Againstthisbackground,wefeelthatourassessmentofoursubjects’skillsiniteratedrea-
soningisverysolidindeed.Wenowturntosomeotherinterestingaspectsoftheobserved
behaviorinhitgames.First,notethatthehitgamesusedinourstudyarestructurallyrelatedin
variousways.Someofthesimplergamesare‘contained’inmorecomplexgames,whichshould
facilitatetheapplicationofbackwardinduction.Forexample,thereasoninginvolvedinsolving
hit3isusefulforsolvinghit5.Thatis,providedthatthesubjectsucceededinhit3,sheknows
thattheco-playerhasawinningstrategyifshepicks2inherfirstchoiceinhit5.Hence,she
knowsthatitcannotbeabadideatopick3,theonlyalternativeto2inthisgame.Similarrela-
tionshipsholdbetweenhit1andhit3,hit2andhit4,hit4andhit6,hit2andhit6aswellas
betweenhit5andhit7.Wealsoimplemented‘traps’.Hit2andhit3bothhavem=11,butthe
minimalpickequals1inhit2and2inhit3.Consequently,backwardinductiondictatespicking
3inhit2and2inhit3astherespectivefirstdecision.Thepairshit4andhit5aswellashit6and
hit7aretrapstoo.

Indeedwefindevidenceforbothbackwardinductionaswellasforsloppy,short-cutting
reasoning.Table6containstheresultsofχ2basedmeasuresofassociation.First,notethatall
ofthesignificantassociationsaredescriptivelypositive.Inthreeinstanceswefindstrongasso-
ciations.Thefactthatthehit1andhit3arenotrelatedisnottootroubling,consideringthat
thereisalmostnovarianceinhit1.Morepuzzlingisthefindingthatsolvinghit2doesnotfacil-
itatethesolutionsofhit4andhit6.Wespeculatethatthisisduetoour‘trap’,whichmight
somehowunderminethefaithofoursubjectintheuseoftheirsolutionofhit2formorecom-
plexhitgames.Infactthefirsttrapworkedfine;wefindastrongnegativeassociationbetween
hit2andhit3,i.e.χ2=33.606,p<0.001andϕ=−0.354.Theothertwotrapsdidnotwork,
mostlikelybecausethesubjectshadlearnedtheirlesson.

Table5concludesouranalysisofthehitgame.Itcontainstheresultsofthreelogisticregres-
sionswhichestimatetheprobabilityofsolvingahitgameasafunctionofparametersofthehit

Table6.Pearson’schi-squaredtestforindependence.

hitgamesχ2pφ

hit1—hit30.014.907−0.007

hit2—hit41.183.2770.066

hit2—hit61.396.237−0.072

hit3—hit55.606.0180.144

hit4—hit69.762.0020.191

hit5—hit718.137.0000.260

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t006
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3 (t3), as does the second decision for games of complexity 4 (t3). This conforms to our afore-
mentioned finding that a considerable portion of our subjects are cognitively able to perform
the required steps of reasoning in at least some of these games. Additionally, note that decisions
in (sub-)games of complexity 2 are not affected by the amount of time invested in making the
decisions (In games of complexity 3 we even found a negative influence of response time 2
(t2)). This finding makes sense, because the application of backward induction involves deter-
mining each choice right at the start of the (sub-)game which is simple enough to be solved by
a considerable portion of the subjects, i.e. (sub-)games of complexity 3. Finally, the fact that the
response time of the third decision (t3) in the complexity 5 category does not affect the proba-
bility of solving this game, which should be expected according to our reasoning, is most likely
due to the small fraction of players who were actually lucky in their first two guesses such that
they still had a chance of winning the game (only 14 subjects).

Against this background, we feel that our assessment of our subjects’ skills in iterated rea-
soning is very solid indeed. We now turn to some other interesting aspects of the observed
behavior in hit games. First, note that the hit games used in our study are structurally related in
various ways. Some of the simpler games are ‘contained’ in more complex games, which should
facilitate the application of backward induction. For example, the reasoning involved in solving
hit3 is useful for solving hit5. That is, provided that the subject succeeded in hit3, she knows
that the co-player has a winning strategy if she picks 2 in her first choice in hit5. Hence, she
knows that it cannot be a bad idea to pick 3, the only alternative to 2 in this game. Similar rela-
tionships hold between hit1 and hit3, hit2 and hit4, hit4 and hit6, hit2 and hit6 as well as
between hit5 and hit7. We also implemented ‘traps’. Hit2 and hit3 both havem = 11, but the
minimal pick equals 1 in hit2 and 2 in hit3. Consequently, backward induction dictates picking
3 in hit2 and 2 in hit3 as the respective first decision. The pairs hit4 and hit5 as well as hit6 and
hit7 are traps too.

Indeed we find evidence for both backward induction as well as for sloppy, short-cutting
reasoning. Table 6 contains the results of χ

2
based measures of association. First, note that all

of the significant associations are descriptively positive. In three instances we find strong asso-
ciations. The fact that the hit1 and hit3 are not related is not too troubling, considering that
there is almost no variance in hit1. More puzzling is the finding that solving hit2 does not facil-
itate the solutions of hit4 and hit6. We speculate that this is due to our ‘trap’, which might
somehow undermine the faith of our subject in the use of their solution of hit2 for more com-
plex hit games. In fact the first trap worked fine; we find a strong negative association between
hit2 and hit3, i.e. χ

2
= 33.606, p< 0.001 and ϕ = −0.354. The other two traps did not work,

most likely because the subjects had learned their lesson.
Table 5 concludes our analysis of the hit game. It contains the results of three logistic regres-

sions which estimate the probability of solving a hit game as a function of parameters of the hit

Table 6. Pearson’s chi-squared test for independence.

hit games χ
2

p φ

hit1—hit3 0.014 .907 −0.007

hit2—hit4 1.183 .277 0.066

hit2—hit6 1.396 .237 −0.072

hit3—hit5 5.606 .018 0.144

hit4—hit6 9.762 .002 0.191

hit5—hit7 18.137 .000 0.260

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t006
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3(t3),asdoestheseconddecisionforgamesofcomplexity4(t3).Thisconformstoourafore-
mentionedfindingthataconsiderableportionofoursubjectsarecognitivelyabletoperform
therequiredstepsofreasoninginatleastsomeofthesegames.Additionally,notethatdecisions
in(sub-)gamesofcomplexity2arenotaffectedbytheamountoftimeinvestedinmakingthe
decisions(Ingamesofcomplexity3weevenfoundanegativeinfluenceofresponsetime2
(t2)).Thisfindingmakessense,becausetheapplicationofbackwardinductioninvolvesdeter-
miningeachchoicerightatthestartofthe(sub-)gamewhichissimpleenoughtobesolvedby
aconsiderableportionofthesubjects,i.e.(sub-)gamesofcomplexity3.Finally,thefactthatthe
responsetimeofthethirddecision(t3)inthecomplexity5categorydoesnotaffecttheproba-
bilityofsolvingthisgame,whichshouldbeexpectedaccordingtoourreasoning,ismostlikely
duetothesmallfractionofplayerswhowereactuallyluckyintheirfirsttwoguessessuchthat
theystillhadachanceofwinningthegame(only14subjects).

Againstthisbackground,wefeelthatourassessmentofoursubjects’skillsiniteratedrea-
soningisverysolidindeed.Wenowturntosomeotherinterestingaspectsoftheobserved
behaviorinhitgames.First,notethatthehitgamesusedinourstudyarestructurallyrelatedin
variousways.Someofthesimplergamesare‘contained’inmorecomplexgames,whichshould
facilitatetheapplicationofbackwardinduction.Forexample,thereasoninginvolvedinsolving
hit3isusefulforsolvinghit5.Thatis,providedthatthesubjectsucceededinhit3,sheknows
thattheco-playerhasawinningstrategyifshepicks2inherfirstchoiceinhit5.Hence,she
knowsthatitcannotbeabadideatopick3,theonlyalternativeto2inthisgame.Similarrela-
tionshipsholdbetweenhit1andhit3,hit2andhit4,hit4andhit6,hit2andhit6aswellas
betweenhit5andhit7.Wealsoimplemented‘traps’.Hit2andhit3bothhavem=11,butthe
minimalpickequals1inhit2and2inhit3.Consequently,backwardinductiondictatespicking
3inhit2and2inhit3astherespectivefirstdecision.Thepairshit4andhit5aswellashit6and
hit7aretrapstoo.

Indeedwefindevidenceforbothbackwardinductionaswellasforsloppy,short-cutting
reasoning.Table6containstheresultsofχ

2
basedmeasuresofassociation.First,notethatall

ofthesignificantassociationsaredescriptivelypositive.Inthreeinstanceswefindstrongasso-
ciations.Thefactthatthehit1andhit3arenotrelatedisnottootroubling,consideringthat
thereisalmostnovarianceinhit1.Morepuzzlingisthefindingthatsolvinghit2doesnotfacil-
itatethesolutionsofhit4andhit6.Wespeculatethatthisisduetoour‘trap’,whichmight
somehowunderminethefaithofoursubjectintheuseoftheirsolutionofhit2formorecom-
plexhitgames.Infactthefirsttrapworkedfine;wefindastrongnegativeassociationbetween
hit2andhit3,i.e.χ

2
=33.606,p<0.001andϕ=−0.354.Theothertwotrapsdidnotwork,

mostlikelybecausethesubjectshadlearnedtheirlesson.
Table5concludesouranalysisofthehitgame.Itcontainstheresultsofthreelogisticregres-

sionswhichestimatetheprobabilityofsolvingahitgameasafunctionofparametersofthehit

Table6.Pearson’schi-squaredtestforindependence.

hitgamesχ
2

pφ

hit1—hit30.014.907−0.007

hit2—hit41.183.2770.066

hit2—hit61.396.237−0.072

hit3—hit55.606.0180.144

hit4—hit69.762.0020.191

hit5—hit718.137.0000.260

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t006
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game (complexity and size of action space) as well as individual characteristics of the subjects
(gender, CRT score) and response time (Since games from a given subject are likely correlated,
we also ran a random effects logistic regression. However, these results did not differ substan-
tially). We find that the complexity of a hit game is the strongest predictor for success in solv-
ing it. The effect of the size of the strategy space is a nice indicator of guessing. As already
indicated by our previous analysis, response time only matters for problems of complexity 3.
Problems of complexity 2 seem to be trivial, i.e., there is no benefit in spending time on think-
ing about them. Problems of complexity 4 or 5 are overcomplex, i.e., thinking about these prob-
lems is just a waste of time. For simplicity, our models only estimate a global effect of non-
intuitive thinking (CRT score). We find that non-intuitive thinkers fare better in hit games.
However, nonreported analyses show that CRT score matters for simple problems but not for
complex problems. As a consequence, the effects of CRT score in Table 5 are quite modest.
Note also that intuitive thinkers take less time to make first decisions in hit games (about 10.3
sec. per CRT point, p = 0.013; OLS-regression), but this does not exhaust the effects of CRT
score. Finally, we observe that males do better in the hit game (i.e. they solve on average 0.38
more hit games, p = 0.006; t-test). However, these differences vanish if we take into account
that males take more time to think about their first decisions (i.e. on average they take 30 per-
cent more time than females, p = 0.001; t-test) and do not rely on intuitions as much as females
do (see Sect. 4.1).

4.3 The dirty faces game
Recall that our prime interest regarding the df game is to compare the HU version with the AI
version. This allows us to separate the effects of cognitive ability to engage in iterated reasoning
from the expectation that the co-players engage in iterated reasoning. More specifically, we
want to estimate the fraction of observed behavior in df games which can be explained by the
‘theory’ that common knowledge of rationality provides. Of course, for any specific dirty faces
game we don’t need common knowledge of rationality. It suffices that a statement of finite
length of the form ‘Everybody knows that everybody knows that everybody knows. . .. that
everybody is rational.’ is true. Common knowledge of rationality is needed to guarantee the
solution for any dirty faces game. In the AI version, the only part of the theory that can fail is
the subject’s rationality, whereas in the HU version common knowledge of rationality might
fail additionally because the subjects lack necessary higher order beliefs in the rationality of the
co-players. Of course, realistically we expect that beliefs do not fail only on higher levels, but on
the most basic level, i.e., we expect that subjects do not believe in the rationality of the co-play-
ers. In this sense, the comparison of the rates of behavior which can be explained by common
knowledge of rationality (henceforth, ckr-behavior) between the AI and the HU version allows
us to estimate the relative importance of ability to engage in iterative reasoning and that of
beliefs in the performance of one’s co-players.

However, the fact that errors of co-players occur in the HU version but not the AI version
requires some attention. The basic question is whether an error of a co-player is observable for
a player or not. If an error occurred but is not observable by the player, she can still act ratio-
nally on the belief that her co-players are rational, and on subsequent higher order beliefs of
rationality. Hence, her behavior can still be reasonably judged against the standards of ckr-
behavior. Note that ckr-behavior under conditions of unobservable errors of co-players might
involve announcing a type which contradicts her factual type. To see this, consider a two-per-
son df game with one X-player and one O-player. If the X-player erroneously announces U on
the first turn, an O-player believing in the rationality of her co-player should announce X on
the second turn. In the following, the notion of individually correctly solved df games does not
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game(complexityandsizeofactionspace)aswellasindividualcharacteristicsofthesubjects
(gender,CRTscore)andresponsetime(Sincegamesfromagivensubjectarelikelycorrelated,
wealsoranarandomeffectslogisticregression.However,theseresultsdidnotdiffersubstan-
tially).Wefindthatthecomplexityofahitgameisthestrongestpredictorforsuccessinsolv-
ingit.Theeffectofthesizeofthestrategyspaceisaniceindicatorofguessing.Asalready
indicatedbyourpreviousanalysis,responsetimeonlymattersforproblemsofcomplexity3.
Problemsofcomplexity2seemtobetrivial,i.e.,thereisnobenefitinspendingtimeonthink-
ingaboutthem.Problemsofcomplexity4or5areovercomplex,i.e.,thinkingabouttheseprob-
lemsisjustawasteoftime.Forsimplicity,ourmodelsonlyestimateaglobaleffectofnon-
intuitivethinking(CRTscore).Wefindthatnon-intuitivethinkersfarebetterinhitgames.
However,nonreportedanalysesshowthatCRTscoremattersforsimpleproblemsbutnotfor
complexproblems.Asaconsequence,theeffectsofCRTscoreinTable5arequitemodest.
Notealsothatintuitivethinkerstakelesstimetomakefirstdecisionsinhitgames(about10.3
sec.perCRTpoint,p=0.013;OLS-regression),butthisdoesnotexhausttheeffectsofCRT
score.Finally,weobservethatmalesdobetterinthehitgame(i.e.theysolveonaverage0.38
morehitgames,p=0.006;t-test).However,thesedifferencesvanishifwetakeintoaccount
thatmalestakemoretimetothinkabouttheirfirstdecisions(i.e.onaveragetheytake30per-
centmoretimethanfemales,p=0.001;t-test)anddonotrelyonintuitionsasmuchasfemales
do(seeSect.4.1).

4.3Thedirtyfacesgame
RecallthatourprimeinterestregardingthedfgameistocomparetheHUversionwiththeAI
version.Thisallowsustoseparatetheeffectsofcognitiveabilitytoengageiniteratedreasoning
fromtheexpectationthattheco-playersengageiniteratedreasoning.Morespecifically,we
wanttoestimatethefractionofobservedbehaviorindfgameswhichcanbeexplainedbythe
‘theory’thatcommonknowledgeofrationalityprovides.Ofcourse,foranyspecificdirtyfaces
gamewedon’tneedcommonknowledgeofrationality.Itsufficesthatastatementoffinite
lengthoftheform‘Everybodyknowsthateverybodyknowsthateverybodyknows....that
everybodyisrational.’istrue.Commonknowledgeofrationalityisneededtoguaranteethe
solutionforanydirtyfacesgame.IntheAIversion,theonlypartofthetheorythatcanfailis
thesubject’srationality,whereasintheHUversioncommonknowledgeofrationalitymight
failadditionallybecausethesubjectslacknecessaryhigherorderbeliefsintherationalityofthe
co-players.Ofcourse,realisticallyweexpectthatbeliefsdonotfailonlyonhigherlevels,buton
themostbasiclevel,i.e.,weexpectthatsubjectsdonotbelieveintherationalityoftheco-play-
ers.Inthissense,thecomparisonoftheratesofbehaviorwhichcanbeexplainedbycommon
knowledgeofrationality(henceforth,ckr-behavior)betweentheAIandtheHUversionallows
ustoestimatetherelativeimportanceofabilitytoengageiniterativereasoningandthatof
beliefsintheperformanceofone’sco-players.

However,thefactthaterrorsofco-playersoccurintheHUversionbutnottheAIversion
requiressomeattention.Thebasicquestioniswhetheranerrorofaco-playerisobservablefor
aplayerornot.Ifanerroroccurredbutisnotobservablebytheplayer,shecanstillactratio-
nallyonthebeliefthatherco-playersarerational,andonsubsequenthigherorderbeliefsof
rationality.Hence,herbehaviorcanstillbereasonablyjudgedagainstthestandardsofckr-
behavior.Notethatckr-behaviorunderconditionsofunobservableerrorsofco-playersmight
involveannouncingatypewhichcontradictsherfactualtype.Toseethis,consideratwo-per-
sondfgamewithoneX-playerandoneO-player.IftheX-playererroneouslyannouncesUon
thefirstturn,anO-playerbelievingintherationalityofherco-playershouldannounceXon
thesecondturn.Inthefollowing,thenotionofindividuallycorrectlysolveddfgamesdoesnot
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game (complexity and size of action space) as well as individual characteristics of the subjects
(gender, CRT score) and response time (Since games from a given subject are likely correlated,
we also ran a random effects logistic regression. However, these results did not differ substan-
tially). We find that the complexity of a hit game is the strongest predictor for success in solv-
ing it. The effect of the size of the strategy space is a nice indicator of guessing. As already
indicated by our previous analysis, response time only matters for problems of complexity 3.
Problems of complexity 2 seem to be trivial, i.e., there is no benefit in spending time on think-
ing about them. Problems of complexity 4 or 5 are overcomplex, i.e., thinking about these prob-
lems is just a waste of time. For simplicity, our models only estimate a global effect of non-
intuitive thinking (CRT score). We find that non-intuitive thinkers fare better in hit games.
However, nonreported analyses show that CRT score matters for simple problems but not for
complex problems. As a consequence, the effects of CRT score in Table 5 are quite modest.
Note also that intuitive thinkers take less time to make first decisions in hit games (about 10.3
sec. per CRT point, p = 0.013; OLS-regression), but this does not exhaust the effects of CRT
score. Finally, we observe that males do better in the hit game (i.e. they solve on average 0.38
more hit games, p = 0.006; t-test). However, these differences vanish if we take into account
that males take more time to think about their first decisions (i.e. on average they take 30 per-
cent more time than females, p = 0.001; t-test) and do not rely on intuitions as much as females
do (see Sect. 4.1).

4.3 The dirty faces game
Recall that our prime interest regarding the df game is to compare the HU version with the AI
version. This allows us to separate the effects of cognitive ability to engage in iterated reasoning
from the expectation that the co-players engage in iterated reasoning. More specifically, we
want to estimate the fraction of observed behavior in df games which can be explained by the
‘theory’ that common knowledge of rationality provides. Of course, for any specific dirty faces
game we don’t need common knowledge of rationality. It suffices that a statement of finite
length of the form ‘Everybody knows that everybody knows that everybody knows. . .. that
everybody is rational.’ is true. Common knowledge of rationality is needed to guarantee the
solution for any dirty faces game. In the AI version, the only part of the theory that can fail is
the subject’s rationality, whereas in the HU version common knowledge of rationality might
fail additionally because the subjects lack necessary higher order beliefs in the rationality of the
co-players. Of course, realistically we expect that beliefs do not fail only on higher levels, but on
the most basic level, i.e., we expect that subjects do not believe in the rationality of the co-play-
ers. In this sense, the comparison of the rates of behavior which can be explained by common
knowledge of rationality (henceforth, ckr-behavior) between the AI and the HU version allows
us to estimate the relative importance of ability to engage in iterative reasoning and that of
beliefs in the performance of one’s co-players.

However, the fact that errors of co-players occur in the HU version but not the AI version
requires some attention. The basic question is whether an error of a co-player is observable for
a player or not. If an error occurred but is not observable by the player, she can still act ratio-
nally on the belief that her co-players are rational, and on subsequent higher order beliefs of
rationality. Hence, her behavior can still be reasonably judged against the standards of ckr-
behavior. Note that ckr-behavior under conditions of unobservable errors of co-players might
involve announcing a type which contradicts her factual type. To see this, consider a two-per-
son df game with one X-player and one O-player. If the X-player erroneously announces U on
the first turn, an O-player believing in the rationality of her co-player should announce X on
the second turn. In the following, the notion of individually correctly solved df games does not
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involve announcing a type which contradicts her factual type. To see this, consider a two-per-
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the first turn, an O-player believing in the rationality of her co-player should announce X on
the second turn. In the following, the notion of individually correctly solved df games does not
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game(complexityandsizeofactionspace)aswellasindividualcharacteristicsofthesubjects
(gender,CRTscore)andresponsetime(Sincegamesfromagivensubjectarelikelycorrelated,
wealsoranarandomeffectslogisticregression.However,theseresultsdidnotdiffersubstan-
tially).Wefindthatthecomplexityofahitgameisthestrongestpredictorforsuccessinsolv-
ingit.Theeffectofthesizeofthestrategyspaceisaniceindicatorofguessing.Asalready
indicatedbyourpreviousanalysis,responsetimeonlymattersforproblemsofcomplexity3.
Problemsofcomplexity2seemtobetrivial,i.e.,thereisnobenefitinspendingtimeonthink-
ingaboutthem.Problemsofcomplexity4or5areovercomplex,i.e.,thinkingabouttheseprob-
lemsisjustawasteoftime.Forsimplicity,ourmodelsonlyestimateaglobaleffectofnon-
intuitivethinking(CRTscore).Wefindthatnon-intuitivethinkersfarebetterinhitgames.
However,nonreportedanalysesshowthatCRTscoremattersforsimpleproblemsbutnotfor
complexproblems.Asaconsequence,theeffectsofCRTscoreinTable5arequitemodest.
Notealsothatintuitivethinkerstakelesstimetomakefirstdecisionsinhitgames(about10.3
sec.perCRTpoint,p=0.013;OLS-regression),butthisdoesnotexhausttheeffectsofCRT
score.Finally,weobservethatmalesdobetterinthehitgame(i.e.theysolveonaverage0.38
morehitgames,p=0.006;t-test).However,thesedifferencesvanishifwetakeintoaccount
thatmalestakemoretimetothinkabouttheirfirstdecisions(i.e.onaveragetheytake30per-
centmoretimethanfemales,p=0.001;t-test)anddonotrelyonintuitionsasmuchasfemales
do(seeSect.4.1).

4.3Thedirtyfacesgame
RecallthatourprimeinterestregardingthedfgameistocomparetheHUversionwiththeAI
version.Thisallowsustoseparatetheeffectsofcognitiveabilitytoengageiniteratedreasoning
fromtheexpectationthattheco-playersengageiniteratedreasoning.Morespecifically,we
wanttoestimatethefractionofobservedbehaviorindfgameswhichcanbeexplainedbythe
‘theory’thatcommonknowledgeofrationalityprovides.Ofcourse,foranyspecificdirtyfaces
gamewedon’tneedcommonknowledgeofrationality.Itsufficesthatastatementoffinite
lengthoftheform‘Everybodyknowsthateverybodyknowsthateverybodyknows....that
everybodyisrational.’istrue.Commonknowledgeofrationalityisneededtoguaranteethe
solutionforanydirtyfacesgame.IntheAIversion,theonlypartofthetheorythatcanfailis
thesubject’srationality,whereasintheHUversioncommonknowledgeofrationalitymight
failadditionallybecausethesubjectslacknecessaryhigherorderbeliefsintherationalityofthe
co-players.Ofcourse,realisticallyweexpectthatbeliefsdonotfailonlyonhigherlevels,buton
themostbasiclevel,i.e.,weexpectthatsubjectsdonotbelieveintherationalityoftheco-play-
ers.Inthissense,thecomparisonoftheratesofbehaviorwhichcanbeexplainedbycommon
knowledgeofrationality(henceforth,ckr-behavior)betweentheAIandtheHUversionallows
ustoestimatetherelativeimportanceofabilitytoengageiniterativereasoningandthatof
beliefsintheperformanceofone’sco-players.

However,thefactthaterrorsofco-playersoccurintheHUversionbutnottheAIversion
requiressomeattention.Thebasicquestioniswhetheranerrorofaco-playerisobservablefor
aplayerornot.Ifanerroroccurredbutisnotobservablebytheplayer,shecanstillactratio-
nallyonthebeliefthatherco-playersarerational,andonsubsequenthigherorderbeliefsof
rationality.Hence,herbehaviorcanstillbereasonablyjudgedagainstthestandardsofckr-
behavior.Notethatckr-behaviorunderconditionsofunobservableerrorsofco-playersmight
involveannouncingatypewhichcontradictsherfactualtype.Toseethis,consideratwo-per-
sondfgamewithoneX-playerandoneO-player.IftheX-playererroneouslyannouncesUon
thefirstturn,anO-playerbelievingintherationalityofherco-playershouldannounceXon
thesecondturn.Inthefollowing,thenotionofindividuallycorrectlysolveddfgamesdoesnot
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rationality.Hence,herbehaviorcanstillbereasonablyjudgedagainstthestandardsofckr-
behavior.Notethatckr-behaviorunderconditionsofunobservableerrorsofco-playersmight
involveannouncingatypewhichcontradictsherfactualtype.Toseethis,consideratwo-per-
sondfgamewithoneX-playerandoneO-player.IftheX-playererroneouslyannouncesUon
thefirstturn,anO-playerbelievingintherationalityofherco-playershouldannounceXon
thesecondturn.Inthefollowing,thenotionofindividuallycorrectlysolveddfgamesdoesnot
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However,thefactthaterrorsofco-playersoccurintheHUversionbutnottheAIversion
requiressomeattention.Thebasicquestioniswhetheranerrorofaco-playerisobservablefor
aplayerornot.Ifanerroroccurredbutisnotobservablebytheplayer,shecanstillactratio-
nallyonthebeliefthatherco-playersarerational,andonsubsequenthigherorderbeliefsof
rationality.Hence,herbehaviorcanstillbereasonablyjudgedagainstthestandardsofckr-
behavior.Notethatckr-behaviorunderconditionsofunobservableerrorsofco-playersmight
involveannouncingatypewhichcontradictsherfactualtype.Toseethis,consideratwo-per-
sondfgamewithoneX-playerandoneO-player.IftheX-playererroneouslyannouncesUon
thefirstturn,anO-playerbelievingintherationalityofherco-playershouldannounceXon
thesecondturn.Inthefollowing,thenotionofindividuallycorrectlysolveddfgamesdoesnot
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refer to factual correctness, but to ckr-behavior in the sense described (Alternatively, we could
drop these observations from our data set. However, since unobservable errors occur fre-
quently, we would lose a considerable amount of our data).

Turning to observable errors, two types of errors have to be distinguished, i.e. errors by X-
players and errors by O-players. Preliminary analysis of our data showed that cases with
observed errors of O-players are very similar to cases without observable errors in terms of the
estimated fraction of ckr-behavior. Hence, we include these cases in our analysis. Matters are
different for errors by X-players. In most of these cases, theory does not provide a satisfactory
solution in terms of ckr-behavior, which is why we exclude them from our analysis.

We now turn to the analysis of observed behavior in df games. Subjects correctly solved 36.6
and 41.9% of the AI and HU games respectively, refuting again the idea of perfectly rational
actors. In Table 7 we categorize these results by iteration steps required and subject type (Sub-
jects who announced their type before they could logically deduce it (i.e. guessing), cannot be
assigned to a type. However, these subjects are included in the ‘total’ columns). We observe the
same pattern in both versions: The more iteration steps involved, the lower the fraction of sub-
jects that could solve the puzzle. In addition we see that is was more complicated for subjects to
solve a game when they were an X-type. Note that this finding runs counter to theoretical pre-
dictions. It is plausible that this effect is due to different degrees of salience regarding the infor-
mational value of co-players’ decisions. If a subject observes that all X-types announce X, this is
more thought provoking (Why do they know their types already?) than if the X-types signal U
(Why don’t they know their types yet?).

At this point we want to stress that in comparison to our discussion of the observed behav-
ior in the hit game, guessing only plays a minor role in the df game. Due to our design, guessing
was less profitable than simply picking U each round. Our payoff structure implies that guess-
ing gets even more unattractive on later turns of a round. Hence, looking at early announce-
ments of types which cannot be justified by logical deduction provides a good estimate for the
prevalence of guessing in our data on the df game. We find that about 5% of individual plays of
df games involve guessing. Note that, in our descriptive statistics announcements of types
before these types can actually be deduced logically are classified as non-ckr-behavior.

For convenience, the situations a subject is confronted with will further be labeledmT,
wherem denotes the number of observable X-types and T denotes the type of the subject. For

Table 7. Solved df games by complexity, version, and player’s type.Observations in parenthesis.

Complexity AI version HU version

by type total by type total

O X O X

1 .95 .95 .78 .78

(269) (269) (111) (111)

2 .57 .44 .49 .83 .65 .70

(256) (261) (538) (314) (347) (691)

3 .32 .11 .21 .46 .14 .22

(256) (262) (538) (160) (390) (575)

4 .20 .05 .12 .08 .07

(246) (245) (538) (333) (382)

5 .04 .03

(27) (34)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t007
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refertofactualcorrectness,buttockr-behaviorinthesensedescribed(Alternatively,wecould
droptheseobservationsfromourdataset.However,sinceunobservableerrorsoccurfre-
quently,wewouldloseaconsiderableamountofourdata).

Turningtoobservableerrors,twotypesoferrorshavetobedistinguished,i.e.errorsbyX-
playersanderrorsbyO-players.Preliminaryanalysisofourdatashowedthatcaseswith
observederrorsofO-playersareverysimilartocaseswithoutobservableerrorsintermsofthe
estimatedfractionofckr-behavior.Hence,weincludethesecasesinouranalysis.Mattersare
differentforerrorsbyX-players.Inmostofthesecases,theorydoesnotprovideasatisfactory
solutionintermsofckr-behavior,whichiswhyweexcludethemfromouranalysis.

Wenowturntotheanalysisofobservedbehaviorindfgames.Subjectscorrectlysolved36.6
and41.9%oftheAIandHUgamesrespectively,refutingagaintheideaofperfectlyrational
actors.InTable7wecategorizetheseresultsbyiterationstepsrequiredandsubjecttype(Sub-
jectswhoannouncedtheirtypebeforetheycouldlogicallydeduceit(i.e.guessing),cannotbe
assignedtoatype.However,thesesubjectsareincludedinthe‘total’columns).Weobservethe
samepatterninbothversions:Themoreiterationstepsinvolved,thelowerthefractionofsub-
jectsthatcouldsolvethepuzzle.Inadditionweseethatiswasmorecomplicatedforsubjectsto
solveagamewhentheywereanX-type.Notethatthisfindingrunscountertotheoreticalpre-
dictions.Itisplausiblethatthiseffectisduetodifferentdegreesofsalienceregardingtheinfor-
mationalvalueofco-players’decisions.IfasubjectobservesthatallX-typesannounceX,thisis
morethoughtprovoking(Whydotheyknowtheirtypesalready?)thaniftheX-typessignalU
(Whydon’ttheyknowtheirtypesyet?).

Atthispointwewanttostressthatincomparisontoourdiscussionoftheobservedbehav-
iorinthehitgame,guessingonlyplaysaminorroleinthedfgame.Duetoourdesign,guessing
waslessprofitablethansimplypickingUeachround.Ourpayoffstructureimpliesthatguess-
inggetsevenmoreunattractiveonlaterturnsofaround.Hence,lookingatearlyannounce-
mentsoftypeswhichcannotbejustifiedbylogicaldeductionprovidesagoodestimateforthe
prevalenceofguessinginourdataonthedfgame.Wefindthatabout5%ofindividualplaysof
dfgamesinvolveguessing.Notethat,inourdescriptivestatisticsannouncementsoftypes
beforethesetypescanactuallybededucedlogicallyareclassifiedasnon-ckr-behavior.

Forconvenience,thesituationsasubjectisconfrontedwithwillfurtherbelabeledmT,
wheremdenotesthenumberofobservableX-typesandTdenotesthetypeofthesubject.For

Table7.Solveddfgamesbycomplexity,version,andplayer’stype.Observationsinparenthesis.

ComplexityAIversionHUversion

bytypetotalbytypetotal

OXOX

1.95.95.78.78

(269)(269)(111)(111)

2.57.44.49.83.65.70

(256)(261)(538)(314)(347)(691)

3.32.11.21.46.14.22

(256)(262)(538)(160)(390)(575)

4.20.05.12.08.07

(246)(245)(538)(333)(382)

5.04.03

(27)(34)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t007
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refertofactualcorrectness,buttockr-behaviorinthesensedescribed(Alternatively,wecould
droptheseobservationsfromourdataset.However,sinceunobservableerrorsoccurfre-
quently,wewouldloseaconsiderableamountofourdata).

Turningtoobservableerrors,twotypesoferrorshavetobedistinguished,i.e.errorsbyX-
playersanderrorsbyO-players.Preliminaryanalysisofourdatashowedthatcaseswith
observederrorsofO-playersareverysimilartocaseswithoutobservableerrorsintermsofthe
estimatedfractionofckr-behavior.Hence,weincludethesecasesinouranalysis.Mattersare
differentforerrorsbyX-players.Inmostofthesecases,theorydoesnotprovideasatisfactory
solutionintermsofckr-behavior,whichiswhyweexcludethemfromouranalysis.

Wenowturntotheanalysisofobservedbehaviorindfgames.Subjectscorrectlysolved36.6
and41.9%oftheAIandHUgamesrespectively,refutingagaintheideaofperfectlyrational
actors.InTable7wecategorizetheseresultsbyiterationstepsrequiredandsubjecttype(Sub-
jectswhoannouncedtheirtypebeforetheycouldlogicallydeduceit(i.e.guessing),cannotbe
assignedtoatype.However,thesesubjectsareincludedinthe‘total’columns).Weobservethe
samepatterninbothversions:Themoreiterationstepsinvolved,thelowerthefractionofsub-
jectsthatcouldsolvethepuzzle.Inadditionweseethatiswasmorecomplicatedforsubjectsto
solveagamewhentheywereanX-type.Notethatthisfindingrunscountertotheoreticalpre-
dictions.Itisplausiblethatthiseffectisduetodifferentdegreesofsalienceregardingtheinfor-
mationalvalueofco-players’decisions.IfasubjectobservesthatallX-typesannounceX,thisis
morethoughtprovoking(Whydotheyknowtheirtypesalready?)thaniftheX-typessignalU
(Whydon’ttheyknowtheirtypesyet?).

Atthispointwewanttostressthatincomparisontoourdiscussionoftheobservedbehav-
iorinthehitgame,guessingonlyplaysaminorroleinthedfgame.Duetoourdesign,guessing
waslessprofitablethansimplypickingUeachround.Ourpayoffstructureimpliesthatguess-
inggetsevenmoreunattractiveonlaterturnsofaround.Hence,lookingatearlyannounce-
mentsoftypeswhichcannotbejustifiedbylogicaldeductionprovidesagoodestimateforthe
prevalenceofguessinginourdataonthedfgame.Wefindthatabout5%ofindividualplaysof
dfgamesinvolveguessing.Notethat,inourdescriptivestatisticsannouncementsoftypes
beforethesetypescanactuallybededucedlogicallyareclassifiedasnon-ckr-behavior.

Forconvenience,thesituationsasubjectisconfrontedwithwillfurtherbelabeledmT,
wheremdenotesthenumberofobservableX-typesandTdenotesthetypeofthesubject.For

Table7.Solveddfgamesbycomplexity,version,andplayer’stype.Observationsinparenthesis.

ComplexityAIversionHUversion

bytypetotalbytypetotal

OXOX

1.95.95.78.78

(269)(269)(111)(111)

2.57.44.49.83.65.70

(256)(261)(538)(314)(347)(691)

3.32.11.21.46.14.22

(256)(262)(538)(160)(390)(575)

4.20.05.12.08.07

(246)(245)(538)(333)(382)
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(27)(34)
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refer to factual correctness, but to ckr-behavior in the sense described (Alternatively, we could
drop these observations from our data set. However, since unobservable errors occur fre-
quently, we would lose a considerable amount of our data).

Turning to observable errors, two types of errors have to be distinguished, i.e. errors by X-
players and errors by O-players. Preliminary analysis of our data showed that cases with
observed errors of O-players are very similar to cases without observable errors in terms of the
estimated fraction of ckr-behavior. Hence, we include these cases in our analysis. Matters are
different for errors by X-players. In most of these cases, theory does not provide a satisfactory
solution in terms of ckr-behavior, which is why we exclude them from our analysis.

We now turn to the analysis of observed behavior in df games. Subjects correctly solved 36.6
and 41.9% of the AI and HU games respectively, refuting again the idea of perfectly rational
actors. In Table 7 we categorize these results by iteration steps required and subject type (Sub-
jects who announced their type before they could logically deduce it (i.e. guessing), cannot be
assigned to a type. However, these subjects are included in the ‘total’ columns). We observe the
same pattern in both versions: The more iteration steps involved, the lower the fraction of sub-
jects that could solve the puzzle. In addition we see that is was more complicated for subjects to
solve a game when they were an X-type. Note that this finding runs counter to theoretical pre-
dictions. It is plausible that this effect is due to different degrees of salience regarding the infor-
mational value of co-players’ decisions. If a subject observes that all X-types announce X, this is
more thought provoking (Why do they know their types already?) than if the X-types signal U
(Why don’t they know their types yet?).

At this point we want to stress that in comparison to our discussion of the observed behav-
ior in the hit game, guessing only plays a minor role in the df game. Due to our design, guessing
was less profitable than simply picking U each round. Our payoff structure implies that guess-
ing gets even more unattractive on later turns of a round. Hence, looking at early announce-
ments of types which cannot be justified by logical deduction provides a good estimate for the
prevalence of guessing in our data on the df game. We find that about 5% of individual plays of
df games involve guessing. Note that, in our descriptive statistics announcements of types
before these types can actually be deduced logically are classified as non-ckr-behavior.

For convenience, the situations a subject is confronted with will further be labeledmT,
wherem denotes the number of observable X-types and T denotes the type of the subject. For

Table 7. Solved df games by complexity, version, and player’s type.Observations in parenthesis.

Complexity AI version HU version

by type total by type total

O X O X

1 .95 .95 .78 .78

(269) (269) (111) (111)

2 .57 .44 .49 .83 .65 .70

(256) (261) (538) (314) (347) (691)

3 .32 .11 .21 .46 .14 .22

(256) (262) (538) (160) (390) (575)

4 .20 .05 .12 .08 .07

(246) (245) (538) (333) (382)

5 .04 .03

(27) (34)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t007
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refer to factual correctness, but to ckr-behavior in the sense described (Alternatively, we could
drop these observations from our data set. However, since unobservable errors occur fre-
quently, we would lose a considerable amount of our data).

Turning to observable errors, two types of errors have to be distinguished, i.e. errors by X-
players and errors by O-players. Preliminary analysis of our data showed that cases with
observed errors of O-players are very similar to cases without observable errors in terms of the
estimated fraction of ckr-behavior. Hence, we include these cases in our analysis. Matters are
different for errors by X-players. In most of these cases, theory does not provide a satisfactory
solution in terms of ckr-behavior, which is why we exclude them from our analysis.

We now turn to the analysis of observed behavior in df games. Subjects correctly solved 36.6
and 41.9% of the AI and HU games respectively, refuting again the idea of perfectly rational
actors. In Table 7 we categorize these results by iteration steps required and subject type (Sub-
jects who announced their type before they could logically deduce it (i.e. guessing), cannot be
assigned to a type. However, these subjects are included in the ‘total’ columns). We observe the
same pattern in both versions: The more iteration steps involved, the lower the fraction of sub-
jects that could solve the puzzle. In addition we see that is was more complicated for subjects to
solve a game when they were an X-type. Note that this finding runs counter to theoretical pre-
dictions. It is plausible that this effect is due to different degrees of salience regarding the infor-
mational value of co-players’ decisions. If a subject observes that all X-types announce X, this is
more thought provoking (Why do they know their types already?) than if the X-types signal U
(Why don’t they know their types yet?).

At this point we want to stress that in comparison to our discussion of the observed behav-
ior in the hit game, guessing only plays a minor role in the df game. Due to our design, guessing
was less profitable than simply picking U each round. Our payoff structure implies that guess-
ing gets even more unattractive on later turns of a round. Hence, looking at early announce-
ments of types which cannot be justified by logical deduction provides a good estimate for the
prevalence of guessing in our data on the df game. We find that about 5% of individual plays of
df games involve guessing. Note that, in our descriptive statistics announcements of types
before these types can actually be deduced logically are classified as non-ckr-behavior.

For convenience, the situations a subject is confronted with will further be labeledmT,
wherem denotes the number of observable X-types and T denotes the type of the subject. For

Table 7. Solved df games by complexity, version, and player’s type.Observations in parenthesis.

Complexity AI version HU version

by type total by type total

O X O X

1 .95 .95 .78 .78

(269) (269) (111) (111)

2 .57 .44 .49 .83 .65 .70

(256) (261) (538) (314) (347) (691)

3 .32 .11 .21 .46 .14 .22

(256) (262) (538) (160) (390) (575)
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refertofactualcorrectness,buttockr-behaviorinthesensedescribed(Alternatively,wecould
droptheseobservationsfromourdataset.However,sinceunobservableerrorsoccurfre-
quently,wewouldloseaconsiderableamountofourdata).

Turningtoobservableerrors,twotypesoferrorshavetobedistinguished,i.e.errorsbyX-
playersanderrorsbyO-players.Preliminaryanalysisofourdatashowedthatcaseswith
observederrorsofO-playersareverysimilartocaseswithoutobservableerrorsintermsofthe
estimatedfractionofckr-behavior.Hence,weincludethesecasesinouranalysis.Mattersare
differentforerrorsbyX-players.Inmostofthesecases,theorydoesnotprovideasatisfactory
solutionintermsofckr-behavior,whichiswhyweexcludethemfromouranalysis.

Wenowturntotheanalysisofobservedbehaviorindfgames.Subjectscorrectlysolved36.6
and41.9%oftheAIandHUgamesrespectively,refutingagaintheideaofperfectlyrational
actors.InTable7wecategorizetheseresultsbyiterationstepsrequiredandsubjecttype(Sub-
jectswhoannouncedtheirtypebeforetheycouldlogicallydeduceit(i.e.guessing),cannotbe
assignedtoatype.However,thesesubjectsareincludedinthe‘total’columns).Weobservethe
samepatterninbothversions:Themoreiterationstepsinvolved,thelowerthefractionofsub-
jectsthatcouldsolvethepuzzle.Inadditionweseethatiswasmorecomplicatedforsubjectsto
solveagamewhentheywereanX-type.Notethatthisfindingrunscountertotheoreticalpre-
dictions.Itisplausiblethatthiseffectisduetodifferentdegreesofsalienceregardingtheinfor-
mationalvalueofco-players’decisions.IfasubjectobservesthatallX-typesannounceX,thisis
morethoughtprovoking(Whydotheyknowtheirtypesalready?)thaniftheX-typessignalU
(Whydon’ttheyknowtheirtypesyet?).

Atthispointwewanttostressthatincomparisontoourdiscussionoftheobservedbehav-
iorinthehitgame,guessingonlyplaysaminorroleinthedfgame.Duetoourdesign,guessing
waslessprofitablethansimplypickingUeachround.Ourpayoffstructureimpliesthatguess-
inggetsevenmoreunattractiveonlaterturnsofaround.Hence,lookingatearlyannounce-
mentsoftypeswhichcannotbejustifiedbylogicaldeductionprovidesagoodestimateforthe
prevalenceofguessinginourdataonthedfgame.Wefindthatabout5%ofindividualplaysof
dfgamesinvolveguessing.Notethat,inourdescriptivestatisticsannouncementsoftypes
beforethesetypescanactuallybededucedlogicallyareclassifiedasnon-ckr-behavior.

Forconvenience,thesituationsasubjectisconfrontedwithwillfurtherbelabeledmT,
wheremdenotesthenumberofobservableX-typesandTdenotesthetypeofthesubject.For

Table7.Solveddfgamesbycomplexity,version,andplayer’stype.Observationsinparenthesis.

ComplexityAIversionHUversion

bytypetotalbytypetotal

OXOX

1.95.95.78.78

(269)(269)(111)(111)

2.57.44.49.83.65.70

(256)(261)(538)(314)(347)(691)

3.32.11.21.46.14.22

(256)(262)(538)(160)(390)(575)

4.20.05.12.08.07

(246)(245)(538)(333)(382)

5.04.03

(27)(34)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t007
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droptheseobservationsfromourdataset.However,sinceunobservableerrorsoccurfre-
quently,wewouldloseaconsiderableamountofourdata).

Turningtoobservableerrors,twotypesoferrorshavetobedistinguished,i.e.errorsbyX-
playersanderrorsbyO-players.Preliminaryanalysisofourdatashowedthatcaseswith
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differentforerrorsbyX-players.Inmostofthesecases,theorydoesnotprovideasatisfactory
solutionintermsofckr-behavior,whichiswhyweexcludethemfromouranalysis.
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morethoughtprovoking(Whydotheyknowtheirtypesalready?)thaniftheX-typessignalU
(Whydon’ttheyknowtheirtypesyet?).
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waslessprofitablethansimplypickingUeachround.Ourpayoffstructureimpliesthatguess-
inggetsevenmoreunattractiveonlaterturnsofaround.Hence,lookingatearlyannounce-
mentsoftypeswhichcannotbejustifiedbylogicaldeductionprovidesagoodestimateforthe
prevalenceofguessinginourdataonthedfgame.Wefindthatabout5%ofindividualplaysof
dfgamesinvolveguessing.Notethat,inourdescriptivestatisticsannouncementsoftypes
beforethesetypescanactuallybededucedlogicallyareclassifiedasnon-ckr-behavior.
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refertofactualcorrectness,buttockr-behaviorinthesensedescribed(Alternatively,wecould
droptheseobservationsfromourdataset.However,sinceunobservableerrorsoccurfre-
quently,wewouldloseaconsiderableamountofourdata).

Turningtoobservableerrors,twotypesoferrorshavetobedistinguished,i.e.errorsbyX-
playersanderrorsbyO-players.Preliminaryanalysisofourdatashowedthatcaseswith
observederrorsofO-playersareverysimilartocaseswithoutobservableerrorsintermsofthe
estimatedfractionofckr-behavior.Hence,weincludethesecasesinouranalysis.Mattersare
differentforerrorsbyX-players.Inmostofthesecases,theorydoesnotprovideasatisfactory
solutionintermsofckr-behavior,whichiswhyweexcludethemfromouranalysis.

Wenowturntotheanalysisofobservedbehaviorindfgames.Subjectscorrectlysolved36.6
and41.9%oftheAIandHUgamesrespectively,refutingagaintheideaofperfectlyrational
actors.InTable7wecategorizetheseresultsbyiterationstepsrequiredandsubjecttype(Sub-
jectswhoannouncedtheirtypebeforetheycouldlogicallydeduceit(i.e.guessing),cannotbe
assignedtoatype.However,thesesubjectsareincludedinthe‘total’columns).Weobservethe
samepatterninbothversions:Themoreiterationstepsinvolved,thelowerthefractionofsub-
jectsthatcouldsolvethepuzzle.Inadditionweseethatiswasmorecomplicatedforsubjectsto
solveagamewhentheywereanX-type.Notethatthisfindingrunscountertotheoreticalpre-
dictions.Itisplausiblethatthiseffectisduetodifferentdegreesofsalienceregardingtheinfor-
mationalvalueofco-players’decisions.IfasubjectobservesthatallX-typesannounceX,thisis
morethoughtprovoking(Whydotheyknowtheirtypesalready?)thaniftheX-typessignalU
(Whydon’ttheyknowtheirtypesyet?).

Atthispointwewanttostressthatincomparisontoourdiscussionoftheobservedbehav-
iorinthehitgame,guessingonlyplaysaminorroleinthedfgame.Duetoourdesign,guessing
waslessprofitablethansimplypickingUeachround.Ourpayoffstructureimpliesthatguess-
inggetsevenmoreunattractiveonlaterturnsofaround.Hence,lookingatearlyannounce-
mentsoftypeswhichcannotbejustifiedbylogicaldeductionprovidesagoodestimateforthe
prevalenceofguessinginourdataonthedfgame.Wefindthatabout5%ofindividualplaysof
dfgamesinvolveguessing.Notethat,inourdescriptivestatisticsannouncementsoftypes
beforethesetypescanactuallybededucedlogicallyareclassifiedasnon-ckr-behavior.

Forconvenience,thesituationsasubjectisconfrontedwithwillfurtherbelabeledmT,
wheremdenotesthenumberofobservableX-typesandTdenotesthetypeofthesubject.For

Table7.Solveddfgamesbycomplexity,version,andplayer’stype.Observationsinparenthesis.
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simplicity the number of observable O-types is neglected. Interestingly, subjects perform worse
in the HU version of the 0X game than in both the AI version of the 0X game as well as in the
1O game. This is striking because it is the only situation where beliefs in the rationality of co-
players is completely irrelevant. We suggest that this effect is due to some ‘play instinct’ (i.e.
ludic drive) to trick their co-players to erroneously announcing X on the second turn. In fact
the trick worked really well, since 71 of 92 co-players in these situations actually announced X
on the second turn. Ironically, all but 1 of 24 trickers announced X on the second turn as well.
In a nutshell, the trickers traded a five percent chance of winning EUR 0.50 for the pleasure of
outwitting their co-players ([35], who raffle 75 Australian dollars per person, observe no single
case where the 0X problem has not been solved). Also, subjects did not trick the algorithm per-
haps because there is no joy in fooling machines.

Similarly to our analysis of the hit game, we now turn to the influence of response times in
the df game. Fig 4 plots the coefficients and 95% confidence intervals of response times as esti-
mated by random effects logistic regression models. In these models, the probability of solving
a df game of a specific complexity is regressed on the amounts of time subjects invest on each
turn and control variables (We deal with the effects of these control variables in a subsequent
paragraph). Note that both AI and HU versions of the df game as well as both treatments are
pooled in these regressions. Also, note that the theoretical solution based on common knowl-
edge of rationality involves that a player in a game of complexity c (recall, c equals the number
of observed X-types + 1) announces U in the first c − 1 turns and her type on turn c. Hence, the
graph depicts c coefficients and confidence intervals for games of complexity c. Finally, we
remark that games of complexity 5 only occurred in the HU version, and in only 34 cases no
critical error by a co-player destroyed the solvability of the game for the player (see Table 7).
Since these cases do not suffice for regression analyses, games of complexity 5 are not included
in our graph.

A straightforward conclusion emerges from the analysis of response times. Response time
only matters if invested on the crucial turn, i.e. the turn on which it is de facto possible to logi-
cally deduce one’s own type. It is worth noting that subjects invest considerable amounts of
time on the noncrucial turns (i.e. on average about 16 seconds), but these investments have no
payoff. This finding, in a sense, parallels our findings with respect to the hit game. In the hit

Fig 4. Effect of response time on solving a df game.
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paragraph).NotethatbothAIandHUversionsofthedfgameaswellasbothtreatmentsare
pooledintheseregressions.Also,notethatthetheoreticalsolutionbasedoncommonknowl-
edgeofrationalityinvolvesthataplayerinagameofcomplexityc(recall,cequalsthenumber
ofobservedX-types+1)announcesUinthefirstc−1turnsandhertypeonturnc.Hence,the
graphdepictsccoefficientsandconfidenceintervalsforgamesofcomplexityc.Finally,we
remarkthatgamesofcomplexity5onlyoccurredintheHUversion,andinonly34casesno
criticalerrorbyaco-playerdestroyedthesolvabilityofthegamefortheplayer(seeTable7).
Sincethesecasesdonotsufficeforregressionanalyses,gamesofcomplexity5arenotincluded
inourgraph.

Astraightforwardconclusionemergesfromtheanalysisofresponsetimes.Responsetime
onlymattersifinvestedonthecrucialturn,i.e.theturnonwhichitisdefactopossibletologi-
callydeduceone’sowntype.Itisworthnotingthatsubjectsinvestconsiderableamountsof
timeonthenoncrucialturns(i.e.onaverageabout16seconds),buttheseinvestmentshaveno
payoff.Thisfinding,inasense,parallelsourfindingswithrespecttothehitgame.Inthehit
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Similarly to our analysis of the hit game, we now turn to the influence of response times in
the df game. Fig 4 plots the coefficients and 95% confidence intervals of response times as esti-
mated by random effects logistic regression models. In these models, the probability of solving
a df game of a specific complexity is regressed on the amounts of time subjects invest on each
turn and control variables (We deal with the effects of these control variables in a subsequent
paragraph). Note that both AI and HU versions of the df game as well as both treatments are
pooled in these regressions. Also, note that the theoretical solution based on common knowl-
edge of rationality involves that a player in a game of complexity c (recall, c equals the number
of observed X-types + 1) announces U in the first c − 1 turns and her type on turn c. Hence, the
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remark that games of complexity 5 only occurred in the HU version, and in only 34 cases no
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game, response time only affected games of complexity 3. Regarding the df game, we find that
in situations in which the announcements of the co-players have not yet allowed the deduction
of one’s own type and hence situations which involve contingent thinking (e.g. ‘If all the X-
players announce X in turn 3, I will announce O in turn 4, because [. . .]’), response times have
no effect. To us it seems that this means that subjects do not engage or do perform badly in this
kind of contingent and hence complex thinking tasks. In contrast to these situations in which
only thinking involving contingencies is useful for the solution of the problem, on the crucial
turn all the ‘facts’ regarding the types of the other players are on the table. That is, on the cru-
cial turn no contingent thinking is involved the subjects merely have to properly infer their
own types from the available information.

It is time to turn to the main research question of our paper. What factor accounts more for
the observed limits in performed iterated reasoning: Limited cognitive abilities to engage in
iterated reasoning or lack of beliefs in the abilities of the co-players? Table 8 shows the observed
frequencies of ckr-behavior for both AI and HU versions of the df game and both treatment
conditions. Most importantly, there is no evidence that the beliefs of the subjects regarding the
rationality of their co-players is of any importance in the df game. That is, with some occa-
sional exceptions, the frequency of ckr-behavior is not greater in the AI version than in the HU
version of the various df games. In fact, for more experienced subjects, i.e. comparing the HU
version in the AH treatment with the AI version in the HA treatment, Table 8 even suggests
that in the HU version there is more ckr-behavior than in the AI version. However, this might
as well be due to learning effects which might depend on the order of versions. That is, it is
plausible that subjects have better chances of learning the game while playing with algorithms
than while playing with human co-players. For example, 3O situations did not arise in the HU
version of the HA treatment (because of errors by co-players) and hence subjects could not
gain any experience for these situations in the HA treatment.

Both the unimportance of beliefs in the rationality of the co-players as well as the treatment
effects on learning can also be seen from the i-index on the df game (Table 9). Interestingly, the
i-index is generally higher in the HU version than in the AI version. Hence, beliefs in the ratio-
nality of the co-players seem to play no role in the df game. Note that the i-index of the AI ver-
sion in the AH treatments roughly equals the i-index of the HU version in the HA treatments.

Table 8. Solved df games by treatment.Observations in parenthesis.

Complexity AH treatment HA treatment

AI version HU version HU version AI version

O X O X O X O X

1 .95 .77 .81 .95

(193) (79) (32) (76)

2 .48 .40 .88 .72 .73 .40 .80 .52

(187) (188) (233) (262) (91) (85) (72) (73)

3 .32 .11 .49 .17 .00 .09 .35 .11

(184) (187) (152) (256) (8) (134) (72) (75)

4 .22 .07 .12 .00 .16 .00

(173) (172) (223) (110) (73) (73)

5 .06 .00

(16) (11)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t008
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game,responsetimeonlyaffectedgamesofcomplexity3.Regardingthedfgame,wefindthat
insituationsinwhichtheannouncementsoftheco-playershavenotyetallowedthededuction
ofone’sowntypeandhencesituationswhichinvolvecontingentthinking(e.g.‘IfalltheX-
playersannounceXinturn3,IwillannounceOinturn4,because[...]’),responsetimeshave
noeffect.Tousitseemsthatthismeansthatsubjectsdonotengageordoperformbadlyinthis
kindofcontingentandhencecomplexthinkingtasks.Incontrasttothesesituationsinwhich
onlythinkinginvolvingcontingenciesisusefulforthesolutionoftheproblem,onthecrucial
turnallthe‘facts’regardingthetypesoftheotherplayersareonthetable.Thatis,onthecru-
cialturnnocontingentthinkingisinvolvedthesubjectsmerelyhavetoproperlyinfertheir
owntypesfromtheavailableinformation.

Itistimetoturntothemainresearchquestionofourpaper.Whatfactoraccountsmorefor
theobservedlimitsinperformediteratedreasoning:Limitedcognitiveabilitiestoengagein
iteratedreasoningorlackofbeliefsintheabilitiesoftheco-players?Table8showstheobserved
frequenciesofckr-behaviorforbothAIandHUversionsofthedfgameandbothtreatment
conditions.Mostimportantly,thereisnoevidencethatthebeliefsofthesubjectsregardingthe
rationalityoftheirco-playersisofanyimportanceinthedfgame.Thatis,withsomeocca-
sionalexceptions,thefrequencyofckr-behaviorisnotgreaterintheAIversionthanintheHU
versionofthevariousdfgames.Infact,formoreexperiencedsubjects,i.e.comparingtheHU
versionintheAHtreatmentwiththeAIversionintheHAtreatment,Table8evensuggests
thatintheHUversionthereismoreckr-behaviorthanintheAIversion.However,thismight
aswellbeduetolearningeffectswhichmightdependontheorderofversions.Thatis,itis
plausiblethatsubjectshavebetterchancesoflearningthegamewhileplayingwithalgorithms
thanwhileplayingwithhumanco-players.Forexample,3OsituationsdidnotariseintheHU
versionoftheHAtreatment(becauseoferrorsbyco-players)andhencesubjectscouldnot
gainanyexperienceforthesesituationsintheHAtreatment.

Boththeunimportanceofbeliefsintherationalityoftheco-playersaswellasthetreatment
effectsonlearningcanalsobeseenfromthei-indexonthedfgame(Table9).Interestingly,the
i-indexisgenerallyhigherintheHUversionthanintheAIversion.Hence,beliefsintheratio-
nalityoftheco-playersseemtoplaynoroleinthedfgame.Notethatthei-indexoftheAIver-
sionintheAHtreatmentsroughlyequalsthei-indexoftheHUversionintheHAtreatments.

Table8.Solveddfgamesbytreatment.Observationsinparenthesis.

ComplexityAHtreatmentHAtreatment

AIversionHUversionHUversionAIversion

OXOXOXOX

1.95.77.81.95

(193)(79)(32)(76)

2.48.40.88.72.73.40.80.52

(187)(188)(233)(262)(91)(85)(72)(73)

3.32.11.49.17.00.09.35.11

(184)(187)(152)(256)(8)(134)(72)(75)

4.22.07.12.00.16.00

(173)(172)(223)(110)(73)(73)

5.06.00

(16)(11)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t008
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game, response time only affected games of complexity 3. Regarding the df game, we find that
in situations in which the announcements of the co-players have not yet allowed the deduction
of one’s own type and hence situations which involve contingent thinking (e.g. ‘If all the X-
players announce X in turn 3, I will announce O in turn 4, because [. . .]’), response times have
no effect. To us it seems that this means that subjects do not engage or do perform badly in this
kind of contingent and hence complex thinking tasks. In contrast to these situations in which
only thinking involving contingencies is useful for the solution of the problem, on the crucial
turn all the ‘facts’ regarding the types of the other players are on the table. That is, on the cru-
cial turn no contingent thinking is involved the subjects merely have to properly infer their
own types from the available information.

It is time to turn to the main research question of our paper. What factor accounts more for
the observed limits in performed iterated reasoning: Limited cognitive abilities to engage in
iterated reasoning or lack of beliefs in the abilities of the co-players? Table 8 shows the observed
frequencies of ckr-behavior for both AI and HU versions of the df game and both treatment
conditions. Most importantly, there is no evidence that the beliefs of the subjects regarding the
rationality of their co-players is of any importance in the df game. That is, with some occa-
sional exceptions, the frequency of ckr-behavior is not greater in the AI version than in the HU
version of the various df games. In fact, for more experienced subjects, i.e. comparing the HU
version in the AH treatment with the AI version in the HA treatment, Table 8 even suggests
that in the HU version there is more ckr-behavior than in the AI version. However, this might
as well be due to learning effects which might depend on the order of versions. That is, it is
plausible that subjects have better chances of learning the game while playing with algorithms
than while playing with human co-players. For example, 3O situations did not arise in the HU
version of the HA treatment (because of errors by co-players) and hence subjects could not
gain any experience for these situations in the HA treatment.

Both the unimportance of beliefs in the rationality of the co-players as well as the treatment
effects on learning can also be seen from the i-index on the df game (Table 9). Interestingly, the
i-index is generally higher in the HU version than in the AI version. Hence, beliefs in the ratio-
nality of the co-players seem to play no role in the df game. Note that the i-index of the AI ver-
sion in the AH treatments roughly equals the i-index of the HU version in the HA treatments.
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game,responsetimeonlyaffectedgamesofcomplexity3.Regardingthedfgame,wefindthat
insituationsinwhichtheannouncementsoftheco-playershavenotyetallowedthededuction
ofone’sowntypeandhencesituationswhichinvolvecontingentthinking(e.g.‘IfalltheX-
playersannounceXinturn3,IwillannounceOinturn4,because[...]’),responsetimeshave
noeffect.Tousitseemsthatthismeansthatsubjectsdonotengageordoperformbadlyinthis
kindofcontingentandhencecomplexthinkingtasks.Incontrasttothesesituationsinwhich
onlythinkinginvolvingcontingenciesisusefulforthesolutionoftheproblem,onthecrucial
turnallthe‘facts’regardingthetypesoftheotherplayersareonthetable.Thatis,onthecru-
cialturnnocontingentthinkingisinvolvedthesubjectsmerelyhavetoproperlyinfertheir
owntypesfromtheavailableinformation.

Itistimetoturntothemainresearchquestionofourpaper.Whatfactoraccountsmorefor
theobservedlimitsinperformediteratedreasoning:Limitedcognitiveabilitiestoengagein
iteratedreasoningorlackofbeliefsintheabilitiesoftheco-players?Table8showstheobserved
frequenciesofckr-behaviorforbothAIandHUversionsofthedfgameandbothtreatment
conditions.Mostimportantly,thereisnoevidencethatthebeliefsofthesubjectsregardingthe
rationalityoftheirco-playersisofanyimportanceinthedfgame.Thatis,withsomeocca-
sionalexceptions,thefrequencyofckr-behaviorisnotgreaterintheAIversionthanintheHU
versionofthevariousdfgames.Infact,formoreexperiencedsubjects,i.e.comparingtheHU
versionintheAHtreatmentwiththeAIversionintheHAtreatment,Table8evensuggests
thatintheHUversionthereismoreckr-behaviorthanintheAIversion.However,thismight
aswellbeduetolearningeffectswhichmightdependontheorderofversions.Thatis,itis
plausiblethatsubjectshavebetterchancesoflearningthegamewhileplayingwithalgorithms
thanwhileplayingwithhumanco-players.Forexample,3OsituationsdidnotariseintheHU
versionoftheHAtreatment(becauseoferrorsbyco-players)andhencesubjectscouldnot
gainanyexperienceforthesesituationsintheHAtreatment.

Boththeunimportanceofbeliefsintherationalityoftheco-playersaswellasthetreatment
effectsonlearningcanalsobeseenfromthei-indexonthedfgame(Table9).Interestingly,the
i-indexisgenerallyhigherintheHUversionthanintheAIversion.Hence,beliefsintheratio-
nalityoftheco-playersseemtoplaynoroleinthedfgame.Notethatthei-indexoftheAIver-
sionintheAHtreatmentsroughlyequalsthei-indexoftheHUversionintheHAtreatments.

Table8.Solveddfgamesbytreatment.Observationsinparenthesis.

ComplexityAHtreatmentHAtreatment

AIversionHUversionHUversionAIversion

OXOXOXOX

1.95.77.81.95

(193)(79)(32)(76)
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(187)(188)(233)(262)(91)(85)(72)(73)

3.32.11.49.17.00.09.35.11

(184)(187)(152)(256)(8)(134)(72)(75)

4.22.07.12.00.16.00
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5.06.00

(16)(11)
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So, for inexperienced subjects it does not seem to be too important whether the co-players are
algorithms or humans. However, as already indicated, learning seems to be easier if playing
with rational co-players. This can be seen from the fact that the i-index of the HU version of
the AH treatment puts more weight on higher indices than the i-index of the AI version of the
HA treatment.

Since we have two i-indices for each subject on the df game, i.e. one index for both the AI
and the HU version, and these indices refer to chronologically ordered behavior, we can check
learning on an individual level. That is, we can look at the proportion of subjects who hold con-
stantly of their level, improve their level, or degenerate. In the HA treatment 58% of subjects
hold their level, 32% improve, and 10% actually manage to decrease their level. In the AH treat-
ment, 45% of subjects hold their level, 44% improve their level, and 11% decrease their level.
Again, this finding suggests that learning is more efficient in the AH treatment, in which the
first part of the treatment confronts the players with rational co-players.

To back up our impressions from descriptive statistics regarding the role of beliefs in the
rationality of the co-players and the treatment effects of learning, we estimated a family of ran-
dom effects logistic regressions. The dependent variable in these regressions is the probability
of ckr-behavior in the df game. Table 10 shows three regressions; the first deals with structural
variables of the df game, the second adds variables related to treatment and procedure. The
final model also incorporates individual characteristics of the subjects, in particular CRT score
and hit score.

First of all, structural features of the df game have no surprising effects against the back-
ground of our descriptive findings. That is, complexity and being an X-type diminish the prob-
ability of ckr-behavior. Notably, the number of co-players does not. This finding already
suggests that beliefs about the rationality of the co-players might be empirically irrelevant. The
second block of variables teach important lessons. Most notably, it does not matter empirically
whether the subjects play with possibly irrational co-players or with rational algorithms. This
answers the major motivational question of this paper: Beliefs about the rationality of co-play-
ers are irrelevant for the form of iterated reasoning involved in the df game. In addition, we see
two kinds of learning effects. On the one hand, experience in the df game benefits ckr-behavior.
On the other hand, there is an additional treatment effect, i.e., ckr-behavior is more common
when subjects learned the game by playing with algorithms instead of humans first. This inter-
pretation suggests an interaction effect between experience (number of rounds already played)
and treatment. Admittedly this interaction effect does not gain significance, which is why it is
not reported in these models. Still, we feel that our interpretation is plausible in view of the
reported descriptive statistics (see Table 9).

Table 9. The i-index for the df games by treatment and version.

i-index treatment

both AH HA

AI HU AI HU HU AI

0 .05 .09 .05 .09 .08 .05

1 .64 .40 .70 .31 .63 .49

2 .25 .43 .19 .50 .25 .38

3 .06 .05 .05 .05 .04 .08

4 .01 .03 .01 .04 .00 .00
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Firstofall,structuralfeaturesofthedfgamehavenosurprisingeffectsagainsttheback-
groundofourdescriptivefindings.Thatis,complexityandbeinganX-typediminishtheprob-
abilityofckr-behavior.Notably,thenumberofco-playersdoesnot.Thisfindingalready
suggeststhatbeliefsabouttherationalityoftheco-playersmightbeempiricallyirrelevant.The
secondblockofvariablesteachimportantlessons.Mostnotably,itdoesnotmatterempirically
whetherthesubjectsplaywithpossiblyirrationalco-playersorwithrationalalgorithms.This
answersthemajormotivationalquestionofthispaper:Beliefsabouttherationalityofco-play-
ersareirrelevantfortheformofiteratedreasoninginvolvedinthedfgame.Inaddition,wesee
twokindsoflearningeffects.Ontheonehand,experienceinthedfgamebenefitsckr-behavior.
Ontheotherhand,thereisanadditionaltreatmenteffect,i.e.,ckr-behaviorismorecommon
whensubjectslearnedthegamebyplayingwithalgorithmsinsteadofhumansfirst.Thisinter-
pretationsuggestsaninteractioneffectbetweenexperience(numberofroundsalreadyplayed)
andtreatment.Admittedlythisinteractioneffectdoesnotgainsignificance,whichiswhyitis
notreportedinthesemodels.Still,wefeelthatourinterpretationisplausibleinviewofthe
reporteddescriptivestatistics(seeTable9).
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and the HU version, and these indices refer to chronologically ordered behavior, we can check
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hold their level, 32% improve, and 10% actually manage to decrease their level. In the AH treat-
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ability of ckr-behavior. Notably, the number of co-players does not. This finding already
suggests that beliefs about the rationality of the co-players might be empirically irrelevant. The
second block of variables teach important lessons. Most notably, it does not matter empirically
whether the subjects play with possibly irrational co-players or with rational algorithms. This
answers the major motivational question of this paper: Beliefs about the rationality of co-play-
ers are irrelevant for the form of iterated reasoning involved in the df game. In addition, we see
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On the other hand, there is an additional treatment effect, i.e., ckr-behavior is more common
when subjects learned the game by playing with algorithms instead of humans first. This inter-
pretation suggests an interaction effect between experience (number of rounds already played)
and treatment. Admittedly this interaction effect does not gain significance, which is why it is
not reported in these models. Still, we feel that our interpretation is plausible in view of the
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So,forinexperiencedsubjectsitdoesnotseemtobetooimportantwhethertheco-playersare
algorithmsorhumans.However,asalreadyindicated,learningseemstobeeasierifplaying
withrationalco-players.Thiscanbeseenfromthefactthatthei-indexoftheHUversionof
theAHtreatmentputsmoreweightonhigherindicesthanthei-indexoftheAIversionofthe
HAtreatment.

Sincewehavetwoi-indicesforeachsubjectonthedfgame,i.e.oneindexforboththeAI
andtheHUversion,andtheseindicesrefertochronologicallyorderedbehavior,wecancheck
learningonanindividuallevel.Thatis,wecanlookattheproportionofsubjectswhoholdcon-
stantlyoftheirlevel,improvetheirlevel,ordegenerate.IntheHAtreatment58%ofsubjects
holdtheirlevel,32%improve,and10%actuallymanagetodecreasetheirlevel.IntheAHtreat-
ment,45%ofsubjectsholdtheirlevel,44%improvetheirlevel,and11%decreasetheirlevel.
Again,thisfindingsuggeststhatlearningismoreefficientintheAHtreatment,inwhichthe
firstpartofthetreatmentconfrontstheplayerswithrationalco-players.

Tobackupourimpressionsfromdescriptivestatisticsregardingtheroleofbeliefsinthe
rationalityoftheco-playersandthetreatmenteffectsoflearning,weestimatedafamilyofran-
domeffectslogisticregressions.Thedependentvariableintheseregressionsistheprobability
ofckr-behaviorinthedfgame.Table10showsthreeregressions;thefirstdealswithstructural
variablesofthedfgame,thesecondaddsvariablesrelatedtotreatmentandprocedure.The
finalmodelalsoincorporatesindividualcharacteristicsofthesubjects,inparticularCRTscore
andhitscore.

Firstofall,structuralfeaturesofthedfgamehavenosurprisingeffectsagainsttheback-
groundofourdescriptivefindings.Thatis,complexityandbeinganX-typediminishtheprob-
abilityofckr-behavior.Notably,thenumberofco-playersdoesnot.Thisfindingalready
suggeststhatbeliefsabouttherationalityoftheco-playersmightbeempiricallyirrelevant.The
secondblockofvariablesteachimportantlessons.Mostnotably,itdoesnotmatterempirically
whetherthesubjectsplaywithpossiblyirrationalco-playersorwithrationalalgorithms.This
answersthemajormotivationalquestionofthispaper:Beliefsabouttherationalityofco-play-
ersareirrelevantfortheformofiteratedreasoninginvolvedinthedfgame.Inaddition,wesee
twokindsoflearningeffects.Ontheonehand,experienceinthedfgamebenefitsckr-behavior.
Ontheotherhand,thereisanadditionaltreatmenteffect,i.e.,ckr-behaviorismorecommon
whensubjectslearnedthegamebyplayingwithalgorithmsinsteadofhumansfirst.Thisinter-
pretationsuggestsaninteractioneffectbetweenexperience(numberofroundsalreadyplayed)
andtreatment.Admittedlythisinteractioneffectdoesnotgainsignificance,whichiswhyitis
notreportedinthesemodels.Still,wefeelthatourinterpretationisplausibleinviewofthe
reporteddescriptivestatistics(seeTable9).
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theAHtreatmentputsmoreweightonhigherindicesthanthei-indexoftheAIversionofthe
HAtreatment.

Sincewehavetwoi-indicesforeachsubjectonthedfgame,i.e.oneindexforboththeAI
andtheHUversion,andtheseindicesrefertochronologicallyorderedbehavior,wecancheck
learningonanindividuallevel.Thatis,wecanlookattheproportionofsubjectswhoholdcon-
stantlyoftheirlevel,improvetheirlevel,ordegenerate.IntheHAtreatment58%ofsubjects
holdtheirlevel,32%improve,and10%actuallymanagetodecreasetheirlevel.IntheAHtreat-
ment,45%ofsubjectsholdtheirlevel,44%improvetheirlevel,and11%decreasetheirlevel.
Again,thisfindingsuggeststhatlearningismoreefficientintheAHtreatment,inwhichthe
firstpartofthetreatmentconfrontstheplayerswithrationalco-players.

Tobackupourimpressionsfromdescriptivestatisticsregardingtheroleofbeliefsinthe
rationalityoftheco-playersandthetreatmenteffectsoflearning,weestimatedafamilyofran-
domeffectslogisticregressions.Thedependentvariableintheseregressionsistheprobability
ofckr-behaviorinthedfgame.Table10showsthreeregressions;thefirstdealswithstructural
variablesofthedfgame,thesecondaddsvariablesrelatedtotreatmentandprocedure.The
finalmodelalsoincorporatesindividualcharacteristicsofthesubjects,inparticularCRTscore
andhitscore.

Firstofall,structuralfeaturesofthedfgamehavenosurprisingeffectsagainsttheback-
groundofourdescriptivefindings.Thatis,complexityandbeinganX-typediminishtheprob-
abilityofckr-behavior.Notably,thenumberofco-playersdoesnot.Thisfindingalready
suggeststhatbeliefsabouttherationalityoftheco-playersmightbeempiricallyirrelevant.The
secondblockofvariablesteachimportantlessons.Mostnotably,itdoesnotmatterempirically
whetherthesubjectsplaywithpossiblyirrationalco-playersorwithrationalalgorithms.This
answersthemajormotivationalquestionofthispaper:Beliefsabouttherationalityofco-play-
ersareirrelevantfortheformofiteratedreasoninginvolvedinthedfgame.Inaddition,wesee
twokindsoflearningeffects.Ontheonehand,experienceinthedfgamebenefitsckr-behavior.
Ontheotherhand,thereisanadditionaltreatmenteffect,i.e.,ckr-behaviorismorecommon
whensubjectslearnedthegamebyplayingwithalgorithmsinsteadofhumansfirst.Thisinter-
pretationsuggestsaninteractioneffectbetweenexperience(numberofroundsalreadyplayed)
andtreatment.Admittedlythisinteractioneffectdoesnotgainsignificance,whichiswhyitis
notreportedinthesemodels.Still,wefeelthatourinterpretationisplausibleinviewofthe
reporteddescriptivestatistics(seeTable9).

Table9.Thei-indexforthedfgamesbytreatmentandversion.

i-indextreatment

bothAHHA

AIHUAIHUHUAI

0.05.09.05.09.08.05

1.64.40.70.31.63.49

2.25.43.19.50.25.38

3.06.05.05.05.04.08

4.01.03.01.04.00.00

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t009
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Finally, as already reported, the time subjects invest during the crucial turn benefits ckr-
behavior. Model 3 and 4 adds personal characteristics, i.e. gender, CRT and hit score. Similarly
to our finding in the hit game, males do better in the df game, although once again these differ-
ence can be explained by the fact that males take more time to come to decisions on the crucial
turn and faring better in the CRT. More important than the role of gender is the question of
whether our experiments provide evidence for some form of generalized cognitive skill in iter-
ated reasoning. And indeed, we find that subjects who performed better in hit games, i.e. iter-
ated reasoning in the form of backward induction, show more affinity to ckr-behavior in the df
game. Finally, intuitive thinkers do worse in df games, as they did in hit games.

5 Conclusion
This paper provides experimental evidence on iterated reasoning in games. Three main lessons
emerge. First, subjects who do better in backward induction also do better in problems involv-
ing interactive knowledge. This suggests that there might exist some generalized ability to
engage in iterated reasoning. Second, due to the fact that we took multiple measurements of
both forms of iterated reasoning under consideration and also controlled for learning effects,
we were able to provide quite reliable measurements of subjects’ skill. In comparison to the lit-
erature, our estimates of subjects’ skill in the hit game [36] and the df game are rather pessimis-
tic [19]. Third and most importantly, our design sheds light on the question of which factor–
cognitive ability or beliefs in the abilities of one’s co-players–is more important to explain the
small amounts of iterated reasoning observed in the literature. We find that in the df game
beliefs in the rationality of the co-players are completely irrelevant. In addition to these sub-
stantive insights, on methodical grounds this paper exemplifies the usefulness of response time
analysis to validate estimates of subjects’ abilities in cognitively demanding tasks [25, 26].

Clearly, our main finding regarding the relative importance of cognitive abilities and beliefs
in the rationality of co-players cannot be easily generalized to other types of games and sub-
jects. It might well be that the df game is far too complex to allow more or less inexperienced

Table 10. Random effects logistic regressions on solving a df game.

model

df game solved (1) (2) (3) (4)

Complexity −2.023** −2.319** −2.319** −2.318**

Own type (1 = X) −1.181** −1.141** −1.140** −1.143**

Group size −0.062 −0.141 −0.127 −0.116

Round 0.130** 0.130** 0.129**

Version (1 = HU) −0.060 −0.060 −0.058

Treatment (1 = HA) −0.426* −0.389* −0.410*

Response time (sec) 0.019** 0.019** 0.018**

Gender (1 = male) 0.427** 0.210

CRT score 0.368**

Hit score 0.216*

Constant 3.697** 3.093** 2.859** 1.805**

Observations 3480 3480 3480 3480

* p < 0.05

** p < 0.01

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136524.t010
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subjects to engage in reasoning about the rationality of their co-players. It is therefore impor-
tant to use similar designs with more experienced subjects or simpler games [37]. In any case,
we feel that more experimental efforts should be directed at assessing whether and to what
extent humans actually take into account the perceived weaknesses in the rationality of their
co-players, because this question seems vital for an empirically oriented game theory, i.e. a the-
ory of interactive decision making that actually captures how real actors play games.
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subjects to engage in reasoning about the rationality of their co-players. It is therefore impor-
tant to use similar designs with more experienced subjects or simpler games [37]. In any case,
we feel that more experimental efforts should be directed at assessing whether and to what
extent humans actually take into account the perceived weaknesses in the rationality of their
co-players, because this question seems vital for an empirically oriented game theory, i.e. a the-
ory of interactive decision making that actually captures how real actors play games.
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Abstract: We present experimental results on the role of beliefs in the cognitive ability of others
in a problem involving backward induction. Using a modified version of the so-called race game,
our design allows the effects of a player’s own inability to perform backward induction to be
separated from the effects of her disbelief in the ability of others to do so. We find that behavior is
responsive to the dependence on others who might fail in backward induction as well as information
regarding their backward induction skills.
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1. Introduction

By now, extensive experimental research has driven home the point that the behavior
of inexperienced players in novel strategic situations is in stark contrast to game-theoretical
predictions [1–11]. Several factors can be identified as potential causes for out-of-equilibrium behavior
in “initial responses” [12]. These include unobservable other-regarding preferences as well as a general
inability to understand the rules of the game [13,14]. Special attention has been directed at studying
two factors of out-of-equilibrium behavior; i.e., bounded rationality and disbelief in the cognitive
abilities of co-players. Aumann, for instance, has drawn upon arguments from epistemic game theory
to show that typical observations regarding the centipede game can be partially explained by a “slight”
amount of irrationality and a relaxation of common knowledge of rationality [15,16]. The underlying
intuition is clear: Playing according to equilibrium predictions might be unwise when paired with
irrational players or players who believe in the irrationality of their co-players, or mutual knowledge
of rationality of higher order is violated.

A considerable amount of research has been conducted to assess the relative importance of
disbelief in the cognitive abilities of co-players (for brevity: disbelief in others) in explaining
out-of-equilibrium behavior. Unfortunately, the resulting experimental evidence is mixed. That is,
some studies find evidence for disbelief in others in the centipede game [9] or the guessing game [11],
other studies find no effects [17,18]. Against this background, this paper sheds light on the question
of whether and to what extent subjects take the cognitive skills of their co-players into account when
dealing with problems involving backward induction. We use an extended version of the so-called
race game [19–21] (i.e., a two-person zero-sum game in which one player can enforce a win by playing
a weakly dominant strategy, which can be identified by applying backward induction). The basic race
game is extended by a stage in which the players choose among two payoff options, which allows
measurement of their confidence in winning the respective race game. Treatments differ regarding
whether subjects play solo or are matched in teams of two when playing against an algorithm which
was programmed to mimic a perfectly rational co-player with the sole motivation of winning the
game. Treatments also differ with respect to the available information regarding the skills in backward
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1.Introduction

Bynow,extensiveexperimentalresearchhasdrivenhomethepointthatthebehavior
ofinexperiencedplayersinnovelstrategicsituationsisinstarkcontrasttogame-theoretical
predictions[1–11].Severalfactorscanbeidentifiedaspotentialcausesforout-of-equilibriumbehavior
in“initialresponses”[12].Theseincludeunobservableother-regardingpreferencesaswellasageneral
inabilitytounderstandtherulesofthegame[13,14].Specialattentionhasbeendirectedatstudying
twofactorsofout-of-equilibriumbehavior;i.e.,boundedrationalityanddisbeliefinthecognitive
abilitiesofco-players.Aumann,forinstance,hasdrawnuponargumentsfromepistemicgametheory
toshowthattypicalobservationsregardingthecentipedegamecanbepartiallyexplainedbya“slight”
amountofirrationalityandarelaxationofcommonknowledgeofrationality[15,16].Theunderlying
intuitionisclear:Playingaccordingtoequilibriumpredictionsmightbeunwisewhenpairedwith
irrationalplayersorplayerswhobelieveintheirrationalityoftheirco-players,ormutualknowledge
ofrationalityofhigherorderisviolated.

Aconsiderableamountofresearchhasbeenconductedtoassesstherelativeimportanceof
disbeliefinthecognitiveabilitiesofco-players(forbrevity:disbeliefinothers)inexplaining
out-of-equilibriumbehavior.Unfortunately,theresultingexperimentalevidenceismixed.Thatis,
somestudiesfindevidencefordisbeliefinothersinthecentipedegame[9]ortheguessinggame[11],
otherstudiesfindnoeffects[17,18].Againstthisbackground,thispapershedslightonthequestion
ofwhetherandtowhatextentsubjectstakethecognitiveskillsoftheirco-playersintoaccountwhen
dealingwithproblemsinvolvingbackwardinduction.Weuseanextendedversionoftheso-called
racegame[19–21](i.e.,atwo-personzero-sumgameinwhichoneplayercanenforceawinbyplaying
aweaklydominantstrategy,whichcanbeidentifiedbyapplyingbackwardinduction).Thebasicrace
gameisextendedbyastageinwhichtheplayerschooseamongtwopayoffoptions,whichallows
measurementoftheirconfidenceinwinningtherespectiveracegame.Treatmentsdifferregarding
whethersubjectsplaysoloorarematchedinteamsoftwowhenplayingagainstanalgorithmwhich
wasprogrammedtomimicaperfectlyrationalco-playerwiththesolemotivationofwinningthe
game.Treatmentsalsodifferwithrespecttotheavailableinformationregardingtheskillsinbackward
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in“initialresponses”[12].Theseincludeunobservableother-regardingpreferencesaswellasageneral
inabilitytounderstandtherulesofthegame[13,14].Specialattentionhasbeendirectedatstudying
twofactorsofout-of-equilibriumbehavior;i.e.,boundedrationalityanddisbeliefinthecognitive
abilitiesofco-players.Aumann,forinstance,hasdrawnuponargumentsfromepistemicgametheory
toshowthattypicalobservationsregardingthecentipedegamecanbepartiallyexplainedbya“slight”
amountofirrationalityandarelaxationofcommonknowledgeofrationality[15,16].Theunderlying
intuitionisclear:Playingaccordingtoequilibriumpredictionsmightbeunwisewhenpairedwith
irrationalplayersorplayerswhobelieveintheirrationalityoftheirco-players,ormutualknowledge
ofrationalityofhigherorderisviolated.

Aconsiderableamountofresearchhasbeenconductedtoassesstherelativeimportanceof
disbeliefinthecognitiveabilitiesofco-players(forbrevity:disbeliefinothers)inexplaining
out-of-equilibriumbehavior.Unfortunately,theresultingexperimentalevidenceismixed.Thatis,
somestudiesfindevidencefordisbeliefinothersinthecentipedegame[9]ortheguessinggame[11],
otherstudiesfindnoeffects[17,18].Againstthisbackground,thispapershedslightonthequestion
ofwhetherandtowhatextentsubjectstakethecognitiveskillsoftheirco-playersintoaccountwhen
dealingwithproblemsinvolvingbackwardinduction.Weuseanextendedversionoftheso-called
racegame[19–21](i.e.,atwo-personzero-sumgameinwhichoneplayercanenforceawinbyplaying
aweaklydominantstrategy,whichcanbeidentifiedbyapplyingbackwardinduction).Thebasicrace
gameisextendedbyastageinwhichtheplayerschooseamongtwopayoffoptions,whichallows
measurementoftheirconfidenceinwinningtherespectiveracegame.Treatmentsdifferregarding
whethersubjectsplaysoloorarematchedinteamsoftwowhenplayingagainstanalgorithmwhich
wasprogrammedtomimicaperfectlyrationalco-playerwiththesolemotivationofwinningthe
game.Treatmentsalsodifferwithrespecttotheavailableinformationregardingtheskillsinbackward
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induction of the respective team member. We find clear evidence for disbelief in others: that is, subjects
condition their behavior on the information they have regarding the skills in backward induction of
their team member. We also observe that subjects generally overestimate the strategic skills of their
team member; i.e., subjects having no information regarding their co-player behave identically to
subjects who know that they are teamed up with a (relatively) skilled team member.

2. Experimental Procedure and Design

The experiment was conducted in German at the experimental laboratory of the Leipzig University,
Germany, in spring 2015.1 A total of 188 subjects participated in 15 sessions, which lasted for
about 60 min. The sample consisted of students and seven former students, who had graduated
only recently. The mean age was 24, and females were slightly overrepresented (66%). On average,
subjects earned 9.74 Euro.

Subjects played a so-called extended race games (hereafter: ERG). The basic race game is an
extensive two-person game in which one player can enforce a win by playing a weakly dominant
strategy that can be identified by applying backward induction [19–21]. At the beginning of a race
game, a certain number of balls are laid out. The first player then has to choose a number of balls that
will be removed. Right afterward, the second player gets to choose a number of balls to be removed.
The two players alternate in this manner until a player removes the last ball and by doing so wins the
game. A specific basic race game is characterized by a triple (m, `, u), in which m denotes the number
of initial balls and 0 < ` < u describe the lower and upper bounds of balls that can be removed on
each turn.

Similar to the literature [21], in each game subjects knowingly play against an algorithmic
co-player (AI) which was programmed to mimic a perfectly rational co-player with the sole motivation
of winning the game. In each game, subjects start in a position in which a win was enforceable by
playing a backward-induction strategy.2

The extension of the basic race game comprises two dimensions. First, we measure subjects’
confidence to win each specific game. To achieve this, subjects are informed about the game parameters
before the game starts and have to choose among two payoff options which differ with respect to the
chances of obtaining a fixed monetary price of 80 cents in the case of a win or a loss. The payoff options
are presented to the subjects as option A and B, respectively. Option A results in a 100% chance of
obtaining the fixed price if the current game is won, but results in a 0% chance of obtaining the price if
the game is lost. Option B on the other hand, offers a 70% chance in case of a win and a 30% chance in
case of a loss. Clearly, option A is more attractive if the subject believes that winning is more likely
than losing, whereas option B is more attractive in case the subject believes that losing is more likely
than winning. Note that subjects had two minutes for choosing a payoff option and winning the game,
otherwise they lost automatically and got no monetary reward for this game.

Second, we assess the impact of disbelief in others on subjects’ behavior by varying the winning
condition. Specifically, subjects play two series of seven distinct ERGs (The games implemented can be
seen in Table 1).3 In the first series (ERG1), subjects win a game if they take the last ball in the play
against the AI. The idea behind this series is simply to measure subjects’ skills in backward induction.
We will henceforth refer to the number of games won in this series as the subject’s BI-score. In the
second series (ERG2), subjects are randomly allocated into one of three treatments (see Table 2). In the
single treatment, which serves as the control treatment, the winning condition is identical to the first
series. In the team treatment, subjects are matched in teams of two; this matching was done randomly

1 Subjects were recruited via the internet recruitment tool hroot [22] and the whole experiment was conducted with the
software z-Tree [23].

2 The instructions can be found in the Appendix.
3 Due to our research interest in initial responses, we aim at impeding learning as much as possible; therefore, each game
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inductionoftherespectiveteammember.Wefindclearevidencefordisbeliefinothers:thatis,subjects
conditiontheirbehaviorontheinformationtheyhaveregardingtheskillsinbackwardinductionof
theirteammember.Wealsoobservethatsubjectsgenerallyoverestimatethestrategicskillsoftheir
teammember;i.e.,subjectshavingnoinformationregardingtheirco-playerbehaveidenticallyto
subjectswhoknowthattheyareteamedupwitha(relatively)skilledteammember.

2.ExperimentalProcedureandDesign

TheexperimentwasconductedinGermanattheexperimentallaboratoryoftheLeipzigUniversity,
Germany,inspring2015.1Atotalof188subjectsparticipatedin15sessions,whichlastedfor
about60min.Thesampleconsistedofstudentsandsevenformerstudents,whohadgraduated
onlyrecently.Themeanagewas24,andfemaleswereslightlyoverrepresented(66%).Onaverage,
subjectsearned9.74Euro.

Subjectsplayedaso-calledextendedracegames(hereafter:ERG).Thebasicracegameisan
extensivetwo-persongameinwhichoneplayercanenforceawinbyplayingaweaklydominant
strategythatcanbeidentifiedbyapplyingbackwardinduction[19–21].Atthebeginningofarace
game,acertainnumberofballsarelaidout.Thefirstplayerthenhastochooseanumberofballsthat
willberemoved.Rightafterward,thesecondplayergetstochooseanumberofballstoberemoved.
Thetwoplayersalternateinthismanneruntilaplayerremovesthelastballandbydoingsowinsthe
game.Aspecificbasicracegameischaracterizedbyatriple(m,`,u),inwhichmdenotesthenumber
ofinitialballsand0<`<udescribethelowerandupperboundsofballsthatcanberemovedon
eachturn.

Similartotheliterature[21],ineachgamesubjectsknowinglyplayagainstanalgorithmic
co-player(AI)whichwasprogrammedtomimicaperfectlyrationalco-playerwiththesolemotivation
ofwinningthegame.Ineachgame,subjectsstartinapositioninwhichawinwasenforceableby
playingabackward-inductionstrategy.2

Theextensionofthebasicracegamecomprisestwodimensions.First,wemeasuresubjects’
confidencetowineachspecificgame.Toachievethis,subjectsareinformedaboutthegameparameters
beforethegamestartsandhavetochooseamongtwopayoffoptionswhichdifferwithrespecttothe
chancesofobtainingafixedmonetarypriceof80centsinthecaseofawinoraloss.Thepayoffoptions
arepresentedtothesubjectsasoptionAandB,respectively.OptionAresultsina100%chanceof
obtainingthefixedpriceifthecurrentgameiswon,butresultsina0%chanceofobtainingthepriceif
thegameislost.OptionBontheotherhand,offersa70%chanceincaseofawinanda30%chancein
caseofaloss.Clearly,optionAismoreattractiveifthesubjectbelievesthatwinningismorelikely
thanlosing,whereasoptionBismoreattractiveincasethesubjectbelievesthatlosingismorelikely
thanwinning.Notethatsubjectshadtwominutesforchoosingapayoffoptionandwinningthegame,
otherwisetheylostautomaticallyandgotnomonetaryrewardforthisgame.

Second,weassesstheimpactofdisbeliefinothersonsubjects’behaviorbyvaryingthewinning
condition.Specifically,subjectsplaytwoseriesofsevendistinctERGs(Thegamesimplementedcanbe
seeninTable1).3Inthefirstseries(ERG1),subjectswinagameiftheytakethelastballintheplay
againsttheAI.Theideabehindthisseriesissimplytomeasuresubjects’skillsinbackwardinduction.
Wewillhenceforthrefertothenumberofgameswoninthisseriesasthesubject’sBI-score.Inthe
secondseries(ERG2),subjectsarerandomlyallocatedintooneofthreetreatments(seeTable2).Inthe
singletreatment,whichservesasthecontroltreatment,thewinningconditionisidenticaltothefirst
series.Intheteamtreatment,subjectsarematchedinteamsoftwo;thismatchingwasdonerandomly

1Subjectswererecruitedviatheinternetrecruitmenttoolhroot[22]andthewholeexperimentwasconductedwiththe
softwarez-Tree[23].

2TheinstructionscanbefoundintheAppendix.
3Duetoourresearchinterestininitialresponses,weaimatimpedinglearningasmuchaspossible;therefore,eachgame
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induction of the respective team member. We find clear evidence for disbelief in others: that is, subjects
condition their behavior on the information they have regarding the skills in backward induction of
their team member. We also observe that subjects generally overestimate the strategic skills of their
team member; i.e., subjects having no information regarding their co-player behave identically to
subjects who know that they are teamed up with a (relatively) skilled team member.

2. Experimental Procedure and Design

The experiment was conducted in German at the experimental laboratory of the Leipzig University,
Germany, in spring 2015.1 A total of 188 subjects participated in 15 sessions, which lasted for
about 60 min. The sample consisted of students and seven former students, who had graduated
only recently. The mean age was 24, and females were slightly overrepresented (66%). On average,
subjects earned 9.74 Euro.

Subjects played a so-called extended race games (hereafter: ERG). The basic race game is an
extensive two-person game in which one player can enforce a win by playing a weakly dominant
strategy that can be identified by applying backward induction [19–21]. At the beginning of a race
game, a certain number of balls are laid out. The first player then has to choose a number of balls that
will be removed. Right afterward, the second player gets to choose a number of balls to be removed.
The two players alternate in this manner until a player removes the last ball and by doing so wins the
game. A specific basic race game is characterized by a triple (m, `, u), in which m denotes the number
of initial balls and 0 < ` < u describe the lower and upper bounds of balls that can be removed on
each turn.

Similar to the literature [21], in each game subjects knowingly play against an algorithmic
co-player (AI) which was programmed to mimic a perfectly rational co-player with the sole motivation
of winning the game. In each game, subjects start in a position in which a win was enforceable by
playing a backward-induction strategy.2

The extension of the basic race game comprises two dimensions. First, we measure subjects’
confidence to win each specific game. To achieve this, subjects are informed about the game parameters
before the game starts and have to choose among two payoff options which differ with respect to the
chances of obtaining a fixed monetary price of 80 cents in the case of a win or a loss. The payoff options
are presented to the subjects as option A and B, respectively. Option A results in a 100% chance of
obtaining the fixed price if the current game is won, but results in a 0% chance of obtaining the price if
the game is lost. Option B on the other hand, offers a 70% chance in case of a win and a 30% chance in
case of a loss. Clearly, option A is more attractive if the subject believes that winning is more likely
than losing, whereas option B is more attractive in case the subject believes that losing is more likely
than winning. Note that subjects had two minutes for choosing a payoff option and winning the game,
otherwise they lost automatically and got no monetary reward for this game.

Second, we assess the impact of disbelief in others on subjects’ behavior by varying the winning
condition. Specifically, subjects play two series of seven distinct ERGs (The games implemented can be
seen in Table 1).3 In the first series (ERG1), subjects win a game if they take the last ball in the play
against the AI. The idea behind this series is simply to measure subjects’ skills in backward induction.
We will henceforth refer to the number of games won in this series as the subject’s BI-score. In the
second series (ERG2), subjects are randomly allocated into one of three treatments (see Table 2). In the
single treatment, which serves as the control treatment, the winning condition is identical to the first
series. In the team treatment, subjects are matched in teams of two; this matching was done randomly

1 Subjects were recruited via the internet recruitment tool hroot [22] and the whole experiment was conducted with the
software z-Tree [23].

2 The instructions can be found in the Appendix.
3 Due to our research interest in initial responses, we aim at impeding learning as much as possible; therefore, each game
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induction of the respective team member. We find clear evidence for disbelief in others: that is, subjects
condition their behavior on the information they have regarding the skills in backward induction of
their team member. We also observe that subjects generally overestimate the strategic skills of their
team member; i.e., subjects having no information regarding their co-player behave identically to
subjects who know that they are teamed up with a (relatively) skilled team member.

2. Experimental Procedure and Design

The experiment was conducted in German at the experimental laboratory of the Leipzig University,
Germany, in spring 2015.1 A total of 188 subjects participated in 15 sessions, which lasted for
about 60 min. The sample consisted of students and seven former students, who had graduated
only recently. The mean age was 24, and females were slightly overrepresented (66%). On average,
subjects earned 9.74 Euro.

Subjects played a so-called extended race games (hereafter: ERG). The basic race game is an
extensive two-person game in which one player can enforce a win by playing a weakly dominant
strategy that can be identified by applying backward induction [19–21]. At the beginning of a race
game, a certain number of balls are laid out. The first player then has to choose a number of balls that
will be removed. Right afterward, the second player gets to choose a number of balls to be removed.
The two players alternate in this manner until a player removes the last ball and by doing so wins the
game. A specific basic race game is characterized by a triple (m, `, u), in which m denotes the number
of initial balls and 0 < ` < u describe the lower and upper bounds of balls that can be removed on
each turn.

Similar to the literature [21], in each game subjects knowingly play against an algorithmic
co-player (AI) which was programmed to mimic a perfectly rational co-player with the sole motivation
of winning the game. In each game, subjects start in a position in which a win was enforceable by
playing a backward-induction strategy.2

The extension of the basic race game comprises two dimensions. First, we measure subjects’
confidence to win each specific game. To achieve this, subjects are informed about the game parameters
before the game starts and have to choose among two payoff options which differ with respect to the
chances of obtaining a fixed monetary price of 80 cents in the case of a win or a loss. The payoff options
are presented to the subjects as option A and B, respectively. Option A results in a 100% chance of
obtaining the fixed price if the current game is won, but results in a 0% chance of obtaining the price if
the game is lost. Option B on the other hand, offers a 70% chance in case of a win and a 30% chance in
case of a loss. Clearly, option A is more attractive if the subject believes that winning is more likely
than losing, whereas option B is more attractive in case the subject believes that losing is more likely
than winning. Note that subjects had two minutes for choosing a payoff option and winning the game,
otherwise they lost automatically and got no monetary reward for this game.

Second, we assess the impact of disbelief in others on subjects’ behavior by varying the winning
condition. Specifically, subjects play two series of seven distinct ERGs (The games implemented can be
seen in Table 1).3 In the first series (ERG1), subjects win a game if they take the last ball in the play
against the AI. The idea behind this series is simply to measure subjects’ skills in backward induction.
We will henceforth refer to the number of games won in this series as the subject’s BI-score. In the
second series (ERG2), subjects are randomly allocated into one of three treatments (see Table 2). In the
single treatment, which serves as the control treatment, the winning condition is identical to the first
series. In the team treatment, subjects are matched in teams of two; this matching was done randomly

1 Subjects were recruited via the internet recruitment tool hroot [22] and the whole experiment was conducted with the
software z-Tree [23].

2 The instructions can be found in the Appendix.
3 Due to our research interest in initial responses, we aim at impeding learning as much as possible; therefore, each game
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inductionoftherespectiveteammember.Wefindclearevidencefordisbeliefinothers:thatis,subjects
conditiontheirbehaviorontheinformationtheyhaveregardingtheskillsinbackwardinductionof
theirteammember.Wealsoobservethatsubjectsgenerallyoverestimatethestrategicskillsoftheir
teammember;i.e.,subjectshavingnoinformationregardingtheirco-playerbehaveidenticallyto
subjectswhoknowthattheyareteamedupwitha(relatively)skilledteammember.

2.ExperimentalProcedureandDesign

TheexperimentwasconductedinGermanattheexperimentallaboratoryoftheLeipzigUniversity,
Germany,inspring2015.1Atotalof188subjectsparticipatedin15sessions,whichlastedfor
about60min.Thesampleconsistedofstudentsandsevenformerstudents,whohadgraduated
onlyrecently.Themeanagewas24,andfemaleswereslightlyoverrepresented(66%).Onaverage,
subjectsearned9.74Euro.

Subjectsplayedaso-calledextendedracegames(hereafter:ERG).Thebasicracegameisan
extensivetwo-persongameinwhichoneplayercanenforceawinbyplayingaweaklydominant
strategythatcanbeidentifiedbyapplyingbackwardinduction[19–21].Atthebeginningofarace
game,acertainnumberofballsarelaidout.Thefirstplayerthenhastochooseanumberofballsthat
willberemoved.Rightafterward,thesecondplayergetstochooseanumberofballstoberemoved.
Thetwoplayersalternateinthismanneruntilaplayerremovesthelastballandbydoingsowinsthe
game.Aspecificbasicracegameischaracterizedbyatriple(m,`,u),inwhichmdenotesthenumber
ofinitialballsand0<`<udescribethelowerandupperboundsofballsthatcanberemovedon
eachturn.

Similartotheliterature[21],ineachgamesubjectsknowinglyplayagainstanalgorithmic
co-player(AI)whichwasprogrammedtomimicaperfectlyrationalco-playerwiththesolemotivation
ofwinningthegame.Ineachgame,subjectsstartinapositioninwhichawinwasenforceableby
playingabackward-inductionstrategy.2

Theextensionofthebasicracegamecomprisestwodimensions.First,wemeasuresubjects’
confidencetowineachspecificgame.Toachievethis,subjectsareinformedaboutthegameparameters
beforethegamestartsandhavetochooseamongtwopayoffoptionswhichdifferwithrespecttothe
chancesofobtainingafixedmonetarypriceof80centsinthecaseofawinoraloss.Thepayoffoptions
arepresentedtothesubjectsasoptionAandB,respectively.OptionAresultsina100%chanceof
obtainingthefixedpriceifthecurrentgameiswon,butresultsina0%chanceofobtainingthepriceif
thegameislost.OptionBontheotherhand,offersa70%chanceincaseofawinanda30%chancein
caseofaloss.Clearly,optionAismoreattractiveifthesubjectbelievesthatwinningismorelikely
thanlosing,whereasoptionBismoreattractiveincasethesubjectbelievesthatlosingismorelikely
thanwinning.Notethatsubjectshadtwominutesforchoosingapayoffoptionandwinningthegame,
otherwisetheylostautomaticallyandgotnomonetaryrewardforthisgame.

Second,weassesstheimpactofdisbeliefinothersonsubjects’behaviorbyvaryingthewinning
condition.Specifically,subjectsplaytwoseriesofsevendistinctERGs(Thegamesimplementedcanbe
seeninTable1).3Inthefirstseries(ERG1),subjectswinagameiftheytakethelastballintheplay
againsttheAI.Theideabehindthisseriesissimplytomeasuresubjects’skillsinbackwardinduction.
Wewillhenceforthrefertothenumberofgameswoninthisseriesasthesubject’sBI-score.Inthe
secondseries(ERG2),subjectsarerandomlyallocatedintooneofthreetreatments(seeTable2).Inthe
singletreatment,whichservesasthecontroltreatment,thewinningconditionisidenticaltothefirst
series.Intheteamtreatment,subjectsarematchedinteamsoftwo;thismatchingwasdonerandomly

1Subjectswererecruitedviatheinternetrecruitmenttoolhroot[22]andthewholeexperimentwasconductedwiththe
softwarez-Tree[23].

2TheinstructionscanbefoundintheAppendix.
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singletreatment,whichservesasthecontroltreatment,thewinningconditionisidenticaltothefirst
series.Intheteamtreatment,subjectsarematchedinteamsoftwo;thismatchingwasdonerandomly

1Subjectswererecruitedviatheinternetrecruitmenttoolhroot[22]andthewholeexperimentwasconductedwiththe
softwarez-Tree[23].
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3Duetoourresearchinterestininitialresponses,weaimatimpedinglearningasmuchaspossible;therefore,eachgame
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teammember;i.e.,subjectshavingnoinformationregardingtheirco-playerbehaveidenticallyto
subjectswhoknowthattheyareteamedupwitha(relatively)skilledteammember.

2.ExperimentalProcedureandDesign

TheexperimentwasconductedinGermanattheexperimentallaboratoryoftheLeipzigUniversity,
Germany,inspring2015.1Atotalof188subjectsparticipatedin15sessions,whichlastedfor
about60min.Thesampleconsistedofstudentsandsevenformerstudents,whohadgraduated
onlyrecently.Themeanagewas24,andfemaleswereslightlyoverrepresented(66%).Onaverage,
subjectsearned9.74Euro.

Subjectsplayedaso-calledextendedracegames(hereafter:ERG).Thebasicracegameisan
extensivetwo-persongameinwhichoneplayercanenforceawinbyplayingaweaklydominant
strategythatcanbeidentifiedbyapplyingbackwardinduction[19–21].Atthebeginningofarace
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Thetwoplayersalternateinthismanneruntilaplayerremovesthelastballandbydoingsowinsthe
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ofinitialballsand0<`<udescribethelowerandupperboundsofballsthatcanberemovedon
eachturn.
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thegameislost.OptionBontheotherhand,offersa70%chanceincaseofawinanda30%chancein
caseofaloss.Clearly,optionAismoreattractiveifthesubjectbelievesthatwinningismorelikely
thanlosing,whereasoptionBismoreattractiveincasethesubjectbelievesthatlosingismorelikely
thanwinning.Notethatsubjectshadtwominutesforchoosingapayoffoptionandwinningthegame,
otherwisetheylostautomaticallyandgotnomonetaryrewardforthisgame.

Second,weassesstheimpactofdisbeliefinothersonsubjects’behaviorbyvaryingthewinning
condition.Specifically,subjectsplaytwoseriesofsevendistinctERGs(Thegamesimplementedcanbe
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and anew for each game in the second series. Neither team member directly interacts with the other.
However, in this treatment, each subject wins if and only if both the subject and her team member
beat the AI in their respective game. Subjects were made aware that both team members play the
same game against the AI. Importantly, in this treatment, the beliefs of the subjects regarding the
cognitive skills of their team members are vital for their choice between the payoff options. Note also
that only the first-order belief in the rationality of the team member is under scrutiny; i.e., it does not
matter for ego’s choice of payoff options whether the team member believes in ego’s rationality or not
(nor does any higher-order belief matter). The team-info treatment is similar to the team treatment,
but differs with respect to the available information regarding the skills in backward induction of the
team members; i.e., in the team treatment, subjects are only informed that they are matched in teams,
whereas in the team-info treatment, subjects can obtain information concerning the skills of their team
member in backward induction (precisely, the team member’s BI-score). In order to observe whether
subjects in the team-info treatment care about this information, the info is initially hidden until subjects
manually reveal it. To suppress learning, subjects in the team treatment as well as in the team-info
treatment did not receive any feedback regarding the performance of their team members (except their
respective BI-score) until the second series was finished.4

Table 1. The two extended race game (ERG) series implemented.

Series Parameter
Game Number

0 * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FirstERG1
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 3
m 6 6 11 11 13 13 18 18

SecondERG2
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 4
m 7 10 12 13 14 16 17 19

Notes: * practice round (not included in the analysis).

Table 2. Experimental design and number of subjects (number of observations in parentheses).

Treatment First Series Second Series Subjects

Single ERG1 (308) ERG2 single (308) N = 44
Team ERG1 (448) ERG2 team (448) N = 64
Team-info ERG1 (560) ERG2 team-info (560) N = 80

The gist of this design is as follows: if subjects are influenced by disbelief in others, we should
observe the choice of option B more frequently in the team and team-info treatment than in the single
treatment. Further, subjects in the team-info treatment should choose option A more often, the higher
the BI-score of their team member.

3. Results

Concerning subjects’ abilities in backward induction, we observe that in both series, less than 20%
of the subjects won more than half of the games. Additionally, the number of games won in the first
series (i.e., the BI-Score) is on average 2.43, backing the finding that applying backward induction is
troublesome in initial response [20].

To answer the question of whether disbelief in others affects decisions in backward induction
problems, we look at treatment effects regarding the choice of payoff options in the second series.

4 Of course, subjects could always observe their own performance in the extended race games.
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andanewforeachgameinthesecondseries.Neitherteammemberdirectlyinteractswiththeother.
However,inthistreatment,eachsubjectwinsifandonlyifboththesubjectandherteammember
beattheAIintheirrespectivegame.Subjectsweremadeawarethatbothteammembersplaythe
samegameagainsttheAI.Importantly,inthistreatment,thebeliefsofthesubjectsregardingthe
cognitiveskillsoftheirteammembersarevitalfortheirchoicebetweenthepayoffoptions.Notealso
thatonlythefirst-orderbeliefintherationalityoftheteammemberisunderscrutiny;i.e.,itdoesnot
matterforego’schoiceofpayoffoptionswhethertheteammemberbelievesinego’srationalityornot
(nordoesanyhigher-orderbeliefmatter).Theteam-infotreatmentissimilartotheteamtreatment,
butdifferswithrespecttotheavailableinformationregardingtheskillsinbackwardinductionofthe
teammembers;i.e.,intheteamtreatment,subjectsareonlyinformedthattheyarematchedinteams,
whereasintheteam-infotreatment,subjectscanobtaininformationconcerningtheskillsoftheirteam
memberinbackwardinduction(precisely,theteammember’sBI-score).Inordertoobservewhether
subjectsintheteam-infotreatmentcareaboutthisinformation,theinfoisinitiallyhiddenuntilsubjects
manuallyrevealit.Tosuppresslearning,subjectsintheteamtreatmentaswellasintheteam-info
treatmentdidnotreceiveanyfeedbackregardingtheperformanceoftheirteammembers(excepttheir
respectiveBI-score)untilthesecondserieswasfinished.4

Table1.Thetwoextendedracegame(ERG)seriesimplemented.

SeriesParameter
GameNumber

0*1234567

FirstERG1
`12121212
u3
m66111113131818

SecondERG2
`12121212
u4
m710121314161719

Notes:*practiceround(notincludedintheanalysis).

Table2.Experimentaldesignandnumberofsubjects(numberofobservationsinparentheses).

TreatmentFirstSeriesSecondSeriesSubjects

SingleERG1(308)ERG2single(308)N=44
TeamERG1(448)ERG2team(448)N=64
Team-infoERG1(560)ERG2team-info(560)N=80

Thegistofthisdesignisasfollows:ifsubjectsareinfluencedbydisbeliefinothers,weshould
observethechoiceofoptionBmorefrequentlyintheteamandteam-infotreatmentthaninthesingle
treatment.Further,subjectsintheteam-infotreatmentshouldchooseoptionAmoreoften,thehigher
theBI-scoreoftheirteammember.

3.Results

Concerningsubjects’abilitiesinbackwardinduction,weobservethatinbothseries,lessthan20%
ofthesubjectswonmorethanhalfofthegames.Additionally,thenumberofgameswoninthefirst
series(i.e.,theBI-Score)isonaverage2.43,backingthefindingthatapplyingbackwardinductionis
troublesomeininitialresponse[20].

Toanswerthequestionofwhetherdisbeliefinothersaffectsdecisionsinbackwardinduction
problems,welookattreatmenteffectsregardingthechoiceofpayoffoptionsinthesecondseries.

4Ofcourse,subjectscouldalwaysobservetheirownperformanceintheextendedracegames.
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and anew for each game in the second series. Neither team member directly interacts with the other.
However, in this treatment, each subject wins if and only if both the subject and her team member
beat the AI in their respective game. Subjects were made aware that both team members play the
same game against the AI. Importantly, in this treatment, the beliefs of the subjects regarding the
cognitive skills of their team members are vital for their choice between the payoff options. Note also
that only the first-order belief in the rationality of the team member is under scrutiny; i.e., it does not
matter for ego’s choice of payoff options whether the team member believes in ego’s rationality or not
(nor does any higher-order belief matter). The team-info treatment is similar to the team treatment,
but differs with respect to the available information regarding the skills in backward induction of the
team members; i.e., in the team treatment, subjects are only informed that they are matched in teams,
whereas in the team-info treatment, subjects can obtain information concerning the skills of their team
member in backward induction (precisely, the team member’s BI-score). In order to observe whether
subjects in the team-info treatment care about this information, the info is initially hidden until subjects
manually reveal it. To suppress learning, subjects in the team treatment as well as in the team-info
treatment did not receive any feedback regarding the performance of their team members (except their
respective BI-score) until the second series was finished.4

Table 1. The two extended race game (ERG) series implemented.

Series Parameter
Game Number

0 * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FirstERG1
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 3
m 6 6 11 11 13 13 18 18

SecondERG2
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 4
m 7 10 12 13 14 16 17 19

Notes: * practice round (not included in the analysis).

Table 2. Experimental design and number of subjects (number of observations in parentheses).

Treatment First Series Second Series Subjects

Single ERG1 (308) ERG2 single (308) N = 44
Team ERG1 (448) ERG2 team (448) N = 64
Team-info ERG1 (560) ERG2 team-info (560) N = 80

The gist of this design is as follows: if subjects are influenced by disbelief in others, we should
observe the choice of option B more frequently in the team and team-info treatment than in the single
treatment. Further, subjects in the team-info treatment should choose option A more often, the higher
the BI-score of their team member.

3. Results

Concerning subjects’ abilities in backward induction, we observe that in both series, less than 20%
of the subjects won more than half of the games. Additionally, the number of games won in the first
series (i.e., the BI-Score) is on average 2.43, backing the finding that applying backward induction is
troublesome in initial response [20].

To answer the question of whether disbelief in others affects decisions in backward induction
problems, we look at treatment effects regarding the choice of payoff options in the second series.

4 Of course, subjects could always observe their own performance in the extended race games.
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and anew for each game in the second series. Neither team member directly interacts with the other.
However, in this treatment, each subject wins if and only if both the subject and her team member
beat the AI in their respective game. Subjects were made aware that both team members play the
same game against the AI. Importantly, in this treatment, the beliefs of the subjects regarding the
cognitive skills of their team members are vital for their choice between the payoff options. Note also
that only the first-order belief in the rationality of the team member is under scrutiny; i.e., it does not
matter for ego’s choice of payoff options whether the team member believes in ego’s rationality or not
(nor does any higher-order belief matter). The team-info treatment is similar to the team treatment,
but differs with respect to the available information regarding the skills in backward induction of the
team members; i.e., in the team treatment, subjects are only informed that they are matched in teams,
whereas in the team-info treatment, subjects can obtain information concerning the skills of their team
member in backward induction (precisely, the team member’s BI-score). In order to observe whether
subjects in the team-info treatment care about this information, the info is initially hidden until subjects
manually reveal it. To suppress learning, subjects in the team treatment as well as in the team-info
treatment did not receive any feedback regarding the performance of their team members (except their
respective BI-score) until the second series was finished.4

Table 1. The two extended race game (ERG) series implemented.

Series Parameter
Game Number

0 * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FirstERG1
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 3
m 6 6 11 11 13 13 18 18

SecondERG2
` 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
u 4
m 7 10 12 13 14 16 17 19

Notes: * practice round (not included in the analysis).

Table 2. Experimental design and number of subjects (number of observations in parentheses).

Treatment First Series Second Series Subjects

Single ERG1 (308) ERG2 single (308) N = 44
Team ERG1 (448) ERG2 team (448) N = 64
Team-info ERG1 (560) ERG2 team-info (560) N = 80

The gist of this design is as follows: if subjects are influenced by disbelief in others, we should
observe the choice of option B more frequently in the team and team-info treatment than in the single
treatment. Further, subjects in the team-info treatment should choose option A more often, the higher
the BI-score of their team member.

3. Results

Concerning subjects’ abilities in backward induction, we observe that in both series, less than 20%
of the subjects won more than half of the games. Additionally, the number of games won in the first
series (i.e., the BI-Score) is on average 2.43, backing the finding that applying backward induction is
troublesome in initial response [20].

To answer the question of whether disbelief in others affects decisions in backward induction
problems, we look at treatment effects regarding the choice of payoff options in the second series.

4 Of course, subjects could always observe their own performance in the extended race games.
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andanewforeachgameinthesecondseries.Neitherteammemberdirectlyinteractswiththeother.
However,inthistreatment,eachsubjectwinsifandonlyifboththesubjectandherteammember
beattheAIintheirrespectivegame.Subjectsweremadeawarethatbothteammembersplaythe
samegameagainsttheAI.Importantly,inthistreatment,thebeliefsofthesubjectsregardingthe
cognitiveskillsoftheirteammembersarevitalfortheirchoicebetweenthepayoffoptions.Notealso
thatonlythefirst-orderbeliefintherationalityoftheteammemberisunderscrutiny;i.e.,itdoesnot
matterforego’schoiceofpayoffoptionswhethertheteammemberbelievesinego’srationalityornot
(nordoesanyhigher-orderbeliefmatter).Theteam-infotreatmentissimilartotheteamtreatment,
butdifferswithrespecttotheavailableinformationregardingtheskillsinbackwardinductionofthe
teammembers;i.e.,intheteamtreatment,subjectsareonlyinformedthattheyarematchedinteams,
whereasintheteam-infotreatment,subjectscanobtaininformationconcerningtheskillsoftheirteam
memberinbackwardinduction(precisely,theteammember’sBI-score).Inordertoobservewhether
subjectsintheteam-infotreatmentcareaboutthisinformation,theinfoisinitiallyhiddenuntilsubjects
manuallyrevealit.Tosuppresslearning,subjectsintheteamtreatmentaswellasintheteam-info
treatmentdidnotreceiveanyfeedbackregardingtheperformanceoftheirteammembers(excepttheir
respectiveBI-score)untilthesecondserieswasfinished.4

Table1.Thetwoextendedracegame(ERG)seriesimplemented.

SeriesParameter
GameNumber

0*1234567

FirstERG1
`12121212
u3
m66111113131818

SecondERG2
`12121212
u4
m710121314161719

Notes:*practiceround(notincludedintheanalysis).

Table2.Experimentaldesignandnumberofsubjects(numberofobservationsinparentheses).

TreatmentFirstSeriesSecondSeriesSubjects

SingleERG1(308)ERG2single(308)N=44
TeamERG1(448)ERG2team(448)N=64
Team-infoERG1(560)ERG2team-info(560)N=80

Thegistofthisdesignisasfollows:ifsubjectsareinfluencedbydisbeliefinothers,weshould
observethechoiceofoptionBmorefrequentlyintheteamandteam-infotreatmentthaninthesingle
treatment.Further,subjectsintheteam-infotreatmentshouldchooseoptionAmoreoften,thehigher
theBI-scoreoftheirteammember.

3.Results

Concerningsubjects’abilitiesinbackwardinduction,weobservethatinbothseries,lessthan20%
ofthesubjectswonmorethanhalfofthegames.Additionally,thenumberofgameswoninthefirst
series(i.e.,theBI-Score)isonaverage2.43,backingthefindingthatapplyingbackwardinductionis
troublesomeininitialresponse[20].

Toanswerthequestionofwhetherdisbeliefinothersaffectsdecisionsinbackwardinduction
problems,welookattreatmenteffectsregardingthechoiceofpayoffoptionsinthesecondseries.

4Ofcourse,subjectscouldalwaysobservetheirownperformanceintheextendedracegames.
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series(i.e.,theBI-Score)isonaverage2.43,backingthefindingthatapplyingbackwardinductionis
troublesomeininitialresponse[20].

Toanswerthequestionofwhetherdisbeliefinothersaffectsdecisionsinbackwardinduction
problems,welookattreatmenteffectsregardingthechoiceofpayoffoptionsinthesecondseries.
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Figure 1a shows the proportion of choices of option B (henceforth: B-choices) in each game of the
second series, separated by treatment. We observe the following strict monotonic order: in each
particular game, option B was chosen most frequently in the team-info treatment, followed by the team
treatment, and least frequently in the single treatment. In addition, we observe that the differences
between the treatments get smaller in later (and, by design, more complex) games. This makes
sense, since the more complex the game, the less confident subjects should be in their capacity to win
their own game against the AI, and hence the less important are their doubts in the abilities of their
team member. When pooled, these differences are highly significant between the team-info treatment
and the team as well as the single treatment (both: p < 0.002; χ2-test), and weakly significant between
the team and the single treatment (p < 0.065; χ2-test). Hence, we conclude that disbelief in others
influences the subjects.
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Figure 1. The proportion of B-choices in the 2nd series (a) for each game by treatment and (b) pooled
by information (with 95%-C.I.).

Regarding the effect of information on the co-player’s backward induction skill, panel (b) of
Figure 1 depicts the proportion of B-choices in the team treatment as well as in the team-info treatment.
With respect to the team-info treatment, the figure differentiates between three kinds of subjects: those
subjects who decide to ignore the information about the BI-score of their team member (info-ignored),
as well as two groups of subjects who examine this information and whose team member belongs
either to the 50% of top performers (info-high) or 50% of low performers (info-low). Among those
subjects who have a look at the BI-score of their team member, those who are paired with a relatively
low-skilled co-player chose option B significantly more often than those paired with a high-skilled
co-player (p < 0.001; χ2-test). Further, we observe that subjects receiving the information of a relatively
high BI-score do not show behavior that differs significantly from that of subjects who did not have
any information either by treatment condition or by simply ignoring the information (info-high vs.
team: p < 0.664, info-high vs. info-ignored: p < 0.698; χ2-test). This finding suggests that subjects
tend to overestimate their team members’ abilities, which explains why disbelief in others shows more
of an impact in the team-info than in the team treatment.

Finally, we estimate three random effects logit regressions. In each model, the dependent variable
is a dummy indicating whether option B is chosen. The first model (see Table 3) includes basic
treatment conditions as well as a dummy indicating whether the game at hand stems from the first or
from the second series. We observe that playing in teams, as well as the availability of information
regarding the team member’s performance, significantly increase the probability of choosing option
B. In addition, we observe that subjects tend to choose option B more frequently in the second series
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secondseries,separatedbytreatment.Weobservethefollowingstrictmonotonicorder:ineach
particulargame,optionBwaschosenmostfrequentlyintheteam-infotreatment,followedbytheteam
treatment,andleastfrequentlyinthesingletreatment.Inaddition,weobservethatthedifferences
betweenthetreatmentsgetsmallerinlater(and,bydesign,morecomplex)games.Thismakes
sense,sincethemorecomplexthegame,thelessconfidentsubjectsshouldbeintheircapacitytowin
theirowngameagainsttheAI,andhencethelessimportantaretheirdoubtsintheabilitiesoftheir
teammember.Whenpooled,thesedifferencesarehighlysignificantbetweentheteam-infotreatment
andtheteamaswellasthesingletreatment(both:p<0.002;χ2-test),andweaklysignificantbetween
theteamandthesingletreatment(p<0.065;χ2-test).Hence,weconcludethatdisbeliefinothers
influencesthesubjects.
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Figure1.TheproportionofB-choicesinthe2ndseries(a)foreachgamebytreatmentand(b)pooled
byinformation(with95%-C.I.).

Regardingtheeffectofinformationontheco-player’sbackwardinductionskill,panel(b)of
Figure1depictstheproportionofB-choicesintheteamtreatmentaswellasintheteam-infotreatment.
Withrespecttotheteam-infotreatment,thefiguredifferentiatesbetweenthreekindsofsubjects:those
subjectswhodecidetoignoretheinformationabouttheBI-scoreoftheirteammember(info-ignored),
aswellastwogroupsofsubjectswhoexaminethisinformationandwhoseteammemberbelongs
eithertothe50%oftopperformers(info-high)or50%oflowperformers(info-low).Amongthose
subjectswhohavealookattheBI-scoreoftheirteammember,thosewhoarepairedwitharelatively
low-skilledco-playerchoseoptionBsignificantlymoreoftenthanthosepairedwithahigh-skilled
co-player(p<0.001;χ2-test).Further,weobservethatsubjectsreceivingtheinformationofarelatively
highBI-scoredonotshowbehaviorthatdifferssignificantlyfromthatofsubjectswhodidnothave
anyinformationeitherbytreatmentconditionorbysimplyignoringtheinformation(info-highvs.
team:p<0.664,info-highvs.info-ignored:p<0.698;χ2-test).Thisfindingsuggeststhatsubjects
tendtooverestimatetheirteammembers’abilities,whichexplainswhydisbeliefinothersshowsmore
ofanimpactintheteam-infothanintheteamtreatment.

Finally,weestimatethreerandomeffectslogitregressions.Ineachmodel,thedependentvariable
isadummyindicatingwhetheroptionBischosen.Thefirstmodel(seeTable3)includesbasic
treatmentconditionsaswellasadummyindicatingwhetherthegameathandstemsfromthefirstor
fromthesecondseries.Weobservethatplayinginteams,aswellastheavailabilityofinformation
regardingtheteammember’sperformance,significantlyincreasetheprobabilityofchoosingoption
B.Inaddition,weobservethatsubjectstendtochooseoptionBmorefrequentlyinthesecondseries
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Figure1.TheproportionofB-choicesinthe2ndseries(a)foreachgamebytreatmentand(b)pooled
byinformation(with95%-C.I.).

Regardingtheeffectofinformationontheco-player’sbackwardinductionskill,panel(b)of
Figure1depictstheproportionofB-choicesintheteamtreatmentaswellasintheteam-infotreatment.
Withrespecttotheteam-infotreatment,thefiguredifferentiatesbetweenthreekindsofsubjects:those
subjectswhodecidetoignoretheinformationabouttheBI-scoreoftheirteammember(info-ignored),
aswellastwogroupsofsubjectswhoexaminethisinformationandwhoseteammemberbelongs
eithertothe50%oftopperformers(info-high)or50%oflowperformers(info-low).Amongthose
subjectswhohavealookattheBI-scoreoftheirteammember,thosewhoarepairedwitharelatively
low-skilledco-playerchoseoptionBsignificantlymoreoftenthanthosepairedwithahigh-skilled
co-player(p<0.001;χ2-test).Further,weobservethatsubjectsreceivingtheinformationofarelatively
highBI-scoredonotshowbehaviorthatdifferssignificantlyfromthatofsubjectswhodidnothave
anyinformationeitherbytreatmentconditionorbysimplyignoringtheinformation(info-highvs.
team:p<0.664,info-highvs.info-ignored:p<0.698;χ2-test).Thisfindingsuggeststhatsubjects
tendtooverestimatetheirteammembers’abilities,whichexplainswhydisbeliefinothersshowsmore
ofanimpactintheteam-infothanintheteamtreatment.

Finally,weestimatethreerandomeffectslogitregressions.Ineachmodel,thedependentvariable
isadummyindicatingwhetheroptionBischosen.Thefirstmodel(seeTable3)includesbasic
treatmentconditionsaswellasadummyindicatingwhetherthegameathandstemsfromthefirstor
fromthesecondseries.Weobservethatplayinginteams,aswellastheavailabilityofinformation
regardingtheteammember’sperformance,significantlyincreasetheprobabilityofchoosingoption
B.Inaddition,weobservethatsubjectstendtochooseoptionBmorefrequentlyinthesecondseries
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Figure 1a shows the proportion of choices of option B (henceforth: B-choices) in each game of the
second series, separated by treatment. We observe the following strict monotonic order: in each
particular game, option B was chosen most frequently in the team-info treatment, followed by the team
treatment, and least frequently in the single treatment. In addition, we observe that the differences
between the treatments get smaller in later (and, by design, more complex) games. This makes
sense, since the more complex the game, the less confident subjects should be in their capacity to win
their own game against the AI, and hence the less important are their doubts in the abilities of their
team member. When pooled, these differences are highly significant between the team-info treatment
and the team as well as the single treatment (both: p < 0.002; χ2-test), and weakly significant between
the team and the single treatment (p < 0.065; χ2-test). Hence, we conclude that disbelief in others
influences the subjects.
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Figure 1. The proportion of B-choices in the 2nd series (a) for each game by treatment and (b) pooled
by information (with 95%-C.I.).

Regarding the effect of information on the co-player’s backward induction skill, panel (b) of
Figure 1 depicts the proportion of B-choices in the team treatment as well as in the team-info treatment.
With respect to the team-info treatment, the figure differentiates between three kinds of subjects: those
subjects who decide to ignore the information about the BI-score of their team member (info-ignored),
as well as two groups of subjects who examine this information and whose team member belongs
either to the 50% of top performers (info-high) or 50% of low performers (info-low). Among those
subjects who have a look at the BI-score of their team member, those who are paired with a relatively
low-skilled co-player chose option B significantly more often than those paired with a high-skilled
co-player (p < 0.001; χ2-test). Further, we observe that subjects receiving the information of a relatively
high BI-score do not show behavior that differs significantly from that of subjects who did not have
any information either by treatment condition or by simply ignoring the information (info-high vs.
team: p < 0.664, info-high vs. info-ignored: p < 0.698; χ2-test). This finding suggests that subjects
tend to overestimate their team members’ abilities, which explains why disbelief in others shows more
of an impact in the team-info than in the team treatment.

Finally, we estimate three random effects logit regressions. In each model, the dependent variable
is a dummy indicating whether option B is chosen. The first model (see Table 3) includes basic
treatment conditions as well as a dummy indicating whether the game at hand stems from the first or
from the second series. We observe that playing in teams, as well as the availability of information
regarding the team member’s performance, significantly increase the probability of choosing option
B. In addition, we observe that subjects tend to choose option B more frequently in the second series
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Regarding the effect of information on the co-player’s backward induction skill, panel (b) of
Figure 1 depicts the proportion of B-choices in the team treatment as well as in the team-info treatment.
With respect to the team-info treatment, the figure differentiates between three kinds of subjects: those
subjects who decide to ignore the information about the BI-score of their team member (info-ignored),
as well as two groups of subjects who examine this information and whose team member belongs
either to the 50% of top performers (info-high) or 50% of low performers (info-low). Among those
subjects who have a look at the BI-score of their team member, those who are paired with a relatively
low-skilled co-player chose option B significantly more often than those paired with a high-skilled
co-player (p < 0.001; χ2-test). Further, we observe that subjects receiving the information of a relatively
high BI-score do not show behavior that differs significantly from that of subjects who did not have
any information either by treatment condition or by simply ignoring the information (info-high vs.
team: p < 0.664, info-high vs. info-ignored: p < 0.698; χ2-test). This finding suggests that subjects
tend to overestimate their team members’ abilities, which explains why disbelief in others shows more
of an impact in the team-info than in the team treatment.

Finally, we estimate three random effects logit regressions. In each model, the dependent variable
is a dummy indicating whether option B is chosen. The first model (see Table 3) includes basic
treatment conditions as well as a dummy indicating whether the game at hand stems from the first or
from the second series. We observe that playing in teams, as well as the availability of information
regarding the team member’s performance, significantly increase the probability of choosing option
B. In addition, we observe that subjects tend to choose option B more frequently in the second series
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Figure1ashowstheproportionofchoicesofoptionB(henceforth:B-choices)ineachgameofthe
secondseries,separatedbytreatment.Weobservethefollowingstrictmonotonicorder:ineach
particulargame,optionBwaschosenmostfrequentlyintheteam-infotreatment,followedbytheteam
treatment,andleastfrequentlyinthesingletreatment.Inaddition,weobservethatthedifferences
betweenthetreatmentsgetsmallerinlater(and,bydesign,morecomplex)games.Thismakes
sense,sincethemorecomplexthegame,thelessconfidentsubjectsshouldbeintheircapacitytowin
theirowngameagainsttheAI,andhencethelessimportantaretheirdoubtsintheabilitiesoftheir
teammember.Whenpooled,thesedifferencesarehighlysignificantbetweentheteam-infotreatment
andtheteamaswellasthesingletreatment(both:p<0.002;χ2-test),andweaklysignificantbetween
theteamandthesingletreatment(p<0.065;χ2-test).Hence,weconcludethatdisbeliefinothers
influencesthesubjects.
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Figure1.TheproportionofB-choicesinthe2ndseries(a)foreachgamebytreatmentand(b)pooled
byinformation(with95%-C.I.).

Regardingtheeffectofinformationontheco-player’sbackwardinductionskill,panel(b)of
Figure1depictstheproportionofB-choicesintheteamtreatmentaswellasintheteam-infotreatment.
Withrespecttotheteam-infotreatment,thefiguredifferentiatesbetweenthreekindsofsubjects:those
subjectswhodecidetoignoretheinformationabouttheBI-scoreoftheirteammember(info-ignored),
aswellastwogroupsofsubjectswhoexaminethisinformationandwhoseteammemberbelongs
eithertothe50%oftopperformers(info-high)or50%oflowperformers(info-low).Amongthose
subjectswhohavealookattheBI-scoreoftheirteammember,thosewhoarepairedwitharelatively
low-skilledco-playerchoseoptionBsignificantlymoreoftenthanthosepairedwithahigh-skilled
co-player(p<0.001;χ2-test).Further,weobservethatsubjectsreceivingtheinformationofarelatively
highBI-scoredonotshowbehaviorthatdifferssignificantlyfromthatofsubjectswhodidnothave
anyinformationeitherbytreatmentconditionorbysimplyignoringtheinformation(info-highvs.
team:p<0.664,info-highvs.info-ignored:p<0.698;χ2-test).Thisfindingsuggeststhatsubjects
tendtooverestimatetheirteammembers’abilities,whichexplainswhydisbeliefinothersshowsmore
ofanimpactintheteam-infothanintheteamtreatment.

Finally,weestimatethreerandomeffectslogitregressions.Ineachmodel,thedependentvariable
isadummyindicatingwhetheroptionBischosen.Thefirstmodel(seeTable3)includesbasic
treatmentconditionsaswellasadummyindicatingwhetherthegameathandstemsfromthefirstor
fromthesecondseries.Weobservethatplayinginteams,aswellastheavailabilityofinformation
regardingtheteammember’sperformance,significantlyincreasetheprobabilityofchoosingoption
B.Inaddition,weobservethatsubjectstendtochooseoptionBmorefrequentlyinthesecondseries
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than in the first series. This is quite reasonable, since games of the second series are cognitively
more demanding.

Table 3. Random effects logit regressions of B-choices in both race series.

Choosing Option B? Model

(1) (2) (3)

Team condition? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.579 (0.253) ** 0.580 (0.253) ** 0.596 (0.274) **
Info condition? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.768 (0.241) *** 0.468 (0.332) 0.393 (0.345)
Second series? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.917 (0.193) *** 0.918 (0.193) *** 0.953 (0.206) ***
Info. examined? (no = 0, yes = 1) 2.564 (0.583) *** 2.681 (0.607) ***
If info. examined: Team member’s BI-score −0.812 (0.174) *** −0.828 (0.181) ***
Male (no = 0, yes = 1) −0.449 (0.296)
Age (in years) −0.058 (0.044)
Father’s education (1 [low]−6 [high]) 0.105 (0.073)
Constant 0.007 (0.135) 0.006 (0.136) 1.126 (1.116)

Observations 2632 2632 2352
Notes: Logit coefficients, standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

In the second model, we add two variables which give a more nuanced picture of the influence of
the information regarding the team member’s performance. The first one is a dummy which captures
whether subjects actually examine the information of their team members’ BI-scores (regardless of
whether subjects ignore the information or are simply not in an information condition). The second
variable is an interaction term that is the product of the aforementioned dummy and the team member’s
BI-score. This results in a variable ranging from 0 to 5. Most importantly, we observe that subjects
who examine the information are more likely to choose option B; however, this effect is mediated by
the actual information observed (i.e., the higher the observed BI-score of the team member, the less
likely it is that a subject will opt for option B). We find that the odds of choosing option B for subjects
who could not or did not look at the information are roughly the same as for subjects who examine
the information and observe that their team member has a BI-score of 3. While the effect of the team
condition is almost identical in model 1 and 2, the effect of the information condition vanishes to
insignificance. This indicates that the behavioral changes between the team and team-info treatments
are caused solely by the information.

The third model validates that our findings are robust when controlling for essential demographic
characteristics.5

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we present experimental evidence on backward induction and shed light on the
question of whether and to what extent disbelief in others influences behavior in such a setting.
We find clear evidence that disbelief in others affects behavior in problems involving backward
induction. In addition, this paper documents that subjects condition their choice on their information
regarding the co-player. Interestingly, subjects who have no information about their co-players tend to
overestimate their cognitive skills, resulting in a behavior that is similar to subjects who know that
they are playing with a relatively highly-skilled co-player.

5 The variable “father’s education” is ordinal and takes the following values depending on the highest degree of education
the subject’s father obtained: 1 = Certificate of Secondary Education (Hauptschulabschluss), 2 = General Certificate of
Secondary Education (Realschulabschluss), 3 = Restricted qualification for university entrance (Fachschulabitur), 4 = General
qualification for university entrance (Abitur), 5 = Bachelor degree, 6 = Master degree (Diplom/Magister). Results do not
change if we work with dummies for each type of educational level.
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Observations263226322352
Notes:Logitcoefficients,standarderrorsinparentheses.*p<0.1,**p<0.05,***p<0.01.

Inthesecondmodel,weaddtwovariableswhichgiveamorenuancedpictureoftheinfluenceof
theinformationregardingtheteammember’sperformance.Thefirstoneisadummywhichcaptures
whethersubjectsactuallyexaminetheinformationoftheirteammembers’BI-scores(regardlessof
whethersubjectsignoretheinformationoraresimplynotinaninformationcondition).Thesecond
variableisaninteractiontermthatistheproductoftheaforementioneddummyandtheteammember’s
BI-score.Thisresultsinavariablerangingfrom0to5.Mostimportantly,weobservethatsubjects
whoexaminetheinformationaremorelikelytochooseoptionB;however,thiseffectismediatedby
theactualinformationobserved(i.e.,thehighertheobservedBI-scoreoftheteammember,theless
likelyitisthatasubjectwilloptforoptionB).WefindthattheoddsofchoosingoptionBforsubjects
whocouldnotordidnotlookattheinformationareroughlythesameasforsubjectswhoexamine
theinformationandobservethattheirteammemberhasaBI-scoreof3.Whiletheeffectoftheteam
conditionisalmostidenticalinmodel1and2,theeffectoftheinformationconditionvanishesto
insignificance.Thisindicatesthatthebehavioralchangesbetweentheteamandteam-infotreatments
arecausedsolelybytheinformation.

Thethirdmodelvalidatesthatourfindingsarerobustwhencontrollingforessentialdemographic
characteristics.5

4.Conclusions

Inthispaper,wepresentexperimentalevidenceonbackwardinductionandshedlightonthe
questionofwhetherandtowhatextentdisbeliefinothersinfluencesbehaviorinsuchasetting.
Wefindclearevidencethatdisbeliefinothersaffectsbehaviorinproblemsinvolvingbackward
induction.Inaddition,thispaperdocumentsthatsubjectsconditiontheirchoiceontheirinformation
regardingtheco-player.Interestingly,subjectswhohavenoinformationabouttheirco-playerstendto
overestimatetheircognitiveskills,resultinginabehaviorthatissimilartosubjectswhoknowthat
theyareplayingwitharelativelyhighly-skilledco-player.

5Thevariable“father’seducation”isordinalandtakesthefollowingvaluesdependingonthehighestdegreeofeducation
thesubject’sfatherobtained:1=CertificateofSecondaryEducation(Hauptschulabschluss),2=GeneralCertificateof
SecondaryEducation(Realschulabschluss),3=Restrictedqualificationforuniversityentrance(Fachschulabitur),4=General
qualificationforuniversityentrance(Abitur),5=Bachelordegree,6=Masterdegree(Diplom/Magister).Resultsdonot
changeifweworkwithdummiesforeachtypeofeducationallevel.
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than in the first series. This is quite reasonable, since games of the second series are cognitively
more demanding.

Table 3. Random effects logit regressions of B-choices in both race series.

Choosing Option B? Model

(1) (2) (3)

Team condition? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.579 (0.253) ** 0.580 (0.253) ** 0.596 (0.274) **
Info condition? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.768 (0.241) *** 0.468 (0.332) 0.393 (0.345)
Second series? (no = 0, yes = 1) 0.917 (0.193) *** 0.918 (0.193) *** 0.953 (0.206) ***
Info. examined? (no = 0, yes = 1) 2.564 (0.583) *** 2.681 (0.607) ***
If info. examined: Team member’s BI-score −0.812 (0.174) *** −0.828 (0.181) ***
Male (no = 0, yes = 1) −0.449 (0.296)
Age (in years) −0.058 (0.044)
Father’s education (1 [low]−6 [high]) 0.105 (0.073)
Constant 0.007 (0.135) 0.006 (0.136) 1.126 (1.116)

Observations 2632 2632 2352
Notes: Logit coefficients, standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

In the second model, we add two variables which give a more nuanced picture of the influence of
the information regarding the team member’s performance. The first one is a dummy which captures
whether subjects actually examine the information of their team members’ BI-scores (regardless of
whether subjects ignore the information or are simply not in an information condition). The second
variable is an interaction term that is the product of the aforementioned dummy and the team member’s
BI-score. This results in a variable ranging from 0 to 5. Most importantly, we observe that subjects
who examine the information are more likely to choose option B; however, this effect is mediated by
the actual information observed (i.e., the higher the observed BI-score of the team member, the less
likely it is that a subject will opt for option B). We find that the odds of choosing option B for subjects
who could not or did not look at the information are roughly the same as for subjects who examine
the information and observe that their team member has a BI-score of 3. While the effect of the team
condition is almost identical in model 1 and 2, the effect of the information condition vanishes to
insignificance. This indicates that the behavioral changes between the team and team-info treatments
are caused solely by the information.

The third model validates that our findings are robust when controlling for essential demographic
characteristics.5

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we present experimental evidence on backward induction and shed light on the
question of whether and to what extent disbelief in others influences behavior in such a setting.
We find clear evidence that disbelief in others affects behavior in problems involving backward
induction. In addition, this paper documents that subjects condition their choice on their information
regarding the co-player. Interestingly, subjects who have no information about their co-players tend to
overestimate their cognitive skills, resulting in a behavior that is similar to subjects who know that
they are playing with a relatively highly-skilled co-player.

5 The variable “father’s education” is ordinal and takes the following values depending on the highest degree of education
the subject’s father obtained: 1 = Certificate of Secondary Education (Hauptschulabschluss), 2 = General Certificate of
Secondary Education (Realschulabschluss), 3 = Restricted qualification for university entrance (Fachschulabitur), 4 = General
qualification for university entrance (Abitur), 5 = Bachelor degree, 6 = Master degree (Diplom/Magister). Results do not
change if we work with dummies for each type of educational level.
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question of whether and to what extent disbelief in others influences behavior in such a setting.
We find clear evidence that disbelief in others affects behavior in problems involving backward
induction. In addition, this paper documents that subjects condition their choice on their information
regarding the co-player. Interestingly, subjects who have no information about their co-players tend to
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Appendix A

Here we provide the instructions regarding the race games (translated from German). Note that
the bold text was optional, depending on treatment.

Race Game-Instructions

In this part, you will play against the computer. At the beginning of each round, a certain number
of balls are placed on the screen. You and the computer alternately act in turns. In each turn, some
balls must be removed. The player who removes the last balls wins the game, the other player loses.
The computer is programmed in such a way that it wants to win the game and is therefore planning
several steps ahead.

For the removal of the balls, the following rules apply:

• On each turn, no more than 4 balls are allowed to be removed.
• On each turn, at least 1 or 2 balls have to be removed (this can vary depending on the round).

Depending on whether you have removed the last ball or not, you will get a lottery ticket of
different quality. In addition, at the beginning of each round, you form with a randomly selected
participant a team. Both you and your team member play separate games against the computer
(however, both games will be the same). Only if you and your team member succeed to remove
the last ball in both games, you will get the better lottery ticket.

Before each round you must decide among these two payoff options:

(A) You and your team member take the last ball: You get a lottery ticket that wins with a probability
of 100%. Otherwise, you will get a lottery ticket that wins with a probability of 0%.

(B) You and your team member take the last ball: You get a lottery ticket that wins with a probability
of 70%. Otherwise, you will get a lottery ticket that wins with a probability of 30%.

A lottery ticket that wins is worth 80 points [authors note: 0.8 Euro]. All lottery tickets will be
drawn at the end of this study. Please note that your choice regarding the payoff options does not
affect the payoffs of your team member, and vice versa.

While you decide for an option, you will also receive information regarding the number
of rounds your team member has won the game against the computer in the previous part of
this study. To view this information, you must click on the red box in the lower left part of
the screen.

In each round, you have 120 s to choose a payoff option and to win the game. When this time is
over, you will lose automatically and receive a payoff of 0 points [authors note: 0 Euro] for this round.

First, a practice round will be played, which does not affect your payoffs. Use this round to get an
overview. After the practice round another 7 rounds are played, which differ regarding the number of
balls at the beginning and the minimal number of balls that have to be removed in a turn. Note that
you are always the starting player.

Finally, please note that you also win the game when you have to remove more balls than are
currently laid out. This can happen if you have to remove at least 2 balls, but only one ball is present.

Good Luck!
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AppendixA

Hereweprovidetheinstructionsregardingtheracegames(translatedfromGerman).Notethat
theboldtextwasoptional,dependingontreatment.

RaceGame-Instructions

Inthispart,youwillplayagainstthecomputer.Atthebeginningofeachround,acertainnumber
ofballsareplacedonthescreen.Youandthecomputeralternatelyactinturns.Ineachturn,some
ballsmustberemoved.Theplayerwhoremovesthelastballswinsthegame,theotherplayerloses.
Thecomputerisprogrammedinsuchawaythatitwantstowinthegameandisthereforeplanning
severalstepsahead.

Fortheremovaloftheballs,thefollowingrulesapply:

•Oneachturn,nomorethan4ballsareallowedtoberemoved.
•Oneachturn,atleast1or2ballshavetoberemoved(thiscanvarydependingontheround).

Dependingonwhetheryouhaveremovedthelastballornot,youwillgetalotteryticketof
differentquality.Inaddition,atthebeginningofeachround,youformwitharandomlyselected
participantateam.Bothyouandyourteammemberplayseparategamesagainstthecomputer
(however,bothgameswillbethesame).Onlyifyouandyourteammembersucceedtoremove
thelastballinbothgames,youwillgetthebetterlotteryticket.

Beforeeachroundyoumustdecideamongthesetwopayoffoptions:

(A)Youandyourteammembertakethelastball:Yougetalotteryticketthatwinswithaprobability
of100%.Otherwise,youwillgetalotteryticketthatwinswithaprobabilityof0%.

(B)Youandyourteammembertakethelastball:Yougetalotteryticketthatwinswithaprobability
of70%.Otherwise,youwillgetalotteryticketthatwinswithaprobabilityof30%.

Alotteryticketthatwinsisworth80points[authorsnote:0.8Euro].Alllotteryticketswillbe
drawnattheendofthisstudy.Pleasenotethatyourchoiceregardingthepayoffoptionsdoesnot
affectthepayoffsofyourteammember,andviceversa.

Whileyoudecideforanoption,youwillalsoreceiveinformationregardingthenumber
ofroundsyourteammemberhaswonthegameagainstthecomputerinthepreviouspartof
thisstudy.Toviewthisinformation,youmustclickontheredboxinthelowerleftpartof
thescreen.

Ineachround,youhave120stochooseapayoffoptionandtowinthegame.Whenthistimeis
over,youwillloseautomaticallyandreceiveapayoffof0points[authorsnote:0Euro]forthisround.

First,apracticeroundwillbeplayed,whichdoesnotaffectyourpayoffs.Usethisroundtogetan
overview.Afterthepracticeroundanother7roundsareplayed,whichdifferregardingthenumberof
ballsatthebeginningandtheminimalnumberofballsthathavetoberemovedinaturn.Notethat
youarealwaysthestartingplayer.

Finally,pleasenotethatyoualsowinthegamewhenyouhavetoremovemoreballsthanare
currentlylaidout.Thiscanhappenifyouhavetoremoveatleast2balls,butonlyoneballispresent.

GoodLuck!
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THE question of if and to what extent status groups differ in prosocial behav-
ior has a long tradition in the sociological literature (e.g., Mauss [1925] 1954;

Homans 1974; Coleman 1990). Because recent advances in experimental social
science provide more nuanced tools to differentiate and measure diverse forms
of prosocial behavior such as altruistic giving or reciprocating fairness, the status–
prosociality nexus has received renewed attention (e.g., Simpson and Willer 2015).
Using a wide variety of measures of social status and focusing on plenty of the-
oretical mechanisms linking social status to prosocial behavior, studies find for
instance that status matters regarding donations in the dictator game (e.g., Liebe
and Tutić 2010; Piff et al. 2010) as well as the placement of trust in the trust game
(e.g., Piff et al. 2010). However, the impact of status hierarchies on one particular
core dimension of prosocial behavior—that is, collective action and the voluntary
provision of public goods (Olson 1965; Ostrom 1990; Heckathorn 1996)—has so far
eschewed extensive experimental inquiry.

It has been just recently that Simpson, Willer, and Ridgeway (2012) elucidated
how Status Characteristics Theory (SCT) offers a suitable account for theorizing
about the effects of status differentials on collective action. SCT posits that diffuse
status characteristics such as gender or ethnicity as well as specific characteristics
such as reading ability or mathematical intelligence affect behavior in group tasks
via the formation of performance expectations (cf. Berger et al. 1977; Berger, Rosen-
holtz, and Zelditch 1980; Berger, Wagner, and Zelditch 1985). Simpson et al. (2012)
argue that SCT applies to problems of collective action and derive the following
three hypotheses: (1) high-status actors take more initiative in contributing towards
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Homans1974;Coleman1990).Becauserecentadvancesinexperimentalsocial
scienceprovidemorenuancedtoolstodifferentiateandmeasurediverseforms
ofprosocialbehaviorsuchasaltruisticgivingorreciprocatingfairness,thestatus–
prosocialitynexushasreceivedrenewedattention(e.g.,SimpsonandWiller2015).
Usingawidevarietyofmeasuresofsocialstatusandfocusingonplentyofthe-
oreticalmechanismslinkingsocialstatustoprosocialbehavior,studiesfindfor
instancethatstatusmattersregardingdonationsinthedictatorgame(e.g.,Liebe
andTutić2010;Piffetal.2010)aswellastheplacementoftrustinthetrustgame
(e.g.,Piffetal.2010).However,theimpactofstatushierarchiesononeparticular
coredimensionofprosocialbehavior—thatis,collectiveactionandthevoluntary
provisionofpublicgoods(Olson1965;Ostrom1990;Heckathorn1996)—hassofar
eschewedextensiveexperimentalinquiry.

IthasbeenjustrecentlythatSimpson,Willer,andRidgeway(2012)elucidated
howStatusCharacteristicsTheory(SCT)offersasuitableaccountfortheorizing
abouttheeffectsofstatusdifferentialsoncollectiveaction.SCTpositsthatdiffuse
statuscharacteristicssuchasgenderorethnicityaswellasspecificcharacteristics
suchasreadingabilityormathematicalintelligenceaffectbehavioringrouptasks
viatheformationofperformanceexpectations(cf.Bergeretal.1977;Berger,Rosen-
holtz,andZelditch1980;Berger,Wagner,andZelditch1985).Simpsonetal.(2012)
arguethatSCTappliestoproblemsofcollectiveactionandderivethefollowing
threehypotheses:(1)high-statusactorstakemoreinitiativeincontributingtowards
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Abstract:Wepresentexperimentalevidenceontheeffectsofstatuscharacteristicsinproblems
involvingtheprovisionofpublicgoods.AccordingtoStatusCharacteristicsTheory(SCT),status
differentialsaffectperformanceexpectations,whichinturnaffectthepowerandprestigeorderin
grouptasks.Appliedtoproblemsofcollectiveaction,SCTsuggestsseveralintriguinghypotheses(cf.
Simpson,Willer,andRidgeway2012).Mostimportantly,thetheoryproposesthathigh-statusactors
showagreaterinitiativeinandalsooverallcontributemoretotheprovisionofpublicgoodsthan
low-statusactors.Weputthistheoreticalclaimtoastrictexperimentaltest,inadditiontoother
hypothesesandconjectures.Inourexperimentalsetup,thevolunteer’stimingdilemmaisusedas
thegrouptask.Threeexperimentalconditionsareimplemented,whichdifferwithrespecttothe
waystatusgroupsareformedonbasisofthetypeofstatuscharacteristic.Ourresultsvalidatethe
centralhypothesiscitedaboveandalsolendsupporttoaconjectureregardingthebeneficialeffects
ofheterogeneityinstatus.
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the provision of public goods than low-status actors, (2) high-status actors con-
tribute more towards the provision of public goods than low-status actors, and (3)
low-status actors are more eager to match the contributions of high-status actors
than vice versa. In addition, Simpson et al. (2012) conjecture that heterogeneity in
terms of status characteristics might benefit groups facing problems of collective
action since it helps to overcome start-up and free-riding problems.

In this article, we provide experimental evidence on predictions derived from
SCT regarding the provision of collective goods. Specifically, we put hypotheses
(1) and (2) as well as the conjecture by Simpson et al. (2012) to the test. In our
experimental setup, subjects are teamed up in groups of four and confronted with a
modified version of the volunteer’s timing dilemma (cf. Weesie 1993; Otsubo and
Rapoport 2008), in which at least two players have to bear a private cost in order to
secure the provision of a public good. Each group is composed of two high-status
(so-called stars) and two low-status actors (so-called nonstars). There are three
treatments that differ in the way of how subjects are allocated to status groups
(i.e, the treatments differ regarding the source of status). In the random treatment,
subjects are randomly assigned to the star or nonstar group and, crucially, are
informed about the randomness of assignments. In the diffuse treatment, subjects
are allocated to status groups based on their subjective social status as measured
by a modification of the MacArthur Scale (cf. Adler et al. 2000). In the specific
treatment, subjects are told that they have been assigned to status groups based
on their performance in a quiz regarding basic understanding of game-theoretic
concepts. Yet in fact, they are randomly assigned to status groups.

We find no behavioral differences among status groups in the random treatment.
Yet once status groups are composed or allegedly composed based on differences in
diffuse or specific status characteristics, high-status actors do show more initiative
and do overall contribute more to the provision of public goods than low-status
actors. These findings are very much in line with SCT. Also, as conjectured by
Simpson et al. (2012), heterogeneity in status characteristics does benefit groups in
our experiment in terms of rates of group success in the provision of public goods
as well as experimental earnings.

This article extends our knowledge on collective action problems and SCT in
three important ways. First, although there is considerable experimental evidence
for the validity of core principles of SCT, the larger portion of these findings has
been derived from experiments that followed a standardized protocol. This experi-
mental setting involves in a sense fictitious specific characteristics such as contrast
sensitivity, meaning-insight ability, relational ability, et cetera as well as specific
tasks such as judging the relative size of geometrical figures (Berger et al. 1977:
43–48). Clearly, providing evidence on SCT in other and—from a social-theoretical
point of view—more relevant areas of interactive decision-making such as problems
of collective action is valuable per se. Second, this is the only study that allows
comparing the behavioral effects of different sources of status within a fixed exper-
imental protocol in the context of the voluntary provision of public goods. That
is, hitherto scholars have studied the effects of either diffuse status characteristics
such as gender (Sell 1997) and scholastic experience (Simpson et al. 2012) or specific
characteristics such as performance in general knowledge quizzes (Kumru and
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theprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors,(2)high-statusactorscon-
tributemoretowardstheprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors,and(3)
low-statusactorsaremoreeagertomatchthecontributionsofhigh-statusactors
thanviceversa.Inaddition,Simpsonetal.(2012)conjecturethatheterogeneityin
termsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefitgroupsfacingproblemsofcollective
actionsinceithelpstoovercomestart-upandfree-ridingproblems.

Inthisarticle,weprovideexperimentalevidenceonpredictionsderivedfrom
SCTregardingtheprovisionofcollectivegoods.Specifically,weputhypotheses
(1)and(2)aswellastheconjecturebySimpsonetal.(2012)tothetest.Inour
experimentalsetup,subjectsareteamedupingroupsoffourandconfrontedwitha
modifiedversionofthevolunteer’stimingdilemma(cf.Weesie1993;Otsuboand
Rapoport2008),inwhichatleasttwoplayershavetobearaprivatecostinorderto
securetheprovisionofapublicgood.Eachgroupiscomposedoftwohigh-status
(so-calledstars)andtwolow-statusactors(so-callednonstars).Therearethree
treatmentsthatdifferinthewayofhowsubjectsareallocatedtostatusgroups
(i.e,thetreatmentsdifferregardingthesourceofstatus).Intherandomtreatment,
subjectsarerandomlyassignedtothestarornonstargroupand,crucially,are
informedabouttherandomnessofassignments.Inthediffusetreatment,subjects
areallocatedtostatusgroupsbasedontheirsubjectivesocialstatusasmeasured
byamodificationoftheMacArthurScale(cf.Adleretal.2000).Inthespecific
treatment,subjectsaretoldthattheyhavebeenassignedtostatusgroupsbased
ontheirperformanceinaquizregardingbasicunderstandingofgame-theoretic
concepts.Yetinfact,theyarerandomlyassignedtostatusgroups.

Wefindnobehavioraldifferencesamongstatusgroupsintherandomtreatment.
Yetoncestatusgroupsarecomposedorallegedlycomposedbasedondifferencesin
diffuseorspecificstatuscharacteristics,high-statusactorsdoshowmoreinitiative
anddooverallcontributemoretotheprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-status
actors.ThesefindingsareverymuchinlinewithSCT.Also,asconjecturedby
Simpsonetal.(2012),heterogeneityinstatuscharacteristicsdoesbenefitgroupsin
ourexperimentintermsofratesofgroupsuccessintheprovisionofpublicgoods
aswellasexperimentalearnings.

ThisarticleextendsourknowledgeoncollectiveactionproblemsandSCTin
threeimportantways.First,althoughthereisconsiderableexperimentalevidence
forthevalidityofcoreprinciplesofSCT,thelargerportionofthesefindingshas
beenderivedfromexperimentsthatfollowedastandardizedprotocol.Thisexperi-
mentalsettinginvolvesinasensefictitiousspecificcharacteristicssuchascontrast
sensitivity,meaning-insightability,relationalability,etceteraaswellasspecific
taskssuchasjudgingtherelativesizeofgeometricalfigures(Bergeretal.1977:
43–48).Clearly,providingevidenceonSCTinotherand—fromasocial-theoretical
pointofview—morerelevantareasofinteractivedecision-makingsuchasproblems
ofcollectiveactionisvaluableperse.Second,thisistheonlystudythatallows
comparingthebehavioraleffectsofdifferentsourcesofstatuswithinafixedexper-
imentalprotocolinthecontextofthevoluntaryprovisionofpublicgoods.That
is,hithertoscholarshavestudiedtheeffectsofeitherdiffusestatuscharacteristics
suchasgender(Sell1997)andscholasticexperience(Simpsonetal.2012)orspecific
characteristicssuchasperformanceingeneralknowledgequizzes(Kumruand
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the provision of public goods than low-status actors, (2) high-status actors con-
tribute more towards the provision of public goods than low-status actors, and (3)
low-status actors are more eager to match the contributions of high-status actors
than vice versa. In addition, Simpson et al. (2012) conjecture that heterogeneity in
terms of status characteristics might benefit groups facing problems of collective
action since it helps to overcome start-up and free-riding problems.

In this article, we provide experimental evidence on predictions derived from
SCT regarding the provision of collective goods. Specifically, we put hypotheses
(1) and (2) as well as the conjecture by Simpson et al. (2012) to the test. In our
experimental setup, subjects are teamed up in groups of four and confronted with a
modified version of the volunteer’s timing dilemma (cf. Weesie 1993; Otsubo and
Rapoport 2008), in which at least two players have to bear a private cost in order to
secure the provision of a public good. Each group is composed of two high-status
(so-called stars) and two low-status actors (so-called nonstars). There are three
treatments that differ in the way of how subjects are allocated to status groups
(i.e, the treatments differ regarding the source of status). In the random treatment,
subjects are randomly assigned to the star or nonstar group and, crucially, are
informed about the randomness of assignments. In the diffuse treatment, subjects
are allocated to status groups based on their subjective social status as measured
by a modification of the MacArthur Scale (cf. Adler et al. 2000). In the specific
treatment, subjects are told that they have been assigned to status groups based
on their performance in a quiz regarding basic understanding of game-theoretic
concepts. Yet in fact, they are randomly assigned to status groups.

We find no behavioral differences among status groups in the random treatment.
Yet once status groups are composed or allegedly composed based on differences in
diffuse or specific status characteristics, high-status actors do show more initiative
and do overall contribute more to the provision of public goods than low-status
actors. These findings are very much in line with SCT. Also, as conjectured by
Simpson et al. (2012), heterogeneity in status characteristics does benefit groups in
our experiment in terms of rates of group success in the provision of public goods
as well as experimental earnings.

This article extends our knowledge on collective action problems and SCT in
three important ways. First, although there is considerable experimental evidence
for the validity of core principles of SCT, the larger portion of these findings has
been derived from experiments that followed a standardized protocol. This experi-
mental setting involves in a sense fictitious specific characteristics such as contrast
sensitivity, meaning-insight ability, relational ability, et cetera as well as specific
tasks such as judging the relative size of geometrical figures (Berger et al. 1977:
43–48). Clearly, providing evidence on SCT in other and—from a social-theoretical
point of view—more relevant areas of interactive decision-making such as problems
of collective action is valuable per se. Second, this is the only study that allows
comparing the behavioral effects of different sources of status within a fixed exper-
imental protocol in the context of the voluntary provision of public goods. That
is, hitherto scholars have studied the effects of either diffuse status characteristics
such as gender (Sell 1997) and scholastic experience (Simpson et al. 2012) or specific
characteristics such as performance in general knowledge quizzes (Kumru and
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theprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors,(2)high-statusactorscon-
tributemoretowardstheprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors,and(3)
low-statusactorsaremoreeagertomatchthecontributionsofhigh-statusactors
thanviceversa.Inaddition,Simpsonetal.(2012)conjecturethatheterogeneityin
termsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefitgroupsfacingproblemsofcollective
actionsinceithelpstoovercomestart-upandfree-ridingproblems.

Inthisarticle,weprovideexperimentalevidenceonpredictionsderivedfrom
SCTregardingtheprovisionofcollectivegoods.Specifically,weputhypotheses
(1)and(2)aswellastheconjecturebySimpsonetal.(2012)tothetest.Inour
experimentalsetup,subjectsareteamedupingroupsoffourandconfrontedwitha
modifiedversionofthevolunteer’stimingdilemma(cf.Weesie1993;Otsuboand
Rapoport2008),inwhichatleasttwoplayershavetobearaprivatecostinorderto
securetheprovisionofapublicgood.Eachgroupiscomposedoftwohigh-status
(so-calledstars)andtwolow-statusactors(so-callednonstars).Therearethree
treatmentsthatdifferinthewayofhowsubjectsareallocatedtostatusgroups
(i.e,thetreatmentsdifferregardingthesourceofstatus).Intherandomtreatment,
subjectsarerandomlyassignedtothestarornonstargroupand,crucially,are
informedabouttherandomnessofassignments.Inthediffusetreatment,subjects
areallocatedtostatusgroupsbasedontheirsubjectivesocialstatusasmeasured
byamodificationoftheMacArthurScale(cf.Adleretal.2000).Inthespecific
treatment,subjectsaretoldthattheyhavebeenassignedtostatusgroupsbased
ontheirperformanceinaquizregardingbasicunderstandingofgame-theoretic
concepts.Yetinfact,theyarerandomlyassignedtostatusgroups.

Wefindnobehavioraldifferencesamongstatusgroupsintherandomtreatment.
Yetoncestatusgroupsarecomposedorallegedlycomposedbasedondifferencesin
diffuseorspecificstatuscharacteristics,high-statusactorsdoshowmoreinitiative
anddooverallcontributemoretotheprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-status
actors.ThesefindingsareverymuchinlinewithSCT.Also,asconjecturedby
Simpsonetal.(2012),heterogeneityinstatuscharacteristicsdoesbenefitgroupsin
ourexperimentintermsofratesofgroupsuccessintheprovisionofpublicgoods
aswellasexperimentalearnings.

ThisarticleextendsourknowledgeoncollectiveactionproblemsandSCTin
threeimportantways.First,althoughthereisconsiderableexperimentalevidence
forthevalidityofcoreprinciplesofSCT,thelargerportionofthesefindingshas
beenderivedfromexperimentsthatfollowedastandardizedprotocol.Thisexperi-
mentalsettinginvolvesinasensefictitiousspecificcharacteristicssuchascontrast
sensitivity,meaning-insightability,relationalability,etceteraaswellasspecific
taskssuchasjudgingtherelativesizeofgeometricalfigures(Bergeretal.1977:
43–48).Clearly,providingevidenceonSCTinotherand—fromasocial-theoretical
pointofview—morerelevantareasofinteractivedecision-makingsuchasproblems
ofcollectiveactionisvaluableperse.Second,thisistheonlystudythatallows
comparingthebehavioraleffectsofdifferentsourcesofstatuswithinafixedexper-
imentalprotocolinthecontextofthevoluntaryprovisionofpublicgoods.That
is,hithertoscholarshavestudiedtheeffectsofeitherdiffusestatuscharacteristics
suchasgender(Sell1997)andscholasticexperience(Simpsonetal.2012)orspecific
characteristicssuchasperformanceingeneralknowledgequizzes(Kumruand
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Vesterlund 2010). The question of whether different sources of status affect coop-
erative behavior in collective action problems in a similar way has consequently
eschewed experimental investigation. Hence, our study provides a more reliable
basis regarding the extent to which results from prior studies working with diffuse
characteristics generalize to specific characteristics and vice versa. Third, our study
extends experimental evidence regarding the effects of status characteristics in the
voluntary provision of public goods. Hitherto, only “preliminary evidence” for
hypothesis (1) has been provided by Simpson et al. (2012: 157), and hypothesis
(2) has only been tested and confirmed by Kumru and Vesterlund (2010) and Sell
(1997). Most importantly, we provide the only experimental test of the conjecture
that heterogeneity in terms of status characteristics might benefit groups facing
problems of collective action.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In the second section we
give a short introduction to SCT. The third section contains a description of our
experimental design and procedure as well as testable predictions in empirical
terms. In the fourth section we present our experimental findings, and the fifth
section discusses possible shortcomings of our approach.

Theory

Put briefly, the core argument of SCT states that whenever a group of actors faces a
group task, any status characteristic that is not explicitly dissociated from the group
task serves as a basis for performance expectations that in turn affect the power and
prestige order of the group (cf. Figure 1)

This statement involves a number of technical concepts and demands some
clarification. First of all, any task a group of actors faces qualifies as a group task as
long as two scope conditions are met. That is, actors have to be oriented towards
success in the task and share a collective orientation in the sense that each actor
takes the other actors’ potential performance into account when deciding about her
own performance level.

Secondly, the term status characteristic refers to socially significant attributes of
actors with differing states, attached to which there are culturally held evaluations
and expectations of competence (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 32). For simplicity,
SCT works with binary states, corresponding binary evaluations, and binary ex-
pectations of competence—for example, graduate student (positive, competent)
and undergraduate student (negative, incompetent). Although all kinds of status
characteristics attach evaluations to states, status characteristics differ regarding
the range of activities and areas to which the expectations of competence apply. A
status characteristic is termed diffuse if these expectations of competence are rather
general and not restricted to specific areas. A characteristic is called specific if the
expectations of competence are limited to specific areas of expertise. For instance,
in many cultures females are believed to lack competence in a wide range of areas
such as driving a vehicle, solving mathematical problems, and athletic performance.
Hence, gender is a diffuse status characteristic in such cultural environments. In
comparison, the attribute “computer expertise” carries far less implications re-
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Vesterlund2010).Thequestionofwhetherdifferentsourcesofstatusaffectcoop-
erativebehaviorincollectiveactionproblemsinasimilarwayhasconsequently
eschewedexperimentalinvestigation.Hence,ourstudyprovidesamorereliable
basisregardingtheextenttowhichresultsfrompriorstudiesworkingwithdiffuse
characteristicsgeneralizetospecificcharacteristicsandviceversa.Third,ourstudy
extendsexperimentalevidenceregardingtheeffectsofstatuscharacteristicsinthe
voluntaryprovisionofpublicgoods.Hitherto,only“preliminaryevidence”for
hypothesis(1)hasbeenprovidedbySimpsonetal.(2012:157),andhypothesis
(2)hasonlybeentestedandconfirmedbyKumruandVesterlund(2010)andSell
(1997).Mostimportantly,weprovidetheonlyexperimentaltestoftheconjecture
thatheterogeneityintermsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefitgroupsfacing
problemsofcollectiveaction.

Theremainderofthisarticleisorganizedasfollows:Inthesecondsectionwe
giveashortintroductiontoSCT.Thethirdsectioncontainsadescriptionofour
experimentaldesignandprocedureaswellastestablepredictionsinempirical
terms.Inthefourthsectionwepresentourexperimentalfindings,andthefifth
sectiondiscussespossibleshortcomingsofourapproach.

Theory

Putbriefly,thecoreargumentofSCTstatesthatwheneveragroupofactorsfacesa
grouptask,anystatuscharacteristicthatisnotexplicitlydissociatedfromthegroup
taskservesasabasisforperformanceexpectationsthatinturnaffectthepowerand
prestigeorderofthegroup(cf.Figure1)

Thisstatementinvolvesanumberoftechnicalconceptsanddemandssome
clarification.Firstofall,anytaskagroupofactorsfacesqualifiesasagrouptaskas
longastwoscopeconditionsaremet.Thatis,actorshavetobeorientedtowards
successinthetaskandshareacollectiveorientationinthesensethateachactor
takestheotheractors’potentialperformanceintoaccountwhendecidingabouther
ownperformancelevel.

Secondly,thetermstatuscharacteristicreferstosociallysignificantattributesof
actorswithdifferingstates,attachedtowhichthereareculturallyheldevaluations
andexpectationsofcompetence(CorrellandRidgeway2003:32).Forsimplicity,
SCTworkswithbinarystates,correspondingbinaryevaluations,andbinaryex-
pectationsofcompetence—forexample,graduatestudent(positive,competent)
andundergraduatestudent(negative,incompetent).Althoughallkindsofstatus
characteristicsattachevaluationstostates,statuscharacteristicsdifferregarding
therangeofactivitiesandareastowhichtheexpectationsofcompetenceapply.A
statuscharacteristicistermeddiffuseiftheseexpectationsofcompetencearerather
generalandnotrestrictedtospecificareas.Acharacteristiciscalledspecificifthe
expectationsofcompetencearelimitedtospecificareasofexpertise.Forinstance,
inmanyculturesfemalesarebelievedtolackcompetenceinawiderangeofareas
suchasdrivingavehicle,solvingmathematicalproblems,andathleticperformance.
Hence,genderisadiffusestatuscharacteristicinsuchculturalenvironments.In
comparison,theattribute“computerexpertise”carriesfarlessimplicationsre-
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eschewed experimental investigation. Hence, our study provides a more reliable
basis regarding the extent to which results from prior studies working with diffuse
characteristics generalize to specific characteristics and vice versa. Third, our study
extends experimental evidence regarding the effects of status characteristics in the
voluntary provision of public goods. Hitherto, only “preliminary evidence” for
hypothesis (1) has been provided by Simpson et al. (2012: 157), and hypothesis
(2) has only been tested and confirmed by Kumru and Vesterlund (2010) and Sell
(1997). Most importantly, we provide the only experimental test of the conjecture
that heterogeneity in terms of status characteristics might benefit groups facing
problems of collective action.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In the second section we
give a short introduction to SCT. The third section contains a description of our
experimental design and procedure as well as testable predictions in empirical
terms. In the fourth section we present our experimental findings, and the fifth
section discusses possible shortcomings of our approach.
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Put briefly, the core argument of SCT states that whenever a group of actors faces a
group task, any status characteristic that is not explicitly dissociated from the group
task serves as a basis for performance expectations that in turn affect the power and
prestige order of the group (cf. Figure 1)

This statement involves a number of technical concepts and demands some
clarification. First of all, any task a group of actors faces qualifies as a group task as
long as two scope conditions are met. That is, actors have to be oriented towards
success in the task and share a collective orientation in the sense that each actor
takes the other actors’ potential performance into account when deciding about her
own performance level.

Secondly, the term status characteristic refers to socially significant attributes of
actors with differing states, attached to which there are culturally held evaluations
and expectations of competence (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 32). For simplicity,
SCT works with binary states, corresponding binary evaluations, and binary ex-
pectations of competence—for example, graduate student (positive, competent)
and undergraduate student (negative, incompetent). Although all kinds of status
characteristics attach evaluations to states, status characteristics differ regarding
the range of activities and areas to which the expectations of competence apply. A
status characteristic is termed diffuse if these expectations of competence are rather
general and not restricted to specific areas. A characteristic is called specific if the
expectations of competence are limited to specific areas of expertise. For instance,
in many cultures females are believed to lack competence in a wide range of areas
such as driving a vehicle, solving mathematical problems, and athletic performance.
Hence, gender is a diffuse status characteristic in such cultural environments. In
comparison, the attribute “computer expertise” carries far less implications re-
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(1997).Mostimportantly,weprovidetheonlyexperimentaltestoftheconjecture
thatheterogeneityintermsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefitgroupsfacing
problemsofcollectiveaction.

Theremainderofthisarticleisorganizedasfollows:Inthesecondsectionwe
giveashortintroductiontoSCT.Thethirdsectioncontainsadescriptionofour
experimentaldesignandprocedureaswellastestablepredictionsinempirical
terms.Inthefourthsectionwepresentourexperimentalfindings,andthefifth
sectiondiscussespossibleshortcomingsofourapproach.

Theory

Putbriefly,thecoreargumentofSCTstatesthatwheneveragroupofactorsfacesa
grouptask,anystatuscharacteristicthatisnotexplicitlydissociatedfromthegroup
taskservesasabasisforperformanceexpectationsthatinturnaffectthepowerand
prestigeorderofthegroup(cf.Figure1)

Thisstatementinvolvesanumberoftechnicalconceptsanddemandssome
clarification.Firstofall,anytaskagroupofactorsfacesqualifiesasagrouptaskas
longastwoscopeconditionsaremet.Thatis,actorshavetobeorientedtowards
successinthetaskandshareacollectiveorientationinthesensethateachactor
takestheotheractors’potentialperformanceintoaccountwhendecidingabouther
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andexpectationsofcompetence(CorrellandRidgeway2003:32).Forsimplicity,
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therangeofactivitiesandareastowhichtheexpectationsofcompetenceapply.A
statuscharacteristicistermeddiffuseiftheseexpectationsofcompetencearerather
generalandnotrestrictedtospecificareas.Acharacteristiciscalledspecificifthe
expectationsofcompetencearelimitedtospecificareasofexpertise.Forinstance,
inmanyculturesfemalesarebelievedtolackcompetenceinawiderangeofareas
suchasdrivingavehicle,solvingmathematicalproblems,andathleticperformance.
Hence,genderisadiffusestatuscharacteristicinsuchculturalenvironments.In
comparison,theattribute“computerexpertise”carriesfarlessimplicationsre-
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of the core argument of SCT.

garding the areas of competence and hence is an example for a specific status
characteristic in most cultures (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 32).

Thirdly, given the fact that actors want to succeed in the group task and take the
behavior of others into account, they search for information regarding the relative
competence in performing the group task and also the probable actions of the
involved actors and organize them coherently into performance expectations.

Fourthly, the term power and prestige order refers to an important stylized fact
that emerged in early research on small groups (cf. Bales 1953; Bales and Slater
1955). In small groups working on a task, the chances to perform, the initiatives
to perform, the performance output, as well as the evaluations and rewards for
performance are generally highly intercorrelated.

SCT is more concerned with the first arrow in Figure 1, which depicts the causal
effect of status characteristics on performance expectations, than with the second
arrow, which refers to the causal effect of expectations on behavioral outcomes.
Practitioners of SCT (cf. Berger et al. 1977; Simpson and Walker 2002; Simpson
et al. 2012) use involved graph-theoretic representations and additional theoretical
concepts such as generalized expectation states or abstract task ability to study the
details of the causal effect of statuses on expectations (see the online supplement).
In contrast, SCT takes a quite simplistic standpoint regarding the second part of
the causal chain depicted in Figure 1 (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 31): “Once
developed, performance expectation states (hereafter ‘performance expectations’)
shape behavior in a self-fulfilling fashion.”

Irrespective of the technical subtleties of the graph-theoretic account of SCT,
the causal chain depicted in Figure 1 implicates that actors who carry positively
evaluated states of a diffuse or specific status characteristic obtain a higher position
in the power and prestige order, and hence, among other things, show a greater
initiative to perform and a higher output in performance towards completion of the
group task. Importantly, SCT only theorizes on one particular mechanism by which
status characteristics influence behavior in group tasks. That is, SCT is concerned
with pure effects of expectation but does not rule out that status characteristics
might influence behavior in group tasks via other mechanisms than the formation
of performance expectations (cf. Driskell and Mullen 1990; Berger et al. 1977).

Note that perhaps the most interesting aspect of SCT is the fact that the the-
ory predicts effects of statuses on behavior in group tasks that prima facie seem
completely unrelated to any instrumental task ability involved in performing the
task. That is, as long as a status is (as part of the presentation of the group task) not
explicitly dissociated from the group task, actors will use this status as a basis for
forming performance expectations.
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gardingtheareasofcompetenceandhenceisanexampleforaspecificstatus
characteristicinmostcultures(CorrellandRidgeway2003:32).

Thirdly,giventhefactthatactorswanttosucceedinthegrouptaskandtakethe
behaviorofothersintoaccount,theysearchforinformationregardingtherelative
competenceinperformingthegrouptaskandalsotheprobableactionsofthe
involvedactorsandorganizethemcoherentlyintoperformanceexpectations.

Fourthly,thetermpowerandprestigeorderreferstoanimportantstylizedfact
thatemergedinearlyresearchonsmallgroups(cf.Bales1953;BalesandSlater
1955).Insmallgroupsworkingonatask,thechancestoperform,theinitiatives
toperform,theperformanceoutput,aswellastheevaluationsandrewardsfor
performancearegenerallyhighlyintercorrelated.

SCTismoreconcernedwiththefirstarrowinFigure1,whichdepictsthecausal
effectofstatuscharacteristicsonperformanceexpectations,thanwiththesecond
arrow,whichreferstothecausaleffectofexpectationsonbehavioraloutcomes.
PractitionersofSCT(cf.Bergeretal.1977;SimpsonandWalker2002;Simpson
etal.2012)useinvolvedgraph-theoreticrepresentationsandadditionaltheoretical
conceptssuchasgeneralizedexpectationstatesorabstracttaskabilitytostudythe
detailsofthecausaleffectofstatusesonexpectations(seetheonlinesupplement).
Incontrast,SCTtakesaquitesimplisticstandpointregardingthesecondpartof
thecausalchaindepictedinFigure1(CorrellandRidgeway2003:31):“Once
developed,performanceexpectationstates(hereafter‘performanceexpectations’)
shapebehaviorinaself-fulfillingfashion.”

Irrespectiveofthetechnicalsubtletiesofthegraph-theoreticaccountofSCT,
thecausalchaindepictedinFigure1implicatesthatactorswhocarrypositively
evaluatedstatesofadiffuseorspecificstatuscharacteristicobtainahigherposition
inthepowerandprestigeorder,andhence,amongotherthings,showagreater
initiativetoperformandahigheroutputinperformancetowardscompletionofthe
grouptask.Importantly,SCTonlytheorizesononeparticularmechanismbywhich
statuscharacteristicsinfluencebehavioringrouptasks.Thatis,SCTisconcerned
withpureeffectsofexpectationbutdoesnotruleoutthatstatuscharacteristics
mightinfluencebehavioringrouptasksviaothermechanismsthantheformation
ofperformanceexpectations(cf.DriskellandMullen1990;Bergeretal.1977).

NotethatperhapsthemostinterestingaspectofSCTisthefactthatthethe-
orypredictseffectsofstatusesonbehavioringrouptasksthatprimafacieseem
completelyunrelatedtoanyinstrumentaltaskabilityinvolvedinperformingthe
task.Thatis,aslongasastatusis(aspartofthepresentationofthegrouptask)not
explicitlydissociatedfromthegrouptask,actorswillusethisstatusasabasisfor
formingperformanceexpectations.
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garding the areas of competence and hence is an example for a specific status
characteristic in most cultures (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 32).

Thirdly, given the fact that actors want to succeed in the group task and take the
behavior of others into account, they search for information regarding the relative
competence in performing the group task and also the probable actions of the
involved actors and organize them coherently into performance expectations.

Fourthly, the term power and prestige order refers to an important stylized fact
that emerged in early research on small groups (cf. Bales 1953; Bales and Slater
1955). In small groups working on a task, the chances to perform, the initiatives
to perform, the performance output, as well as the evaluations and rewards for
performance are generally highly intercorrelated.

SCT is more concerned with the first arrow in Figure 1, which depicts the causal
effect of status characteristics on performance expectations, than with the second
arrow, which refers to the causal effect of expectations on behavioral outcomes.
Practitioners of SCT (cf. Berger et al. 1977; Simpson and Walker 2002; Simpson
et al. 2012) use involved graph-theoretic representations and additional theoretical
concepts such as generalized expectation states or abstract task ability to study the
details of the causal effect of statuses on expectations (see the online supplement).
In contrast, SCT takes a quite simplistic standpoint regarding the second part of
the causal chain depicted in Figure 1 (Correll and Ridgeway 2003: 31): “Once
developed, performance expectation states (hereafter ‘performance expectations’)
shape behavior in a self-fulfilling fashion.”

Irrespective of the technical subtleties of the graph-theoretic account of SCT,
the causal chain depicted in Figure 1 implicates that actors who carry positively
evaluated states of a diffuse or specific status characteristic obtain a higher position
in the power and prestige order, and hence, among other things, show a greater
initiative to perform and a higher output in performance towards completion of the
group task. Importantly, SCT only theorizes on one particular mechanism by which
status characteristics influence behavior in group tasks. That is, SCT is concerned
with pure effects of expectation but does not rule out that status characteristics
might influence behavior in group tasks via other mechanisms than the formation
of performance expectations (cf. Driskell and Mullen 1990; Berger et al. 1977).

Note that perhaps the most interesting aspect of SCT is the fact that the the-
ory predicts effects of statuses on behavior in group tasks that prima facie seem
completely unrelated to any instrumental task ability involved in performing the
task. That is, as long as a status is (as part of the presentation of the group task) not
explicitly dissociated from the group task, actors will use this status as a basis for
forming performance expectations.
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Irrespective of the technical subtleties of the graph-theoretic account of SCT,
the causal chain depicted in Figure 1 implicates that actors who carry positively
evaluated states of a diffuse or specific status characteristic obtain a higher position
in the power and prestige order, and hence, among other things, show a greater
initiative to perform and a higher output in performance towards completion of the
group task. Importantly, SCT only theorizes on one particular mechanism by which
status characteristics influence behavior in group tasks. That is, SCT is concerned
with pure effects of expectation but does not rule out that status characteristics
might influence behavior in group tasks via other mechanisms than the formation
of performance expectations (cf. Driskell and Mullen 1990; Berger et al. 1977).

Note that perhaps the most interesting aspect of SCT is the fact that the the-
ory predicts effects of statuses on behavior in group tasks that prima facie seem
completely unrelated to any instrumental task ability involved in performing the
task. That is, as long as a status is (as part of the presentation of the group task) not
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gardingtheareasofcompetenceandhenceisanexampleforaspecificstatus
characteristicinmostcultures(CorrellandRidgeway2003:32).

Thirdly,giventhefactthatactorswanttosucceedinthegrouptaskandtakethe
behaviorofothersintoaccount,theysearchforinformationregardingtherelative
competenceinperformingthegrouptaskandalsotheprobableactionsofthe
involvedactorsandorganizethemcoherentlyintoperformanceexpectations.

Fourthly,thetermpowerandprestigeorderreferstoanimportantstylizedfact
thatemergedinearlyresearchonsmallgroups(cf.Bales1953;BalesandSlater
1955).Insmallgroupsworkingonatask,thechancestoperform,theinitiatives
toperform,theperformanceoutput,aswellastheevaluationsandrewardsfor
performancearegenerallyhighlyintercorrelated.

SCTismoreconcernedwiththefirstarrowinFigure1,whichdepictsthecausal
effectofstatuscharacteristicsonperformanceexpectations,thanwiththesecond
arrow,whichreferstothecausaleffectofexpectationsonbehavioraloutcomes.
PractitionersofSCT(cf.Bergeretal.1977;SimpsonandWalker2002;Simpson
etal.2012)useinvolvedgraph-theoreticrepresentationsandadditionaltheoretical
conceptssuchasgeneralizedexpectationstatesorabstracttaskabilitytostudythe
detailsofthecausaleffectofstatusesonexpectations(seetheonlinesupplement).
Incontrast,SCTtakesaquitesimplisticstandpointregardingthesecondpartof
thecausalchaindepictedinFigure1(CorrellandRidgeway2003:31):“Once
developed,performanceexpectationstates(hereafter‘performanceexpectations’)
shapebehaviorinaself-fulfillingfashion.”

Irrespectiveofthetechnicalsubtletiesofthegraph-theoreticaccountofSCT,
thecausalchaindepictedinFigure1implicatesthatactorswhocarrypositively
evaluatedstatesofadiffuseorspecificstatuscharacteristicobtainahigherposition
inthepowerandprestigeorder,andhence,amongotherthings,showagreater
initiativetoperformandahigheroutputinperformancetowardscompletionofthe
grouptask.Importantly,SCTonlytheorizesononeparticularmechanismbywhich
statuscharacteristicsinfluencebehavioringrouptasks.Thatis,SCTisconcerned
withpureeffectsofexpectationbutdoesnotruleoutthatstatuscharacteristics
mightinfluencebehavioringrouptasksviaothermechanismsthantheformation
ofperformanceexpectations(cf.DriskellandMullen1990;Bergeretal.1977).

NotethatperhapsthemostinterestingaspectofSCTisthefactthatthethe-
orypredictseffectsofstatusesonbehavioringrouptasksthatprimafacieseem
completelyunrelatedtoanyinstrumentaltaskabilityinvolvedinperformingthe
task.Thatis,aslongasastatusis(aspartofthepresentationofthegrouptask)not
explicitlydissociatedfromthegrouptask,actorswillusethisstatusasabasisfor
formingperformanceexpectations.
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Experimental Design and Procedure

Description

We conducted 12 experimental sessions in spring 2015 for which we recruited a
total number of N = 176 subjects. Participants were enrolled as university students
and recruited through the internet recruitment tool hroot (Bock, Nicklisch, and
Baetge 2012). Each session lasted for about one hour and average experimental
earnings amounted to 18.93 Euros, which is about twice as much as the average
hourly wage for a student in this region. Each session was identical except for
treatment conditions. As already indicated, there were three treatment conditions:
random (N = 60), specific (N = 60), and diffuse (N = 56). What follows is an
overview of the course of the sessions; details of each specific point can be found
below.

Once all of the participants arrived, they were asked to complete a questionnaire
that among other things measured their respective subjective social status. This
measure was used as the diffuse status characteristic in the respective treatment.
After completing the questionnaire, subjects took part in a quiz that (allegedly)
served later as the specific status characteristic in the respective treatment. Then
status groups were formed depending on the treatment conditions. Afterwards,
subjects played the volunteer’s timing dilemma. A final questionnaire completed
the experiment before subjects were paid their experimental earnings.

Beginning of a session. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were ran-
domly seated at computer terminals within the lab.1 Because prospect theory
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979, 1992) as well as ample experimental evidence (cf.
Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 1990) suggest that people generally suffer more
from losing a certain amount of money than they enjoy winning the very same
amount, we used this so-called endowment effect (Thaler 1980) in order to gen-
erate greater incentives with a fixed monetary budget. We therefore endowed
subjects with experimental money that they partially lost during the course of the
experiment. In order to reinforce this effect, we informed subjects at the start of
the experiment that they had earned an amount of 26 Euros, congratulated them
for it, and encouraged them to think about what they could buy with that money.
However, subjects were also informed that they would probably lose some of the
money during the course of the experiment, depending on the decisions made by
themselves and by others.

The questionnaire included several questions regarding demographics, such
as gender and family situation, as well as questions regarding their educational
background and course of study. To obtain the subjective social status of the
students, it also included a modified version of the MacArthur Scale of subjective
social status (cf. Adler et al. 2000). In contrast to the original MacArthur Scale,
which mainly focuses on subjects who are already active on the labor market, our
version puts more weight on typical determinants of students’ social status, such
as network of friends and career prospects. As in the original version, the scale
consisted of a 10-rung ladder on which subjects were asked to place themselves. It
was accompanied by the following instructions:
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Description

Weconducted12experimentalsessionsinspring2015forwhichwerecruiteda
totalnumberofN=176subjects.Participantswereenrolledasuniversitystudents
andrecruitedthroughtheinternetrecruitmenttoolhroot(Bock,Nicklisch,and
Baetge2012).Eachsessionlastedforaboutonehourandaverageexperimental
earningsamountedto18.93Euros,whichisabouttwiceasmuchastheaverage
hourlywageforastudentinthisregion.Eachsessionwasidenticalexceptfor
treatmentconditions.Asalreadyindicated,therewerethreetreatmentconditions:
random(N=60),specific(N=60),anddiffuse(N=56).Whatfollowsisan
overviewofthecourseofthesessions;detailsofeachspecificpointcanbefound
below.

Oncealloftheparticipantsarrived,theywereaskedtocompleteaquestionnaire
thatamongotherthingsmeasuredtheirrespectivesubjectivesocialstatus.This
measurewasusedasthediffusestatuscharacteristicintherespectivetreatment.
Aftercompletingthequestionnaire,subjectstookpartinaquizthat(allegedly)
servedlaterasthespecificstatuscharacteristicintherespectivetreatment.Then
statusgroupswereformeddependingonthetreatmentconditions.Afterwards,
subjectsplayedthevolunteer’stimingdilemma.Afinalquestionnairecompleted
theexperimentbeforesubjectswerepaidtheirexperimentalearnings.

Beginningofasession.Atthebeginningoftheexperiment,subjectswereran-
domlyseatedatcomputerterminalswithinthelab.1Becauseprospecttheory
(KahnemanandTversky1979,1992)aswellasampleexperimentalevidence(cf.
Kahneman,Knetsch,andThaler1990)suggestthatpeoplegenerallysuffermore
fromlosingacertainamountofmoneythantheyenjoywinningtheverysame
amount,weusedthisso-calledendowmenteffect(Thaler1980)inordertogen-
erategreaterincentiveswithafixedmonetarybudget.Wethereforeendowed
subjectswithexperimentalmoneythattheypartiallylostduringthecourseofthe
experiment.Inordertoreinforcethiseffect,weinformedsubjectsatthestartof
theexperimentthattheyhadearnedanamountof26Euros,congratulatedthem
forit,andencouragedthemtothinkaboutwhattheycouldbuywiththatmoney.
However,subjectswerealsoinformedthattheywouldprobablylosesomeofthe
moneyduringthecourseoftheexperiment,dependingonthedecisionsmadeby
themselvesandbyothers.

Thequestionnaireincludedseveralquestionsregardingdemographics,such
asgenderandfamilysituation,aswellasquestionsregardingtheireducational
backgroundandcourseofstudy.Toobtainthesubjectivesocialstatusofthe
students,italsoincludedamodifiedversionoftheMacArthurScaleofsubjective
socialstatus(cf.Adleretal.2000).IncontrasttotheoriginalMacArthurScale,
whichmainlyfocusesonsubjectswhoarealreadyactiveonthelabormarket,our
versionputsmoreweightontypicaldeterminantsofstudents’socialstatus,such
asnetworkoffriendsandcareerprospects.Asintheoriginalversion,thescale
consistedofa10-rungladderonwhichsubjectswereaskedtoplacethemselves.It
wasaccompaniedbythefollowinginstructions:
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overview of the course of the sessions; details of each specific point can be found
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Think of this ladder as representing where students stand in Germany.
At the top of the ladder are the students who are the best off—those who
study the most desired academic subjects at the most respectable univer-
sities, obtain the best grades, have the best career prospects, and who
are integrated into an attractive network of friends and acquaintances.
At the bottom are the students who are the worst off—those who study
the least desired academic subjects at the least respectable universities,
obtain the worst grades, have no or dim career prospects, and who
are isolated or integrated into an unattractive network of friends and
acquaintances. The higher you are on this ladder, the closer you are to
the students at the very top; the lower you are, the closer you are to the
students at the very bottom. Where would you place yourself on this
ladder?

Note that this measure of subjective status was used as a diffuse status characteristic
in one of our treatments.

Quiz. The quiz was presented to the subjects as a “test of analytic skills in
decision situations” and consisted of 15 questions concerning basic game-theoretical
concepts such as dominance or best-response (see the online supplement for more
details). These concepts were explained via examples in advance. Subjects were
told that “the concepts presented are of highly practical use for yourself and others”
and “your answers to these questions are pivotal for the future course of the study.”
The aspired benefit of using these statements is twofold: On the one hand, these
statements are supposed to underline the importance of the quiz and hence increase
the legitimacy of using the quiz to form status groups in the respective treatment.
On the other hand, we wanted to amplify the illusion that the points that were
credited after the quiz and the number of correct answers were identical. In fact,
points achieved in this quiz were totally random and had no relation to the number
of correct answers.2 Note that quiz points serve as a specific status characteristic in
one of our treatments.

Status assignment ceremony. Following the quiz, we conducted the status assign-
ment ceremony. Subjects were split up into two groups of equal number, either
called stars (high status) or nonstars (low status). The basis for the split was publicly
announced. In the random treatment, each subject drew an envelope containing
a note stating that the participant was either a star or a nonstar. In the diffuse
treatment, subjects were split according to their self-assessment on the modified
MacArthur Scale. Therefore, subjects holding a subjective status that was above the
median were assigned to the group of stars, whereas subjects that were below the
median were declared to be nonstars. Subjects whose self-assessment equaled the
median were randomly distributed to either group (in a manner that both groups
would be equally sized). In the specific treatment, the points achieved in the quiz
were used to determine group membership while following the same principles as
in the diffuse treatment.

Once every subject had been informed of which group they belonged to, it was
announced that the stars would be seated in a more comfortable place and would be
served free soft drinks and chocolates, whereas nonstars would stay at their original
places and get nothing at all. Stars and nonstars were then asked to temporarily
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details).Theseconceptswereexplainedviaexamplesinadvance.Subjectswere
toldthat“theconceptspresentedareofhighlypracticaluseforyourselfandothers”
and“youranswerstothesequestionsarepivotalforthefuturecourseofthestudy.”
Theaspiredbenefitofusingthesestatementsistwofold:Ontheonehand,these
statementsaresupposedtounderlinetheimportanceofthequizandhenceincrease
thelegitimacyofusingthequiztoformstatusgroupsintherespectivetreatment.
Ontheotherhand,wewantedtoamplifytheillusionthatthepointsthatwere
creditedafterthequizandthenumberofcorrectanswerswereidentical.Infact,
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announced.Intherandomtreatment,eachsubjectdrewanenvelopecontaining
anotestatingthattheparticipantwaseitherastaroranonstar.Inthediffuse
treatment,subjectsweresplitaccordingtotheirself-assessmentonthemodified
MacArthurScale.Therefore,subjectsholdingasubjectivestatusthatwasabovethe
medianwereassignedtothegroupofstars,whereassubjectsthatwerebelowthe
medianweredeclaredtobenonstars.Subjectswhoseself-assessmentequaledthe
medianwererandomlydistributedtoeithergroup(inamannerthatbothgroups
wouldbeequallysized).Inthespecifictreatment,thepointsachievedinthequiz
wereusedtodeterminegroupmembershipwhilefollowingthesameprinciplesas
inthediffusetreatment.

Onceeverysubjecthadbeeninformedofwhichgrouptheybelongedto,itwas
announcedthatthestarswouldbeseatedinamorecomfortableplaceandwouldbe
servedfreesoftdrinksandchocolates,whereasnonstarswouldstayattheiroriginal
placesandgetnothingatall.Starsandnonstarswerethenaskedtotemporarily
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Think of this ladder as representing where students stand in Germany.
At the top of the ladder are the students who are the best off—those who
study the most desired academic subjects at the most respectable univer-
sities, obtain the best grades, have the best career prospects, and who
are integrated into an attractive network of friends and acquaintances.
At the bottom are the students who are the worst off—those who study
the least desired academic subjects at the least respectable universities,
obtain the worst grades, have no or dim career prospects, and who
are isolated or integrated into an unattractive network of friends and
acquaintances. The higher you are on this ladder, the closer you are to
the students at the very top; the lower you are, the closer you are to the
students at the very bottom. Where would you place yourself on this
ladder?

Note that this measure of subjective status was used as a diffuse status characteristic
in one of our treatments.

Quiz. The quiz was presented to the subjects as a “test of analytic skills in
decision situations” and consisted of 15 questions concerning basic game-theoretical
concepts such as dominance or best-response (see the online supplement for more
details). These concepts were explained via examples in advance. Subjects were
told that “the concepts presented are of highly practical use for yourself and others”
and “your answers to these questions are pivotal for the future course of the study.”
The aspired benefit of using these statements is twofold: On the one hand, these
statements are supposed to underline the importance of the quiz and hence increase
the legitimacy of using the quiz to form status groups in the respective treatment.
On the other hand, we wanted to amplify the illusion that the points that were
credited after the quiz and the number of correct answers were identical. In fact,
points achieved in this quiz were totally random and had no relation to the number
of correct answers.2 Note that quiz points serve as a specific status characteristic in
one of our treatments.

Status assignment ceremony. Following the quiz, we conducted the status assign-
ment ceremony. Subjects were split up into two groups of equal number, either
called stars (high status) or nonstars (low status). The basis for the split was publicly
announced. In the random treatment, each subject drew an envelope containing
a note stating that the participant was either a star or a nonstar. In the diffuse
treatment, subjects were split according to their self-assessment on the modified
MacArthur Scale. Therefore, subjects holding a subjective status that was above the
median were assigned to the group of stars, whereas subjects that were below the
median were declared to be nonstars. Subjects whose self-assessment equaled the
median were randomly distributed to either group (in a manner that both groups
would be equally sized). In the specific treatment, the points achieved in the quiz
were used to determine group membership while following the same principles as
in the diffuse treatment.

Once every subject had been informed of which group they belonged to, it was
announced that the stars would be seated in a more comfortable place and would be
served free soft drinks and chocolates, whereas nonstars would stay at their original
places and get nothing at all. Stars and nonstars were then asked to temporarily
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ThinkofthisladderasrepresentingwherestudentsstandinGermany.
Atthetopoftheladderarethestudentswhoarethebestoff—thosewho
studythemostdesiredacademicsubjectsatthemostrespectableuniver-
sities,obtainthebestgrades,havethebestcareerprospects,andwho
areintegratedintoanattractivenetworkoffriendsandacquaintances.
Atthebottomarethestudentswhoaretheworstoff—thosewhostudy
theleastdesiredacademicsubjectsattheleastrespectableuniversities,
obtaintheworstgrades,havenoordimcareerprospects,andwho
areisolatedorintegratedintoanunattractivenetworkoffriendsand
acquaintances.Thehigheryouareonthisladder,thecloseryouareto
thestudentsattheverytop;theloweryouare,thecloseryouaretothe
studentsattheverybottom.Wherewouldyouplaceyourselfonthis
ladder?

Notethatthismeasureofsubjectivestatuswasusedasadiffusestatuscharacteristic
inoneofourtreatments.

Quiz.Thequizwaspresentedtothesubjectsasa“testofanalyticskillsin
decisionsituations”andconsistedof15questionsconcerningbasicgame-theoretical
conceptssuchasdominanceorbest-response(seetheonlinesupplementformore
details).Theseconceptswereexplainedviaexamplesinadvance.Subjectswere
toldthat“theconceptspresentedareofhighlypracticaluseforyourselfandothers”
and“youranswerstothesequestionsarepivotalforthefuturecourseofthestudy.”
Theaspiredbenefitofusingthesestatementsistwofold:Ontheonehand,these
statementsaresupposedtounderlinetheimportanceofthequizandhenceincrease
thelegitimacyofusingthequiztoformstatusgroupsintherespectivetreatment.
Ontheotherhand,wewantedtoamplifytheillusionthatthepointsthatwere
creditedafterthequizandthenumberofcorrectanswerswereidentical.Infact,
pointsachievedinthisquizweretotallyrandomandhadnorelationtothenumber
ofcorrectanswers.2Notethatquizpointsserveasaspecificstatuscharacteristicin
oneofourtreatments.

Statusassignmentceremony.Followingthequiz,weconductedthestatusassign-
mentceremony.Subjectsweresplitupintotwogroupsofequalnumber,either
calledstars(highstatus)ornonstars(lowstatus).Thebasisforthesplitwaspublicly
announced.Intherandomtreatment,eachsubjectdrewanenvelopecontaining
anotestatingthattheparticipantwaseitherastaroranonstar.Inthediffuse
treatment,subjectsweresplitaccordingtotheirself-assessmentonthemodified
MacArthurScale.Therefore,subjectsholdingasubjectivestatusthatwasabovethe
medianwereassignedtothegroupofstars,whereassubjectsthatwerebelowthe
medianweredeclaredtobenonstars.Subjectswhoseself-assessmentequaledthe
medianwererandomlydistributedtoeithergroup(inamannerthatbothgroups
wouldbeequallysized).Inthespecifictreatment,thepointsachievedinthequiz
wereusedtodeterminegroupmembershipwhilefollowingthesameprinciplesas
inthediffusetreatment.

Onceeverysubjecthadbeeninformedofwhichgrouptheybelongedto,itwas
announcedthatthestarswouldbeseatedinamorecomfortableplaceandwouldbe
servedfreesoftdrinksandchocolates,whereasnonstarswouldstayattheiroriginal
placesandgetnothingatall.Starsandnonstarswerethenaskedtotemporarily
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leave the lab, with stars being the first ones to leave. Outside the lab, both groups
received written instructions concerning the volunteer’s timing dilemma3 and were,
depending on status group membership, either allowed to take a seat (stars) or
forced to stand (nonstars). Meanwhile, inside the lab the places were rearranged so
that stars would sit on one side of the lab where cabins were of a better material
and more spacious as compared to those of nonstars. After the rearrangement, stars
(and after them nonstars) were welcomed inside the lab and guided to their new
places. As soon as all subjects were seated, drinks and chocolate were offered to the
stars.

Volunteer’s timing dilemma. Before starting the volunteer’s timing dilemma
(henceforth: VTD), subjects were asked to answer five control questions on the VTD
at their computer terminal. After having selected an answer, the correct answer
and an explanation were displayed to the subject, irrespective of whether the
subject answered the question correctly or incorrectly. At this point, subjects were
encouraged to ask questions at any time. Once the round of control questioning
was completed and all upcoming questions were answered, the VTD began.

Subjects played one practice round followed by 15 regular rounds.4 At the
beginning of each round, groups composed of two stars and two nonstars were
randomly assigned anew. Importantly, each subject was aware that her group was
composed of two stars and two nonstars. Then a timer started counting down from
60 seconds and caused all subjects to lose 1 cent per second until either the timer
reached 0 and all subjects lost an additional 40 cents or until at least two subjects
voluntarily bore a private cost of 40 cents each in order to stop the timer and end
the round earlier.5 Over the course of a round, subjects were able to choose between
two options by pressing one of two buttons labeled “Option A” and “Option B,”
respectively. Whereas choosing option A was equivalent to volunteering, choosing
option B corresponded to not volunteering (that is, free riding). Once a subject had
chosen an option, this choice was final and could not be reversed. If a subject did
not choose any option before the timer had reached 0, option B was automatically
chosen. During a round, subjects were completely unaware of the actions of their
group members, but once the round was completed (i.e, as soon as two subjects
contributed or the timer passed the 60-second mark), they were informed about
the other group members’ choices and respective payoffs. Because subjects were
unaware of the actions of their group members during the actual play of a round
and because of the fact that groups were randomly assigned anew each round, our
setup does not allow for a test of the third hypothesis by Simpson et al. (2012). A
formal display of the payoff function can be found in the online supplement.

Note that each group playing the VTD was composed of two stars and two
nonstars. At the same time, two players were required to contribute towards the
provision of the public good. The particular design of our study aimed at creating
a test scenario, which ensures that our findings cannot be reduced to a pure focal
point effect. The latter term refers to the stylized fact that in games involving some
form of coordination, any asymmetry among the players may serve as a basis for
the formation of expectations and hence behavior. Diekmann and Przepiorka (2016)
demonstrated strong focal point effects in the volunteer’s dilemma. This suggests
that in a setup in which only one contribution is required and one star as well as
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leave the lab, with stars being the first ones to leave. Outside the lab, both groups
received written instructions concerning the volunteer’s timing dilemma3 and were,
depending on status group membership, either allowed to take a seat (stars) or
forced to stand (nonstars). Meanwhile, inside the lab the places were rearranged so
that stars would sit on one side of the lab where cabins were of a better material
and more spacious as compared to those of nonstars. After the rearrangement, stars
(and after them nonstars) were welcomed inside the lab and guided to their new
places. As soon as all subjects were seated, drinks and chocolate were offered to the
stars.

Volunteer’s timing dilemma. Before starting the volunteer’s timing dilemma
(henceforth: VTD), subjects were asked to answer five control questions on the VTD
at their computer terminal. After having selected an answer, the correct answer
and an explanation were displayed to the subject, irrespective of whether the
subject answered the question correctly or incorrectly. At this point, subjects were
encouraged to ask questions at any time. Once the round of control questioning
was completed and all upcoming questions were answered, the VTD began.

Subjects played one practice round followed by 15 regular rounds.4 At the
beginning of each round, groups composed of two stars and two nonstars were
randomly assigned anew. Importantly, each subject was aware that her group was
composed of two stars and two nonstars. Then a timer started counting down from
60 seconds and caused all subjects to lose 1 cent per second until either the timer
reached 0 and all subjects lost an additional 40 cents or until at least two subjects
voluntarily bore a private cost of 40 cents each in order to stop the timer and end
the round earlier.5 Over the course of a round, subjects were able to choose between
two options by pressing one of two buttons labeled “Option A” and “Option B,”
respectively. Whereas choosing option A was equivalent to volunteering, choosing
option B corresponded to not volunteering (that is, free riding). Once a subject had
chosen an option, this choice was final and could not be reversed. If a subject did
not choose any option before the timer had reached 0, option B was automatically
chosen. During a round, subjects were completely unaware of the actions of their
group members, but once the round was completed (i.e, as soon as two subjects
contributed or the timer passed the 60-second mark), they were informed about
the other group members’ choices and respective payoffs. Because subjects were
unaware of the actions of their group members during the actual play of a round
and because of the fact that groups were randomly assigned anew each round, our
setup does not allow for a test of the third hypothesis by Simpson et al. (2012). A
formal display of the payoff function can be found in the online supplement.

Note that each group playing the VTD was composed of two stars and two
nonstars. At the same time, two players were required to contribute towards the
provision of the public good. The particular design of our study aimed at creating
a test scenario, which ensures that our findings cannot be reduced to a pure focal
point effect. The latter term refers to the stylized fact that in games involving some
form of coordination, any asymmetry among the players may serve as a basis for
the formation of expectations and hence behavior. Diekmann and Przepiorka (2016)
demonstrated strong focal point effects in the volunteer’s dilemma. This suggests
that in a setup in which only one contribution is required and one star as well as
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leavethelab,withstarsbeingthefirstonestoleave.Outsidethelab,bothgroups
receivedwritteninstructionsconcerningthevolunteer’stimingdilemma3andwere,
dependingonstatusgroupmembership,eitherallowedtotakeaseat(stars)or
forcedtostand(nonstars).Meanwhile,insidethelabtheplaceswererearrangedso
thatstarswouldsitononesideofthelabwherecabinswereofabettermaterial
andmorespaciousascomparedtothoseofnonstars.Aftertherearrangement,stars
(andafterthemnonstars)werewelcomedinsidethelabandguidedtotheirnew
places.Assoonasallsubjectswereseated,drinksandchocolatewereofferedtothe
stars.

Volunteer’stimingdilemma.Beforestartingthevolunteer’stimingdilemma
(henceforth:VTD),subjectswereaskedtoanswerfivecontrolquestionsontheVTD
attheircomputerterminal.Afterhavingselectedananswer,thecorrectanswer
andanexplanationweredisplayedtothesubject,irrespectiveofwhetherthe
subjectansweredthequestioncorrectlyorincorrectly.Atthispoint,subjectswere
encouragedtoaskquestionsatanytime.Oncetheroundofcontrolquestioning
wascompletedandallupcomingquestionswereanswered,theVTDbegan.

Subjectsplayedonepracticeroundfollowedby15regularrounds.4Atthe
beginningofeachround,groupscomposedoftwostarsandtwononstarswere
randomlyassignedanew.Importantly,eachsubjectwasawarethathergroupwas
composedoftwostarsandtwononstars.Thenatimerstartedcountingdownfrom
60secondsandcausedallsubjectstolose1centperseconduntileitherthetimer
reached0andallsubjectslostanadditional40centsoruntilatleasttwosubjects
voluntarilyboreaprivatecostof40centseachinordertostopthetimerandend
theroundearlier.5Overthecourseofaround,subjectswereabletochoosebetween
twooptionsbypressingoneoftwobuttonslabeled“OptionA”and“OptionB,”
respectively.WhereaschoosingoptionAwasequivalenttovolunteering,choosing
optionBcorrespondedtonotvolunteering(thatis,freeriding).Onceasubjecthad
chosenanoption,thischoicewasfinalandcouldnotbereversed.Ifasubjectdid
notchooseanyoptionbeforethetimerhadreached0,optionBwasautomatically
chosen.Duringaround,subjectswerecompletelyunawareoftheactionsoftheir
groupmembers,butoncetheroundwascompleted(i.e,assoonastwosubjects
contributedorthetimerpassedthe60-secondmark),theywereinformedabout
theothergroupmembers’choicesandrespectivepayoffs.Becausesubjectswere
unawareoftheactionsoftheirgroupmembersduringtheactualplayofaround
andbecauseofthefactthatgroupswererandomlyassignedaneweachround,our
setupdoesnotallowforatestofthethirdhypothesisbySimpsonetal.(2012).A
formaldisplayofthepayofffunctioncanbefoundintheonlinesupplement.

NotethateachgroupplayingtheVTDwascomposedoftwostarsandtwo
nonstars.Atthesametime,twoplayerswererequiredtocontributetowardsthe
provisionofthepublicgood.Theparticulardesignofourstudyaimedatcreating
atestscenario,whichensuresthatourfindingscannotbereducedtoapurefocal
pointeffect.Thelattertermreferstothestylizedfactthatingamesinvolvingsome
formofcoordination,anyasymmetryamongtheplayersmayserveasabasisfor
theformationofexpectationsandhencebehavior.DiekmannandPrzepiorka(2016)
demonstratedstrongfocalpointeffectsinthevolunteer’sdilemma.Thissuggests
thatinasetupinwhichonlyonecontributionisrequiredandonestaraswellas
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three nonstars are involved, we would expect that the star contributes simply due
to a focal point effect. Note that in our design, there are two focal points (i.e., both
stars or both nonstars contribute). Whereas the focal point argument provides no
ground for choosing one outcome over the other, SCT supplies the sharp prediction
that the stars contribute.

End of a session. Finally, each subject filled out a second questionnaire, which
included a standard MacArthur Scale regarding the social status of the students’
family as well as items on the educational level of the subject’s parents, general
happiness, religious beliefs, attitudes concerning social inequality, and prior knowl-
edge in game theory. Once all the participants completed the questionnaire, they
were paid, thanked, and dismissed.

Hypotheses. As already indicated, Simpson et al. (2012) establish that SCT applies
to problems involving the voluntary provision of public goods. That is, essential
scope conditions of SCT are fulfilled in classic problems of collective action such
as n-person prisoner dilemmas (e.g., Hardin 1971; Hamburger 1973), linear public
good games (e.g., Croson 2007; Chaudhuri 2011), or volunteer’s dilemmas (cf.
Diekmann 1985; Przepiorka and Diekmann 2013; Diekmann and Przepiorka 2016).
In this kind of interaction situation, it is very reasonable to assume that actors are
indeed oriented towards success in generating enough supply of the collective good
and that actors indeed take the contributions of other actors into account while
reasoning about their own level of contribution.

Because SCT applies to problems of collective action, the theoretical core argu-
ment depicted in Figure 1 supplies, among other things, two testable implications:
(1) High-status actors take more initiative in contributing towards the provision of
public goods than low-status actors. (2) High-status actors contribute more towards
the provision of public goods than low-status actors.6 In addition, Simpson et al.
(2012) conjecture that heterogeneity in terms of status characteristics might benefit
groups facing problems of collective action because it helps to overcome startup and
free-riding problems. Keep in mind that these predictions only apply to situations
in which the status characteristic under consideration is not explicitly dissociated
from the group task.

For clarity and future reference, we restate these hypotheses in the context of
our experimental setting. The first of our central dependent variables will be called
“contribution rate.” This variable measures the proportion of subjects relative to the
respective status group who de facto contribute (i.e., choose option A). Note that
this variable somehow mixes willingness to contribute and initiative to contribute,
as subjects who would be willing to contribute but wait too long (i.e., until two
other team members contribute) are counted as noncontributors. Still, this variable
is very close to overall performance output. Hence, hypothesis (2) by Simpson et al.
(2012) translates into the following:

Individual Contribution Hypothesis (ICH):
Stars show a higher rate of contribution than nonstars in the specific and the diffuse
treatment.

Because being a star or a nonstar is random in the random treatment and subjects
were aware of this fact (i.e., the status characteristic is explicitly dissociated from
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includedastandardMacArthurScaleregardingthesocialstatusofthestudents’
familyaswellasitemsontheeducationallevelofthesubject’sparents,general
happiness,religiousbeliefs,attitudesconcerningsocialinequality,andpriorknowl-
edgeingametheory.Oncealltheparticipantscompletedthequestionnaire,they
werepaid,thanked,anddismissed.
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BecauseSCTappliestoproblemsofcollectiveaction,thetheoreticalcoreargu-
mentdepictedinFigure1supplies,amongotherthings,twotestableimplications:
(1)High-statusactorstakemoreinitiativeincontributingtowardstheprovisionof
publicgoodsthanlow-statusactors.(2)High-statusactorscontributemoretowards
theprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors.6Inaddition,Simpsonetal.
(2012)conjecturethatheterogeneityintermsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefit
groupsfacingproblemsofcollectiveactionbecauseithelpstoovercomestartupand
free-ridingproblems.Keepinmindthatthesepredictionsonlyapplytosituations
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otherteammemberscontribute)arecountedasnoncontributors.Still,thisvariable
isveryclosetooverallperformanceoutput.Hence,hypothesis(2)bySimpsonetal.
(2012)translatesintothefollowing:

IndividualContributionHypothesis(ICH):
Starsshowahigherrateofcontributionthannonstarsinthespecificandthediffuse
treatment.

Becausebeingastaroranonstarisrandomintherandomtreatmentandsubjects
wereawareofthisfact(i.e.,thestatuscharacteristicisexplicitlydissociatedfrom
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three nonstars are involved, we would expect that the star contributes simply due
to a focal point effect. Note that in our design, there are two focal points (i.e., both
stars or both nonstars contribute). Whereas the focal point argument provides no
ground for choosing one outcome over the other, SCT supplies the sharp prediction
that the stars contribute.

End of a session. Finally, each subject filled out a second questionnaire, which
included a standard MacArthur Scale regarding the social status of the students’
family as well as items on the educational level of the subject’s parents, general
happiness, religious beliefs, attitudes concerning social inequality, and prior knowl-
edge in game theory. Once all the participants completed the questionnaire, they
were paid, thanked, and dismissed.

Hypotheses. As already indicated, Simpson et al. (2012) establish that SCT applies
to problems involving the voluntary provision of public goods. That is, essential
scope conditions of SCT are fulfilled in classic problems of collective action such
as n-person prisoner dilemmas (e.g., Hardin 1971; Hamburger 1973), linear public
good games (e.g., Croson 2007; Chaudhuri 2011), or volunteer’s dilemmas (cf.
Diekmann 1985; Przepiorka and Diekmann 2013; Diekmann and Przepiorka 2016).
In this kind of interaction situation, it is very reasonable to assume that actors are
indeed oriented towards success in generating enough supply of the collective good
and that actors indeed take the contributions of other actors into account while
reasoning about their own level of contribution.

Because SCT applies to problems of collective action, the theoretical core argu-
ment depicted in Figure 1 supplies, among other things, two testable implications:
(1) High-status actors take more initiative in contributing towards the provision of
public goods than low-status actors. (2) High-status actors contribute more towards
the provision of public goods than low-status actors.6 In addition, Simpson et al.
(2012) conjecture that heterogeneity in terms of status characteristics might benefit
groups facing problems of collective action because it helps to overcome startup and
free-riding problems. Keep in mind that these predictions only apply to situations
in which the status characteristic under consideration is not explicitly dissociated
from the group task.

For clarity and future reference, we restate these hypotheses in the context of
our experimental setting. The first of our central dependent variables will be called
“contribution rate.” This variable measures the proportion of subjects relative to the
respective status group who de facto contribute (i.e., choose option A). Note that
this variable somehow mixes willingness to contribute and initiative to contribute,
as subjects who would be willing to contribute but wait too long (i.e., until two
other team members contribute) are counted as noncontributors. Still, this variable
is very close to overall performance output. Hence, hypothesis (2) by Simpson et al.
(2012) translates into the following:

Individual Contribution Hypothesis (ICH):
Stars show a higher rate of contribution than nonstars in the specific and the diffuse
treatment.

Because being a star or a nonstar is random in the random treatment and subjects
were aware of this fact (i.e., the status characteristic is explicitly dissociated from
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familyaswellasitemsontheeducationallevelofthesubject’sparents,general
happiness,religiousbeliefs,attitudesconcerningsocialinequality,andpriorknowl-
edgeingametheory.Oncealltheparticipantscompletedthequestionnaire,they
werepaid,thanked,anddismissed.

Hypotheses.Asalreadyindicated,Simpsonetal.(2012)establishthatSCTapplies
toproblemsinvolvingthevoluntaryprovisionofpublicgoods.Thatis,essential
scopeconditionsofSCTarefulfilledinclassicproblemsofcollectiveactionsuch
asn-personprisonerdilemmas(e.g.,Hardin1971;Hamburger1973),linearpublic
goodgames(e.g.,Croson2007;Chaudhuri2011),orvolunteer’sdilemmas(cf.
Diekmann1985;PrzepiorkaandDiekmann2013;DiekmannandPrzepiorka2016).
Inthiskindofinteractionsituation,itisveryreasonabletoassumethatactorsare
indeedorientedtowardssuccessingeneratingenoughsupplyofthecollectivegood
andthatactorsindeedtakethecontributionsofotheractorsintoaccountwhile
reasoningabouttheirownlevelofcontribution.

BecauseSCTappliestoproblemsofcollectiveaction,thetheoreticalcoreargu-
mentdepictedinFigure1supplies,amongotherthings,twotestableimplications:
(1)High-statusactorstakemoreinitiativeincontributingtowardstheprovisionof
publicgoodsthanlow-statusactors.(2)High-statusactorscontributemoretowards
theprovisionofpublicgoodsthanlow-statusactors.6Inaddition,Simpsonetal.
(2012)conjecturethatheterogeneityintermsofstatuscharacteristicsmightbenefit
groupsfacingproblemsofcollectiveactionbecauseithelpstoovercomestartupand
free-ridingproblems.Keepinmindthatthesepredictionsonlyapplytosituations
inwhichthestatuscharacteristicunderconsiderationisnotexplicitlydissociated
fromthegrouptask.

Forclarityandfuturereference,werestatethesehypothesesinthecontextof
ourexperimentalsetting.Thefirstofourcentraldependentvariableswillbecalled
“contributionrate.”Thisvariablemeasurestheproportionofsubjectsrelativetothe
respectivestatusgroupwhodefactocontribute(i.e.,chooseoptionA).Notethat
thisvariablesomehowmixeswillingnesstocontributeandinitiativetocontribute,
assubjectswhowouldbewillingtocontributebutwaittoolong(i.e.,untiltwo
otherteammemberscontribute)arecountedasnoncontributors.Still,thisvariable
isveryclosetooverallperformanceoutput.Hence,hypothesis(2)bySimpsonetal.
(2012)translatesintothefollowing:

IndividualContributionHypothesis(ICH):
Starsshowahigherrateofcontributionthannonstarsinthespecificandthediffuse
treatment.

Becausebeingastaroranonstarisrandomintherandomtreatmentandsubjects
wereawareofthisfact(i.e.,thestatuscharacteristicisexplicitlydissociatedfrom
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the group task), no performance expectations should be attached to either being a
star or a no-star. We therefore state the following hypothesis:

Dissociated Contribution Hypothesis (DCH):
Rates of contribution do not differ between stars and nonstars in the random treat-
ment.

Besides contribution rates, we will also study the willingness to contribute at any
point over the course of the round in order to operationalize the initiative to con-
tribute (i.e., hypothesis [1] by Simpson et al. 2012). That is, we will look at the pace
of contribution:

Individual Initiative Hypothesis (IIH):
Stars contribute faster than nonstars in the specific and the diffuse treatment.

Analogously to DCH, we will formulate a hypothesis regarding initiative in the
random treatment:

Dissociated Initiative Hypothesis (DIH):
Stars and nonstars contribute with the same pace in the random treatment.

Finally, the conjecture by Simpson et al. (2012) that status-differentiated groups are
more productive will be put to a test. To do so, we will be looking at a measure of
efficiency and a measure of effectiveness. First, the average loss of experimental
endowments because of lag in production of the public good will be used as a
measure of inefficiency. Second, the rate of successfully generated public goods (i.e.,
the proportion of groups in which at least two people contribute) will be considered
as a measure of effectiveness. This provides two final hypotheses:

Group Efficiency Hypothesis (GEcyH):
Average loss of experimental endowments is lower in the specific and the diffuse
treatment than in the random treatment.

Group Effectiveness Hypothesis (GEssH):
The rates of successfully provided public goods are higher in the specific and the
diffuse treatment than in the random treatment.

Results

Figure 2 shows contribution rates by status group and treatment. We observe that
contribution rates between status groups do not differ significantly in the random
condition (p < 0.538),7 which confirms DCH. In stark contrast, the contribution
rates of stars significantly exceed the contribution rates of nonstars in both the
diffuse as well as in the specific treatment (p < 0.002 and p < 0.018, respectively),
confirming ICH. Interestingly, these differences among treatments can be mainly
attributed to an increased contribution rate of stars in both the diffuse and the
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Results

Figure2showscontributionratesbystatusgroupandtreatment.Weobservethat
contributionratesbetweenstatusgroupsdonotdiffersignificantlyintherandom
condition(p<0.538),7whichconfirmsDCH.Instarkcontrast,thecontribution
ratesofstarssignificantlyexceedthecontributionratesofnonstarsinboththe
diffuseaswellasinthespecifictreatment(p<0.002andp<0.018,respectively),
confirmingICH.Interestingly,thesedifferencesamongtreatmentscanbemainly
attributedtoanincreasedcontributionrateofstarsinboththediffuseandthe
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the group task), no performance expectations should be attached to either being a
star or a no-star. We therefore state the following hypothesis:

Dissociated Contribution Hypothesis (DCH):
Rates of contribution do not differ between stars and nonstars in the random treat-
ment.

Besides contribution rates, we will also study the willingness to contribute at any
point over the course of the round in order to operationalize the initiative to con-
tribute (i.e., hypothesis [1] by Simpson et al. 2012). That is, we will look at the pace
of contribution:

Individual Initiative Hypothesis (IIH):
Stars contribute faster than nonstars in the specific and the diffuse treatment.

Analogously to DCH, we will formulate a hypothesis regarding initiative in the
random treatment:

Dissociated Initiative Hypothesis (DIH):
Stars and nonstars contribute with the same pace in the random treatment.

Finally, the conjecture by Simpson et al. (2012) that status-differentiated groups are
more productive will be put to a test. To do so, we will be looking at a measure of
efficiency and a measure of effectiveness. First, the average loss of experimental
endowments because of lag in production of the public good will be used as a
measure of inefficiency. Second, the rate of successfully generated public goods (i.e.,
the proportion of groups in which at least two people contribute) will be considered
as a measure of effectiveness. This provides two final hypotheses:

Group Efficiency Hypothesis (GEcyH):
Average loss of experimental endowments is lower in the specific and the diffuse
treatment than in the random treatment.

Group Effectiveness Hypothesis (GEssH):
The rates of successfully provided public goods are higher in the specific and the
diffuse treatment than in the random treatment.

Results

Figure 2 shows contribution rates by status group and treatment. We observe that
contribution rates between status groups do not differ significantly in the random
condition (p < 0.538),7 which confirms DCH. In stark contrast, the contribution
rates of stars significantly exceed the contribution rates of nonstars in both the
diffuse as well as in the specific treatment (p < 0.002 and p < 0.018, respectively),
confirming ICH. Interestingly, these differences among treatments can be mainly
attributed to an increased contribution rate of stars in both the diffuse and the
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Figure 2:Mean rates of contribution by status group and treatment.

specific treatment compared to the contribution rate of stars in the random condition
(p < 0.043 and p < 0.019, respectively). Although the contribution rate of nonstars
differs weakly significantly between the random and diffuse treatment (p < 0.072),
it does not differ between the random and specific treatment (p < 0.507). Note that
neither the contribution rates of stars nor the contribution rates of nonstars differ
between the diffuse and specific treatment (p < 0.715 and p < 0.270, respectively).

In order to investigate how the pace of contributions is affected by treatment
and status group, we estimated three Kaplan–Meier survival models (see Figure 3).
These plots measure the fraction of participants who refrain from contributing over
the course of a round. At the beginning of a round (i.e., when the analysis time
equals 0), the fraction of subjects who are not contributing equals 1; over the course
of a round, some subjects choose to contribute and the fraction decreases. With
an increase in the pace of contribution comes a faster decrease in the fraction of
noncontributing participants, and therefore the curve drops earlier.8 We observe
that descriptively, stars contribute slower than nonstars in the random treatment,
although this difference is not significant (p < 0.160, log-rank test), which confirms
DIH. Contrary to this, stars contribute significantly faster than nonstars in the
diffuse treatment (p < 0.001, log-rank test). Similarly, in the specific treatment, the
contribution pace of stars exceeds the contribution pace of nonstars, with weak
significance (p < 0.089, log-rank test). These findings support IIH. Finally, stars
in the diffuse treatment do not show significantly more initiative in contributing
towards the public good than stars in the specific treatment; however, nonstars
are somewhat more reluctant in the specific treatment (p < 0.935 and p < 0.075,
respectively).

We now turn to the heterogeneity conjecture formulated by Simpson et al. (2012).
First, we observe that subjects lose on average approximately 68 cents more in the
random treatment than in both other treatments (p < 0.022, t-test), supporting
GEcyH (see Figure 4 [a]). Also, as visualized in Figure 4 (b), the public good is
produced less often in the random treatment than in both other treatments, and this
descriptive finding reaches weak statistical significance (p < 0.088), which confirms
GEssH.
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specifictreatmentcomparedtothecontributionrateofstarsintherandomcondition
(p<0.043andp<0.019,respectively).Althoughthecontributionrateofnonstars
differsweaklysignificantlybetweentherandomanddiffusetreatment(p<0.072),
itdoesnotdifferbetweentherandomandspecifictreatment(p<0.507).Notethat
neitherthecontributionratesofstarsnorthecontributionratesofnonstarsdiffer
betweenthediffuseandspecifictreatment(p<0.715andp<0.270,respectively).

Inordertoinvestigatehowthepaceofcontributionsisaffectedbytreatment
andstatusgroup,weestimatedthreeKaplan–Meiersurvivalmodels(seeFigure3).
Theseplotsmeasurethefractionofparticipantswhorefrainfromcontributingover
thecourseofaround.Atthebeginningofaround(i.e.,whentheanalysistime
equals0),thefractionofsubjectswhoarenotcontributingequals1;overthecourse
ofaround,somesubjectschoosetocontributeandthefractiondecreases.With
anincreaseinthepaceofcontributioncomesafasterdecreaseinthefractionof
noncontributingparticipants,andthereforethecurvedropsearlier.8Weobserve
thatdescriptively,starscontributeslowerthannonstarsintherandomtreatment,
althoughthisdifferenceisnotsignificant(p<0.160,log-ranktest),whichconfirms
DIH.Contrarytothis,starscontributesignificantlyfasterthannonstarsinthe
diffusetreatment(p<0.001,log-ranktest).Similarly,inthespecifictreatment,the
contributionpaceofstarsexceedsthecontributionpaceofnonstars,withweak
significance(p<0.089,log-ranktest).ThesefindingssupportIIH.Finally,stars
inthediffusetreatmentdonotshowsignificantlymoreinitiativeincontributing
towardsthepublicgoodthanstarsinthespecifictreatment;however,nonstars
aresomewhatmorereluctantinthespecifictreatment(p<0.935andp<0.075,
respectively).

WenowturntotheheterogeneityconjectureformulatedbySimpsonetal.(2012).
First,weobservethatsubjectsloseonaverageapproximately68centsmoreinthe
randomtreatmentthaninbothothertreatments(p<0.022,t-test),supporting
GEcyH(seeFigure4[a]).Also,asvisualizedinFigure4(b),thepublicgoodis
producedlessoftenintherandomtreatmentthaninbothothertreatments,andthis
descriptivefindingreachesweakstatisticalsignificance(p<0.088),whichconfirms
GEssH.
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specific treatment compared to the contribution rate of stars in the random condition
(p < 0.043 and p < 0.019, respectively). Although the contribution rate of nonstars
differs weakly significantly between the random and diffuse treatment (p < 0.072),
it does not differ between the random and specific treatment (p < 0.507). Note that
neither the contribution rates of stars nor the contribution rates of nonstars differ
between the diffuse and specific treatment (p < 0.715 and p < 0.270, respectively).

In order to investigate how the pace of contributions is affected by treatment
and status group, we estimated three Kaplan–Meier survival models (see Figure 3).
These plots measure the fraction of participants who refrain from contributing over
the course of a round. At the beginning of a round (i.e., when the analysis time
equals 0), the fraction of subjects who are not contributing equals 1; over the course
of a round, some subjects choose to contribute and the fraction decreases. With
an increase in the pace of contribution comes a faster decrease in the fraction of
noncontributing participants, and therefore the curve drops earlier.8 We observe
that descriptively, stars contribute slower than nonstars in the random treatment,
although this difference is not significant (p < 0.160, log-rank test), which confirms
DIH. Contrary to this, stars contribute significantly faster than nonstars in the
diffuse treatment (p < 0.001, log-rank test). Similarly, in the specific treatment, the
contribution pace of stars exceeds the contribution pace of nonstars, with weak
significance (p < 0.089, log-rank test). These findings support IIH. Finally, stars
in the diffuse treatment do not show significantly more initiative in contributing
towards the public good than stars in the specific treatment; however, nonstars
are somewhat more reluctant in the specific treatment (p < 0.935 and p < 0.075,
respectively).

We now turn to the heterogeneity conjecture formulated by Simpson et al. (2012).
First, we observe that subjects lose on average approximately 68 cents more in the
random treatment than in both other treatments (p < 0.022, t-test), supporting
GEcyH (see Figure 4 [a]). Also, as visualized in Figure 4 (b), the public good is
produced less often in the random treatment than in both other treatments, and this
descriptive finding reaches weak statistical significance (p < 0.088), which confirms
GEssH.
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descriptive finding reaches weak statistical significance (p < 0.088), which confirms
GEssH.
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respectively).
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Figure 3: Kaplan–Meier survival estimates of noncontribution by status group and
treatment (failure = contribution).

Finally, in order to to summarize and consolidate our findings, we estimate
six multivariate regressions (see Table 1). In models 1 through 3 we estimate the
probability that a subject contributes with three random effects logit regressions.9

In models 4 through 6, survival time (i.e.,the number of seconds from the start of
the round until a subject contributes) is estimated by means of three random effects
linear regressions.10 Models 1 and 4 are the most basic and depict the treatment
effect and the effect of being a star in either the random or the nonrandom treat-
ment. Note that this specification and in particular the inclusion of the aggregated
treatment effect (variable “Nonrandom treatment?”) allows for a clean statistical
test of ICH and IIH (variable “Star in nonrandom treatment?”) as well as DCH
and DIH (variable “Star in random treatment?”). Models 2 and 5 add our two
intrinsic status characteristics as explanatory variables—that is, subjective social
status (as measured via the modified MacArthur Scale) and performance in the quiz
(as measured by the number of correctly answered questions). In models 3 and 6 we
add control variables. On the one hand, these included the standard demographic
variables gender, age, and net income (measured via an ordinal scale).11 On the
other hand, we include variables that turned out to have a significant influence on
the dependent variables in bivariate correlations.12

The variables we chose to include were two dummy variables, one measuring
whether the subject had stated that she was trying to maximize her payoff and
the other one measuring whether the subject held an academic degree. Adding to
that we included a variable depicting the number of semesters that the subject had
already been studying for. Unless otherwise specified, independent variables are
dichotomous, with the value 0 for no and the value 1 for yes.

Most importantly, we find that stars in a nonrandom treatment have a signif-
icantly higher probability to contribute than nonstars in a nonrandom treatment,
which confirms ICH. Similarly, they tend to contribute faster towards the public
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Figure3:Kaplan–Meiersurvivalestimatesofnoncontributionbystatusgroupand
treatment(failure=contribution).

Finally,inordertotosummarizeandconsolidateourfindings,weestimate
sixmultivariateregressions(seeTable1).Inmodels1through3weestimatethe
probabilitythatasubjectcontributeswiththreerandomeffectslogitregressions.9

Inmodels4through6,survivaltime(i.e.,thenumberofsecondsfromthestartof
therounduntilasubjectcontributes)isestimatedbymeansofthreerandomeffects
linearregressions.10Models1and4arethemostbasicanddepictthetreatment
effectandtheeffectofbeingastarineithertherandomorthenonrandomtreat-
ment.Notethatthisspecificationandinparticulartheinclusionoftheaggregated
treatmenteffect(variable“Nonrandomtreatment?”)allowsforacleanstatistical
testofICHandIIH(variable“Starinnonrandomtreatment?”)aswellasDCH
andDIH(variable“Starinrandomtreatment?”).Models2and5addourtwo
intrinsicstatuscharacteristicsasexplanatoryvariables—thatis,subjectivesocial
status(asmeasuredviathemodifiedMacArthurScale)andperformanceinthequiz
(asmeasuredbythenumberofcorrectlyansweredquestions).Inmodels3and6we
addcontrolvariables.Ontheonehand,theseincludedthestandarddemographic
variablesgender,age,andnetincome(measuredviaanordinalscale).11Onthe
otherhand,weincludevariablesthatturnedouttohaveasignificantinfluenceon
thedependentvariablesinbivariatecorrelations.12

Thevariableswechosetoincludeweretwodummyvariables,onemeasuring
whetherthesubjecthadstatedthatshewastryingtomaximizeherpayoffand
theotheronemeasuringwhetherthesubjectheldanacademicdegree.Addingto
thatweincludedavariabledepictingthenumberofsemestersthatthesubjecthad
alreadybeenstudyingfor.Unlessotherwisespecified,independentvariablesare
dichotomous,withthevalue0fornoandthevalue1foryes.

Mostimportantly,wefindthatstarsinanonrandomtreatmenthaveasignif-
icantlyhigherprobabilitytocontributethannonstarsinanonrandomtreatment,
whichconfirmsICH.Similarly,theytendtocontributefastertowardsthepublic
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Finally, in order to to summarize and consolidate our findings, we estimate
six multivariate regressions (see Table 1). In models 1 through 3 we estimate the
probability that a subject contributes with three random effects logit regressions.9

In models 4 through 6, survival time (i.e.,the number of seconds from the start of
the round until a subject contributes) is estimated by means of three random effects
linear regressions.10 Models 1 and 4 are the most basic and depict the treatment
effect and the effect of being a star in either the random or the nonrandom treat-
ment. Note that this specification and in particular the inclusion of the aggregated
treatment effect (variable “Nonrandom treatment?”) allows for a clean statistical
test of ICH and IIH (variable “Star in nonrandom treatment?”) as well as DCH
and DIH (variable “Star in random treatment?”). Models 2 and 5 add our two
intrinsic status characteristics as explanatory variables—that is, subjective social
status (as measured via the modified MacArthur Scale) and performance in the quiz
(as measured by the number of correctly answered questions). In models 3 and 6 we
add control variables. On the one hand, these included the standard demographic
variables gender, age, and net income (measured via an ordinal scale).11 On the
other hand, we include variables that turned out to have a significant influence on
the dependent variables in bivariate correlations.12

The variables we chose to include were two dummy variables, one measuring
whether the subject had stated that she was trying to maximize her payoff and
the other one measuring whether the subject held an academic degree. Adding to
that we included a variable depicting the number of semesters that the subject had
already been studying for. Unless otherwise specified, independent variables are
dichotomous, with the value 0 for no and the value 1 for yes.

Most importantly, we find that stars in a nonrandom treatment have a signif-
icantly higher probability to contribute than nonstars in a nonrandom treatment,
which confirms ICH. Similarly, they tend to contribute faster towards the public
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Finally, in order to to summarize and consolidate our findings, we estimate
six multivariate regressions (see Table 1). In models 1 through 3 we estimate the
probability that a subject contributes with three random effects logit regressions.9

In models 4 through 6, survival time (i.e.,the number of seconds from the start of
the round until a subject contributes) is estimated by means of three random effects
linear regressions.10 Models 1 and 4 are the most basic and depict the treatment
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other hand, we include variables that turned out to have a significant influence on
the dependent variables in bivariate correlations.12

The variables we chose to include were two dummy variables, one measuring
whether the subject had stated that she was trying to maximize her payoff and
the other one measuring whether the subject held an academic degree. Adding to
that we included a variable depicting the number of semesters that the subject had
already been studying for. Unless otherwise specified, independent variables are
dichotomous, with the value 0 for no and the value 1 for yes.

Most importantly, we find that stars in a nonrandom treatment have a signif-
icantly higher probability to contribute than nonstars in a nonrandom treatment,
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Finally,inordertotosummarizeandconsolidateourfindings,weestimate
sixmultivariateregressions(seeTable1).Inmodels1through3weestimatethe
probabilitythatasubjectcontributeswiththreerandomeffectslogitregressions.9

Inmodels4through6,survivaltime(i.e.,thenumberofsecondsfromthestartof
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otherhand,weincludevariablesthatturnedouttohaveasignificantinfluenceon
thedependentvariablesinbivariatecorrelations.12

Thevariableswechosetoincludeweretwodummyvariables,onemeasuring
whetherthesubjecthadstatedthatshewastryingtomaximizeherpayoffand
theotheronemeasuringwhetherthesubjectheldanacademicdegree.Addingto
thatweincludedavariabledepictingthenumberofsemestersthatthesubjecthad
alreadybeenstudyingfor.Unlessotherwisespecified,independentvariablesare
dichotomous,withthevalue0fornoandthevalue1foryes.
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Finally,inordertotosummarizeandconsolidateourfindings,weestimate
sixmultivariateregressions(seeTable1).Inmodels1through3weestimatethe
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Figure 4: Average loss and mean rate of public good provision by treatment.

good, confirming IIH. Also, we do not find any behavioral differences between
stars and nonstars in the random treatment, which corroborates DCH and DIH. In
addition, aggregating over both status groups, we find that neither the probability
of contribution nor the pace of cooperation differ between the random and the
nonrandom treatment in our study. Please note that none of our hypotheses suggest
such an aggregated treatment effect. Notably, the diffuse status characteristic (i.e.,
subjective social status as measured via the modified MacArthur Scale) has no
intrinsic influence on performance besides affecting performance expectations, as
models 2 through 3 as well as models 5 through 6 corroborate. Neither the prob-
ability to contribute nor the survival time are affected by ratings on the modified
MacArthur Scale. Also, the performance in the quiz has no significant influence on
any of the two dependent variables.

Models 3 and 6 display that neither gender nor net income have any consid-
erable influence on the contribution rate and pace. One variable that does have a
statistically significant influence is age: with an increase in age, the likelihood of
contribution increases and the pace of contribution speeds up. Further, we observe
that students with more semesters of study and students who already have an
academic degree tend to contribute significantly less often. Finally, those subjects
who describe themselves as eager to maximize their own material payoffs show a
tendency towards free-riding.

Discussion

The article at hand presents experimental evidence on how status characteristics
influence performance expectations and hence performance outputs in problems
involving the provision of public goods. Our results are clear-cut: we find that
positively evaluated status groups contribute more and with a faster pace than
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good,confirmingIIH.Also,wedonotfindanybehavioraldifferencesbetween
starsandnonstarsintherandomtreatment,whichcorroboratesDCHandDIH.In
addition,aggregatingoverbothstatusgroups,wefindthatneithertheprobability
ofcontributionnorthepaceofcooperationdifferbetweentherandomandthe
nonrandomtreatmentinourstudy.Pleasenotethatnoneofourhypothesessuggest
suchanaggregatedtreatmenteffect.Notably,thediffusestatuscharacteristic(i.e.,
subjectivesocialstatusasmeasuredviathemodifiedMacArthurScale)hasno
intrinsicinfluenceonperformancebesidesaffectingperformanceexpectations,as
models2through3aswellasmodels5through6corroborate.Neithertheprob-
abilitytocontributenorthesurvivaltimeareaffectedbyratingsonthemodified
MacArthurScale.Also,theperformanceinthequizhasnosignificantinfluenceon
anyofthetwodependentvariables.

Models3and6displaythatneithergendernornetincomehaveanyconsid-
erableinfluenceonthecontributionrateandpace.Onevariablethatdoeshavea
statisticallysignificantinfluenceisage:withanincreaseinage,thelikelihoodof
contributionincreasesandthepaceofcontributionspeedsup.Further,weobserve
thatstudentswithmoresemestersofstudyandstudentswhoalreadyhavean
academicdegreetendtocontributesignificantlylessoften.Finally,thosesubjects
whodescribethemselvesaseagertomaximizetheirownmaterialpayoffsshowa
tendencytowardsfree-riding.

Discussion

Thearticleathandpresentsexperimentalevidenceonhowstatuscharacteristics
influenceperformanceexpectationsandhenceperformanceoutputsinproblems
involvingtheprovisionofpublicgoods.Ourresultsareclear-cut:wefindthat
positivelyevaluatedstatusgroupscontributemoreandwithafasterpacethan
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good, confirming IIH. Also, we do not find any behavioral differences between
stars and nonstars in the random treatment, which corroborates DCH and DIH. In
addition, aggregating over both status groups, we find that neither the probability
of contribution nor the pace of cooperation differ between the random and the
nonrandom treatment in our study. Please note that none of our hypotheses suggest
such an aggregated treatment effect. Notably, the diffuse status characteristic (i.e.,
subjective social status as measured via the modified MacArthur Scale) has no
intrinsic influence on performance besides affecting performance expectations, as
models 2 through 3 as well as models 5 through 6 corroborate. Neither the prob-
ability to contribute nor the survival time are affected by ratings on the modified
MacArthur Scale. Also, the performance in the quiz has no significant influence on
any of the two dependent variables.

Models 3 and 6 display that neither gender nor net income have any consid-
erable influence on the contribution rate and pace. One variable that does have a
statistically significant influence is age: with an increase in age, the likelihood of
contribution increases and the pace of contribution speeds up. Further, we observe
that students with more semesters of study and students who already have an
academic degree tend to contribute significantly less often. Finally, those subjects
who describe themselves as eager to maximize their own material payoffs show a
tendency towards free-riding.

Discussion

The article at hand presents experimental evidence on how status characteristics
influence performance expectations and hence performance outputs in problems
involving the provision of public goods. Our results are clear-cut: we find that
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stars and nonstars in the random treatment, which corroborates DCH and DIH. In
addition, aggregating over both status groups, we find that neither the probability
of contribution nor the pace of cooperation differ between the random and the
nonrandom treatment in our study. Please note that none of our hypotheses suggest
such an aggregated treatment effect. Notably, the diffuse status characteristic (i.e.,
subjective social status as measured via the modified MacArthur Scale) has no
intrinsic influence on performance besides affecting performance expectations, as
models 2 through 3 as well as models 5 through 6 corroborate. Neither the prob-
ability to contribute nor the survival time are affected by ratings on the modified
MacArthur Scale. Also, the performance in the quiz has no significant influence on
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Models 3 and 6 display that neither gender nor net income have any consid-
erable influence on the contribution rate and pace. One variable that does have a
statistically significant influence is age: with an increase in age, the likelihood of
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academic degree tend to contribute significantly less often. Finally, those subjects
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suchanaggregatedtreatmenteffect.Notably,thediffusestatuscharacteristic(i.e.,
subjectivesocialstatusasmeasuredviathemodifiedMacArthurScale)hasno
intrinsicinfluenceonperformancebesidesaffectingperformanceexpectations,as
models2through3aswellasmodels5through6corroborate.Neithertheprob-
abilitytocontributenorthesurvivaltimeareaffectedbyratingsonthemodified
MacArthurScale.Also,theperformanceinthequizhasnosignificantinfluenceon
anyofthetwodependentvariables.

Models3and6displaythatneithergendernornetincomehaveanyconsid-
erableinfluenceonthecontributionrateandpace.Onevariablethatdoeshavea
statisticallysignificantinfluenceisage:withanincreaseinage,thelikelihoodof
contributionincreasesandthepaceofcontributionspeedsup.Further,weobserve
thatstudentswithmoresemestersofstudyandstudentswhoalreadyhavean
academicdegreetendtocontributesignificantlylessoften.Finally,thosesubjects
whodescribethemselvesaseagertomaximizetheirownmaterialpayoffsshowa
tendencytowardsfree-riding.
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Table 1: Random effects logit (for contribution probability) and random effects linear (for contribution pace)
regressions.

contribution rate (odds ratios) contribution pace (in seconds)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Nonrandom treatment? 0.782 0.777 0.640 3.178 3.175 5.156∗

(0.225) (0.226) (0.177) (3.142) (3.189) (3.058)
Star in random treatment? 0.890 0.855 0.664 2.343 2.796 5.349

(0.293) (0.280) (0.211) (3.607) (3.607) (3.542)
Star in nonrandom treatment? 1.668† 1.675† 1.674† −5.228† −5.127∗ −4.956†

(0.396) (0.410) (0.380) (2.594) (2.684) (2.511)
Subjective social status (1–10) 0.965 0.968 0.214 0.234

(0.070) (0.067) (0.800) (0.768)
Correct quiz answers (0–15) 0.920 0.928 1.021∗ 0.890

(0.049) (0.049) (0.590) (0.591)
Male? 1.042 −0.215

(0.205) (2.182)
Net income (1–6) 0.965 0.299

(0.105) (1.208)
Age (years) 1.122† −1.151†

(0.035) (0.346)
Semesters of study 0.895† 1.139†

(0.032) (0.387)
Academic degree? 0.326† 12.299†

(0.073) (2.453)
Try to maximize payoff? 0.465† 9.034†

(0.133) (3.187)
Constant 0.585† 1.613 0.730 38.08† 27.30† 36.62†

(0.136) (1.082) (0.734) (2.551) (7.446) (11.035)
Observations 2,640 2,640 2,535 2,640 2,640 2,535

Note: standard errors in parentheses.
∗p < 0.1; † p < 0.05.

negatively evaluated status groups in volunteer’s timing dilemmas. This supports
two of the most important implications of applying SCT to problems of collective
action. We also find positive evidence for an interesting conjecture by Simpson
et al. (2012), according to which status differentials might have a positive effect on
group success in problems of collective action. In our setting, this holds true with
respect to experimental earnings as well as the proportion of groups succeeding in
producing the public good.

Compared to previous experimental research on the workings of status charac-
teristics in collective action problems, one distinct advantage of our design lies in
the comparison of the effects of diffuse and specific status characteristics within a
fixed experimental protocol. Prima facie, Figures 2 and 3 suggest that descriptively,
status groups show more pronounced behavioral differences if based on a diffuse
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Table1:Randomeffectslogit(forcontributionprobability)andrandomeffectslinear(forcontributionpace)
regressions.

contributionrate(oddsratios)contributionpace(inseconds)
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)

Nonrandomtreatment?0.7820.7770.6403.1783.1755.156∗

(0.225)(0.226)(0.177)(3.142)(3.189)(3.058)
Starinrandomtreatment?0.8900.8550.6642.3432.7965.349

(0.293)(0.280)(0.211)(3.607)(3.607)(3.542)
Starinnonrandomtreatment?1.668†1.675†1.674†−5.228†−5.127∗−4.956†

(0.396)(0.410)(0.380)(2.594)(2.684)(2.511)
Subjectivesocialstatus(1–10)0.9650.9680.2140.234

(0.070)(0.067)(0.800)(0.768)
Correctquizanswers(0–15)0.9200.9281.021∗0.890

(0.049)(0.049)(0.590)(0.591)
Male?1.042−0.215

(0.205)(2.182)
Netincome(1–6)0.9650.299

(0.105)(1.208)
Age(years)1.122†−1.151†

(0.035)(0.346)
Semestersofstudy0.895†1.139†

(0.032)(0.387)
Academicdegree?0.326†12.299†

(0.073)(2.453)
Trytomaximizepayoff?0.465†9.034†

(0.133)(3.187)
Constant0.585†1.6130.73038.08†27.30†36.62†

(0.136)(1.082)(0.734)(2.551)(7.446)(11.035)
Observations2,6402,6402,5352,6402,6402,535

Note:standarderrorsinparentheses.
∗p<0.1;†p<0.05.

negativelyevaluatedstatusgroupsinvolunteer’stimingdilemmas.Thissupports
twoofthemostimportantimplicationsofapplyingSCTtoproblemsofcollective
action.WealsofindpositiveevidenceforaninterestingconjecturebySimpson
etal.(2012),accordingtowhichstatusdifferentialsmighthaveapositiveeffecton
groupsuccessinproblemsofcollectiveaction.Inoursetting,thisholdstruewith
respecttoexperimentalearningsaswellastheproportionofgroupssucceedingin
producingthepublicgood.

Comparedtopreviousexperimentalresearchontheworkingsofstatuscharac-
teristicsincollectiveactionproblems,onedistinctadvantageofourdesignliesin
thecomparisonoftheeffectsofdiffuseandspecificstatuscharacteristicswithina
fixedexperimentalprotocol.Primafacie,Figures2and3suggestthatdescriptively,
statusgroupsshowmorepronouncedbehavioraldifferencesifbasedonadiffuse
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Table 1: Random effects logit (for contribution probability) and random effects linear (for contribution pace)
regressions.

contribution rate (odds ratios) contribution pace (in seconds)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Nonrandom treatment? 0.782 0.777 0.640 3.178 3.175 5.156∗

(0.225) (0.226) (0.177) (3.142) (3.189) (3.058)
Star in random treatment? 0.890 0.855 0.664 2.343 2.796 5.349

(0.293) (0.280) (0.211) (3.607) (3.607) (3.542)
Star in nonrandom treatment? 1.668† 1.675† 1.674† −5.228† −5.127∗ −4.956†

(0.396) (0.410) (0.380) (2.594) (2.684) (2.511)
Subjective social status (1–10) 0.965 0.968 0.214 0.234

(0.070) (0.067) (0.800) (0.768)
Correct quiz answers (0–15) 0.920 0.928 1.021∗ 0.890

(0.049) (0.049) (0.590) (0.591)
Male? 1.042 −0.215

(0.205) (2.182)
Net income (1–6) 0.965 0.299

(0.105) (1.208)
Age (years) 1.122† −1.151†

(0.035) (0.346)
Semesters of study 0.895† 1.139†

(0.032) (0.387)
Academic degree? 0.326† 12.299†

(0.073) (2.453)
Try to maximize payoff? 0.465† 9.034†

(0.133) (3.187)
Constant 0.585† 1.613 0.730 38.08† 27.30† 36.62†

(0.136) (1.082) (0.734) (2.551) (7.446) (11.035)
Observations 2,640 2,640 2,535 2,640 2,640 2,535

Note: standard errors in parentheses.
∗p < 0.1; † p < 0.05.

negatively evaluated status groups in volunteer’s timing dilemmas. This supports
two of the most important implications of applying SCT to problems of collective
action. We also find positive evidence for an interesting conjecture by Simpson
et al. (2012), according to which status differentials might have a positive effect on
group success in problems of collective action. In our setting, this holds true with
respect to experimental earnings as well as the proportion of groups succeeding in
producing the public good.

Compared to previous experimental research on the workings of status charac-
teristics in collective action problems, one distinct advantage of our design lies in
the comparison of the effects of diffuse and specific status characteristics within a
fixed experimental protocol. Prima facie, Figures 2 and 3 suggest that descriptively,
status groups show more pronounced behavioral differences if based on a diffuse
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than on a specific characteristic. However, closer inspection revealed that in terms
of statistical significance, the source of status seems to have a very subtle effect.
Comparing status groups across treatments, we found that neither the rate nor the
pace of contributions differ between the diffuse and the specific treatment, with the
sole exception that nonstars show somewhat less initiative in contributing towards
the public good if this status derives from a specific characteristic than if the status
stems from a diffuse characteristic. This finding suggests that the current practice
of working with either diffuse or specific status characteristics in experimental
research on SCT is rather unproblematic. On a side note, this finding also sheds
light on a longstanding controversy regarding the relative strength of effects of
diffuse and specific statuses on the power and prestige order. Whereas the original
SCT states that diffuse and specific characteristics should carry equal weight in
determining the power and prestige order, Simpson and Walker (2002) argued that
a conceptually more consistent reformulation of SCT lends support to the predic-
tion that diffuse characteristics have a greater impact than specific characteristics.
Because we observe a subtle yet definitive greater impact of diffuse characteristics
on the pace of contributions, our results favor the reformulated version by Simpson
and Walker (2002).

A second advantage of our design is that it provides convincing evidence on the
mechanism by which status characteristics influence performance outputs. That
is, status characteristics influence performance outputs via forming the basis of
performance expectations. Three observations from our study support this claim.
First, our specific treatment documents pure effects of performance expectations by
separating assignment to status groups from any other property of the actors by
randomization. Hence, all observed differences in performance outputs between
the status groups are purely due to differential performance expectations. Second,
in the random treatment we do not observe any differences in performance outputs,
which is very well in line with SCT because being a star or a nonstar is explicitly
dissociated from the group task in this treatment, and hence status provides no basis
for performance expectations. Finally, although our observations in the diffuse treat-
ment are more questionable on methodological grounds, they still are informative
regarding pure effects of differential performance expectations. Methodologically,
in the diffuse treatment we encounter the problem that any property of the subjects
that is correlated with the modified MacArthur Scale of subjective social status
might bias the effects of performance expectations. However, as models 2 and 3
as well as 5 and 6 indicate, subjective social status and observable behavior in the
VTD are de facto uncorrelated in our data (see additional analyses in the online
supplement).

Though our results speak to the power of status characteristics in influencing
performance outputs in group tasks, there is an important caveat in generalizing
the results. That is, our design used an extensive award ceremony and differential
treatment of subjects (chocolate, lemonades, etc.) when forming the status groups.
In terms of SCT, this procedure has a twofold effect. First, it ensures that the
status characteristics that serve as the basis of discrimination between status groups
become salient. And second, being a star as well as getting drinks and chocolate is
intrinsically rewarding. As argued by an extension of SCT to reward expectations
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thanonaspecificcharacteristic.However,closerinspectionrevealedthatinterms
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intrinsicallyrewarding.AsarguedbyanextensionofSCTtorewardexpectations
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than on a specific characteristic. However, closer inspection revealed that in terms
of statistical significance, the source of status seems to have a very subtle effect.
Comparing status groups across treatments, we found that neither the rate nor the
pace of contributions differ between the diffuse and the specific treatment, with the
sole exception that nonstars show somewhat less initiative in contributing towards
the public good if this status derives from a specific characteristic than if the status
stems from a diffuse characteristic. This finding suggests that the current practice
of working with either diffuse or specific status characteristics in experimental
research on SCT is rather unproblematic. On a side note, this finding also sheds
light on a longstanding controversy regarding the relative strength of effects of
diffuse and specific statuses on the power and prestige order. Whereas the original
SCT states that diffuse and specific characteristics should carry equal weight in
determining the power and prestige order, Simpson and Walker (2002) argued that
a conceptually more consistent reformulation of SCT lends support to the predic-
tion that diffuse characteristics have a greater impact than specific characteristics.
Because we observe a subtle yet definitive greater impact of diffuse characteristics
on the pace of contributions, our results favor the reformulated version by Simpson
and Walker (2002).

A second advantage of our design is that it provides convincing evidence on the
mechanism by which status characteristics influence performance outputs. That
is, status characteristics influence performance outputs via forming the basis of
performance expectations. Three observations from our study support this claim.
First, our specific treatment documents pure effects of performance expectations by
separating assignment to status groups from any other property of the actors by
randomization. Hence, all observed differences in performance outputs between
the status groups are purely due to differential performance expectations. Second,
in the random treatment we do not observe any differences in performance outputs,
which is very well in line with SCT because being a star or a nonstar is explicitly
dissociated from the group task in this treatment, and hence status provides no basis
for performance expectations. Finally, although our observations in the diffuse treat-
ment are more questionable on methodological grounds, they still are informative
regarding pure effects of differential performance expectations. Methodologically,
in the diffuse treatment we encounter the problem that any property of the subjects
that is correlated with the modified MacArthur Scale of subjective social status
might bias the effects of performance expectations. However, as models 2 and 3
as well as 5 and 6 indicate, subjective social status and observable behavior in the
VTD are de facto uncorrelated in our data (see additional analyses in the online
supplement).

Though our results speak to the power of status characteristics in influencing
performance outputs in group tasks, there is an important caveat in generalizing
the results. That is, our design used an extensive award ceremony and differential
treatment of subjects (chocolate, lemonades, etc.) when forming the status groups.
In terms of SCT, this procedure has a twofold effect. First, it ensures that the
status characteristics that serve as the basis of discrimination between status groups
become salient. And second, being a star as well as getting drinks and chocolate is
intrinsically rewarding. As argued by an extension of SCT to reward expectations
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thanonaspecificcharacteristic.However,closerinspectionrevealedthatinterms
ofstatisticalsignificance,thesourceofstatusseemstohaveaverysubtleeffect.
Comparingstatusgroupsacrosstreatments,wefoundthatneithertheratenorthe
paceofcontributionsdifferbetweenthediffuseandthespecifictreatment,withthe
soleexceptionthatnonstarsshowsomewhatlessinitiativeincontributingtowards
thepublicgoodifthisstatusderivesfromaspecificcharacteristicthanifthestatus
stemsfromadiffusecharacteristic.Thisfindingsuggeststhatthecurrentpractice
ofworkingwitheitherdiffuseorspecificstatuscharacteristicsinexperimental
researchonSCTisratherunproblematic.Onasidenote,thisfindingalsosheds
lightonalongstandingcontroversyregardingtherelativestrengthofeffectsof
diffuseandspecificstatusesonthepowerandprestigeorder.Whereastheoriginal
SCTstatesthatdiffuseandspecificcharacteristicsshouldcarryequalweightin
determiningthepowerandprestigeorder,SimpsonandWalker(2002)arguedthat
aconceptuallymoreconsistentreformulationofSCTlendssupporttothepredic-
tionthatdiffusecharacteristicshaveagreaterimpactthanspecificcharacteristics.
Becauseweobserveasubtleyetdefinitivegreaterimpactofdiffusecharacteristics
onthepaceofcontributions,ourresultsfavorthereformulatedversionbySimpson
andWalker(2002).

Asecondadvantageofourdesignisthatitprovidesconvincingevidenceonthe
mechanismbywhichstatuscharacteristicsinfluenceperformanceoutputs.That
is,statuscharacteristicsinfluenceperformanceoutputsviaformingthebasisof
performanceexpectations.Threeobservationsfromourstudysupportthisclaim.
First,ourspecifictreatmentdocumentspureeffectsofperformanceexpectationsby
separatingassignmenttostatusgroupsfromanyotherpropertyoftheactorsby
randomization.Hence,allobserveddifferencesinperformanceoutputsbetween
thestatusgroupsarepurelyduetodifferentialperformanceexpectations.Second,
intherandomtreatmentwedonotobserveanydifferencesinperformanceoutputs,
whichisverywellinlinewithSCTbecausebeingastaroranonstarisexplicitly
dissociatedfromthegrouptaskinthistreatment,andhencestatusprovidesnobasis
forperformanceexpectations.Finally,althoughourobservationsinthediffusetreat-
mentaremorequestionableonmethodologicalgrounds,theystillareinformative
regardingpureeffectsofdifferentialperformanceexpectations.Methodologically,
inthediffusetreatmentweencountertheproblemthatanypropertyofthesubjects
thatiscorrelatedwiththemodifiedMacArthurScaleofsubjectivesocialstatus
mightbiastheeffectsofperformanceexpectations.However,asmodels2and3
aswellas5and6indicate,subjectivesocialstatusandobservablebehaviorinthe
VTDaredefactouncorrelatedinourdata(seeadditionalanalysesintheonline
supplement).

Thoughourresultsspeaktothepowerofstatuscharacteristicsininfluencing
performanceoutputsingrouptasks,thereisanimportantcaveatingeneralizing
theresults.Thatis,ourdesignusedanextensiveawardceremonyanddifferential
treatmentofsubjects(chocolate,lemonades,etc.)whenformingthestatusgroups.
IntermsofSCT,thisprocedurehasatwofoldeffect.First,itensuresthatthe
statuscharacteristicsthatserveasthebasisofdiscriminationbetweenstatusgroups
becomesalient.Andsecond,beingastaraswellasgettingdrinksandchocolateis
intrinsicallyrewarding.AsarguedbyanextensionofSCTtorewardexpectations
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and structures (Berger et al. 1985; Webster and Hysom 1998), actors generally
expect that high-status actors obtain greater rewards than low-status actors. Hence,
providing these benefits to stars but not to nonstars should theoretically bolster the
differential performance expectations; Hysom (2009) corroborates this reasoning
with experimental evidence. Of course, we implemented this feature of our design
to ensure that subjects got the impression that at least during the duration of the
experiment, being a star or a nonstar had some meaning besides being a mere
label displayed on a computer screen. Because this feature was present in all three
experimental conditions, we have no way of isolating or estimating its effects.
Hence, this leaves open the question of to what extent our results generalize to
status characteristics outside the lab that come without such award ceremonies and
differential treatment. Although this marks a limitation of our study, it has to be
kept in mind that many established status characteristics such as gender, ethnicity,
and age do de facto come with differential treatment and rewards in our societies.
For instance, wages and income (i.e., the most important form of material rewards)
generally rise with age (cf. Hellerstein, Neumark, and Troske 1999; Hall and Farkas
2008), and discrimination of members of ethnic minorities (cf. Pager, Bonikowski,
and Western 2009; Blommaert, Coenders, and van Tubergen 2013; Bursell 2014) as
well as the gender pay gap (cf. Aisenbrey and Brückner 2008; Auspurg, Hinz, and
Sauer 2017) are realities on labor markets. In addition, the differential treatment
of status groups is often part of our everyday culture and subject to strong and
sanctioned norms of conduct. To cite an illuminating facet, studies have shown that
teachers judge as well as respond differently to performance outputs by boys and
girls during class (cf. Jones and Wheatley 1990; Tiedemann 2002). In this sense, the
award ceremony and differential treatment of our subjects just mimics fundamental
aspects of social reality.

Although the results of existing experimental research look promising regarding
the empirical validity of SCT applied to problems of collective action, the data
basis still is rather slim and the question of to what extent these findings are
reliable remains. Hence, future research on the application of SCT to problems of
collective action should address the question of whether these observations are
robust regarding variations in essential parameters of our design. These variations
should cover different types of public goods (i.e., different “technologies” that
translate inputs into outputs; cf. Sandler 1992) as well as different diffuse and
specific status characteristics.

Notes

1 The whole experiment was programmed and conducted with the software z-Tree (Fis-
chbacher 2007).

2 All subjects in the specific treatments were debriefed after the completion of the study.

3 Although the text was the same for all subjects, instructions of stars were decorated with
an additional golden star.

4 In order to avoid endgame effects, subjects were not informed about how many rounds
they would play.
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andstructures(Bergeretal.1985;WebsterandHysom1998),actorsgenerally
expectthathigh-statusactorsobtaingreaterrewardsthanlow-statusactors.Hence,
providingthesebenefitstostarsbutnottononstarsshouldtheoreticallybolsterthe
differentialperformanceexpectations;Hysom(2009)corroboratesthisreasoning
withexperimentalevidence.Ofcourse,weimplementedthisfeatureofourdesign
toensurethatsubjectsgottheimpressionthatatleastduringthedurationofthe
experiment,beingastaroranonstarhadsomemeaningbesidesbeingamere
labeldisplayedonacomputerscreen.Becausethisfeaturewaspresentinallthree
experimentalconditions,wehavenowayofisolatingorestimatingitseffects.
Hence,thisleavesopenthequestionoftowhatextentourresultsgeneralizeto
statuscharacteristicsoutsidethelabthatcomewithoutsuchawardceremoniesand
differentialtreatment.Althoughthismarksalimitationofourstudy,ithastobe
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and structures (Berger et al. 1985; Webster and Hysom 1998), actors generally
expect that high-status actors obtain greater rewards than low-status actors. Hence,
providing these benefits to stars but not to nonstars should theoretically bolster the
differential performance expectations; Hysom (2009) corroborates this reasoning
with experimental evidence. Of course, we implemented this feature of our design
to ensure that subjects got the impression that at least during the duration of the
experiment, being a star or a nonstar had some meaning besides being a mere
label displayed on a computer screen. Because this feature was present in all three
experimental conditions, we have no way of isolating or estimating its effects.
Hence, this leaves open the question of to what extent our results generalize to
status characteristics outside the lab that come without such award ceremonies and
differential treatment. Although this marks a limitation of our study, it has to be
kept in mind that many established status characteristics such as gender, ethnicity,
and age do de facto come with differential treatment and rewards in our societies.
For instance, wages and income (i.e., the most important form of material rewards)
generally rise with age (cf. Hellerstein, Neumark, and Troske 1999; Hall and Farkas
2008), and discrimination of members of ethnic minorities (cf. Pager, Bonikowski,
and Western 2009; Blommaert, Coenders, and van Tubergen 2013; Bursell 2014) as
well as the gender pay gap (cf. Aisenbrey and Brückner 2008; Auspurg, Hinz, and
Sauer 2017) are realities on labor markets. In addition, the differential treatment
of status groups is often part of our everyday culture and subject to strong and
sanctioned norms of conduct. To cite an illuminating facet, studies have shown that
teachers judge as well as respond differently to performance outputs by boys and
girls during class (cf. Jones and Wheatley 1990; Tiedemann 2002). In this sense, the
award ceremony and differential treatment of our subjects just mimics fundamental
aspects of social reality.

Although the results of existing experimental research look promising regarding
the empirical validity of SCT applied to problems of collective action, the data
basis still is rather slim and the question of to what extent these findings are
reliable remains. Hence, future research on the application of SCT to problems of
collective action should address the question of whether these observations are
robust regarding variations in essential parameters of our design. These variations
should cover different types of public goods (i.e., different “technologies” that
translate inputs into outputs; cf. Sandler 1992) as well as different diffuse and
specific status characteristics.

Notes

1 The whole experiment was programmed and conducted with the software z-Tree (Fis-
chbacher 2007).

2 All subjects in the specific treatments were debriefed after the completion of the study.

3 Although the text was the same for all subjects, instructions of stars were decorated with
an additional golden star.

4 In order to avoid endgame effects, subjects were not informed about how many rounds
they would play.
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expectthathigh-statusactorsobtaingreaterrewardsthanlow-statusactors.Hence,
providingthesebenefitstostarsbutnottononstarsshouldtheoreticallybolsterthe
differentialperformanceexpectations;Hysom(2009)corroboratesthisreasoning
withexperimentalevidence.Ofcourse,weimplementedthisfeatureofourdesign
toensurethatsubjectsgottheimpressionthatatleastduringthedurationofthe
experiment,beingastaroranonstarhadsomemeaningbesidesbeingamere
labeldisplayedonacomputerscreen.Becausethisfeaturewaspresentinallthree
experimentalconditions,wehavenowayofisolatingorestimatingitseffects.
Hence,thisleavesopenthequestionoftowhatextentourresultsgeneralizeto
statuscharacteristicsoutsidethelabthatcomewithoutsuchawardceremoniesand
differentialtreatment.Althoughthismarksalimitationofourstudy,ithastobe
keptinmindthatmanyestablishedstatuscharacteristicssuchasgender,ethnicity,
andagedodefactocomewithdifferentialtreatmentandrewardsinoursocieties.
Forinstance,wagesandincome(i.e.,themostimportantformofmaterialrewards)
generallyrisewithage(cf.Hellerstein,Neumark,andTroske1999;HallandFarkas
2008),anddiscriminationofmembersofethnicminorities(cf.Pager,Bonikowski,
andWestern2009;Blommaert,Coenders,andvanTubergen2013;Bursell2014)as
wellasthegenderpaygap(cf.AisenbreyandBrückner2008;Auspurg,Hinz,and
Sauer2017)arerealitiesonlabormarkets.Inaddition,thedifferentialtreatment
ofstatusgroupsisoftenpartofoureverydaycultureandsubjecttostrongand
sanctionednormsofconduct.Tociteanilluminatingfacet,studieshaveshownthat
teachersjudgeaswellasresponddifferentlytoperformanceoutputsbyboysand
girlsduringclass(cf.JonesandWheatley1990;Tiedemann2002).Inthissense,the
awardceremonyanddifferentialtreatmentofoursubjectsjustmimicsfundamental
aspectsofsocialreality.

Althoughtheresultsofexistingexperimentalresearchlookpromisingregarding
theempiricalvalidityofSCTappliedtoproblemsofcollectiveaction,thedata
basisstillisratherslimandthequestionoftowhatextentthesefindingsare
reliableremains.Hence,futureresearchontheapplicationofSCTtoproblemsof
collectiveactionshouldaddressthequestionofwhethertheseobservationsare
robustregardingvariationsinessentialparametersofourdesign.Thesevariations
shouldcoverdifferenttypesofpublicgoods(i.e.,different“technologies”that
translateinputsintooutputs;cf.Sandler1992)aswellasdifferentdiffuseand
specificstatuscharacteristics.

Notes

1Thewholeexperimentwasprogrammedandconductedwiththesoftwarez-Tree(Fis-
chbacher2007).

2Allsubjectsinthespecifictreatmentsweredebriefedafterthecompletionofthestudy.

3Althoughthetextwasthesameforallsubjects,instructionsofstarsweredecoratedwith
anadditionalgoldenstar.

4Inordertoavoidendgameeffects,subjectswerenotinformedabouthowmanyrounds
theywouldplay.
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5 Strictly speaking, in a volunteer’s dilemma it is only necessary for one participant to
cooperate. In our experiment we use a generalization of the volunteer’s dilemma in
which two volunteers are required. The volunteer’s dilemma is a special case of a step-
level public good game. The characterizing feature of a step-level public good is that it
is provided if and only if a certain threshold of contributions towards the public good
is met. Failure in meeting the threshold results in no or an inefficient provision of the
public good. Also, contributions in excess of the threshold are inefficient. Real-world
examples for step-level goods are, for instance, fundraising for community projects such
as building a bridge or a fence (cf. Andreoni 1998).

6 The reader might wonder why we are interested in the initiative to contribute on top of
total contributions. This interest is related to the fact that in many real-life public good
problems, there is a certain time limit for the provision of the public good or the value
of the public good degenerates over time. For instance, if a person is in urgent need
of medical help because of an emergency, her condition might deteriorate until help is
provided, with possibly irreversible effects. Note that the VTD models a situation in
which the value of contributions towards the provision of the public good shrinks over
time.
Additionally, Simpson et al. (2012) relates the initiative to contribute to the so-called
“start-up problem” in collective action. That is, many collective action problems are
characterized by a “critical mass” incentive structure, in which it is beneficial to con-
tribute towards the provision of the public good provided that enough contributions by
other actors are made (Oliver, Marwell, and Teixeira 1985). In situations like these, the
initiative to make contributions is vital for the provision of public goods because initial
contributors might trigger contributions by other actors.

7 Unless otherwise specified, χ2 tests are used.

8 Because noncontribution rates only change very marginally after 30 seconds, the plots are
truncated, and the final drops at 30 seconds represent the change of the noncontribution
rates at the end of the whole round (i.e., after 60 seconds).

9 Additionally, we ran clustered logit regressions, which yielded the same results.

10 Additionally, we ran clustered Cox regressions as well as several random effects paramet-
ric survival models; these models provided the very same results (including exponential,
lognormal, and Weibull survival distribution). Also, using logarithmic survival times as
the dependent variable in models 4 through 6 does not affect our findings.

11 Specifically, net income was measured in steps of 300 Euros, i.e., 0 to 300, 301 to 600, etc.

12 Because we lack theoretical reasons to include specific control variables, we opted to
approach the task of selecting control variables on purely empirical grounds. Note that
because of randomization, controlling for confounds is pointless with regard to the
research interest of this article. Still, the reported effects might be interesting per se.
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Abstract

Are humans instinctively good or is it only our capacity for reflection that enables us to

restrain our selfish traits and behave prosocially? Against the background of dual-process

theory, the question of whether people tend to behave prosocially on intuitive grounds has

been debated controversially for several years. Central to this debate is the so-called social

heuristic hypothesis (SHH), which states that subjects orient their behavior more closely to

their deeply ingrained norms and attitudes when the behavior comes about in an intuitive

rather than reflective manner. In this paper, we apply the SHH to a novel setting and investi-

gate whether its implications hold true in a non-reactive field experiment, in which subjects

are unaware that they are part of a study. We test whether subjects report a misdirected

email or try to use the opportunity to reap a monetary benefit. Since all subjects participated

six months prior to the field experiment in a lab experiment, we have solid measures of the

subjects’ general tendency to behave intuitively and their prosocial attitudes. In addition,

participants were asked in a follow-up survey to self-report their intuitiveness at the time of

the decision. While we observe a significant and positive effect on prosocial behavior for

self-reported intuitiveness (but not for general intuitiveness) in the bivariate analyses, this

effect becomes insignificant when controlling for interaction effects with attitudes. In addi-

tion, for both forms of intuitiveness, we find a significant and positive interaction effect with

subjects’ prosocial attitudes on prosocial behavior. Hence, this study confirms previous find-

ings from laboratory as well as online studies and provides external validity by demonstrat-

ing that the SHH applies in a real-life situation.

Introduction

In many everyday situations as well as in many experimental studies, it has been observed time

and again that a substantial proportion of people are willing to act prosocially, i.e., to forgo

short-term benefits or incur some personal costs in order to improve the well-being of others

[1–3]. These findings pose explanatory challenges in situations where mechanisms such as rep-

utation or reciprocity cannot contribute to the emergence of prosocial behavior, i.e., interac-

tions that are anonymous and one-time.

In the context of explaining prosocial behavior in one-time interactions, dual process the-

ory (DPT) has proven to be particularly fruitful in recent years. According to the DPT, human
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Abstract

Arehumansinstinctivelygoodorisitonlyourcapacityforreflectionthatenablesusto

restrainourselfishtraitsandbehaveprosocially?Againstthebackgroundofdual-process

theory,thequestionofwhetherpeopletendtobehaveprosociallyonintuitivegroundshas

beendebatedcontroversiallyforseveralyears.Centraltothisdebateistheso-calledsocial

heuristichypothesis(SHH),whichstatesthatsubjectsorienttheirbehaviormorecloselyto

theirdeeplyingrainednormsandattitudeswhenthebehaviorcomesaboutinanintuitive

ratherthanreflectivemanner.Inthispaper,weapplytheSHHtoanovelsettingandinvesti-

gatewhetheritsimplicationsholdtrueinanon-reactivefieldexperiment,inwhichsubjects

areunawarethattheyarepartofastudy.Wetestwhethersubjectsreportamisdirected

emailortrytousetheopportunitytoreapamonetarybenefit.Sinceallsubjectsparticipated

sixmonthspriortothefieldexperimentinalabexperiment,wehavesolidmeasuresofthe

subjects’generaltendencytobehaveintuitivelyandtheirprosocialattitudes.Inaddition,

participantswereaskedinafollow-upsurveytoself-reporttheirintuitivenessatthetimeof

thedecision.Whileweobserveasignificantandpositiveeffectonprosocialbehaviorfor

self-reportedintuitiveness(butnotforgeneralintuitiveness)inthebivariateanalyses,this

effectbecomesinsignificantwhencontrollingforinteractioneffectswithattitudes.Inaddi-

tion,forbothformsofintuitiveness,wefindasignificantandpositiveinteractioneffectwith

subjects’prosocialattitudesonprosocialbehavior.Hence,thisstudyconfirmspreviousfind-

ingsfromlaboratoryaswellasonlinestudiesandprovidesexternalvaliditybydemonstrat-

ingthattheSHHappliesinareal-lifesituation.

Introduction

Inmanyeverydaysituationsaswellasinmanyexperimentalstudies,ithasbeenobservedtime

andagainthatasubstantialproportionofpeoplearewillingtoactprosocially,i.e.,toforgo

short-termbenefitsorincursomepersonalcostsinordertoimprovethewell-beingofothers

[1–3].Thesefindingsposeexplanatorychallengesinsituationswheremechanismssuchasrep-

utationorreciprocitycannotcontributetotheemergenceofprosocialbehavior,i.e.,interac-

tionsthatareanonymousandone-time.

Inthecontextofexplainingprosocialbehaviorinone-timeinteractions,dualprocessthe-

ory(DPT)hasproventobeparticularlyfruitfulinrecentyears.AccordingtotheDPT,human
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theory, the question of whether people tend to behave prosocially on intuitive grounds has

been debated controversially for several years. Central to this debate is the so-called social

heuristic hypothesis (SHH), which states that subjects orient their behavior more closely to

their deeply ingrained norms and attitudes when the behavior comes about in an intuitive

rather than reflective manner. In this paper, we apply the SHH to a novel setting and investi-

gate whether its implications hold true in a non-reactive field experiment, in which subjects

are unaware that they are part of a study. We test whether subjects report a misdirected

email or try to use the opportunity to reap a monetary benefit. Since all subjects participated

six months prior to the field experiment in a lab experiment, we have solid measures of the

subjects’ general tendency to behave intuitively and their prosocial attitudes. In addition,

participants were asked in a follow-up survey to self-report their intuitiveness at the time of

the decision. While we observe a significant and positive effect on prosocial behavior for

self-reported intuitiveness (but not for general intuitiveness) in the bivariate analyses, this

effect becomes insignificant when controlling for interaction effects with attitudes. In addi-

tion, for both forms of intuitiveness, we find a significant and positive interaction effect with

subjects’ prosocial attitudes on prosocial behavior. Hence, this study confirms previous find-

ings from laboratory as well as online studies and provides external validity by demonstrat-

ing that the SHH applies in a real-life situation.

Introduction

In many everyday situations as well as in many experimental studies, it has been observed time

and again that a substantial proportion of people are willing to act prosocially, i.e., to forgo

short-term benefits or incur some personal costs in order to improve the well-being of others

[1–3]. These findings pose explanatory challenges in situations where mechanisms such as rep-

utation or reciprocity cannot contribute to the emergence of prosocial behavior, i.e., interac-

tions that are anonymous and one-time.

In the context of explaining prosocial behavior in one-time interactions, dual process the-

ory (DPT) has proven to be particularly fruitful in recent years. According to the DPT, human
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Abstract

Arehumansinstinctivelygoodorisitonlyourcapacityforreflectionthatenablesusto

restrainourselfishtraitsandbehaveprosocially?Againstthebackgroundofdual-process

theory,thequestionofwhetherpeopletendtobehaveprosociallyonintuitivegroundshas

beendebatedcontroversiallyforseveralyears.Centraltothisdebateistheso-calledsocial

heuristichypothesis(SHH),whichstatesthatsubjectsorienttheirbehaviormorecloselyto

theirdeeplyingrainednormsandattitudeswhenthebehaviorcomesaboutinanintuitive

ratherthanreflectivemanner.Inthispaper,weapplytheSHHtoanovelsettingandinvesti-

gatewhetheritsimplicationsholdtrueinanon-reactivefieldexperiment,inwhichsubjects

areunawarethattheyarepartofastudy.Wetestwhethersubjectsreportamisdirected

emailortrytousetheopportunitytoreapamonetarybenefit.Sinceallsubjectsparticipated

sixmonthspriortothefieldexperimentinalabexperiment,wehavesolidmeasuresofthe

subjects’generaltendencytobehaveintuitivelyandtheirprosocialattitudes.Inaddition,

participantswereaskedinafollow-upsurveytoself-reporttheirintuitivenessatthetimeof

thedecision.Whileweobserveasignificantandpositiveeffectonprosocialbehaviorfor

self-reportedintuitiveness(butnotforgeneralintuitiveness)inthebivariateanalyses,this

effectbecomesinsignificantwhencontrollingforinteractioneffectswithattitudes.Inaddi-

tion,forbothformsofintuitiveness,wefindasignificantandpositiveinteractioneffectwith

subjects’prosocialattitudesonprosocialbehavior.Hence,thisstudyconfirmspreviousfind-

ingsfromlaboratoryaswellasonlinestudiesandprovidesexternalvaliditybydemonstrat-

ingthattheSHHappliesinareal-lifesituation.

Introduction

Inmanyeverydaysituationsaswellasinmanyexperimentalstudies,ithasbeenobservedtime

andagainthatasubstantialproportionofpeoplearewillingtoactprosocially,i.e.,toforgo

short-termbenefitsorincursomepersonalcostsinordertoimprovethewell-beingofothers

[1–3].Thesefindingsposeexplanatorychallengesinsituationswheremechanismssuchasrep-

utationorreciprocitycannotcontributetotheemergenceofprosocialbehavior,i.e.,interac-

tionsthatareanonymousandone-time.

Inthecontextofexplainingprosocialbehaviorinone-timeinteractions,dualprocessthe-

ory(DPT)hasproventobeparticularlyfruitfulinrecentyears.AccordingtotheDPT,human
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cognition and action can only be explained by the interplay of two qualitatively distinct kinds

of systems or types of mental processes, i.e., automatic-spontaneous (intuitive) processes are

contrasted with controlled-deliberative (reflective) processes [4–6]. Automatic-spontaneous

processes are typically automatic, fast, and associative, operate outside of the actor’s conscious-

ness and in parallel. In contrast, controlled-deliberative processes are typically controlled,

slow, and rule-based, operate within the actor’s consciousness and only in serial succession.

While the exact interplay between these two kinds of processes is still a matter of debate [6, 7],

DPT has nevertheless given rise to influential applications in research on prosocial behavior.

In particular, the idea that acting prosocially is an intuitive human behavior has received

much attention. In short, this idea states that the more someone relies on his or her intuitive-

ness, i.e., the tendency to engage in an intuitive decision-making process, the more prosocially

he or she will act [8, 9]. This hypothesis, which we will call the intuitive prosociality hypothesis,
has been confirmed in many studies: First, in observational studies, where response latencies

[8, 10, 11] and dispositional measures of thinking dispositions and cognitive styles [12] are

used to assess subjects’ intuitiveness. Second, in experimental studies which aim at directly

influencing subjects’ intuitiveness through procedures such as time pressure [8, 13, 14], cogni-

tive load [15, 16], or ego-depletion [17].

At the same time, a number of skeptical contributions have appeared that question the empir-

ical validity of the intuitive prosociality hypothesis on both theoretical as well as methodological

grounds. In terms of methodology, it was argued that observational response latencies do not

allow a straightforward inference about the type of cognitive process involved, because response

latencies are also influenced, among other things, by the strength of preferences (discriminability

of alternatives) [18, 19]. Some studies uncovered that intuition can have a positive influence on

certain aspects of prosociality (e.g., egalitarian choices), while also having a negative influence on

other aspects of prosociality (e.g., social efficient choices) [20, 21]. Further, it was also shown that

by appropriately manipulating the payoff structure it can be observed that actors who tend to

decide quickly behave less prosocially than actors who tend to decide slowly [18]. Moreover,

even studies which employ experimental manipulations of the time available in decision-making

do not necessarily yield results that support the intuitive prosociality hypothesis [22–24].

In light of this contradictory evidence, it became clear that the original hypothesis could

not be upheld without additional qualifying statements. Thus, the social heuristic hypothesis
(SHH) took its place [13]. The SHH consists of two parts: First, it states that humans internal-

ize strategies that tend to be beneficial in their daily social life. These internalized strategies

function as cues about how to behave in a new and unfamiliar social interaction. Second—and

this is where DPT comes into play—the hypothesis states that actors who decide intuitively

will follow these cues more closely than actors who reflect on the situation, thereby potentially

recognizing that an alternative behavior is more advantageous.

The simplified idea behind this hypothesis is that decisions are less costly if they are made

via an intuitive process rather than a reflective process. If the average cost saved by an intuitive

decision (compared to the reflective decision) exceeds the average harm caused by this deci-

sion (in comparison to the reflective decision), intuitiveness may be evolutionarily stable [25–

27]. Since prosocial behavior is—by definition—never advantageous in a one-time anonymous

interaction, deliberation will undermine prosociality, whereas intuition might favor both

cooperative as well as selfish behavior depending on prior experience. In other words, the

nature of everyday social interactions is a moderating factor that influences the intuitive

responses of actors. Assuming that it is true for most societies that prosocial behavior is more

successful in daily life, the SHH can explain why intuitive actors might act more prosocially

than their less intuitive counterparts. Furthermore, it can also explain why this might be not

true for certain situations, societies, or parts thereof [12, 28].
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slow, and rule-based, operate within the actor’s consciousness and only in serial succession.

While the exact interplay between these two kinds of processes is still a matter of debate [6, 7],

DPT has nevertheless given rise to influential applications in research on prosocial behavior.

In particular, the idea that acting prosocially is an intuitive human behavior has received

much attention. In short, this idea states that the more someone relies on his or her intuitive-

ness, i.e., the tendency to engage in an intuitive decision-making process, the more prosocially

he or she will act [8, 9]. This hypothesis, which we will call the intuitive prosociality hypothesis,
has been confirmed in many studies: First, in observational studies, where response latencies

[8, 10, 11] and dispositional measures of thinking dispositions and cognitive styles [12] are

used to assess subjects’ intuitiveness. Second, in experimental studies which aim at directly

influencing subjects’ intuitiveness through procedures such as time pressure [8, 13, 14], cogni-

tive load [15, 16], or ego-depletion [17].

At the same time, a number of skeptical contributions have appeared that question the empir-

ical validity of the intuitive prosociality hypothesis on both theoretical as well as methodological

grounds. In terms of methodology, it was argued that observational response latencies do not

allow a straightforward inference about the type of cognitive process involved, because response

latencies are also influenced, among other things, by the strength of preferences (discriminability

of alternatives) [18, 19]. Some studies uncovered that intuition can have a positive influence on

certain aspects of prosociality (e.g., egalitarian choices), while also having a negative influence on

other aspects of prosociality (e.g., social efficient choices) [20, 21]. Further, it was also shown that

by appropriately manipulating the payoff structure it can be observed that actors who tend to

decide quickly behave less prosocially than actors who tend to decide slowly [18]. Moreover,

even studies which employ experimental manipulations of the time available in decision-making

do not necessarily yield results that support the intuitive prosociality hypothesis [22–24].

In light of this contradictory evidence, it became clear that the original hypothesis could

not be upheld without additional qualifying statements. Thus, the social heuristic hypothesis
(SHH) took its place [13]. The SHH consists of two parts: First, it states that humans internal-

ize strategies that tend to be beneficial in their daily social life. These internalized strategies

function as cues about how to behave in a new and unfamiliar social interaction. Second—and

this is where DPT comes into play—the hypothesis states that actors who decide intuitively

will follow these cues more closely than actors who reflect on the situation, thereby potentially

recognizing that an alternative behavior is more advantageous.

The simplified idea behind this hypothesis is that decisions are less costly if they are made

via an intuitive process rather than a reflective process. If the average cost saved by an intuitive

decision (compared to the reflective decision) exceeds the average harm caused by this deci-

sion (in comparison to the reflective decision), intuitiveness may be evolutionarily stable [25–

27]. Since prosocial behavior is—by definition—never advantageous in a one-time anonymous

interaction, deliberation will undermine prosociality, whereas intuition might favor both

cooperative as well as selfish behavior depending on prior experience. In other words, the

nature of everyday social interactions is a moderating factor that influences the intuitive

responses of actors. Assuming that it is true for most societies that prosocial behavior is more

successful in daily life, the SHH can explain why intuitive actors might act more prosocially

than their less intuitive counterparts. Furthermore, it can also explain why this might be not

true for certain situations, societies, or parts thereof [12, 28].
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were obviously intended for another person, we classify the attempt to redeem the code as less

prosocial that simply ignoring the email. In addition, we classify both of these actions as less

prosocial than the action of informing us of the alleged error. In this regard, we closely follow

the psychological definition of prosociality, which refers to observed behavior, but not to

underlying motivations [20, 35]. Thus, it is possible that an action we classify as prosocial

might be driven by selfish rather than altruistic motives. Within the study, we experimentally

varied three different parameters: First, the amount of money promised in the email, second,

the verbal framing of the email, and third, the presence of a disclaimer. However, these experi-

mental manipulations are only of secondary interest, as our main focus is on the interaction
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situation in which they decided how to respond to the email and to self-assess their intuitive-

ness at this moment. A second measure indicating the participants’ general tendency toward

intuitive behavior was collected in the previously conducted lab experiment using the so-called

Cognitive Reflection Test [36]. Note that neither measurement is based on response time,

which, as mentioned earlier, is often considered a problematic measure [18, 19]. In the lab

experiment, we also obtained the prosocial attitude of the participants.

Following previous findings in the literature on attitudes and prosocial behavior [29, 30,

32], we expect that people with stronger prosocial attitudes will behave more prosocially. Fur-

thermore, and in accordance with the SHH, we expect a positive interaction effect between

prosocial attitudes and intuitiveness on prosocial behavior. Or, phrased in the opposite way,

the negative effect of reflection (non-intuitiveness) on prosocial behavior should be most pro-

nounced for subjects with strong prosocial attitudes and become less pronounced the weaker

these attitudes are.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section the methods and the

design of the field experiment are presented. The following section reports our empirical find-

ings, and in the last section we draw conclusions with respect to the SHH and the DPT, discuss

limitations of the current study, and outline directions for future research.
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Inthispaper,wefocusonanotherpotentialmoderatoroftherelationshipbetweenintui-

tivenessandprosocialbehavior,namelyprosocialattitudes[11,29–31].Thebasicideaisthat

prosocialattitudes,similartopreviousexperiences,alsofunctionasnormativecues,butatthe

individuallevel.Therefore,theSHHcanalsobeappliedwithrespecttoprosocialattitudes.

Indeed,studiesonthistopicfindthatindividualswithstrongerprosocialattitudesactmore

prosocial.Moreinterestingly,theyalsofindevidencethatprosocialindividualsactlessproso-

cialthelongertheyneedtodecide[29,30,32]andthatsimilarresultsareobservedwhenan

experimentalmanipulationliketimepressureisused[33].

TheobjectiveofthispaperistoapplytheSHHtoanovelsettingandinvestigatewhetherits

implicationsholdtrueinareal-lifesituation.Indoingso,weuseanon-reactivefieldexperi-

mentinwhichsubjectsareunawarethattheyarepartofastudy.Forthispurpose,anon-reac-
tivefieldexperimentwasconductedwithsubjectspreviouslyenrolledinalabexperimentatan

ExperimentalLaboratory(LAB)[34].Theparticipantsreceivedanapparentlymisdirected

emailfromtheofficialemailaddressofthelab,whichcontainedapayoffcodethatallowed

participantstoredeemamonetarypaymentonline.Sincethecodeandtheassociatedmoney

wereobviouslyintendedforanotherperson,weclassifytheattempttoredeemthecodeasless

prosocialthatsimplyignoringtheemail.Inaddition,weclassifybothoftheseactionsasless

prosocialthantheactionofinformingusoftheallegederror.Inthisregard,wecloselyfollow

thepsychologicaldefinitionofprosociality,whichreferstoobservedbehavior,butnotto

underlyingmotivations[20,35].Thus,itispossiblethatanactionweclassifyasprosocial

mightbedrivenbyselfishratherthanaltruisticmotives.Withinthestudy,weexperimentally

variedthreedifferentparameters:First,theamountofmoneypromisedintheemail,second,

theverbalframingoftheemail,andthird,thepresenceofadisclaimer.However,theseexperi-

mentalmanipulationsareonlyofsecondaryinterest,asourmainfocusisontheinteraction

effectsbetweenattitudesandintuitiveness.Forthispurpose,wemeasuredparticipants’intui-

tivenessintwodifferentways:First,weaskedparticipantsinafollow-upsurveytorecallthe

situationinwhichtheydecidedhowtorespondtotheemailandtoself-assesstheirintuitive-

nessatthismoment.Asecondmeasureindicatingtheparticipants’generaltendencytoward

intuitivebehaviorwascollectedinthepreviouslyconductedlabexperimentusingtheso-called

CognitiveReflectionTest[36].Notethatneithermeasurementisbasedonresponsetime,

which,asmentionedearlier,isoftenconsideredaproblematicmeasure[18,19].Inthelab

experiment,wealsoobtainedtheprosocialattitudeoftheparticipants.

Followingpreviousfindingsintheliteratureonattitudesandprosocialbehavior[29,30,

32],weexpectthatpeoplewithstrongerprosocialattitudeswillbehavemoreprosocially.Fur-

thermore,andinaccordancewiththeSHH,weexpectapositiveinteractioneffectbetween

prosocialattitudesandintuitivenessonprosocialbehavior.Or,phrasedintheoppositeway,

thenegativeeffectofreflection(non-intuitiveness)onprosocialbehaviorshouldbemostpro-

nouncedforsubjectswithstrongprosocialattitudesandbecomelesspronouncedtheweaker

theseattitudesare.

Theremainderofthepaperisorganizedasfollows.Inthenextsectionthemethodsandthe

designofthefieldexperimentarepresented.Thefollowingsectionreportsourempiricalfind-

ings,andinthelastsectionwedrawconclusionswithrespecttotheSHHandtheDPT,discuss

limitationsofthecurrentstudy,andoutlinedirectionsforfutureresearch.
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(LAB) to former participants of a previous lab experiment conducted about six months before

this study [34]. The field experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the Institute of Sociology of the Leipzig

University.

The content of the emails was standardized and the alleged recipient of the email was a

woman named “Marion Koch”. This name was chosen because, first, it is a relatively typical

German name and, second, none of the recipients had either this first or last name, so it should

be apparent to participants that they were not the intended recipients of the email. In the

email, we thanked the recipients for allegedly participating in a lab experiment the day before,

told them how much money they had earned in total, and sent them a payout code to receive

the money anonymously (for the complete content of the email, see S1 Table). The recipients

were told that the payout code had to be entered and submitted on the LAB website to be

redeemed for an Amazon voucher, a PayPal credit, or a payout voucher by which the amount

in cash could be anonymously received at the LAB. However, this website was prepared for the

experiment in such a way that an error message appeared when the code was entered (“Unfor-

tunately, this code has already been used.”) and the code, as well as the time of the attempt,

were recorded.

For the experimental manipulation, we used a 2 × 2 × 2 between-participants factorial

design. We varied the temptation, i.e., the amount of money Ms. Koch was supposedly entitled

to, by indicating a payout amount of 6.25€ (temptation low treatment) and 21.75€ (temptation

high treatment), respectively. Furthermore, the email either contained a disclaimer at the end

(disclaimer treatment) or not (no-disclaimer treatment). The disclaimer informed the partici-

pants that this email was “intended exclusively for the person addressed” and that the LAB

should be contacted if this email was not delivered to the rightful recipient. Finally, we varied

the description of Ms. Koch’s action that had led to the earning of the money so that either it

was described as “contribute to a group fund” (contribution treatment) or “steal from a group

fund” (theft treatment).

The participants could respond in three possible ways: They could simply ignore the email,

notify us of our “mistake”, or attempt to use the code. For simplicity, these behaviors will be

referred to as neutral, helpful, and selfish actions in the following. In fact, there were some peo-

ple who showed several responses, such as reporting the error first and using the code later. In

such cases, we classified the person according to which response occurred first. This was possi-

ble because we had collected the date and time for each response.

At the end of the two-week data collection period, all participants were informed about the

field experiment and invited to take part in an online follow-up survey. At this point, partici-

pants had the opportunity, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, to object to their

participation in the study. The primary goal of this follow-up survey was to measure the intui-

tiveness participants exhibited when they decided on how to respond to the email. This was

done using a series of questions. For example, they were asked whether they had considered

other alternative actions, how quickly they had made their decision, and to what extent they

based their action on gut feeling (see S2 Table).

Since only persons who had previously participated in the lab experiment took part in the

field experiment, we also have further information from the lab experiment at our disposal. In

particular, two variables from the lab experiment are central to this study: First, the prosocial

attitude of the participants, which is measured using a short version of the Prosocial Personal-

ity Battery [39] (see S3 Table), and second, the general intuitive tendency of the participants,

which is measured using an extended version of the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) [36, 40].

The extended version of the CRT consists of the three original questions and one additional

question [41] (see S4 Table). Following [12], we use the number of wrong answers in the CRT
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(LAB)toformerparticipantsofapreviouslabexperimentconductedaboutsixmonthsbefore

thisstudy[34].ThefieldexperimentwasconductedinaccordancewiththeDeclarationof

HelsinkiandallprocedureswereapprovedbytheInstituteofSociologyoftheLeipzig

University.

Thecontentoftheemailswasstandardizedandtheallegedrecipientoftheemailwasa

womannamed“MarionKoch”.Thisnamewaschosenbecause,first,itisarelativelytypical

Germannameand,second,noneoftherecipientshadeitherthisfirstorlastname,soitshould

beapparenttoparticipantsthattheywerenottheintendedrecipientsoftheemail.Inthe

email,wethankedtherecipientsforallegedlyparticipatinginalabexperimentthedaybefore,

toldthemhowmuchmoneytheyhadearnedintotal,andsentthemapayoutcodetoreceive

themoneyanonymously(forthecompletecontentoftheemail,seeS1Table).Therecipients

weretoldthatthepayoutcodehadtobeenteredandsubmittedontheLABwebsitetobe

redeemedforanAmazonvoucher,aPayPalcredit,orapayoutvoucherbywhichtheamount

incashcouldbeanonymouslyreceivedattheLAB.However,thiswebsitewaspreparedforthe

experimentinsuchawaythatanerrormessageappearedwhenthecodewasentered(“Unfor-

tunately,thiscodehasalreadybeenused.”)andthecode,aswellasthetimeoftheattempt,

wererecorded.

Fortheexperimentalmanipulation,weuseda2×2×2between-participantsfactorial

design.Wevariedthetemptation,i.e.,theamountofmoneyMs.Kochwassupposedlyentitled

to,byindicatingapayoutamountof6.25€(temptationlowtreatment)and21.75€(temptation

hightreatment),respectively.Furthermore,theemaileithercontainedadisclaimerattheend

(disclaimertreatment)ornot(no-disclaimertreatment).Thedisclaimerinformedthepartici-

pantsthatthisemailwas“intendedexclusivelyforthepersonaddressed”andthattheLAB

shouldbecontactedifthisemailwasnotdeliveredtotherightfulrecipient.Finally,wevaried

thedescriptionofMs.Koch’sactionthathadledtotheearningofthemoneysothateitherit

wasdescribedas“contributetoagroupfund”(contributiontreatment)or“stealfromagroup

fund”(thefttreatment).

Theparticipantscouldrespondinthreepossibleways:Theycouldsimplyignoretheemail,

notifyusofour“mistake”,orattempttousethecode.Forsimplicity,thesebehaviorswillbe

referredtoasneutral,helpful,andselfishactionsinthefollowing.Infact,thereweresomepeo-

plewhoshowedseveralresponses,suchasreportingtheerrorfirstandusingthecodelater.In

suchcases,weclassifiedthepersonaccordingtowhichresponseoccurredfirst.Thiswaspossi-

blebecausewehadcollectedthedateandtimeforeachresponse.

Attheendofthetwo-weekdatacollectionperiod,allparticipantswereinformedaboutthe

fieldexperimentandinvitedtotakepartinanonlinefollow-upsurvey.Atthispoint,partici-

pantshadtheopportunity,inaccordancewiththeDeclarationofHelsinki,toobjecttotheir

participationinthestudy.Theprimarygoalofthisfollow-upsurveywastomeasuretheintui-

tivenessparticipantsexhibitedwhentheydecidedonhowtorespondtotheemail.Thiswas

doneusingaseriesofquestions.Forexample,theywereaskedwhethertheyhadconsidered

otheralternativeactions,howquicklytheyhadmadetheirdecision,andtowhatextentthey

basedtheiractionongutfeeling(seeS2Table).

Sinceonlypersonswhohadpreviouslyparticipatedinthelabexperimenttookpartinthe

fieldexperiment,wealsohavefurtherinformationfromthelabexperimentatourdisposal.In

particular,twovariablesfromthelabexperimentarecentraltothisstudy:First,theprosocial

attitudeoftheparticipants,whichismeasuredusingashortversionoftheProsocialPersonal-

ityBattery[39](seeS3Table),andsecond,thegeneralintuitivetendencyoftheparticipants,

whichismeasuredusinganextendedversionoftheCognitiveReflectionTest(CRT)[36,40].

TheextendedversionoftheCRTconsistsofthethreeoriginalquestionsandoneadditional

question[41](seeS4Table).Following[12],weusethenumberofwronganswersintheCRT
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(LAB) to former participants of a previous lab experiment conducted about six months before

this study [34]. The field experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the Institute of Sociology of the Leipzig

University.

The content of the emails was standardized and the alleged recipient of the email was a

woman named “Marion Koch”. This name was chosen because, first, it is a relatively typical

German name and, second, none of the recipients had either this first or last name, so it should

be apparent to participants that they were not the intended recipients of the email. In the

email, we thanked the recipients for allegedly participating in a lab experiment the day before,

told them how much money they had earned in total, and sent them a payout code to receive

the money anonymously (for the complete content of the email, see S1 Table). The recipients

were told that the payout code had to be entered and submitted on the LAB website to be

redeemed for an Amazon voucher, a PayPal credit, or a payout voucher by which the amount

in cash could be anonymously received at the LAB. However, this website was prepared for the

experiment in such a way that an error message appeared when the code was entered (“Unfor-

tunately, this code has already been used.”) and the code, as well as the time of the attempt,

were recorded.

For the experimental manipulation, we used a 2 × 2 × 2 between-participants factorial

design. We varied the temptation, i.e., the amount of money Ms. Koch was supposedly entitled

to, by indicating a payout amount of 6.25€ (temptation low treatment) and 21.75€ (temptation

high treatment), respectively. Furthermore, the email either contained a disclaimer at the end

(disclaimer treatment) or not (no-disclaimer treatment). The disclaimer informed the partici-

pants that this email was “intended exclusively for the person addressed” and that the LAB

should be contacted if this email was not delivered to the rightful recipient. Finally, we varied

the description of Ms. Koch’s action that had led to the earning of the money so that either it

was described as “contribute to a group fund” (contribution treatment) or “steal from a group

fund” (theft treatment).

The participants could respond in three possible ways: They could simply ignore the email,

notify us of our “mistake”, or attempt to use the code. For simplicity, these behaviors will be

referred to as neutral, helpful, and selfish actions in the following. In fact, there were some peo-

ple who showed several responses, such as reporting the error first and using the code later. In

such cases, we classified the person according to which response occurred first. This was possi-

ble because we had collected the date and time for each response.

At the end of the two-week data collection period, all participants were informed about the

field experiment and invited to take part in an online follow-up survey. At this point, partici-

pants had the opportunity, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, to object to their

participation in the study. The primary goal of this follow-up survey was to measure the intui-

tiveness participants exhibited when they decided on how to respond to the email. This was

done using a series of questions. For example, they were asked whether they had considered

other alternative actions, how quickly they had made their decision, and to what extent they

based their action on gut feeling (see S2 Table).

Since only persons who had previously participated in the lab experiment took part in the

field experiment, we also have further information from the lab experiment at our disposal. In

particular, two variables from the lab experiment are central to this study: First, the prosocial

attitude of the participants, which is measured using a short version of the Prosocial Personal-

ity Battery [39] (see S3 Table), and second, the general intuitive tendency of the participants,

which is measured using an extended version of the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) [36, 40].

The extended version of the CRT consists of the three original questions and one additional

question [41] (see S4 Table). Following [12], we use the number of wrong answers in the CRT
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as a measure of a general intuitiveness tendency of the participants [20, 42]. In addition, age,

gender, or lab experience serve as control variables.

Results

A total of 763 participants of a previously conducted lab experiment could be reached by email

and these constitute the participants of our field experiment. Of these, 19 individuals expressed

suspicion during the data collection period that the email could be part of a study and were

therefore excluded from further analyses. In addition, one of these individuals later decided to

drop out of the study during the follow-up interview. Thus, a total of 744 valid observations

are available for analysis. Of these, 35% and 65% report being male and female, respectively.

The majority of our subjects (over 80%) are students and the average age is 25 years.

With respect to our dependent variable, i.e., the behavioral response to our email, we find

that about half of the participants behaved helpfully and notify us of our alleged error, approxi-

mately 40% showed no reaction at all and are therefore classified as neutral, and about 10% of

the participants behaved selfishly and attempt to enter the payout code online. In total, 485

subjects (65%) participated in the follow-up survey, with participation rates above 50% in each

of the three response groups (Fig 1); however, three subjects did not answer all questions

regarding the intuitiveness of their response, so only 482 complete cases are available.

Let us now turn to the central independent variables of the field experiment. As a measure

of prosociality, we use an index based on the short version of the Prosocial Personality Battery.

Therefore, we selected 13 questions of the Prosocial Personality Battery which maximize reli-

ability (Cronbach’s α = .80) while minimizing the number of factors in a factor analysis (the

selected questions can be found in S3 Table). This index can take values from 0 (= low proso-

cial attitudes) to 1 (= high prosocial attitudes) and will be referred to as the prosocial attitude

(PSA) score. Fig 2(a) shows the distribution of the PSA score: on average, participants have a

value of .677 with a standard deviation of .108. Less than 5% of the participants have a PSA

Fig 1. Overview response and participation. Distribution of participants’ responses in the field experiment and

proportion of those who participated in the follow-up survey.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g001
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score lower than 0.5, which means that we are dealing with a relatively prosocial sample in

which there are hardly any participants with low prosocial attitudes. Therefore, if we were to

compare two groups for the sake of illustration, it would be those with intermediate and high

prosocial attitudes.

Regarding self-reported intuitiveness, we use an index calculated from the questions of the

followup-survey. The index can take values from 0 (reflective) to 1 (intuitive) and has accept-

able reliability with a Cronbach’s α of .70. The distribution of self-reported intuitiveness is a

slightly left-skewed normal distribution (see Fig 2(b)). Furthermore, in Fig 2(c) we see a right-

skewed distribution of the general tendency toward intuitive behavior (in the following: gen-

eral intuitiveness), which is calculated using the number of wrong answers in the extended

CRT. This measure can take values between 0 (reflective) and 1 (intuitive) and has a Cron-

bach’s α of .64.

Regarding possible correlations between our main independent variables, we find that the

correlation between PSA score and general intuitiveness is not significant (r = .027, p = .460),

while we observe a significant positive correlation between PSA score and self-reported intui-

tiveness (r = .106, p = .020). Hence, participants with higher prosocial attitudes are slightly

more intuitive. Interestingly, the correlation between general intuitiveness and self-reported

intuitiveness is negligibly weak (r = .039, p = .397).

In our analyses, we use participants’ first response in our field experiment as the dependent

variable. The observed reactions can be ranked with respect to prosociality: Redeeming the

code is the least prosocial action, followed by the neutral action and then by the helpful action

of reporting the error. Thus, we use ordered-logit models (OLMs) to test our hypotheses. In

these models, a positive regression coefficient of a variable indicates that an increase in that

variable increases the probability of a more prosocial action, i.e., instead of the selfish action,

the neutral or helpful action is chosen, or instead of the neutral action, the helpful action is

chosen. Similarly, a negative coefficient indicates that an increase in this variable decreases the

likelihood of a prosocial action. However, an important prerequisite for using ordered logit

models is the proportional odds assumption, which states that the calculated odds ratios must

be the same for each of the ordered dichotomizations of the dependent variable [43]. To check

Fig 2. Overview main independet variables. Distribution of participants’ (a) PSA score, (b) self-reported intuitiveness, and (c) general intuitiveness.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g002
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slightlyleft-skewednormaldistribution(seeFig2(b)).Furthermore,inFig2(c)weseearight-

skeweddistributionofthegeneraltendencytowardintuitivebehavior(inthefollowing:gen-

eralintuitiveness),whichiscalculatedusingthenumberofwronganswersintheextended

CRT.Thismeasurecantakevaluesbetween0(reflective)and1(intuitive)andhasaCron-

bach’sαof.64.

Regardingpossiblecorrelationsbetweenourmainindependentvariables,wefindthatthe

correlationbetweenPSAscoreandgeneralintuitivenessisnotsignificant(r=.027,p=.460),

whileweobserveasignificantpositivecorrelationbetweenPSAscoreandself-reportedintui-

tiveness(r=.106,p=.020).Hence,participantswithhigherprosocialattitudesareslightly

moreintuitive.Interestingly,thecorrelationbetweengeneralintuitivenessandself-reported

intuitivenessisnegligiblyweak(r=.039,p=.397).

Inouranalyses,weuseparticipants’firstresponseinourfieldexperimentasthedependent

variable.Theobservedreactionscanberankedwithrespecttoprosociality:Redeemingthe

codeistheleastprosocialaction,followedbytheneutralactionandthenbythehelpfulaction

ofreportingtheerror.Thus,weuseordered-logitmodels(OLMs)totestourhypotheses.In

thesemodels,apositiveregressioncoefficientofavariableindicatesthatanincreaseinthat

variableincreasestheprobabilityofamoreprosocialaction,i.e.,insteadoftheselfishaction,

theneutralorhelpfulactionischosen,orinsteadoftheneutralaction,thehelpfulactionis

chosen.Similarly,anegativecoefficientindicatesthatanincreaseinthisvariabledecreasesthe

likelihoodofaprosocialaction.However,animportantprerequisiteforusingorderedlogit

modelsistheproportionaloddsassumption,whichstatesthatthecalculatedoddsratiosmust

bethesameforeachoftheordereddichotomizationsofthedependentvariable[43].Tocheck
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correlation between PSA score and general intuitiveness is not significant (r = .027, p = .460),
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whether this assumption is warranted, we used the Brant test [44]. It turned out that none of

our models violates this assumption. As a test of robustness, we performed analogous analyses

using OLS models. All variables which are significant under the OLM specification prove to be

significant under the OLS specification as well.

Consistent with the intuitive prosociality hypothesis, in the bivariate analysis (see Fig 3(a))

we find that a significant positive effect on prosociality can be observed for self-reported intui-

tiveness (β = 1.148, p < .001). However, the opposite is true for the general tendency towards

intuitive behavior (Fig 3(b)); we observe that individuals tend to be less prosocial the higher

their general intuitiveness (β = −.824, p < .001). Finally, as previous studies have shown [29,

33], we observe a significant and positive effect of the prosocial attitude on prosocial behavior

(β = 1.841, p = .006, Fig 3(c)).

To test the interaction effects between intuitiveness and the PSA score as posited by the

SHH, we estimate two OLMs, which can be found in Table 1. Consistent with the SHH, we

observe a significant positive interaction effect of the PSA score with self-reported intuitiveness

in Model 1 (β = 6.049, p = .021). That is, an increase in (self-reported) intuitiveness has a

greater impact on the probability of prosocial behavior for participants with stronger prosocial

attitudes than for participants with less pronounced prosocial attitudes. In addition, we find

that intuitiveness does not promote prosocial behavior for participants with low prosocial atti-

tudes (β = −2.943, p = .095). Furthermore, we find that among perfectly reflective participants

variations in prosocial attitudes do not affect prosocial behavior significantly (β = −1.383, p =

.399). Similarly, Model 2 shows the interaction between the PSA score and general intuitive-

ness; there is a highly significant and positive interaction effect (β = 5.740, p = .005). Again, we

find that general intuitiveness does decrease prosocial behavior for participants without a

strong attitude towards prosociality (β = −4.709, p < .001). It is also observed that among par-

ticipants with an extreme tendency towards cognitive reflection variations in prosocial atti-

tudes have no impact on prosocial behavior (β = −.329, p = .753).

Panel (a) and (b) of Fig 4 show the predicted probabilities of behaving prosocially according

to Model 1 and Model 2, respectively. For convenience, only the probabilities of the prosocial

Fig 3. Bivariate analyses. Predicted probabilities of behavioral responses as a function of (a) self-reported intuitiveness, (b) general intuitiveness, and (c) PSA score.
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usingOLSmodels.AllvariableswhicharesignificantundertheOLMspecificationprovetobe
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intuitivebehavior(Fig3(b));weobservethatindividualstendtobelessprosocialthehigher

theirgeneralintuitiveness(β=−.824,p<.001).Finally,aspreviousstudieshaveshown[29,

33],weobserveasignificantandpositiveeffectoftheprosocialattitudeonprosocialbehavior

(β=1.841,p=.006,Fig3(c)).

TotesttheinteractioneffectsbetweenintuitivenessandthePSAscoreaspositedbythe

SHH,weestimatetwoOLMs,whichcanbefoundinTable1.ConsistentwiththeSHH,we

observeasignificantpositiveinteractioneffectofthePSAscorewithself-reportedintuitiveness

inModel1(β=6.049,p=.021).Thatis,anincreasein(self-reported)intuitivenesshasa

greaterimpactontheprobabilityofprosocialbehaviorforparticipantswithstrongerprosocial

attitudesthanforparticipantswithlesspronouncedprosocialattitudes.Inaddition,wefind

thatintuitivenessdoesnotpromoteprosocialbehaviorforparticipantswithlowprosocialatti-
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whether this assumption is warranted, we used the Brant test [44]. It turned out that none of

our models violates this assumption. As a test of robustness, we performed analogous analyses

using OLS models. All variables which are significant under the OLM specification prove to be

significant under the OLS specification as well.

Consistent with the intuitive prosociality hypothesis, in the bivariate analysis (see Fig 3(a))

we find that a significant positive effect on prosociality can be observed for self-reported intui-

tiveness (β = 1.148, p < .001). However, the opposite is true for the general tendency towards

intuitive behavior (Fig 3(b)); we observe that individuals tend to be less prosocial the higher

their general intuitiveness (β = −.824, p < .001). Finally, as previous studies have shown [29,

33], we observe a significant and positive effect of the prosocial attitude on prosocial behavior

(β = 1.841, p = .006, Fig 3(c)).

To test the interaction effects between intuitiveness and the PSA score as posited by the

SHH, we estimate two OLMs, which can be found in Table 1. Consistent with the SHH, we

observe a significant positive interaction effect of the PSA score with self-reported intuitiveness

in Model 1 (β = 6.049, p = .021). That is, an increase in (self-reported) intuitiveness has a

greater impact on the probability of prosocial behavior for participants with stronger prosocial

attitudes than for participants with less pronounced prosocial attitudes. In addition, we find

that intuitiveness does not promote prosocial behavior for participants with low prosocial atti-

tudes (β = −2.943, p = .095). Furthermore, we find that among perfectly reflective participants

variations in prosocial attitudes do not affect prosocial behavior significantly (β = −1.383, p =

.399). Similarly, Model 2 shows the interaction between the PSA score and general intuitive-

ness; there is a highly significant and positive interaction effect (β = 5.740, p = .005). Again, we

find that general intuitiveness does decrease prosocial behavior for participants without a

strong attitude towards prosociality (β = −4.709, p < .001). It is also observed that among par-

ticipants with an extreme tendency towards cognitive reflection variations in prosocial atti-

tudes have no impact on prosocial behavior (β = −.329, p = .753).

Panel (a) and (b) of Fig 4 show the predicted probabilities of behaving prosocially according

to Model 1 and Model 2, respectively. For convenience, only the probabilities of the prosocial
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whetherthisassumptioniswarranted,weusedtheBranttest[44].Itturnedoutthatnoneof

ourmodelsviolatesthisassumption.Asatestofrobustness,weperformedanalogousanalyses

usingOLSmodels.AllvariableswhicharesignificantundertheOLMspecificationprovetobe

significantundertheOLSspecificationaswell.

Consistentwiththeintuitiveprosocialityhypothesis,inthebivariateanalysis(seeFig3(a))

wefindthatasignificantpositiveeffectonprosocialitycanbeobservedforself-reportedintui-

tiveness(β=1.148,p<.001).However,theoppositeistrueforthegeneraltendencytowards

intuitivebehavior(Fig3(b));weobservethatindividualstendtobelessprosocialthehigher

theirgeneralintuitiveness(β=−.824,p<.001).Finally,aspreviousstudieshaveshown[29,

33],weobserveasignificantandpositiveeffectoftheprosocialattitudeonprosocialbehavior

(β=1.841,p=.006,Fig3(c)).

TotesttheinteractioneffectsbetweenintuitivenessandthePSAscoreaspositedbythe

SHH,weestimatetwoOLMs,whichcanbefoundinTable1.ConsistentwiththeSHH,we

observeasignificantpositiveinteractioneffectofthePSAscorewithself-reportedintuitiveness

inModel1(β=6.049,p=.021).Thatis,anincreasein(self-reported)intuitivenesshasa

greaterimpactontheprobabilityofprosocialbehaviorforparticipantswithstrongerprosocial

attitudesthanforparticipantswithlesspronouncedprosocialattitudes.Inaddition,wefind

thatintuitivenessdoesnotpromoteprosocialbehaviorforparticipantswithlowprosocialatti-

tudes(β=−2.943,p=.095).Furthermore,wefindthatamongperfectlyreflectiveparticipants

variationsinprosocialattitudesdonotaffectprosocialbehaviorsignificantly(β=−1.383,p=

.399).Similarly,Model2showstheinteractionbetweenthePSAscoreandgeneralintuitive-

ness;thereisahighlysignificantandpositiveinteractioneffect(β=5.740,p=.005).Again,we

findthatgeneralintuitivenessdoesdecreaseprosocialbehaviorforparticipantswithouta

strongattitudetowardsprosociality(β=−4.709,p<.001).Itisalsoobservedthatamongpar-

ticipantswithanextremetendencytowardscognitivereflectionvariationsinprosocialatti-

tudeshavenoimpactonprosocialbehavior(β=−.329,p=.753).

Panel(a)and(b)ofFig4showthepredictedprobabilitiesofbehavingprosociallyaccording

toModel1andModel2,respectively.Forconvenience,onlytheprobabilitiesoftheprosocial
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action and only individuals with an intermediate (= 0.5) or high (= 1) PSA score are shown.

Both models predict that participants with high prosocial attitudes behave more prosocially

the more intuitive they are, whereas participants with an intermediate PSA score are either not

affected by their intuitiveness or behave even less prosocially the greater their tendency

towards intuition.

Table 1. Ordered logit regression models of behavioral responses in the field experiment.

Response Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

PSA score −1.383 1.639 −.329 1.045 −3.388+ 1.956

Intuitiveness (self-rep.) −2.943+ 1.761 −2.541 1.858

PSA × Int. (self-rep.) 6.049� 2.631 5.626� 2.749

Intuitiveness (general) −4.709��� 1.391 −4.983�� 1.857

3lPSA × Int. (general) 5.740�� 2.037 6.171� 2.741

Disclaimer treatment .350+ .191

Theft treatment .165 .189

High temptation .152 .189

Male gender −.155 .210

Age .342+ .196

Age2 −.006+ .004

Naive .029 .204

McFadden’s pseudo R2 .030 .022 .061

N 482 744 482

+ p < .1,

� p < .05,

�� p < .01,

��� p < .001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.t001

Fig 4. Multivariate analyses. Predicted probabilities of the prosocial action as a function of PSA score and either (a) self-reported intuitiveness or (b) general

intuitiveness.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g004
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themoreintuitivetheyare,whereasparticipantswithanintermediatePSAscoreareeithernot

affectedbytheirintuitivenessorbehaveevenlessprosociallythegreatertheirtendency
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Fig4.Multivariateanalyses.PredictedprobabilitiesoftheprosocialactionasafunctionofPSAscoreandeither(a)self-reportedintuitivenessor(b)general

intuitiveness.
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Fig4.Multivariateanalyses.PredictedprobabilitiesoftheprosocialactionasafunctionofPSAscoreandeither(a)self-reportedintuitivenessor(b)general

intuitiveness.
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Let us now turn to the experimental manipulations regarding the content of the email. As

before, we use bivariate OLMs for the analyses. We observe that the disclaimer makes it signifi-

cantly more likely that a more prosocial action is chosen (β = .372, p = .009, Fig 5(b)). We fur-

ther observe, that neither the framing of how the imaginary person earned their money (β =

.141, p = .317, Fig 5(b)) nor the amount of money (β = −.052, p = .712, Fig 5(c)) had any signif-

icant effect on the behavior of the participants.

Finally, we combine Model 1 and 2 to perform an additional test for robustness and to

check whether both intuitiveness measures have independent effects (Table 1). For this pur-

pose, Model 3 includes the variables of the previous models and additionally controls for our

treatment variables (treatment not used = 0 / used = 1). Also, we control for gender (female = 0

/ male = 1), previous lab experience (no = 0 / yes = 1), age in years, and squared age.

Our main results of the previous analyses can be replicated in this extended model. Most

importantly, we find significant interaction effects between both measures of intuitiveness and

the PSA score. Again, neither self-reported nor general intuitiveness promote prosocial behav-

ior among participants with low prosocial attitudes. On the contrary, we even find a significant

negative effect of general intuitiveness on prosocial behavior among subjects with an interme-

diate PSA score. Regarding the experimental manipulations of the content of the email, we

observe that the disclaimer treatment has a weakly significant and positive effect on the proso-

cial behavior of our participants, whereas the theft treatment and the high temptation treat-

ment exhibit no significant effects.

In addition, Model 3 shows that prosocial attitudes have a weakly significant negative effect

on prosocial behavior among participants which are extremely reflective according to both

measures of intuitiveness. However, this result should not be overestimated, because it is not

robust under alternative model specifications.

With respect to the control variables, we observe no significant effect of gender or previous

lab experience and only a weakly significant positive effect of age and a weakly significant neg-

ative effect of squared age.

Fig 5. Experimental manipulations. Predicted probabilities of behavioral responses as a function of experimental manipulations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g005
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Letusnowturntotheexperimentalmanipulationsregardingthecontentoftheemail.As
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pose,Model3includesthevariablesofthepreviousmodelsandadditionallycontrolsforour

treatmentvariables(treatmentnotused=0/used=1).Also,wecontrolforgender(female=0

/male=1),previouslabexperience(no=0/yes=1),ageinyears,andsquaredage.

Ourmainresultsofthepreviousanalysescanbereplicatedinthisextendedmodel.Most

importantly,wefindsignificantinteractioneffectsbetweenbothmeasuresofintuitivenessand

thePSAscore.Again,neitherself-reportednorgeneralintuitivenesspromoteprosocialbehav-

ioramongparticipantswithlowprosocialattitudes.Onthecontrary,weevenfindasignificant

negativeeffectofgeneralintuitivenessonprosocialbehavioramongsubjectswithaninterme-

diatePSAscore.Regardingtheexperimentalmanipulationsofthecontentoftheemail,we

observethatthedisclaimertreatmenthasaweaklysignificantandpositiveeffectontheproso-

cialbehaviorofourparticipants,whereasthethefttreatmentandthehightemptationtreat-

mentexhibitnosignificanteffects.

Inaddition,Model3showsthatprosocialattitudeshaveaweaklysignificantnegativeeffect

onprosocialbehavioramongparticipantswhichareextremelyreflectiveaccordingtoboth

measuresofintuitiveness.However,thisresultshouldnotbeoverestimated,becauseitisnot

robustunderalternativemodelspecifications.

Withrespecttothecontrolvariables,weobservenosignificanteffectofgenderorprevious

labexperienceandonlyaweaklysignificantpositiveeffectofageandaweaklysignificantneg-

ativeeffectofsquaredage.

Fig5.Experimentalmanipulations.Predictedprobabilitiesofbehavioralresponsesasafunctionofexperimentalmanipulations.
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icant effect on the behavior of the participants.

Finally, we combine Model 1 and 2 to perform an additional test for robustness and to

check whether both intuitiveness measures have independent effects (Table 1). For this pur-

pose, Model 3 includes the variables of the previous models and additionally controls for our

treatment variables (treatment not used = 0 / used = 1). Also, we control for gender (female = 0

/ male = 1), previous lab experience (no = 0 / yes = 1), age in years, and squared age.

Our main results of the previous analyses can be replicated in this extended model. Most

importantly, we find significant interaction effects between both measures of intuitiveness and

the PSA score. Again, neither self-reported nor general intuitiveness promote prosocial behav-

ior among participants with low prosocial attitudes. On the contrary, we even find a significant

negative effect of general intuitiveness on prosocial behavior among subjects with an interme-

diate PSA score. Regarding the experimental manipulations of the content of the email, we

observe that the disclaimer treatment has a weakly significant and positive effect on the proso-

cial behavior of our participants, whereas the theft treatment and the high temptation treat-

ment exhibit no significant effects.

In addition, Model 3 shows that prosocial attitudes have a weakly significant negative effect

on prosocial behavior among participants which are extremely reflective according to both

measures of intuitiveness. However, this result should not be overestimated, because it is not

robust under alternative model specifications.

With respect to the control variables, we observe no significant effect of gender or previous

lab experience and only a weakly significant positive effect of age and a weakly significant neg-

ative effect of squared age.

Fig 5. Experimental manipulations. Predicted probabilities of behavioral responses as a function of experimental manipulations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g005
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Letusnowturntotheexperimentalmanipulationsregardingthecontentoftheemail.As

before,weusebivariateOLMsfortheanalyses.Weobservethatthedisclaimermakesitsignifi-

cantlymorelikelythatamoreprosocialactionischosen(β=.372,p=.009,Fig5(b)).Wefur-

therobserve,thatneithertheframingofhowtheimaginarypersonearnedtheirmoney(β=

.141,p=.317,Fig5(b))northeamountofmoney(β=−.052,p=.712,Fig5(c))hadanysignif-

icanteffectonthebehavioroftheparticipants.

Finally,wecombineModel1and2toperformanadditionaltestforrobustnessandto

checkwhetherbothintuitivenessmeasureshaveindependenteffects(Table1).Forthispur-

pose,Model3includesthevariablesofthepreviousmodelsandadditionallycontrolsforour

treatmentvariables(treatmentnotused=0/used=1).Also,wecontrolforgender(female=0

/male=1),previouslabexperience(no=0/yes=1),ageinyears,andsquaredage.

Ourmainresultsofthepreviousanalysescanbereplicatedinthisextendedmodel.Most

importantly,wefindsignificantinteractioneffectsbetweenbothmeasuresofintuitivenessand

thePSAscore.Again,neitherself-reportednorgeneralintuitivenesspromoteprosocialbehav-

ioramongparticipantswithlowprosocialattitudes.Onthecontrary,weevenfindasignificant

negativeeffectofgeneralintuitivenessonprosocialbehavioramongsubjectswithaninterme-

diatePSAscore.Regardingtheexperimentalmanipulationsofthecontentoftheemail,we

observethatthedisclaimertreatmenthasaweaklysignificantandpositiveeffectontheproso-

cialbehaviorofourparticipants,whereasthethefttreatmentandthehightemptationtreat-

mentexhibitnosignificanteffects.

Inaddition,Model3showsthatprosocialattitudeshaveaweaklysignificantnegativeeffect

onprosocialbehavioramongparticipantswhichareextremelyreflectiveaccordingtoboth

measuresofintuitiveness.However,thisresultshouldnotbeoverestimated,becauseitisnot

robustunderalternativemodelspecifications.

Withrespecttothecontrolvariables,weobservenosignificanteffectofgenderorprevious

labexperienceandonlyaweaklysignificantpositiveeffectofageandaweaklysignificantneg-

ativeeffectofsquaredage.

Fig5.Experimentalmanipulations.Predictedprobabilitiesofbehavioralresponsesasafunctionofexperimentalmanipulations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0262476.g005
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Robustness checks

At this point, we perform various robustness checks, to assess whether our results are also

valid under other assumptions. First, since the adequacy of the CRT as a measure of intuitive-

ness has been criticized [45], we also use the number of intuitively answered questions of the

extended CRT as an alternative measure for general intuitiveness [12]. We recalculate all mod-

els with this alternative index of general intuitiveness and find that all main effects remain vir-

tually unchanged except for the PSA score in the full model which turns insignificant (S5

Table).

Second, since our research interest is focused on interaction effects and these could poten-

tially be biased in the context of logit models [46], we follow standard practice and additionally

test our models using linear regression [47]. We observe that the linear models are in line with

our previous findings (S6 Table).

Finally, we deal with the problem that is central to many non-reactive studies: How can we

ensure that subjects did not suspect they might be part of a study? As mentioned at the begin-

ning of this section, we excluded all subjects from the study who had already expressed suspi-

cion during the field phase. In addition, we asked the participants of the follow-up survey

whether they had any suspicions before or during their reaction to the email. A total of 82 sub-

jects indicated that they had developed suspicions before or during their reaction. However,

because these subjects do not behave significantly different from those not expressing suspi-

cion in the follow-up survey (χ2 = 3.702, p = 0.157), we did not remove them from the main

analysis. But even if we remove these subjects from the study and recalculate our models, we

find no major changes (S7 Table). Altogether, we can say that our results are robust to a num-

ber of alternative models.

Discussion

In this paper, we report results of a non-reactive field experiment to contribute to the discus-

sion regarding the social heuristic hypothesis (SHH) [13]. A notable feature of the current

study is that the participants of the field experiment had previously participated in a lab experi-

ment which is why we have solid measures of participants’ prosocial attitudes as well as their

general intuitiveness at our disposal. In addition, we work with two measures of intuitiveness,

one based on self-reports in a follow-up survey and the other one based on an extension of the

Cognitive Reflection Test [36].

In line with our expectations and previous studies [29, 30, 32], we observe that participants

with higher prosocial attitudes behave more prosocial. While we find that self-reported intui-

tiveness has a positive effect on prosocial behavior in a bivariate analysis, this effect vanishes as

soon as we control for prosocial attitudes. In accordance with other studies [12], we find that

general intuitiveness has a negative effect on prosocial behavior even in bivariate analysis.

What we do find with respect to both self-reported as well as general intuitiveness in multivari-

ate analyses is that prosocial attitudes have a greater impact on prosocial behavior among par-

ticipants with a greater tendency towards intuitiveness, which is in line with the literature on

the SHH and prosocial attitudes [29, 30]. This finding is robust regardless of whether we look

at each measure of intuitiveness separately or simultaneously and regardless of whether we

work with control variables or not.

All in all, our study contributes to the growing literature that puts serious doubts on the

empirical validity of the simplistic hypothesis of intuitive prosociality. As we saw, individual

heterogeneity (in our case with respect to internalized attitudes) might be an important factor

to consider when studying the interplay of intuitiveness and prosociality. In particular, our

results confirm the more nuanced and complex implication of the SSH according to which the
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Atthispoint,weperformvariousrobustnesschecks,toassesswhetherourresultsarealso

validunderotherassumptions.First,sincetheadequacyoftheCRTasameasureofintuitive-

nesshasbeencriticized[45],wealsousethenumberofintuitivelyansweredquestionsofthe

extendedCRTasanalternativemeasureforgeneralintuitiveness[12].Werecalculateallmod-

elswiththisalternativeindexofgeneralintuitivenessandfindthatallmaineffectsremainvir-

tuallyunchangedexceptforthePSAscoreinthefullmodelwhichturnsinsignificant(S5

Table).

Second,sinceourresearchinterestisfocusedoninteractioneffectsandthesecouldpoten-

tiallybebiasedinthecontextoflogitmodels[46],wefollowstandardpracticeandadditionally

testourmodelsusinglinearregression[47].Weobservethatthelinearmodelsareinlinewith

ourpreviousfindings(S6Table).

Finally,wedealwiththeproblemthatiscentraltomanynon-reactivestudies:Howcanwe

ensurethatsubjectsdidnotsuspecttheymightbepartofastudy?Asmentionedatthebegin-

ningofthissection,weexcludedallsubjectsfromthestudywhohadalreadyexpressedsuspi-

cionduringthefieldphase.Inaddition,weaskedtheparticipantsofthefollow-upsurvey

whethertheyhadanysuspicionsbeforeorduringtheirreactiontotheemail.Atotalof82sub-

jectsindicatedthattheyhaddevelopedsuspicionsbeforeorduringtheirreaction.However,

becausethesesubjectsdonotbehavesignificantlydifferentfromthosenotexpressingsuspi-

cioninthefollow-upsurvey(χ2=3.702,p=0.157),wedidnotremovethemfromthemain

analysis.Butevenifweremovethesesubjectsfromthestudyandrecalculateourmodels,we

findnomajorchanges(S7Table).Altogether,wecansaythatourresultsarerobusttoanum-

berofalternativemodels.

Discussion

Inthispaper,wereportresultsofanon-reactivefieldexperimenttocontributetothediscus-

sionregardingthesocialheuristichypothesis(SHH)[13].Anotablefeatureofthecurrent

studyisthattheparticipantsofthefieldexperimenthadpreviouslyparticipatedinalabexperi-

mentwhichiswhywehavesolidmeasuresofparticipants’prosocialattitudesaswellastheir

generalintuitivenessatourdisposal.Inaddition,weworkwithtwomeasuresofintuitiveness,

onebasedonself-reportsinafollow-upsurveyandtheotheronebasedonanextensionofthe

CognitiveReflectionTest[36].

Inlinewithourexpectationsandpreviousstudies[29,30,32],weobservethatparticipants

withhigherprosocialattitudesbehavemoreprosocial.Whilewefindthatself-reportedintui-

tivenesshasapositiveeffectonprosocialbehaviorinabivariateanalysis,thiseffectvanishesas

soonaswecontrolforprosocialattitudes.Inaccordancewithotherstudies[12],wefindthat

generalintuitivenesshasanegativeeffectonprosocialbehavioreveninbivariateanalysis.

Whatwedofindwithrespecttobothself-reportedaswellasgeneralintuitivenessinmultivari-

ateanalysesisthatprosocialattitudeshaveagreaterimpactonprosocialbehavioramongpar-

ticipantswithagreatertendencytowardsintuitiveness,whichisinlinewiththeliteratureon

theSHHandprosocialattitudes[29,30].Thisfindingisrobustregardlessofwhetherwelook

ateachmeasureofintuitivenessseparatelyorsimultaneouslyandregardlessofwhetherwe

workwithcontrolvariablesornot.

Allinall,ourstudycontributestothegrowingliteraturethatputsseriousdoubtsonthe

empiricalvalidityofthesimplistichypothesisofintuitiveprosociality.Aswesaw,individual

heterogeneity(inourcasewithrespecttointernalizedattitudes)mightbeanimportantfactor

toconsiderwhenstudyingtheinterplayofintuitivenessandprosociality.Inparticular,our

resultsconfirmthemorenuancedandcompleximplicationoftheSSHaccordingtowhichthe
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All in all, our study contributes to the growing literature that puts serious doubts on the

empirical validity of the simplistic hypothesis of intuitive prosociality. As we saw, individual

heterogeneity (in our case with respect to internalized attitudes) might be an important factor

to consider when studying the interplay of intuitiveness and prosociality. In particular, our
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Atthispoint,weperformvariousrobustnesschecks,toassesswhetherourresultsarealso

validunderotherassumptions.First,sincetheadequacyoftheCRTasameasureofintuitive-

nesshasbeencriticized[45],wealsousethenumberofintuitivelyansweredquestionsofthe

extendedCRTasanalternativemeasureforgeneralintuitiveness[12].Werecalculateallmod-

elswiththisalternativeindexofgeneralintuitivenessandfindthatallmaineffectsremainvir-

tuallyunchangedexceptforthePSAscoreinthefullmodelwhichturnsinsignificant(S5

Table).

Second,sinceourresearchinterestisfocusedoninteractioneffectsandthesecouldpoten-

tiallybebiasedinthecontextoflogitmodels[46],wefollowstandardpracticeandadditionally

testourmodelsusinglinearregression[47].Weobservethatthelinearmodelsareinlinewith

ourpreviousfindings(S6Table).

Finally,wedealwiththeproblemthatiscentraltomanynon-reactivestudies:Howcanwe

ensurethatsubjectsdidnotsuspecttheymightbepartofastudy?Asmentionedatthebegin-

ningofthissection,weexcludedallsubjectsfromthestudywhohadalreadyexpressedsuspi-

cionduringthefieldphase.Inaddition,weaskedtheparticipantsofthefollow-upsurvey

whethertheyhadanysuspicionsbeforeorduringtheirreactiontotheemail.Atotalof82sub-

jectsindicatedthattheyhaddevelopedsuspicionsbeforeorduringtheirreaction.However,

becausethesesubjectsdonotbehavesignificantlydifferentfromthosenotexpressingsuspi-

cioninthefollow-upsurvey(χ
2

=3.702,p=0.157),wedidnotremovethemfromthemain

analysis.Butevenifweremovethesesubjectsfromthestudyandrecalculateourmodels,we

findnomajorchanges(S7Table).Altogether,wecansaythatourresultsarerobusttoanum-

berofalternativemodels.

Discussion

Inthispaper,wereportresultsofanon-reactivefieldexperimenttocontributetothediscus-

sionregardingthesocialheuristichypothesis(SHH)[13].Anotablefeatureofthecurrent

studyisthattheparticipantsofthefieldexperimenthadpreviouslyparticipatedinalabexperi-

mentwhichiswhywehavesolidmeasuresofparticipants’prosocialattitudesaswellastheir

generalintuitivenessatourdisposal.Inaddition,weworkwithtwomeasuresofintuitiveness,

onebasedonself-reportsinafollow-upsurveyandtheotheronebasedonanextensionofthe

CognitiveReflectionTest[36].

Inlinewithourexpectationsandpreviousstudies[29,30,32],weobservethatparticipants

withhigherprosocialattitudesbehavemoreprosocial.Whilewefindthatself-reportedintui-

tivenesshasapositiveeffectonprosocialbehaviorinabivariateanalysis,thiseffectvanishesas

soonaswecontrolforprosocialattitudes.Inaccordancewithotherstudies[12],wefindthat

generalintuitivenesshasanegativeeffectonprosocialbehavioreveninbivariateanalysis.

Whatwedofindwithrespecttobothself-reportedaswellasgeneralintuitivenessinmultivari-

ateanalysesisthatprosocialattitudeshaveagreaterimpactonprosocialbehavioramongpar-

ticipantswithagreatertendencytowardsintuitiveness,whichisinlinewiththeliteratureon

theSHHandprosocialattitudes[29,30].Thisfindingisrobustregardlessofwhetherwelook

ateachmeasureofintuitivenessseparatelyorsimultaneouslyandregardlessofwhetherwe

workwithcontrolvariablesornot.

Allinall,ourstudycontributestothegrowingliteraturethatputsseriousdoubtsonthe

empiricalvalidityofthesimplistichypothesisofintuitiveprosociality.Aswesaw,individual

heterogeneity(inourcasewithrespecttointernalizedattitudes)mightbeanimportantfactor

toconsiderwhenstudyingtheinterplayofintuitivenessandprosociality.Inparticular,our

resultsconfirmthemorenuancedandcompleximplicationoftheSSHaccordingtowhichthe
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influence of intuitiveness on prosociality is moderated by strength and type of internalized

attitudes. Furthermore, we were able to show that the SHH also applies beyond the controlled

environment of laboratory studies to a more realistic situation of everyday life.

Regarding the experimental manipulations, on the one hand, we observe that a subtle cue

like a disclaimer can influence subjects’ responses. On the other hand, the description of how

Ms. Koch got her money seems too subtle to cause a behavioral change. In addition, we

observe that the incentive associated with the use of the code does not affect prosocial behav-

ior. Taken on face value, this finding contradicts the idea that behavior should be responsive to

incentives. However, the finding can also be interpreted differently against the background of

experimental literature on lying and cheating [48, 49]. Regarding the act of deception, [50]

shows that while increasing the gain for the actor increases the probability of deception,

increasing the harm to another person decreases this probability. Since in our field experiment

both potential gain and harm were de facto manipulated simultaneously, the effects of these

two kinds of incentives could neutralize each other, which might explain why we observe no

effect.

Turning to the limitations of the current study, we first discuss a peculiar drawback of our

non-reactive design. With respect to participants who showed a neutral reaction, we have no

way of knowing whether they actually got the email or not. As a consequence, the fraction of

neutral reactions to our email is potentially biased upwards. While we acknowledge this draw-

back, we do not believe that it seriously diminishes our qualitative findings, for several reasons.

First, note that only our analyses working with the general measure of intuitiveness are affected

by this potential problem. The results with respect to the self-reported measure only refer to

subjects who participated in the follow-up survey and were consequently able to get the email

from our lab. Also, unreported, additional analyses show that our results regarding general

intuitiveness are robust if we restrict the analyses to those subjects who participated in the fol-

low-up survey. Second, there are good reasons to believe that the fraction of participants who

did not react to the email because they have not read it, is actually rather small. For one, almost

all of our participants were students who subscribed to the email list of the lab voluntarily,

most likely to earn some extra cash. Against this background, it is reasonable to expect our par-

ticipants to be rather attentive towards emails from the lab. Also, the participation rates

regarding the follow-up survey do not differ too much between participants who showed no

reaction and those who showed a selfish or helpful reaction.

Other limitations of the current study are related to the special composition of the sample

and the measurements of intuitiveness. First, there are almost no participants with low proso-

cial attitudes. As a consequence, we could not test the interesting hypothesis that low prosocial

attitudes have a greater impact on selfish behavior among participants with a stronger ten-

dency towards intuitiveness. Future research should work with a more diverse sample to rem-

edy this deficit. Finally, it was a bit surprising to discover that our two measures of

intuitiveness do not correlate at all. While it can even be interpreted as an advantage, because

our results are robust with respect to two independent measures of intuitiveness, it raises the

question to what extent the measure based on self-reports is actually reliable. In any case, it is a

worthwhile task for future research to check whether our findings regarding the interaction

between prosocial attitudes and intuitiveness are robust if intuitiveness is not measured but

experimentally manipulated, for instance via time pressure or cognitive overload.
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experimentalliteratureonlyingandcheating[48,49].Regardingtheactofdeception,[50]

showsthatwhileincreasingthegainfortheactorincreasestheprobabilityofdeception,

increasingtheharmtoanotherpersondecreasesthisprobability.Sinceinourfieldexperiment

bothpotentialgainandharmweredefactomanipulatedsimultaneously,theeffectsofthese

twokindsofincentivescouldneutralizeeachother,whichmightexplainwhyweobserveno

effect.

Turningtothelimitationsofthecurrentstudy,wefirstdiscussapeculiardrawbackofour

non-reactivedesign.Withrespecttoparticipantswhoshowedaneutralreaction,wehaveno

wayofknowingwhethertheyactuallygottheemailornot.Asaconsequence,thefractionof

neutralreactionstoouremailispotentiallybiasedupwards.Whileweacknowledgethisdraw-

back,wedonotbelievethatitseriouslydiminishesourqualitativefindings,forseveralreasons.

First,notethatonlyouranalysesworkingwiththegeneralmeasureofintuitivenessareaffected

bythispotentialproblem.Theresultswithrespecttotheself-reportedmeasureonlyreferto

subjectswhoparticipatedinthefollow-upsurveyandwereconsequentlyabletogettheemail

fromourlab.Also,unreported,additionalanalysesshowthatourresultsregardinggeneral

intuitivenessarerobustifwerestricttheanalysestothosesubjectswhoparticipatedinthefol-

low-upsurvey.Second,therearegoodreasonstobelievethatthefractionofparticipantswho

didnotreacttotheemailbecausetheyhavenotreadit,isactuallyrathersmall.Forone,almost

allofourparticipantswerestudentswhosubscribedtotheemaillistofthelabvoluntarily,

mostlikelytoearnsomeextracash.Againstthisbackground,itisreasonabletoexpectourpar-
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influence of intuitiveness on prosociality is moderated by strength and type of internalized

attitudes. Furthermore, we were able to show that the SHH also applies beyond the controlled

environment of laboratory studies to a more realistic situation of everyday life.

Regarding the experimental manipulations, on the one hand, we observe that a subtle cue

like a disclaimer can influence subjects’ responses. On the other hand, the description of how

Ms. Koch got her money seems too subtle to cause a behavioral change. In addition, we

observe that the incentive associated with the use of the code does not affect prosocial behav-

ior. Taken on face value, this finding contradicts the idea that behavior should be responsive to

incentives. However, the finding can also be interpreted differently against the background of

experimental literature on lying and cheating [48, 49]. Regarding the act of deception, [50]

shows that while increasing the gain for the actor increases the probability of deception,

increasing the harm to another person decreases this probability. Since in our field experiment

both potential gain and harm were de facto manipulated simultaneously, the effects of these

two kinds of incentives could neutralize each other, which might explain why we observe no

effect.

Turning to the limitations of the current study, we first discuss a peculiar drawback of our

non-reactive design. With respect to participants who showed a neutral reaction, we have no

way of knowing whether they actually got the email or not. As a consequence, the fraction of

neutral reactions to our email is potentially biased upwards. While we acknowledge this draw-

back, we do not believe that it seriously diminishes our qualitative findings, for several reasons.

First, note that only our analyses working with the general measure of intuitiveness are affected

by this potential problem. The results with respect to the self-reported measure only refer to

subjects who participated in the follow-up survey and were consequently able to get the email

from our lab. Also, unreported, additional analyses show that our results regarding general

intuitiveness are robust if we restrict the analyses to those subjects who participated in the fol-

low-up survey. Second, there are good reasons to believe that the fraction of participants who

did not react to the email because they have not read it, is actually rather small. For one, almost

all of our participants were students who subscribed to the email list of the lab voluntarily,

most likely to earn some extra cash. Against this background, it is reasonable to expect our par-

ticipants to be rather attentive towards emails from the lab. Also, the participation rates

regarding the follow-up survey do not differ too much between participants who showed no

reaction and those who showed a selfish or helpful reaction.

Other limitations of the current study are related to the special composition of the sample

and the measurements of intuitiveness. First, there are almost no participants with low proso-

cial attitudes. As a consequence, we could not test the interesting hypothesis that low prosocial

attitudes have a greater impact on selfish behavior among participants with a stronger ten-

dency towards intuitiveness. Future research should work with a more diverse sample to rem-

edy this deficit. Finally, it was a bit surprising to discover that our two measures of

intuitiveness do not correlate at all. While it can even be interpreted as an advantage, because

our results are robust with respect to two independent measures of intuitiveness, it raises the

question to what extent the measure based on self-reports is actually reliable. In any case, it is a

worthwhile task for future research to check whether our findings regarding the interaction

between prosocial attitudes and intuitiveness are robust if intuitiveness is not measured but

experimentally manipulated, for instance via time pressure or cognitive overload.
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influenceofintuitivenessonprosocialityismoderatedbystrengthandtypeofinternalized

attitudes.Furthermore,wewereabletoshowthattheSHHalsoappliesbeyondthecontrolled

environmentoflaboratorystudiestoamorerealisticsituationofeverydaylife.

Regardingtheexperimentalmanipulations,ontheonehand,weobservethatasubtlecue

likeadisclaimercaninfluencesubjects’responses.Ontheotherhand,thedescriptionofhow

Ms.Kochgothermoneyseemstoosubtletocauseabehavioralchange.Inaddition,we

observethattheincentiveassociatedwiththeuseofthecodedoesnotaffectprosocialbehav-

ior.Takenonfacevalue,thisfindingcontradictstheideathatbehaviorshouldberesponsiveto

incentives.However,thefindingcanalsobeinterpreteddifferentlyagainstthebackgroundof

experimentalliteratureonlyingandcheating[48,49].Regardingtheactofdeception,[50]

showsthatwhileincreasingthegainfortheactorincreasestheprobabilityofdeception,

increasingtheharmtoanotherpersondecreasesthisprobability.Sinceinourfieldexperiment

bothpotentialgainandharmweredefactomanipulatedsimultaneously,theeffectsofthese

twokindsofincentivescouldneutralizeeachother,whichmightexplainwhyweobserveno

effect.

Turningtothelimitationsofthecurrentstudy,wefirstdiscussapeculiardrawbackofour

non-reactivedesign.Withrespecttoparticipantswhoshowedaneutralreaction,wehaveno

wayofknowingwhethertheyactuallygottheemailornot.Asaconsequence,thefractionof

neutralreactionstoouremailispotentiallybiasedupwards.Whileweacknowledgethisdraw-

back,wedonotbelievethatitseriouslydiminishesourqualitativefindings,forseveralreasons.

First,notethatonlyouranalysesworkingwiththegeneralmeasureofintuitivenessareaffected

bythispotentialproblem.Theresultswithrespecttotheself-reportedmeasureonlyreferto

subjectswhoparticipatedinthefollow-upsurveyandwereconsequentlyabletogettheemail

fromourlab.Also,unreported,additionalanalysesshowthatourresultsregardinggeneral

intuitivenessarerobustifwerestricttheanalysestothosesubjectswhoparticipatedinthefol-

low-upsurvey.Second,therearegoodreasonstobelievethatthefractionofparticipantswho

didnotreacttotheemailbecausetheyhavenotreadit,isactuallyrathersmall.Forone,almost

allofourparticipantswerestudentswhosubscribedtotheemaillistofthelabvoluntarily,

mostlikelytoearnsomeextracash.Againstthisbackground,itisreasonabletoexpectourpar-

ticipantstoberatherattentivetowardsemailsfromthelab.Also,theparticipationrates

regardingthefollow-upsurveydonotdiffertoomuchbetweenparticipantswhoshowedno

reactionandthosewhoshowedaselfishorhelpfulreaction.

Otherlimitationsofthecurrentstudyarerelatedtothespecialcompositionofthesample

andthemeasurementsofintuitiveness.First,therearealmostnoparticipantswithlowproso-

cialattitudes.Asaconsequence,wecouldnottesttheinterestinghypothesisthatlowprosocial

attitudeshaveagreaterimpactonselfishbehavioramongparticipantswithastrongerten-

dencytowardsintuitiveness.Futureresearchshouldworkwithamorediversesampletorem-

edythisdeficit.Finally,itwasabitsurprisingtodiscoverthatourtwomeasuresof

intuitivenessdonotcorrelateatall.Whileitcanevenbeinterpretedasanadvantage,because

ourresultsarerobustwithrespecttotwoindependentmeasuresofintuitiveness,itraisesthe

questiontowhatextentthemeasurebasedonself-reportsisactuallyreliable.Inanycase,itisa

worthwhiletaskforfutureresearchtocheckwhetherourfindingsregardingtheinteraction

betweenprosocialattitudesandintuitivenessarerobustifintuitivenessisnotmeasuredbut

experimentallymanipulated,forinstanceviatimepressureorcognitiveoverload.
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Sascha Grehl‡ 

Implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes 
and the affinity toward the AfD 

Abstract 

Most electoral studies and especially empirical research regarding the question of how voting 
intentions for the AfD can be explained take into account the influence of cultural 
orientations, but only in the form of explicit attitudes, which are measured by evaluative 
verbal expressions. Against the background of the dual-process perspective, this paper 
argues that, in addition to explicit attitudes, implicit attitudes, which represent associative 
links between mentally represented attitude objects and their evaluation, are not to be 
neglected in explaining voting intentions for the AfD. According to the principle of 
catalyzation, implicit attitudes are more strongly reflected in explicit attitudes and also in 
overt behavior when the articulation of explicit attitudes or behavior takes place in an 
intuitive rather than reflected cognitive process. These action-theoretic ideas are tested in an 
exploratory study with 960 respondents. We find that both implicit and explicit attitudes 
toward populism and racism influence the intention to vote for the AfD. Also, as predicted by 
the principle of catalyzation, the influence of implicit attitudes depends on whether 
respondents are more inclined to intuitive or reflective cognitive processes. 
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1 Introduction 

Recent studies indicate that the prevalence of racist and xenophobic attitudes in Germany 
has been declining in recent years (Zieck et al. 2019; Decker et al. 2020). Based on the “Mitte” 
study by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, there has been a discernible decrease in the 
prevalence of racist and xenophobic attitudes in Germany over the past few years. 
Specifically, in 2002, 12.2% of respondents agreed with racist statements, and 34.5% with 
xenophobic statements, while in 2019, the corresponding figures were found to be 7.2% and 
18.8%, respectively (Zieck et al. 2019, p. 82). As pleasing as this development may appear at 
first glance, the finding is questionable in view of the recent rise of serious right-wing 
extremist-motivated acts of terrorism and violence, such as those in Hanau or Halle. The 
impression of an increase in politically motivated criminal and violent acts with a right-wing 
extremist background is also confirmed by the official statistics from the Federal Criminal 
Police Office. While in 2009, the first year of the survey, there were 18750 such acts in 
Germany according to the official count, the statistics for 2019 show the number 21290 
(Statista 2020). 

Now it could be argued that it is quite possible that a decrease in right-wing extremist 
attitudes in the population is accompanied by an increase in right-wing extremist crimes. 
Using Homans' (1974) frustration-aggression hypothesis, it could be argued, for example, 
that isolated right-wing extremists act more aggressively the more their “convictions” lose 
support among the population. Another recent development in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, however, makes the claim of the decline of racist and xenophobic attitudes seem 
quite implausible: The rise of the AfD, which since 2017 has been the (numerically) strongest 
faction of the opposition in the Bundestag and in some federal states is competing for the 
status of the strongest party; a party that, according to the sociological meaning of the term, 
is right-wing populist in every sense of the word (Mudde 2007) and may soon be classified 
by the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution as a suspected right-wing 
extremist party. 

How is it possible that, on the one hand, racist and xenophobic attitudes are losing ground in 
the broad population, while at the same time a right-wing populist party that elevates 
precisely these attitudes to a kind of political program is taking root in the political system of 
the republic? This paper aims to help clarify this question. To do so, we draw on the dual-
process perspective (Kahneman 2011; Evans 2010; Stanovich 2011; Esser and Kroneberg 
2020) to distinguish between two types of attitudes, namely implicit and explicit attitudes 
(Wilson et al. 2000; Wilson 2002). For example, the “Mitte” study previously cited uses only 
explicit procedures to measure racist and xenophobic attitudes. In doing so, respondents 
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all, be it in standardized surveys or even in qualitative in-depth interviews (cf. Vaisey 2014). 
Implicit attitudes are based on associative links between attitude objects and a positive or 
negative evaluation and can be made visible by techniques borrowed from social and 
cognitive psychology, such as the Implicit Association Test (Fazio et al. 1995; Greenwald et 
al. 1998). In light of this, we argue that the dual-process perspective incorporates a central 
action-theoretic principle of catalyzation, which states that implicit attitudes should be 
reflected more strongly in the articulation of explicit attitudes and in overt behavior the more 
respondents tend to act in an intuition-guided manner. 

The relevance of implicit attitudes as well as the principle of catalyzation are validated by 
means of an explorative study with 960 respondents.1 It is shown that implicit attitudes 
toward populism and racism are only rather loosely related to the corresponding explicit 
attitudes, whereby this relationship is strengthened among respondents who are more 
inclined toward intuition. Furthermore, both implicit attitudes also influence affinity to the 
AfD (operationalized via voting intention) - controlling for the standard variables from the 
relevant research as well as for both explicit attitudes. In this context, too, the principle of 
catalyzation is confirmed: the more respondents tend to rely on their intuitive gut feeling, the 
more strongly implicit populism and implicit racism are reflected in the probability of voting 
for the AfD. 

Due to the fact that we only have cross-sectional data, which was furthermore collected with 
a convenience sample from an access panel provider, we cannot make any firm statements 
about the prevalence of implicit and explicit attitudes in Germany over time. However, the 
present study makes clear that implicit and explicit attitudes are only loosely related and that 
implicit attitudes can have a strong effect on affinity for right-wing populist parties under 
specifiable conditions. Against the backdrop of these findings, it is entirely possible that 
perhaps public discourse in Germany has increasingly shed racist and xenophobic attitudes 
in recent decades, but at the same time, behind or under the veil of consciousness, so to speak, 
deep-seated implicitly racist attitudes continue to be prevalent or have even increased, 
enabling the electoral successes of the AfD. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lays the theoretical foundations. Section 3 
describes our methodological approach, in particular the instrument for measuring implicit 
attitudes borrowed from psychology. In Section 4, we present our empirical findings. Section 
5 places these findings in the context of the current state of research, discusses any 
limitations of the study, and suggests possible follow-up projects. 

 

1 We refer to this as an exploratory study for several reasons: It is a non-preregistered, non-
experimental survey of a convenience sample. Furthermore, we use a measure for intuition-
guided action that is established in research on socially desirable behavior, but is not a 
standard measure of intuitiveness. 
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cognitive psychology, such as the Implicit Association Test (Fazio et al. 1995; Greenwald et 
al. 1998). In light of this, we argue that the dual-process perspective incorporates a central 
action-theoretic principle of catalyzation, which states that implicit attitudes should be 
reflected more strongly in the articulation of explicit attitudes and in overt behavior the more 
respondents tend to act in an intuition-guided manner. 

The relevance of implicit attitudes as well as the principle of catalyzation are validated by 
means of an explorative study with 960 respondents.1 It is shown that implicit attitudes 
toward populism and racism are only rather loosely related to the corresponding explicit 
attitudes, whereby this relationship is strengthened among respondents who are more 
inclined toward intuition. Furthermore, both implicit attitudes also influence affinity to the 
AfD (operationalized via voting intention) - controlling for the standard variables from the 
relevant research as well as for both explicit attitudes. In this context, too, the principle of 
catalyzation is confirmed: the more respondents tend to rely on their intuitive gut feeling, the 
more strongly implicit populism and implicit racism are reflected in the probability of voting 
for the AfD. 

Due to the fact that we only have cross-sectional data, which was furthermore collected with 
a convenience sample from an access panel provider, we cannot make any firm statements 
about the prevalence of implicit and explicit attitudes in Germany over time. However, the 
present study makes clear that implicit and explicit attitudes are only loosely related and that 
implicit attitudes can have a strong effect on affinity for right-wing populist parties under 
specifiable conditions. Against the backdrop of these findings, it is entirely possible that 
perhaps public discourse in Germany has increasingly shed racist and xenophobic attitudes 
in recent decades, but at the same time, behind or under the veil of consciousness, so to speak, 
deep-seated implicitly racist attitudes continue to be prevalent or have even increased, 
enabling the electoral successes of the AfD. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lays the theoretical foundations. Section 3 
describes our methodological approach, in particular the instrument for measuring implicit 
attitudes borrowed from psychology. In Section 4, we present our empirical findings. Section 
5 places these findings in the context of the current state of research, discusses any 
limitations of the study, and suggests possible follow-up projects. 
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2 Dual-Process Perspective and the Principle of Catalyzation 

We unfold our somewhat involved action-theoretical argument in several steps. First, we 
introduce the main ideas of the dual-process perspective. We then explain the conceptual 
distinction between implicit and explicit attitudes and the principle of catalyzation. Finally, 
we present what can be learned from these considerations in terms of empirically testable 
hypotheses in the context of this study. 

2.1 Dual Process Perspective 

The dual-process perspective (DPP) emerges from the substantive convergence of three 
strands of literature: The recent sociological theories of action on framing and variable 
rationality (Esser 1996; Kroneberg 2005; Esser and Kroneberg 2020; Lindenberg 2013), the 
dual-process approach in cognitive and social psychology (Kahneman 2011; Evans 2010; 
Stanovich 2011), and the axiomatic theories of bounded rationality (Rubinstein 1998, 2013; 
Tutić 2015a, 2015b). For the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient to outline some of the most 
important basic ideas of the DPP. 

First, the behavior of an actor2 is explained from the interaction of two “selves”. Different 
authors use different terminologies, such as modes (Esser, Kroneberg, Fazio), systems 
(Kahneman), types of processes (Evans and Stanovich) or reflective versus intuitive decision-
making (Rubinstein). Widely shared, however, is the description of the psychological 
characteristics of these two selves.3 Type 1 processes are usually automatic, fast, based on 
associations, and occur outside the actor's awareness. Type-2 processes, on the other hand, 
are controlled, slow, based on calculations, and are processed within the actor's 
consciousness. Empirical evidence for qualitative differences between Type 1 and Type 2 
processes can be brought to light through study designs that involve, for example, time 
pressure or working memory overload to make Type 2 processes difficult or even impossible 
(e.g., Rand et al. 2012; Rand and Kraft-Todd 2014). Moreover, neuroscientific imaging 
techniques reveal that Type 1 and Type 2 processes are associated with characteristic 
differences in neural activity in different areas of the brain (e.g., McClure et al. 2004; Greene 
et al. 2001). 

Second, it depends to a large extent on the definition of the situation whether an action is 
chosen within a framework of Type 1 or Type 2 processes. The model of frame selection 

 

2 For reasons of linguistic economy, we occasionally resort to the generic masculine without 
wishing to express a gender bias. (This footnote only makes sense in German, as the 
German language distinguishes between male and female actors.) 

3 The notion of two “selves” should not be philosophically exaggerated. From a decision-
theoretical perspective, many of the decision processes studied in DPP are in the tradition 
of “multiple-selves models” (Strotz 1955; Tutić 2015a). In the following, we will generally 
speak of Type 1 and Type 2 processes and only occasionally and for linguistic reasons 
resort to alternative formulations, such as intuitive and reflective. 
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(MFS; Esser 1996; Kroneberg 2005) as a special representative of the DPP expresses this 
second idea particularly clearly. According to this model, actors possess mental schemata of 
categorization, so-called frames, which transform objective situations into subjectively 
perceived situations. Frames exhibit varying degrees of congruence with an objective 
situation. The adequacy of a frame is determined not only by objectively ascertainable cues, 
such as the presence of salient objects, but also by the actor's internal dispositions, 
specifically the chronic or transient accessibility of the frame. If the degree of congruence 
between a frame and an objective situation, the so-called match, is sufficiently high, the 
definition of the situation emerges spontaneously, without requiring a conscious and 
reflective process of interpretation. If the actor additionally has mental schemata of routine 
action sequences, so-called scripts, and if the fit of a script (the so-called activation weight) 
to a previously selected frame is sufficiently high, then an automatic-spontaneous selection 
of this script occurs. Furthermore, if there is an action available that is sufficiently suitable 
for the previously selected script, then the observable action will also be selected 
automatically-spontaneously. Thus, whether an action is selected as part of a Type 1 or Type 
2 process depends on how well the intuitively accessible frame fits the objective situation. 

Third, the DPP assumes that the majority of individual actions and social interactions occur 
within the framework of automatic Type 1 processes. Conscious and reflective interpretation 
of situations and deliberate consideration of alternative actions based on expected 
consequences, as well as the design of action plans, represent a borderline case that only 
arises when the actor is placed in a sufficiently unusual situation and has the opportunity and 
motivation to reflect. In this way, the DPP shares a central moment of Alfred Schütz's 
phenomenological theory and also of practice theory, for instance in the version of Bourdieu 
(1990) and Giddens (1984), who emphasize the empirical relevance of the lifeworld as well 
as the doxa and oppose intellectualization in the explanation of behavior and action (cf. 
Reckwitz 2003).4 

Finally, according to the DPP, cultural orientations, in particular attitudes, values and internalized 

norms, exert their influence on behavior through distinguishable cognitive mechanisms. In the case 

of the MFS, for example, it can be argued that on the one hand they influence the definition of the 

situation (frame, match, accessibility), and, on the other hand, they have an affinity with forms of 

routine action sequences (scripts). Crucial for the motivational power and meaning-giving potential 

of cultural orientations is that they can influence action within the framework of Type-1 processes 

through the selection of frames and scripts. In addition, the MFS also allows cultural orientations 

to have an effect on action in the context of Type 2 processes. For instance, actors can reason about 

the situational validity and adequacy of cultural orientations in the context of reflective 

interpretation processes (Kroneberg 2007). Furthermore, conformity to cultural orientations can be 

one of the consequences that the actor takes into account when making a reflective decision about 

concrete actions. The thesis that cultural orientations are reflected in behavior through different 

cognitive mechanisms has proved exceedingly fruitful in American cultural sociology (cf. 

 

4 The parallels between the DPP and practice-theoretical approaches are by no means 
exhausted in this point and require systematic elaboration. 
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automatically-spontaneously. Thus, whether an action is selected as part of a Type 1 or Type 
2 process depends on how well the intuitively accessible frame fits the objective situation. 

Third, the DPP assumes that the majority of individual actions and social interactions occur 
within the framework of automatic Type 1 processes. Conscious and reflective interpretation 
of situations and deliberate consideration of alternative actions based on expected 
consequences, as well as the design of action plans, represent a borderline case that only 
arises when the actor is placed in a sufficiently unusual situation and has the opportunity and 
motivation to reflect. In this way, the DPP shares a central moment of Alfred Schütz's 
phenomenological theory and also of practice theory, for instance in the version of Bourdieu 
(1990) and Giddens (1984), who emphasize the empirical relevance of the lifeworld as well 
as the doxa and oppose intellectualization in the explanation of behavior and action (cf. 
Reckwitz 2003).4 

Finally, according to the DPP, cultural orientations, in particular attitudes, values and internalized 

norms, exert their influence on behavior through distinguishable cognitive mechanisms. In the case 

of the MFS, for example, it can be argued that on the one hand they influence the definition of the 

situation (frame, match, accessibility), and, on the other hand, they have an affinity with forms of 

routine action sequences (scripts). Crucial for the motivational power and meaning-giving potential 

of cultural orientations is that they can influence action within the framework of Type-1 processes 

through the selection of frames and scripts. In addition, the MFS also allows cultural orientations 

to have an effect on action in the context of Type 2 processes. For instance, actors can reason about 

the situational validity and adequacy of cultural orientations in the context of reflective 

interpretation processes (Kroneberg 2007). Furthermore, conformity to cultural orientations can be 

one of the consequences that the actor takes into account when making a reflective decision about 

concrete actions. The thesis that cultural orientations are reflected in behavior through different 

cognitive mechanisms has proved exceedingly fruitful in American cultural sociology (cf. 
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DiMaggio 1997; Martin 2010). Vaisey (2009), for example, argues that two classical views of the 

role of cultural orientations can be brought into some kind of synthesis with the DPP. First, the 

older sociological position of Weber ([1921/1922] 2002), Durkheim ([1893] 1997), and Parsons 

(1937), according to which cultural orientations have a direct impact as a motive for action. And 

second, the idea, formulated in particular by Swidler (1986), that cultural orientations are rather a 

kind of toolbox from which actors make strategic use, also in order to rationalize and legitimize 

actions ex-post in discourse, which in doubt may be motivated in a completely different way. With 

regard to the DPP, it can be said that cultural orientations function as a direct motive for action 

when they exert their influence in the context of Type 1 processes. Strategic use of cultural 

orientations and discursive rationalizations with the help of cultural orientations refer more to Type 

2 processes. 

In our study, we work with a dispositive measure of respondents' tendency to rely on 
intuitive Type 1 processes (see Section 3), which we also call the measure of intuition-guided 
action. In theoretical terms, respondents who score high on this measure can be 
conceptualized as actors who are chronically exposed to high reflection costs and are 
therefore more likely to act intuitively. 

2.2 Implicit Attitudes, Explicit Attitudes and the Principle of Catalyzation 

In this paper, we will take a closer look at a specific type of cultural orientation, namely 
attitudes. An attitude toward an attitude object can be defined as a psychological tendency to 
evaluate that object positively or negatively (Eagly and Chaiken 1993; Fazio 1995). Attitudes 
can be measured via implicit or via explicit measures, in this case we referred to them either 
as implicit and explicit attitudes (Wilson et al. 2000; Fazio and Olson 2003; Strack and 
Deutsch 2004; Rydell and McConnell 2006). Implicit measures rely on making mentally 
anchored associative links, characteristic of System 1 (Kahneman 2011), between an attitude 
object and an evaluation visible in the context of Type 1 processes. The Brief Implicit 
Association Test used in this study (Sriram and Greenwald 2009; Nosek et al. 2014), for 
instance, focuses on the comparison of response latencies in matching tasks in which objects 
with positive or negative attributes are matched (see Section 3). Explicit measures for 
attitudes operate with explicit, (latent) evaluative expressions. Respondents express their 
agreement or disagreement with evaluative statements in the context of a standardized 
survey or make evaluative statements on their own initiative in the context of qualitative 
interviews. 

While implicit attitudes by definition become visible in the context of Type 1 processes, 
explicit attitudes can be explicated in the context of both Type 1 and Type 2 processes. When 
explicit attitudes are expressed in the context of a Type 2 process, additional considerations, 
such as an interest in articulating socially desirable attitudes, may enter into the explication 
in addition to the underlying implicit attitudes (Fazio et al. 1995). Explicit attitudes are thus 
situationally and motivationally biased representations of implicit attitudes. Implicit and 
explicit attitudes toward the same attitude object are therefore generally not particularly 
closely related (Wilson et al. 2000). Respondents can express themselves consistently 
expressis verbis positively (or negatively) toward an attitude object and at the same time 
have incorporated a negative (or positive) implicit attitude toward the attitude object. 
Another interesting aspect of the distinction between implicit and explicit attitudes is that 
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actors are generally much more aware that they are expressing an explicit attitude than they 
are aware that they are the bearers of an implicit attitude (Rydell and McConnell 2006). 

In this context, the DPP allows for the formulation of a general action-theoretical principle. 
According to the principle of catalyzation, implicit attitudes are more strongly reflected in 
explicit attitudes as well as in observable behavior when this articulation of explicit attitudes 
or behavior takes place in the context of Type 1 processes. This is because implicit attitudes 
have the potential for this case to dominate the definition of the situation and the selections 
of script and action as a guiding principle, whereas their influence is diluted by situational 
considerations in the context of reflective Type 2 processes. Conformity to an implicit 
attitude is, in the reflective-calculative mode, only one among several consequences of action 
that the actor considers.5 

The influence of explicit attitudes on action is much more difficult to theorize. On the one 
hand, an explicit attitude is a proxy for an underlying implicit attitude and should therefore 
have a stronger influence on behavior when that behavior occurs as part of a Type 1 process. 
On the other hand, explicit attitudes may also deviate from underlying implicit attitudes, 
especially when the articulation of explicit attitudes occurs in the context of a Type 2 process. 
Thus, when there is a strong divergence, their influence on behavior that occurs 
automatically-spontaneously should diminish. Explicit attitudes are inherently artifacts from 
the DPP perspective, which poses major challenges to theory building and empirical research. 
In this paper, we therefore focus on the explanatory potential of implicit attitudes. 

2.3 Empirically Testable Hypotheses 

As already made clear in the introduction, in this paper we are interested in how implicit 
attitudes, translate into explicit attitudes and ultimately into voting intentions for the AfD, 
considering actors' cognitive disposition toward intuitiveness as a central moderator 
variable. Following existing research on right-wing populist tendencies (e.g., Kitschelt 1995; 
Ivarsflaten 2005; Werts et al. 2013) and the German literature on the AfD (Lengfeld 2017; 
Lux 2018; Tutić and Hermanni 2018; Rippl and Seipel 2018; Lengfeld and Dilger 2018), we 
focus on attitudes toward racism and populism. 

Starting from the principle of catalyzation, one arrives at empirically testable hypotheses 
when incorporating theoretical ideas about the conditions for the onset of Type 1 or Type 2 
processes. In this context, the notion of so-called default-interventionist model dominates in 
the literature (cf. Evans and Stanovich 2013). According to this model, system 1 automatically 
offers a definition of the situation and also impulses for action (default), which are usually 
accepted by system 2 without question. In exceptional cases, system 2 intervenes and, if 

 

5 Empirical research on MFS usually focuses on a second fundamental principle of action 
theory (e.g., Kroneberg et al. 2010). According to the principle of suppression, (anticipated) 
pure consequences of action, i.e., aspects of decision situations that are not anchored in the 
“associative machinery” (Kahneman 2011) of system 1, should exert a stronger influence on 
action when this action occurs in the context of Type 2 processes. 
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of script and action as a guiding principle, whereas their influence is diluted by situational 
considerations in the context of reflective Type 2 processes. Conformity to an implicit 
attitude is, in the reflective-calculative mode, only one among several consequences of action 
that the actor considers.5 

The influence of explicit attitudes on action is much more difficult to theorize. On the one 
hand, an explicit attitude is a proxy for an underlying implicit attitude and should therefore 
have a stronger influence on behavior when that behavior occurs as part of a Type 1 process. 
On the other hand, explicit attitudes may also deviate from underlying implicit attitudes, 
especially when the articulation of explicit attitudes occurs in the context of a Type 2 process. 
Thus, when there is a strong divergence, their influence on behavior that occurs 
automatically-spontaneously should diminish. Explicit attitudes are inherently artifacts from 
the DPP perspective, which poses major challenges to theory building and empirical research. 
In this paper, we therefore focus on the explanatory potential of implicit attitudes. 

2.3 Empirically Testable Hypotheses 

As already made clear in the introduction, in this paper we are interested in how implicit 
attitudes, translate into explicit attitudes and ultimately into voting intentions for the AfD, 
considering actors' cognitive disposition toward intuitiveness as a central moderator 
variable. Following existing research on right-wing populist tendencies (e.g., Kitschelt 1995; 
Ivarsflaten 2005; Werts et al. 2013) and the German literature on the AfD (Lengfeld 2017; 
Lux 2018; Tutić and Hermanni 2018; Rippl and Seipel 2018; Lengfeld and Dilger 2018), we 
focus on attitudes toward racism and populism. 

Starting from the principle of catalyzation, one arrives at empirically testable hypotheses 
when incorporating theoretical ideas about the conditions for the onset of Type 1 or Type 2 
processes. In this context, the notion of so-called default-interventionist model dominates in 
the literature (cf. Evans and Stanovich 2013). According to this model, system 1 automatically 
offers a definition of the situation and also impulses for action (default), which are usually 
accepted by system 2 without question. In exceptional cases, system 2 intervenes and, if 

 

5 Empirical research on MFS usually focuses on a second fundamental principle of action 
theory (e.g., Kroneberg et al. 2010). According to the principle of suppression, (anticipated) 
pure consequences of action, i.e., aspects of decision situations that are not anchored in the 
“associative machinery” (Kahneman 2011) of system 1, should exert a stronger influence on 
action when this action occurs in the context of Type 2 processes. 
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cognitive capacities such as working memory are available, overwrites the impressions and 
impulses generated by system 1 with the results of its own processing (override). Mode 
selection in the context of MFS expresses the conditions for this intervention very clearly in 
comparison to alternative conceptions: the greater the match between mental model and 
objective situation, the lower the chances of success and the potential yield of reflection, and 
the higher the costs of reflection, the less likely it is that a Type 2 process will occur 
(Kroneberg 2005, 2011). 

Specifically, in this study we are interested in the following hypothesis: 

Among respondents who tend to be more intuitive, implicit attitudes toward populism and racism 
are more strongly reflected in explicit attitudes toward populism and racism and in affinity for the 
AfD than among respondents who tend to be more reflective. 

We would like to point out that this hypothesis implies two ideas that are not necessarily self-
evident tenets of empirical social research and should therefore be emphasized here. First, 
implicit and explicit attitudes can diverge considerably under certain conditions, which is 
why explicit attitudes are only of limited use as proxies for implicit attitudes. Second, under 
certain conditions, implicit attitudes are significant predictors of sociologically relevant 
phenomena. Both statements and the stated hypothesis are supported by the empirical study 
described below. 

3 Data, Instruments, and Variables 

Based on a convenience sample from the access panel operator respondi, 1102 people were 
surveyed in June 2020. The survey was conducted online and took approximately 30 minutes 
to complete. We used a population-representative approach to quota the survey participants 
based on their age and gender. However, we intentionally oversampled individuals residing 
in Eastern Germany, comprising approximately half of our sample. This was done against the 
background that the electoral base for the AfD is particularly strong in the east and we 
wanted to ensure that enough AfD voters were available for later analysis. 

Brief Implicit Association Test 

First, we would like to introduce the centerpiece of our study, the so-called Brief Implicit 
Association Test (BIAT), in more detail. The BIAT (Sriram and Greenwald 2009; Nosek et al. 
2014) is a condensed version of the classic Implicit Association Test (Greenwald et al. 1998; 
Fazio et al. 1995). A total of four word lists are required for administration. One of these word 
lists consists exclusively of words with positive (“good”) and one exclusively of words with 
negative (“bad”) connotations. In addition, two lists are required, each of which contains 
words associated with the attitude objects to be compared. In this study, we administered 
two BIATs that differ in the attitude objects used. The BIAT measuring implicit racism uses 
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the attitude objects “Refugees” and “Germans”.6 The BIAT for measuring implicit populism 
uses the attitude objects “Established” and “Alternative”. 

A BIAT consists of two blocks, which differ in the attitude object that is focal. While the 
attribute “good” is focal in both blocks, the attribute “bad” is never focal. In each block, 
respondents are first presented with the focal attribute, the focal attitude object, and the 
word lists associated with each. In the actual test, participants are presented with each word 
from the four word lists in random order. The words associated with the attribute and the 
attitude object alternate constantly. For each word, participants must quickly decide whether 
it belongs to the focal attribute or attitude object, or not.7 Figure 1 shows such a matching 
task: the focal attitude object in this case is “Germans” and the focal attribute is “good”. The 
respondent must decide whether the presented word (“Thomas”) is associated with 
“Germans” or “good” (by pressing “K”) or with neither (by pressing “D”). 

The idea behind this approach is that respondents who have a positive implicit attitude 
toward the focal attitude object should take less time to assign than respondents who have a 
negative implicit attitude toward the focal attitude object.8 This is because the attribute 
"good" is always focal by design. According to Greenwald et al. (2003), the different reaction 
times resulting from the two blocks can be used to calculate the so-called D-measure, which 
has been shown to be superior to alternative measures (cf. Sriram et al. 2006).9 The 𝐷-
measure is the difference between the mean latencies of the two BIAT blocks divided by the 
standard deviation of the latencies in the two blocks.10 Typically, these values are between 

 

6 Strictly speaking, this is not a measure of implicit racism, but a measure of implicit 
negative attitudes toward refugees. However, we assume that these negative attitudes 
toward refugees are based on implicit racist and xenophobic attitudes. 

7 In case of an error, i.e., a wrong classification, a red X appears and the word is presented 
until it has been correctly classified. 

8 The use of latency in the context of the DPP has a long tradition in German sociology 
(Stocké 2004; Urban and Mayerl 2007; Beier 2016). Here, however, the response times that 
respondents need to express their explicit attitudes are typically recorded. 

9 In recent years, a number of critical contributions to the interpretation of reaction times 
have appeared (e.g., Krajbich et al. 2015; Tinghög et al. 2013). They argue that reaction 
times in decision situations cannot be used to draw clear conclusions about the presence of 
intuitive or reflexive behavior, because reaction times are also influenced by other factors, 
such as the cognitive availability of the chosen behavior or the simplicity of the decision 
situation. However, this criticism only applies to a limited extent to the (Brief) Implicit 
Association Test, since here the within-person differences in latencies are not used as a 
basis for inferring intuitive or reflexive behavior, but as a measure of attitude strength. 

10 The exact procedure is a bit more complicated because very long latencies (>10 seconds) 
are excluded from the calculation. Details can be found in Greenwald et al. (2003). 
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−2 and +2. In our case, a positive (negative) value for implicit racism indicates that the 
respondent has an implicitly more negative (more positive) attitude toward “Refugees” than 
toward “Germans”. Similarly, a positive (negative) value for implicit populism indicates that 
the respondent has an implicitly more positive (negative) attitude toward “Alternatives” than 
toward “Establishment”. The value 0 on the 𝐷-measure indicates an implicit indifference. 

Figure 1: Example of an assignment task of the BIAT. 

As mentioned above, two BIATs are used in this study. Both the order of the two BIATs and 
the order of the individual blocks within the two BIATs were randomized. Following Sriram 
and Greenwald (2009), respondents also completed a practice block (attitude objects 
“Mammals” and “Birds”) before taking the two BIATs to familiarize them with the technical 
procedure. The word lists of the two BIATs can be found in Table 1 in the Appendix. 

Variables 

The dependent variable is the intention to vote for the AfD, which was measured via a voting 
intention question. 9.2% of respondents stated that they would vote for the AfD. 

Implicit attitudes were measured as explained above. While there is a weak tendency toward 
implicit racist attitudes among the respondents (𝑀 = 0.525, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.655), we find implicit 
populism less strongly represented (𝑀 = −0.634, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.737). 

In addition to the two implicit attitudes, the explicit attitudes toward populism and racism 
and the disposition toward Type 1 processes are central independent variables in explaining 
affinity for the AfD. All three measures were collected using item batteries. Each battery 
consisted of several statements, whereby respondents could express their agreement with 
these statements on a Likert scale from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”) (see 
Table 2 in the Appendix). 
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Explicit attitudes toward populism were operationalized using an additive index of 8 items 
(Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.875, 𝑀 = 4.505, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.203). Respondents had the opportunity to 
express their agreement with statements such as “The people often agree, but the politicians 
pursue completely different goals”. Based on 18 statements about refugees (example: “They 
take away the jobs of the Germans.”), the variable explicit racism results as an additive index 
(Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.969, 𝑀 = 3.696, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.534). 

As a dispositive measure of the tendency to rely on intuitive Type 1 processes, an additive 
index over three statements (Cronbach's 𝛼 = 0.584, 𝑀 = 4.947, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.975), which together 
form the short scale for measuring social desirability in terms of self-deception (cf. Winkler 
et al. 2006). In the data analysis, we distinguish between intuitive and reflective respondents. 
Intuitive respondents are individuals who score high on this measure, trust their initial 
intuitions, and do not tend to question them through a conscious process of reflection. 
Reflective respondents, on the other hand, are individuals who score low on this measure 
and are characterized by consciously questioning their initial intuitions. 

A number of sociodemographic control variables are included in the multivariate analyses. 
The variables age (𝑀 = 47.286, 𝑆𝐷 = 15.501) and male gender (𝑀 = 0.472) are self-
explanatory.11 The variable migration is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the respondent's 
mother or father was not born in Germany (𝑀 = 0.109). The values for 12 respondents, who 
would otherwise be missing, are imputed from socio-demographic variables using a 
regression. The variable city is a dummy indicating whether a respondent lives in a large city 
or on the outskirts of a large city (𝑀 = 0.457). The variable West is a dummy indicating 
whether a respondent currently lives in West Germany (𝑀 = 0.583). For the respondent's 
highest level of education, we use three dummies to distinguish between high school diploma 
(“Abitur”, 𝑀 = 0.529), intermediate school (“Realschule”, 𝑀 = 0.403) and basic school 
(“Hauptschule”, 𝑀 = 0.068). For the employment status immediately before the Corona 
crisis, we use dummies to differentiate between employed (𝑀 = 0.624), retired (𝑀 = 0.183) 
and apprentice/student (𝑀 = 0.131). Due to low case numbers, we work here with a 
heterogeneous reference category Other (𝑀 = 0.061), which includes the unemployed, the 
disabled and domestic workers. 

Net household income was openly asked. From this and from information on the composition 
of the household, the household equivalent income can be determined using the OECD scale. 
The values for 16 respondents, who would otherwise be missing, are imputed from socio-
demographic variables by means of a regression. Equivalized household income is not 
included in the analyses directly, but through the strata derived from it. Respondents whose 
equivalized household income does not exceed 70% of the median equivalized household 
income12 are assigned to the lower class (𝑀 = 0.468). Respondents whose equivalized 
household income is more than 70% but not more than 150% of the median equivalized 

 

11 For gender, two people chose the option to describe themselves "in a different way". Due 
to the small number of cases, they had to be excluded from the analyses. 

12 According to the Federal Statistical Office, in 2019 the median equivalent household 
income per month in Germany was (rounded to the nearest integer) 1960 euros (Federal 
Statistical Office 2021). 
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household income are assigned to the middle class (𝑀 = 0.469). All other respondents for 
whom equivalized household income is available are assigned to the upper class (𝑀 =
0.064). 

The respondent's current or most recent occupation was collected using a drop-down menu 
that automatically transforms the selected occupations into the ISCO-08 classification. From 
this, the ISCO-88 classification can be derived using a transformation table from the 
International Labour Organization (ILO 1990). This allowed us to determine the SIOPS 
measure of occupational prestige using a procedure developed by Ganzeboom and Treiman 
(1996, see also Ganzeboom and Treiman 2011) and modified by Hendrickx (2004) (Stata-
ado "ISKO") (𝑀 = 45.705, 𝑆𝐷 = 9.992). The use of the drop-down menu resulted in a high 
number of missing values; we imputed 520 missing values using a regression of socio-
demographic variables. 

Finally, we control for two general measures of cultural orientation. The religiosity variable 
indicates how often respondents attend religious ceremonies, such as church services (𝑀 =
0.732, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.064).13 General political orientation is operationalized using the left-right self-
assessment (𝑀 = 3.581, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.080).14 

All metric variables are z-standardized in the analyses. Out of 1102 cases, 960 cases (after 
imputation for migration, equivalized household income and SIOPS) have no missing values 
for any of the variables considered; all our analyses refer to these cases only. Almost all of the 
missing values occurred in the survey of implicit attitudes with the BIAT; for understandable 
reasons, we refrain from imputing missing values for these key independent variables. 

4 Empirical findings 

Bivariate relationships 

As suggested by the DPP, explicit and implicit attitudes are only weakly correlated (see Figure 
2). In the case of populism, the correlation coefficient is only 𝑟 = 0.089 (𝑝 < 0.006); a change 
of four standard deviations in implicit populism is thus only accompanied by a marginal 
change of less than half a standard deviation in explicit populism. Implicit and explicit racism 
are somewhat more strongly related, but still very weak by conventional standards (𝑟 =
0.204, 𝑝 < 0.001). An increase of four standard deviations in implicit racism is statistically 
associated with an increase of less than one standard deviation in explicit racism. 

 

13 Scale: 1 “every day” to 7 “never” (negative polarity). For simplicity, we treat the variable 
as a metric variable. 

14 Scale: 1 “left” to 7 “right”. For simplicity, we treat the variable as a metric variable. 
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that automatically transforms the selected occupations into the ISCO-08 classification. From 
this, the ISCO-88 classification can be derived using a transformation table from the 
International Labour Organization (ILO 1990). This allowed us to determine the SIOPS 
measure of occupational prestige using a procedure developed by Ganzeboom and Treiman 
(1996, see also Ganzeboom and Treiman 2011) and modified by Hendrickx (2004) (Stata-
ado "ISKO") (𝑀=45.705, 𝑆𝐷=9.992). The use of the drop-down menu resulted in a high 
number of missing values; we imputed 520 missing values using a regression of socio-
demographic variables. 

Finally, we control for two general measures of cultural orientation. The religiosity variable 
indicates how often respondents attend religious ceremonies, such as church services (𝑀=
0.732, 𝑆𝐷=1.064).13 General political orientation is operationalized using the left-right self-
assessment (𝑀=3.581, 𝑆𝐷=1.080).14 

All metric variables are z-standardized in the analyses. Out of 1102 cases, 960 cases (after 
imputation for migration, equivalized household income and SIOPS) have no missing values 
for any of the variables considered; all our analyses refer to these cases only. Almost all of the 
missing values occurred in the survey of implicit attitudes with the BIAT; for understandable 
reasons, we refrain from imputing missing values for these key independent variables. 

4 Empirical findings 

Bivariate relationships 

As suggested by the DPP, explicit and implicit attitudes are only weakly correlated (see Figure 
2). In the case of populism, the correlation coefficient is only 𝑟=0.089 (𝑝<0.006); a change 
of four standard deviations in implicit populism is thus only accompanied by a marginal 
change of less than half a standard deviation in explicit populism. Implicit and explicit racism 
are somewhat more strongly related, but still very weak by conventional standards (𝑟=
0.204, 𝑝<0.001). An increase of four standard deviations in implicit racism is statistically 
associated with an increase of less than one standard deviation in explicit racism. 
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Figure 2: Correlation between implicit and explicit attitudes. 

Against this background, implicit and explicit attitudes can be seen as partially independent 
predictors of affinity for the AfD. Figures 3 and 4 provide an overview of how the four 
attitudes are distributed among AfD voters and non-voters. The visual impression is 
confirmed by inferential statistical comparisons of means (two-tailed t-tests): AfD voters and 
non-voters differ significantly in all four attitudes. The smallest t-value is found for implicit 
racism with 𝑡 = −3.113 and an empirical significance level of 𝑝 < 0.002. What becomes clear 
is that AfD voters differ from AfD non-voters more in their explicit than in their implicit 
attitudes. 

  

Figure 3: Explicit attitudes among AfD voters and non-voters. 
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Figure 4: Implicit attitudes among AfD voters and non-voters. 

Multivariate analyses 

Let us now turn to testing our hypothesis in the context of multivariate models. First, we ask 
whether implicit attitudes are indeed more strongly reflected in explicit attitudes when the 
articulation of the explicit attitude takes place in the context of a Type 1 process. To this end, 
we estimate a regression model for each of the two explicit attitudes. The three central 
independent variables are the corresponding implicit attitude, our dispositive measure of 
tendency to Type 1 processes, and an interaction term between these two independent 
variables. We control for the socio-demographic variables listed in section 3 (age, gender, 
migration background, urban/rural, East/West, education, class, employment status, 
occupational prestige), for left-right self-assessment, and also for religiosity. 
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Figure 6. Interaction between implicit attitudes and intuitiveness. 

Figure 5 shows that there is a descriptively positive but not significant interaction effect for 
populism (𝑝 < 0.392), while there is a positive and significant interaction effect for racism 
(𝑝 < 0.006) (see also Table 3 in the appendix). Figure 6 helps to assess the strength of the 
interaction effects. The straight lines labeled “Typ-1 Prozess” (Type 1 Process) reflect the 
predicted values for highly intuitive respondents who are two standard deviations above the 
mean of the dispositive measure. Similarly, the straight lines labeled “Typ-2 Prozess” (Type 
2 Process) report the predicted values for highly reflective respondents, who are two 
standard deviations below the mean of this measure. Looking at populism, we find an 
interaction effect that is not particularly large in terms of effect size; the straight line labeled 
“Typ-1 Prozess” has about twice the slope of the straight line labeled “Typ-2 Prozess”. But 
double of almost nothing is still little. In the case of racism, however, there is a rather strong 
interaction effect: In fact, among more reflective respondents, implicit racism has no effect 
on explicit racism, while among more intuitive respondents there is a quite noticeable 
relationship. Overall, for both attitudes, i.e., populism and racism, we interpret these findings 
as clearly positive evidence for the validity of the principle of catalyzation. 
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Let us now turn to the consideration of voting intentions for the AfD. We estimate a model 
that includes all four attitudes into account simultaneously as independent variables, as well 
as the measure of intuitiveness and the two interaction effects between this measure and the 
two implicit attitudes. In addition, we again use the control variables mentioned above. Given 
that our theoretical interest is focused on interaction effects and that these are difficult to 
test for in the context of logit or probit models (Ai and Norton 2003), we follow the 
recommended practice in econometrics and increasingly also in sociology and resort to the 
linear probability model (Breen et al. 2018). 
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We find positive and significant interaction effects for both implicit populism and implicit 
racism (see Figure 7 and Table 4 in the appendix).15 Figure 8 shows that implicit populism 
has no effect on affinity for the AfD among highly reflective respondents, while there is a 
positive correlation among highly intuitive respondents. Implicit racism also has a significant 
positive influence on affinity for the AfD among highly intuitive respondents (see Figure 8). 
However, the small and insignificant main effect of implicit racism also means that there is 
even a negative correlation between implicit racism and affinity for the AfD among highly 
reflective respondents. A possible explanation for this - at first sight irritating - finding could 
be repression in the sense of Freud (1911), which can be reconstructed in the DPP framework 
as a conflict between implicit and explicit orientations (cf. Wilson et al. 2000). This means 
that highly reflective respondents with strong implicit racist attitudes might not vote for the 
AfD in order to avoid becoming aware of their implicit attitudes. This is, of course, only a 
speculative post-hoc interpretation of a finding that should not be exaggerated. Indeed, an 
additional analysis, looking only at respondents with an above-average tendency to reflect, 
shows that this negative correlation between implicit racism and affinity for the AfD is not 
significant (𝑏 = −0.011, 𝑝 < 0.300). 

Incidentally, the effect sizes of the implicit attitudes are remarkable. The model on which 
Figures 7 and 8 are based shows a coefficient for left-right self-assessment of 0.048 (see Table 
4 in the appendix). Thus, ceteris paribus, a one standard deviation increase in one's self-
assessment as politically right-wing leads to a 4.8 percentage point increase in the probability 
of voting for the AfD. According to the model, East Germans have a 4.6% increased probability 
of voting for the AfD. Both the left-right self-assessment and the East/West dummy are 
known to be relatively strong predictors in relevant research on the AfD (cf. Hambauer and 
Mays 2018; Lengfeld 2017). However, among respondents whose intuitiveness is one 
standard deviation above the mean, implicit populism has a stronger effect: a one standard 
deviation increase in implicit populism leads to a 5.8% increase in the probability of voting 
for the AfD. In fact, implicit populism has a stronger influence than explicit populism and can 
be interpreted as the second strongest predictor overall after explicit racism. We interpret 
these findings on the influence of implicit attitudes on the affinity to the AfD as a clear 
confirmation of the catalyzation principle. 

5 Discussion 

In this paper, the distinction between implicit and explicit attitudes was taken up on the basis 
of the DPP and it was argued that the DPP formulates a general condition for implicit attitudes 
to be reflected more strongly in explicit attitudes on the one hand, and in overt behavior on 

 

15 Figure 7 is based on a model without robust standard errors. Since the assumption of 
homoscedasticity is violated in the linear probability model, one also finds the 
recommendation to work with robust standard errors. Here, weakly significant interaction 
effects emerge (Implicit Populism # Type 1 Process: 𝑝 < 0.065, Implicit Racism # Type-1 
Process: 𝑝 < 0.069). 
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the other. According to the principle of catalyzation, the influence of implicit attitudes 
increases when the explication or action occurs in the context of Type 1 processes. These 
action-theoretical ideas were applied in the context of explaining affinity for the AfD. In this 
exploratory study, it was shown that, on the one hand, implicit attitudes toward populism 
and racism are only weakly related to corresponding explicit attitudes. Furthermore, both 
types of attitudes are significant and strong predictors of voting intentions for the AfD. 
Finally, the catalysis principle is also valid, as more reflective respondents show a weaker 
correlation between implicit attitudes and explicit attitudes and also between implicit 
attitudes and affinity for the AfD than respondents who rely more on their intuition. 

These findings and the underlying action-theoretical argumentation can provide fruitful 
impulses for electoral research and, in particular, for empirical research on right-wing 
populist or extremist tendencies. In general, the political science and sociological literature 
considers both objectively given and subjectively perceived socioeconomic status (Brug et al. 
2000; Lubbers et al. 2002; Arzheimer and Carter 2006) and cultural orientations such as 
racism, xenophobia, authoritarianism, and Euroscepticism (Kitschelt 1995; Ivarsflaten 2005; 
Werts et al. 2013) as predictors of right-wing populist tendencies. However, cultural 
orientations are almost exclusively measured by explicit attitudinal measures. Given our 
findings that implicit and explicit attitudes are only closely related under certain conditions, 
and that implicit attitudes can influence voting intentions even when explicit attitudes are 
controlled for, it can be concluded that central determinants of individual voting behavior 
have been overlooked in the most election research. The thesis that implicit attitudes cannot 
be neglected when explaining right-wing populist tendencies is also relevant for the 
sociological debate on the AfD. Here, following contributions by Ronald Inglehart and Pippa 
Norris (Inglehart and Norris 2017, 2018), the question of whether socioeconomic factors 
(Economic Insecurity Hypothesis) or cultural orientations (Cultural Backlash Hypothesis) 
determine affinity for the AfD is controversial (Lengfeld 2017; Lux 2018; Tutić and von 
Hermanni 2018; Rippl and Seipel 2018; Lengfeld and Dilger 2018). A well-founded discussion 
of this question requires mediation analyses, because in addition to the direct effects of 
socioeconomic position, which also affect affinity for the AfD when controlling for cultural 
orientations, the indirect effects mediated by differences in these cultural orientations must 
also be taken into account (cf. Lengfeld and Dilger 2018). Again, from an action-theoretical 
perspective, the contributions presented so far suffer from the fact that cultural orientations 
are considered exclusively by means of explicit measures. The action-theoretical perspective 
outlined in this article leads to additional challenges for empirical social research: multiple 
mediation analyses are necessary because status positions influence voting intentions not 
only directly, but also indirectly via implicit and explicit attitudes, which in turn are 
moderated by the disposition to act intuitively or reflectively. It can be assumed that 
socioeconomic status affects not only the implicit and explicit attitudes of actors, but also 
their disposition toward more intuitive or reflective behavior (cf. Brett and Miles 2021). In 
light of our findings on the relevance of implicit attitudes for AfD voting intentions, multiple 
mediation analyses that take into account the aforementioned considerations are a necessary 
and logical endeavor to advance the debate on the relative empirical validity of the Economic 
Insecurity Hypothesis and the Cultural Backlash Hypothesis. Unfortunately, our data lend 
themselves to such analyses only to a limited extent, primarily because the implicit measures 
of populism and racism cover only a very limited spectrum of implicit cultural orientations. 
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At this point, we would like to address and discuss another finding on the main effects of our 
measure of intuitiveness, which is not the focus of this paper but should be of interest 
nonetheless. We find a consistent pattern that the propensity for intuitiveness is associated 
with agreeing with explicitly populist and racist statements and also with being more likely 
to vote for the AfD (see Figures 5 and 7). At first glance, this finding contradicts the common 
hypothesis that intuitiveness and spontaneity favor prosocial behavior (Rand et al. 2012; 
Rand 2016; Rand et al. 2014). In this regard, we would like to elaborate on three aspects. 
First, our findings seem plausible because our measure of intuitiveness focuses on the 
tendency to rely on first impressions and “common sense”, and this tendency is served by 
populist parties (such as the determined rejection of “elitist” experts). Moreover, the thesis 
of intuitive prosociality is also not uncontroversial in interdisciplinary research 
(Bouwmeester et al. 2017; Verkoeijen and Bouwmeester 2014). According to the DPP, 
implicit attitudes should have a stronger influence on behavior when that behavior occurs as 
part of a Type 1 process. Based on this catalyzation principle, one only arrives at the thesis of 
intuitive prosociality if one assumes a general implicit orientation of humans; and it is 
precisely this assumption that is empirically questionable. Finally, our results fit well into the 
interdisciplinary discourse on DPP. Empirical evidence for intuitive prosociality comes 
mainly from studies of economic games whose payoff structure is such that individual payoffs 
and social welfare come into conflict (logic: “I” versus “group”). However, the political 
narrative of right-wing populist parties such as the AfD focuses not on the conflict between 
the individual and society, but on the conflict between social aggregates or groups (logic: “us” 
versus “the others”): On the one hand, on the conflict between “the people” and “the elite” 
and, on the other hand, on the conflict between “Germans” and “foreigners”. With Greene 
(2013) it can now be argued that the human species, as an evolutionary adaptation, has 
developed the tendency to intuitively act prosocially in situations of conflict between self-
interest and group interest, but that this prosociality is always limited to one's own group. In 
situations structured according to the logic of “us” versus “the others”, intuitive prosociality 
toward one's own group leads to intuitive antisociality toward the others. 

Let us now turn to the limitations of this paper. In section 2, we pointed out that from a 
theoretical perspective, the relationship between explicit attitudes and behavior is difficult 
to grasp. Depending on the mode in which the articulation of the explicit attitude and the 
behavior comes about, four cases can be distinguished. The reliance on a dispositive measure 
of Type 1/Type 2 processes means that we can only compare cases in which both the 
explication of attitudes and the voting intention arose as part of a Type 1 process with cases 
in which neither the explication nor the behavior was processed automatically-
spontaneously. For this reason, the present study is not very instructive regarding the 
influence of explicit attitudes. Future research should use techniques such as time pressure 
or cognitive overload to focus empirically on the other two cases in which either the explicit 
attitude or the behavior is automatic-spontaneous. In addition, it would be interesting to 
investigate whether our measure of Type 1/Type 2 processes proves valid in other contexts 
and how it relates to alternative measures, such as attitude accessibility (Mayerl 2010) or 
attitude anchoring (Stocké 2004). 

With regard to the empirical example, the main limitation of the present study is certainly 
that we cannot claim to be representative of the German population and that we are working 
with a cross sectional study. Interesting hypotheses about the relative importance of 
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socioeconomic factors and cultural orientations or about the prevalence of implicit and 
explicit attitudes in the German population over time cannot be tested on this data basis. 
From our point of view, it would be a very worthwhile undertaking to set up a representative 
panel that includes implicit cultural orientations in addition to the standard variables 
associated with research on right-wing populist tendencies. 
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Appendix 
Table 1: Word lists for the Brief Implicit Association Test. With regard to the first names of 
Germans and refugees, we were guided by lists of the most common first names in Germany 
and in Arabic-speaking countries, since at the time of the survey (2020) the majority of 
refugees came from countries such as Syria or Iraq. 

Category Associated words 

Attribute  

 Good nice, heat, love, friend 

 Badly mean, cold, hate, enemy 

Attribute object  

 German Paul, Thomas, Marie, Sophia 

 Refugees Enis, Ali, Fatima, Aischa 

 Established Angela Merkel, CDU, Public broadcasting, Bill Gates 

 Alternative Björn Höcke, AfD, Trump, Alternative media 

 

Table 2. Items for explicit racism, explicit populism, and disposition toward Type 1 processes. 

Explicit racism 

 Their presence in Germany leads to problems on the housing market. 

 They take jobs away from the Germans. 

 They are a burden on the social safety net. 

 They will make a positive contribution to Germany's economic development. + 

 The current number of refugees is a threat to prosperity in Germany. 

 They are treated better than Germans in many areas of life. 

 They cause social cohesion to be lost. 

 Their presence often causes problems in the neighborhood where they live. 

 The many refugee children in school prevent the German children from receiving a good 
education. 

 They had better adapt their lifestyle to that of the Germans. 

 With so many refugees in Germany, people increasingly feel like strangers in their own 
country. 

 They are an enrichment for the culture in Germany. + 

 They make Germany more tolerant and open to the world. + 
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 They will enrich Germany culturally in the long term. + 

 They increase crime in Germany. 

 They increase the risk of terrorist attacks. 

 If housing becomes scarce, refugees living in Germany should be sent back to their home 
countries. 

 There are too many refugees living in Germany. 

Explicit populism 

 The people often agree, but the politicians pursue quite different goals. 

 I would rather be represented by an ordinary citizen than a career politician. 

 Political parties are only interested in voters' votes, not their opinions. 

 The differences in political views between the elite and the people are greater than the 
differences within the people. 

 Important political decisions should not be decided by politicians but by the people 
through referendums. 

 Politicians in Germany must follow the will of the people. 

 In principle, the people of Germany agree on what should happen in politics. 

 What is called “compromise” in politics is really just selling one's principles. 

Disposition to Type 1 processes 

 I always know exactly why I like something. 

 My first impression of people usually turns out to be correct. 

 I am often unsure of my judgment. + 

+ Reverse coded items. 
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Table 3: Linear regression models. Dependent variable: explicit attitudes. (1) Explicit 
populism, (2) Explicit racism. Items for explicit racism, explicit populism, and disposition 
toward Type 1 processes. 

  (1)  (2) 

  Racism  Populism 

Explicit attitudes b SE  b SE 

Implicit populism 0.093 ** 0.031     

Implicit racism     0.106 *** 0.026 

Type 1 process 0.111 *** 0.031  0.105 *** 0.027 

Imp. populism × Type 1 process 0.026  0.031     

Imp. racism × Type 1 process     0.067 ** 0.024 

Age 0.084 + 0.048  0.058  0.041 

Male −0.121 + 0.062  −0.083  0.053 

Migration 0.180 + 0.098  −0.013  0.083 

City −0.035  0.062  0.039  0.053 

Education (ref.: Secondary school)        

 High school −0.216 ** 0.072  −0.134 * 0.062 

 Basic school 0.183  0.128  0.144  0.109 

Class (reference: middle class)        

 Upper class −0.087  0.127  −0.126  0.109 

 Lower class 0.122 + 0.067  0.106 + 0.057 

Employment status (ref.: other)        

 Employed −0.112  0.130  0.094  0.111 

 Trainees/Students −0.233  0.167  −0.178  0.143 

 Pensioners −0.054  0.152  0.124  0.130 

Professional prestige −0.072 * 0.034  −0.097 *** 0.029 

West Germany −0.286 *** 0.063  −0.238 *** 0.054 

Religiosity −0.021  0.031  −0.018  0.026 

Left-Right self-assessment 0.148 *** 0.031  0.483 *** 0.027 

Constant 0.382 ** 0.142  0.115  0.122 

Observations 960    960   

𝑅2 0.160    0.388   

+ 𝑝 < 0.1; *𝑝 < 0.05; **𝑝 < 0.01; ***𝑝 < 0.001 
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Table 4: Linear probability models. Dependent variable: AfD voting intention. (3) Normal 
standard errors, (4) Robust standard errors. 
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